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NOTE. 
The Essays contained in this Volume were origi

nally published in the several periodicals, and at the 
respective dates, that here follow:-• 

.. Progress: its Law and Cause," in the West
minster Review for April, 1857. 

II Manners and Fashion," in the JVestminster Review 
for April, 1854. 

II The Genesis of Science," in the British Qua1·terly 
Review for July, 1854 . 

.. The 'Physiology of Laughter," in Macmillan's 
Magazine for March, 1860. 

"The Origin and Function ·of Music," in Fraser'!! 
Magazine for October, 1857 . 

.. The Nebular Hypothesis," in the Westminster 
Review for July, 1858 . 

.. Bain on the Emotions and the Will," in the 
.lIedico-Chirurgical Review for January, 1860. 

"lllogical Geology," in the Uni'rersal Reriew for 
July, 1859. 

II The Development Hypothesis," in the Leader 
for March 20, 1852. 

"The Social Organism," in the Westminster Reriell' 
for January, 1860. 

"Use and Beauty," in the Leader for January 3. 
1852. 

"The Sources of Architectural Types;' in the 
Leader for October 23, 1852 . 

.. The Use of Anthropomorphism," in the Leader 
for November 5, 1853. 
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I. 

PROGRESS: ITS LA v" AND CAUS].., 

T IlE current conception of Progress is somewhat shift. 
ing and indefinite. Sometimes it comprehends little 

more than simple growtb-as of a nation in the number of 
its members and the extent of territory over which it has 
spread. Sometimes it has J·eference to quantity of material 
products-as when the advance of agriculture and manu· 
factures is the topic. Sometimes the superior quality of 
these products is contemplated: and sometimes the new or 
improved appliances by which they are produced. When, 
again, we speak of moral or intellectual progress, we refer 
to the state of the individual or people e,hibiting it; while, 
when the progress of Knowledge, of Science, of Art, i. 
commented upon, we have in view certaiu abstract resultr. 
of human thought and action. Not only, however, is the 
current conception of Progress more or less vague, but it 
is in great measure erroneous. It takes in not so milch tho 
reality of Progress as its accompaniments--not so milch 
Lhe substance as the shadow. That progress in intelligence 
Been during the growth of the child into the m:n, or the 
lal"age into the philosopher, is commonly regarded as con· 
listing in the greater number of facts known and laws 

• 
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PROGRESS: rot LAW ANI> OAUIB:. 

understood: whereas( the actual progress consists in thOH 
internal modifications of which this increased knowledge 
is the expression. Social progress is supposed to consist. in 
the produce of a. greater quantity and variety of the arti
cles required for satisfying men's want'; in the increasing 
security of person and property j in widening freedom of 
acti~n: whereas, rightly understood, social progress con • 
.ai.sts in those changes of structure in the Bocial organism 
which have eutailM these consequences. The current con
ception is a teleological one. The phenomena are contem
plated solely as bearing on human happiness. Only those 
changes are held to const.itute progress which directly or 
indirectly tend to heighten human happiness. And they 
are thought t.o constitute progress simply becau8e they tend 
to heighten human happiness. But rightly to understand 
vogress, we must inquire what is the nature of these 
changes, considereJ apart from our interests. Cea.~ing, for 
example, to regard the successive geological modification. 
that have taken place in the Earth, as modifications that 
have gradually fitted it for the habitation of Man, and as 
therefore a geological progress, we must seek to determine 
the character common to these modification&-the law to 
which they all conform. And similarly in every other case. 
Leaving out of sight concomitants and beneficial conse
quences, let us ask what Progress is in itself 

In respect to that progress which individual organisms 
display in the course of their evolution, this question has 
been answered by the Germans. The investigations or 
W 011f, Goetht', and Von Baer, h!1ve ~tablished the truth 
that the series of changes gone through during the devel
opment of a seed into a tree, or an ovum into an animai, 
constitut .. an advance from homogeneity of structure to 
heterogeneity of strncture. In its primary stage, every 
germ consists of a Bubstance that; ill unif(lrm throughout, 
both in texture and themical composition. The first step 

• 



lk WHAT PROGRESS CONSISTS. 3 

IS the appearance of a difference between two parts of this 
substance; or, as the phenomenon is ~alled in physioiogical 
language, a differentiation. Each of these differentiated 
divisions presently begins itself to exhibit some contrast of 
parts; and by ana.by these secondary differentiations be
come as definite as the original one. This process is con
tinu.ously repeated-is simultaneously going on in all parts 
of the growing embryo; and by endless such differentia
. tions there is finally produced that comp~x combination of 
tissues and organs constituting the adult animal or plant. 
This is the history of all organisms whatever. It is settled 
beyond dispute that organic progress .onsists in a change 
from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous. 

N ow, we propose in the first place to show, that this 
law of organic progress is the law of all progress. Whether 
it be in the development of the Earth, in the development 
of Life upon its surface, in the development of Society, of 
Government, of Manufactures, of Commerce, of Language, 
Literature, Science, Art, this same evolution of the simple 
iuto the complex, through successive differentiations, holds 
throughout. From the earliest traceable cosmical changes 
down to the latest results of civilization, we shall find that 
the transformation of the homogeneous into the heteroge
neous, is that in which Progress essentially consists. 

With the view of showing that if the Nebular Hypoth
esis be true, the genesis of the solar system supplies one 
illustration of this law, let us assume that the matter of 
which the sun and planets consist was once in a diffused 
form; and that froth the gravitation of its atoms there 
resulted a gradual concentration. By the hypothesis, the 
solar system in its nascent state existed as an indefinitely 
extended and nearly homogeneous medium-a medium 
almost homogeneous in density, in temperatule, and in 
other physical attributes. The first advance towards con-
8Olidation resulted in a differentiation between the occupied 
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space which the Debuloaa mass Itil1 filled, aDd the lIDoec. 
pied lpace which it pnYioasJ1 filled. There aimultaDeoual1 
resulted a con~ in deDSit1 aDd a con~ in tempera
ture, be\WecD the interior aDd the ut.erior of thja aaa-. 
And M the same lime there arose tlll'f'ug\out k rotatory 
mOTelDents. whose velocities TUied according \0 their w.. 
&&Does from its oenWe. These d.i6erentiatioDl inc:reued in 
Dumber aDd degree lIDill there was evolved the orgsnUed 
group of Iun, plaaeu. aDd atelli~ which we DOW kDow
a group which preeents Dumerous CODb'uta of ItrUcture 
aDd action among its mem~ There are the immeue 
con\ra.'Ita be\ween. the IUD aDd planets. in bulk aDd in 
weigh\; as well as the lubordinate eontn.st.s between oDe 
planet aDd aDo\her, aDd between the plaoet.8 aDd their sa&.
ellites. There is the aimiIarl1 marked coo\r'W between 
\he IUD as almos\ stationary. aDd the pbnet5 .. lDOving 
round him with grea\ velocit1; while there are the &eo

ondary contrasts be\WeeJl the velocities and periodB of the 
IleV~ planet.&, and between tbeir simple revolutions and 
the double onee or their atellites, which bave to move 
roud \beir primaries wbile moving round \be IUD. There 
is \be )"e\ fW'ther strong conuaa between the IUn aDd \be 
plaDet.s in resped of temperature; and there is reaaon \0 
IUPpose tha\ the planet.8 aDd sa\ellitee clitrer from each 
other in their proper heat, as well .. in the heat tIler ..... 
ceive from the suo.. 

When we be&l' in mind that, in aJJjtioa to theee TUioaa 
contrasts, the planet.8 and _\ellites a1ao d.i6er ill ret<peet to 
their disunces from each other aDd their primary; in ~ 
1.0 \be inelinatiODl or their orbit.s, the inclioatiODl of their 
ues, their times of rotation 08 their axes, \beir ~c gnv. 
ities, and \beir pbysical consbtutioDl; we see wbM a high 
.Jegree of, beterogeneit1 the lOW system exhibits. whaJ 
DOmpred with the alm06\ complete hOlDOgeot'lt1 of \be 
IlcbuloQS mass ou\ of1rhicb it is IDPpoeed to bave origiDated 



GBO~GICAL PRooRESS OF THE EABTH. 5 

Passing from this hypothetical illustration, which must 
be takcn for what it is worth, wit.out prejudice to the 
general argument, let us <iescend to a more certain order 
of evidence. It is now generally agreed among geologists 
that the Earth w. at first a mass of molten matter; and 
that it is still fluid and incandescent at the distance of a fow 
miles beneath its surface. Originally, then, it was homo
gcneous in consistence, and, in virtue of the circulation 
that takes place in heated fluids, must ~ve been compara
tively homogeneous in temperature; and it mnst have been 
surrounded by an atmosphere consisting partly of the ele
ments of air and water, and partly of shose various other 
elements which assome a gaseous form at high tempera· 
tures. That slow cooliag by radiation which is still going 
on at an inappreciable rate, and which, though originally 
far more rapid than now, necessarily required an immense 
time to produce any decided change, must ultimately have 
resulted in the solidification of the portion most able to 
part with its heat-namely, the surface. In the thin crust 
thus formed we have the first marked differentiation. A still 
further cooling, a cousequent thickening of this crust, and an 
accompanying deposition of all solidifiable elements con 
tained in the atmosphere, must finally have been followed 
by the condensation of the water previously existing as 
vapour. A second marked differentiation must thus have 
arisen: and as the condensation must have taken place on 
the coolest parts of the surface-namely, about the poles-
there must thus have resulted the first geographical dis
tiuction of parts. To these illustrations of growing hete
rogeueity, which, though deduced from the known laws of 
matter, may be regarded as more or less hypothetical. 
Geology adds an extensive series that have been inductively 
established. Its investigations show that the, Earth has 
been continually becoming more heterogeneous in virtue 
of the multiplication of the strata which form its crust i 
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further, that it has been becoming more heterogeneous in 
respect of the compooition of these strata, the latter of 
which, being made from the detritus of the older ones, are 
many of them rendered highly complex by the minure of 
materials they contain; and that thistbeterogeneity hal 
heen vastly increased by the action of the Earth' •• till 
molten nucleus upon its envelope, whence have resulted 
Dot only a great variety of igneous rocks, but the tilting 
np of sedimentaryrstrata at all angles, the formation of 
faults and metallic veins, the production of endless disloca
tions and irregularities. Yet again, geologists teach us 
that the Earth's surface has been growing more varied in 
'elevation-that the most ancient mountain systems are the 
smallest, and the Andes and Himalayas the most modern; 
while in all probability there have been corresponding 
changes in the bed of the ocean. As a consequence of 
these ceaseless differentiations, we now find that no consid
erable portion of the Earth's exposed surface is like any 
other portion, either in contour, in geologic structure, or 
in chemical composition; and that in most parts it changes 
from mile to mile in all these characteristica. 

Moreover, it must not be forgotten that there has been 
simultaneously going on a gradual differentiation of climatea. 
.As fast as the Earth cooled and its crust solidified, there arose 
appreciable differences in temperature between those parts 
of its surface most exposed to the SUD and those less exposed. 
Gradually, as the cooling progreSBed, these differencell be
came more pronounced; until there finally resulted those 
marked contrasts between regions of perpetual ice and 
snow, regions where winter and summer alternately reign 
lor periods varying according to the latitude, and region. 
where summer follows summer with scarcely an appreciable 
variation. 'At the same time the succeBBive elevations and 
lubsidences of different portions of the Earth's crust, tend. 
ing as they have done to the prcsent irregular distribution 



PROGRESS OF TERRESTRIAL LIFE. 7 

of land and sea, have entailed various modifications of cli· 
mate beyond those dependent on latitude; while a yet fur. 
ther series of sllch modifications have been produced by 
increasing differences of elevation in the land, which have 
in sundry places b"ought arctic, temperate, and tropical 
climates to within a few miles of each other. And the 
general result of these changes is, that not only has every 
extensive region its own meteorologic conditions, but that 
every locality in each region differs mor~ or less from oth
ers in those conditions, as in its structure, its contour, its 
soil. Thus, between our existing Earth, the phenomena of 
whose varied crust neither geographe.~S'; geologists, miner
alogists, nor meteorologists have yet enumerated, and the 
molten globe out of which it was evolved, the contrast in 
heterogeneity is sufficiently striking. 

When from the Earth itself we ",nn to the plants and 
animals that have lived, or still live, upon its surface, we 
find ourselves in some difficulty from lack of facts. That 
every existing organism has been developed out of the 
simple into the complex, is indeed the first established 
truth of all; and that every organism that has existed was 
similarly developed, is an inference which no physiologist 
will hesitate to draw. But when we pass fi'om individual 
forms of life to Life in general, and inquire whether the 
saMe law is seen in the ensemble of its mallifestations,
wl1llther modern plants and animals are of more hetero. 
geneous structure than ancient ones, and whether the 
Earth's present Flora and Fauna are more heterogeneous 
than the Flora and· Fauna of the past,-we find the evi:
dence so fragmentary, that every conclusion is open to 
dispute. Two·thirds of the Earth's surface being covered 
by water; a great part of the exposed land being inaccess
ible to, or untravelled by, the geologist; the gteater part 
of the remainder having been scarcely more ihan glance.d 
it; and eyen the most familiar portions, as England, hav-

• 



8 PROGRESS: ITS LAW AND CAUSE. 

mg been so imperfectly explored that a new aerie. uf .tratl 
has been added wit}j1n these four yeara,-it ia manifestly 
impossible for us to say with any certainty what creature. 
have, and what have not, existed at any particular period. 
Considering the perishable nature of (nany of the lower 
organic forms, the metamorphosis of many sedimentarl 
strata, and the gaps that occur among the rest, we shaD 
ilee further reason for diatrusting our deductions. On the 
one hand, the repeated discovery of l'ertebrate remain. in 
strata previously supposed to contain .none,-of reptilea 
where only fish were thought to exist,-of mammala where 
it was believed there were no creatures higher than rep
tiles,-renders it daily more manifest how small is the 
value of negative evidence. 

On the other hand, the worthlessnesa of the asaumptioD 
that we have discovered the earliest, or anything like the 
earliest, organic remains, is becoming equally clear. That 
the oldest known sedimentary rock. have been greatly 
changed by igneous action, and that still older ones have 
been totally transformed by it, is becoming undeniable. 
And the fact that sedimeutary strata earlier than any we 
kuow, have been melted up, being admitted, it must also 
be admitted that we cannot say how far back in time thia 
destruction of sedimentary strata has been going on. Thu. 
it is manifest that the title, Palau)Zoic, as applied to the 
earliest known fossiliferous strata, involves a petitio princi
pii j and that, for aught we know to the contrary, only the 
last few chapters of the Earth's biological history may have 
come down to us.. On neither side, therefore, is the evi
dence conclusive. Neverthelesa we cannot but think that, 
scanty as they are, the facts, taken altogether, tend to ahow 
both that the more heterogeneous organisma have beeD 
evolved in the later geologic periods, and that Life io 
general has been more heterogeneously manifested as time 
has advanced. Let us cite, in illustration, the one CaBe 01 
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the vertebr.;eta. The earliest known vertebrate remaim. ~re 
those of Fishes; and Fishes are the'most homogeneous of 
the vertebrata. Later and more heterogeneous are Rep
tiles. Later still, and more heterogeneous still, are Mam. 
mals and Birds. ll'it be said, as it may fairly be said, that 
the Palreozoic deposits, not being estuary deposits, are not 
likely to eontain the remains of terrestrial vertebrata, which 
may nevertheless have existed at that era, we reply that we 
are merely pointing to the leading facti, 8uch as they are. 

But to avoid any such criticism, let us take the mam
malian subdivision only. The earliest known remains of 
mammals are those of small marsupialsr which are the low
est of the mammalian type; while, conversely, the highest 
of the mammalian type-Man-is the most recent. The 
evidence that the vertebrate fauna, as a whole, has become 
more heterogeneous, is considerably stronger. To the 
argument that the vertebrate fauna of the Palreozoic period, 
consisting, so far as we know, entirely of Fishes, was less 
heterogeneous than the modern vertebrate fauna, which 
includes Reptiles, Birds, and Mammals, of multitudinous 
genera, it may be replied, as before, that estuary deposits 
of the Palreozoio period, could we find them, might contain 
other orders of vertebrata. But no snch reply can be made 
to the argnment that whereas the marine vertebrata of the 
Palreozoio period consisted entirely of cartilaginous fishes, 
the roarine vertebrata of later periods include numerous 
genera of osseous fishes; and that, therefore, the later 
marine vertebrate fannas are more heterogeneous than the 
oldest known one. Nor, again, can any such reply be made 
to the fact that there are far more numerous orders and 
genera of mammalian remains in the tertiary formations than 
in the secondary formations. Did we wis:' merely to make 
out the best case, we might dwell upon the ophiton of Dr. 
Carpenter, who says that "the general facts of Palreontol
~gy appear to !'Ianction the belief, that the same plan may 
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be traced out in what may be called 1M generalliJ; of 1M 
"loH, 88 in 1M indiDiduallif. of every oue of the form! of 
organU.ed being which now people is.... Or we might quote, 
as decisive, the judgment of Profe880r Owen, who hold! 
that the earlier eumplee of each group-of creaturee leVer
ally departed less widely from archetypal geDerality thaa 
'he later ones--wcre aeverallyless unlike the fllDdementai 
form common to the group as a whole; that. iI to I&Y
nonstituted a lesa--heterogeneoul group of creaturea; and 
who further npholds the doctrine of a biological progra
sion. Bot iu deference to an authority for whom we have 
the highest respect, who ooDBidera that the erideDce at 
present obtained doee not jnstify a verdict either way, .. e 
are content to leave the question open. 

Whether an advance from the homogeneo1l8 to the 
heterogeneo1l8 is or is not displayed in the biological hit
tory of the globe, it is clearly enough cfuplayed in the 
progress of the latest and most heterogeneo1l8 creatore
Man. It is alike true that, during the period in which the 
Earth has been peopled, the human organism baa grown 
more heterogeneo1l8 among the civilized division! of the 
speciee; and that the speci~ 88 a whole, has been grow
ing more heterogeDeo1l8 in virtoe of the multiplication of 
races and' the di1ferentiation of these races from each 
olher. 

lo proof of the first of these positions, we mly cite 
the fact that, in the relative development of the limbe, tb. 
civilized man departs . more widely from the geDeral type 
of the placental mammalia than do the lower human races. 
While often possessing well-developed body and arms, the 
Papuan has extremely 81Dall ll'gll: th1l8 reminding 118 of 
the qoadrnmana, in which there is DO great contrast in 
me betw'een the hind and fore limbs. Bot in the Ell
ropean, the greater leDgth and matlliiveness of the legs hal 
becoow 1rcry marked-the fore and hind limbe are reJa. 
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tively more heterogeneous. Again, the greater ratio 
which the cranial bones bear to th: facial bones illustrates 
tho same truth. Among the vertebrata in general, pro
gress is marked by an increasing heterogeneity in the vert~ 
bral colnmn, and lnore especially in the vertebrre constitnt
ing the skull: the higher forms being distinguished by the 
relatively larger size of the bones which cover the brain, 
and the relatively smaller sue of those which form the 
jaw, &0. Now, this characteristic, w~ich is stronger in 
Man than in any other creature, is stronger in the European 
than in the savage. Moreover, judging from the greater 
extent and variety of faculty he exhibit'!!, we may infer that 
the civilized man has also a more complex or hetero
geneous nervous system than the uncivilUed man: and 
indeed the fact is in part visible in the increased ratio 
which his cerebrum bears to the subjacent ganglia. 

If further elucidation be needed, we may find it in every 
nursery. The infant Enropean has sundry marked points 
of resemblance to the lower hnman races; as in the flat
ness of the alre of the nose, the depression of its bridge, 
the divergence and forward opening of the nostrils, the 
form of the lips, the absence of a frontal sinus, the width 
between the eyes, the smallness of the legs. Now, as the 
developmental process by which these traits are turned into 
those of the adult European, is a continnation of that 
change from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous dis
played during the previous evolution of the embryo, which 
every physiologist will admit; it follows that the parallel 
developmental process by which the like traits of the bar
barons races have been tnrned into those of the civilized 
races, has also been a continuation of the change from 
the homogeneous to the heterogeneous. The truth of the 
lecond position-that Mankind, as a whole, ha~e become 
more heterogeneous-is so obvious as sC!U'cely to need 
illustration. Every work on Ethnology, by its division. 
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IIllcf subdivisions of races, bears testimony to it. EveD 
were we to admit the "hypothesis that Mankind originated 
from several separate stocks, it would still remain true, 
that as, from each of these stocks, there have sprung many 
now widely different tribes, which are proved by philologi. 
cal evidence .to have had a common origin, the race 88. 
whole is far less homogeneous than it once W&IJ. Add tn 
which, that we have, in the Anglo-Americans, an exam pI" 
of a new variety ~rising within these few generations; 
and that, if we may trust to the description of observers, 
we are likely soon to have another such example in Au ... 
tralia. ~ 

On passing from Humanity nnder its individual form, to 
Humanity as socially embodied, we find the general law still 
more valiously exemplified. The change from the homo
geneous to. the heterogeneous is displayed equally in the 
progre88 of civilization as a whole, and in the progress of 
every tribe or nation; and is still going on with increasing 
rapidity. As we see in existing barbarous tribes, society 
in its first and lowest form is a homogeneous aggregation 
of individuals having like powers and like functions: the 
only marked difference of function being that which accom
panies difference of seL Every man is warrior, hunter, 
fisherman, tool-maker, builder; every woman performs 
the same drudgeries; every family is self-eufficing, and save 
for purposes of aggression and defence, might as well live 
apart from the rest. Very early, however, in the procelll 
of social evolution, we find an incipient differentiation be
tween the governing and. the governed. Some kind of 
chieftainship seems coeval with the first advanc" from the 
state of separate wandering families to that of a nomadio 
tribe. The authority of the strongest makes itself felt 
among a hody of savages as in a herd of animals, or a 
flo88e of schoolboys. At first, however, it is indefinite, uo
eertain; is shared by others of IC8rcely inferior power: 

( 
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and is unaccompanied by any difference in occupation or 
style of living: the first ruler kills 'his own game, makes 
his own weapons, builds his own hut, and economically con
sidered, does not differ from others of his tribe. Gradual
ly, as the tribe pr~gresses, the contrast between the gov
erning and the governed grows more decided. Supreme 
power becomes hereditary in one family; the head of that. 
family, ceasing to provide for his own wants, is served by 
others; and he begins to assume the soh! office of ruling. 

At the same time there has been arising a co-ordinate 
species of government-that of Religion. As all ancient re
cords and traditions prove, the earliest ralers are regarded as 
divine personages. The maxims and commands they uttered 
during their lives are held sacred after their deaths, and are 
enforced by their divinely-descended successors; who in 
their turns are promoted to the pantheon of the race, there 
to be worshipped and propitiated along with their prede
cessors: the most ancient of whom is the supreme god, and 
the rest subordinate gods. For a long time these connate 
forms of government-civil and religious-continue closely 
associated. For many generations the king continues to 
be the chief priest, and the priesthood to be members of 
the royal race. For many ages religious law continues to 
contain more or less of civil regulation, and civil law to 
possess more or less of religious sanction; and even among 
the most advanced nations these two controlling agencies 
are by no means completely diff'erentiated from each other. 

Having a common root with these, and gradually diverg
in g from them, we fiud yet another controlling agency-that of 
Manners or ceremonial usages. All titles of honour are 
originaTIy the Dames of the god.king; afterwards of God 
And the king; still later of persons of high rank; and fin
ally come, some of them, to be used between man and man. 
All forms of complimentary address were at first the ex
pressions of submission from prisoners to their conqueror, 
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or from eubjects to their ruler, eit.her human or clivin_ • expressions that were afterwards used to propitiate subo~ 
din ate authorities, and slowly deaoended into ordinary inter
course. All mod~ oC salutation were once obeisancel mad. 
before the monarch and used in worship( oC him after hie 
death. Presently othen of the god-deacended race were lim
ilarlysaluted i and by dl'greelI some of the salutations have 
become the due ofall.- Thus, no sooner does theoriginalJy 
homogeneoussocial'knaaacli1ferentiate intothe governed and 
the governing parts., than thie last exhibita an incipient di£. 
ferentiation into religious and secuJar-Cburch and State; 
while at the same time there bl.'gins to be cli1I"erentiated 
from both, that less definite species of government ,,·hieh 
rull's our daily inlercourae-e species of government "'hieb, 
88 we may see in heralds' colleges, in boob of the peerage. 
in masters of ceremonies, is not without a certain embodi
ment of ita own. Each of thl'88 is itaelt subject to succes
sive di1ferentiationa. In the course oC ages, tbere arisee, .. 
among ourselves, a highly complex political organWWon of 
monarch, ministers, lords and commous, with their IUbo,.. 
dinate administrative departments, courts of justice, reve
nue offices, &c., supplemented in the provinces by muoio
pal governments, county governments, parish or union go ... • 
ernments-all oC them more or less elaborated. By ita lid. 
there grows up a higbly com pIa: religious organization, 
with ita various grades of officials, from arcbbisbope down 
to sextons, ita colleges, CODYocations, ecclesiastical courts. 
&c.; to all ,,·hieh must be a4ded the eyer mult.iplying inde
pendent sects, each with ita general and local authoritil'8. 
And at the lI8IIle time there is developed a highly compleJr 
aggregation of customs, manners, and temporary whion!\ 
enforoed 1>1 society at large, and serving to control those 

• For detailed proof or these ~ _ -1 .. Jf.-. -,--
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minor transactions between man and man which are not reg
ulated by civil and religious law. MJreover it is to be ob
served that this ever increasing heterogeneity in the gov
ernmental appliances of each nation, has been accompanied 
by an increaRing he\erogeneity in the governmental appli
ances of different nations; all of which are more or less 
unlike in their political systems and legislation, in their 
creeds and religious institutions, in their customs and cere-
monial usages. • 

Simultaneously there has been going on a second dir,. 
ferentiation of a more familiar kind j that, namely, by 
which the mass of the community has bl!en segregated into 
distinct classes and orders of workers. While the govern
ing part has undergone the complex development above 
detailed, the governed part has undergone an equally com
plex development, which has resulted in that minute divis
ion of labour characterizing advanced nations. It is nced
less to trace out this progress fi'om its first stages, up 
through the caste divisions of the East and the incorporat
ed guilds of Europe, to the elaborate producing and dis
tributing organization existing among ourselves. Political 
economists have long sinoe desoribed the evolution which, 
beginning with a tribe whose members severally perform 
t.he same aotions eaoh for himself, ends with a oivilized oom
munit.y whose members severally perform different actions 
for each other; and they have further pointed out the 
ohanges through· which the solitary producer of anyone 
commodity is transformed into a combination of produoers 
who, united under a master, take separate parts in the man
ufaoture of suoh oommodity. But there are yet other and 
higher phases of this advanoe from the homogeneous to the 
heterogeneous in the industrial organization of society. 

Long after considerable progress has been made rn the di
vision of labour among different classes of workers, there 
\II still little or no division of labour among the widely sepo 
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arated parts of the community; the nation continuC8 com. 
paratively homogenebns in the respect that in each di8tric~ 
the same occupations are pursued. But when roads and 
othel' means of transit become numerous and good, the dit 
ferent districts begin to assume differed.. functions, and to 
become mntually dependent. The calico manufacture 10-
cates itself in this county, the woollen-cloth manufacture in 
that; silks are produced here, lace there; ltockings in one 
place, shoes in al.other; pottery, hardware, cutlery, come 
to have their special towns; and ultimately every locality 
becomes more or less distinguished from the rest by the 
leading occupation carried on in 'it. Nay, more, this lub. 
division of functions shows itself not only among the diffel'> 
ent parts of the same nation, but among different nation .. 
That exchange of commodities which free-trade promises 
so greatly to increase, will ultimately have the effect of 
specializing, in a greater or less degree, the industry of 
each people. So that beginning with a barbarous tribe, 
almost if not quite homogeneous in the function. of ita 
memb~rs, the progress has been, and It ill is, toward. an 
economic aggregation of the whole human race; growing 
ever more heterogeneons in respect of the separate funo
tions assumed by separate nations, the separate functions 
assumed by the local sections of each nation, the separate 
functions assumed by the many kinds of makers and tradeJ'l 
in each town, and the separate functions assumed by the 
workers united in producing each commodity. 

Not only is the law thus clearly exemplified in the evo 
lution of the social organism, but it is exemplified with eqnal 
clearness in the evolution of all productl of human thought 
and action, whether concrete or abstract, real or ideal. LeI 
us take Language as our first illustration. 

The «.Lowest form of language is the exclamation, by 
which an entire idea is vaguely conveyed through a single 
lound; as among the lower animals. That human languag. 
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ever consisted solely of exclamations, and so was strictly ho· 
mogeneous in respect of its parts of s~eech, we have no evi. 
dence. But that language ean be traced down to a form 
in which nouns and verbs are its only elements, is an estab
lished fact. In the 'kradual multiplication of parts of speech 
out of these primary ones--in the differentiation of verb. 
into active and passive, of nouns into abstract and concrete 
-in the rise of distinctions of mood, tense, person, ofnum. 
bel' and case-in the formation of auxi.lial-y verbs, of adjec
tives, adverbs, pronouns, prepositions, artioles--in the di· 
vergence of those orders, genera, species, and varieties of 
parts of speech by which civilized ra~s express minute 
modifications of meaning-we see a change from the homo
geneous to the heterogeneous. And it may be remarked, 
in passing, that it is more especially in virtue of having 
carried this subdivision of function to a greater extent and 
completeness, that the English language is superior to all 
others. 

Another aspect under which we may trace the devel. 
opment of language is the differentiation of WQrds of 
allied meanings. Philology early disclosed the truth that 
in all languages words may be grouped into families having 
a common ancestry. An aboriginal name applied indiscrim
inately to each of an extensive and ill·defined class of things 
or actions, presently undergoes modifications by which the 
chief divisions of the class are ~pressed. These several 
names springing from the primitive root, themselves become 
the parents of other names still further modified. And by 
the aid of those systematic modes which presently arise, 
of making derivations and forming compound terms ex· 
pressing still smaller distinctions, there is finally developed 
a tribe of words so heterogeneous in sound and meaning, 
that to the unmitiated it seems incredible that they should 
have had a common origin. Meanwhile from other rooti 
lhere are bern!! evolved other such tribes. nntil there rPo 
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lults a language of some sixty thousand 01 more unlike 
words, signifying as ~ny unlike objects, qualities, r.cta. 

Yet another way in which language in general advance. 
from the homogeneous to tho heterogeneous, is in tho mul 
tiplication oflanguages. Whether as Mlx Mllller and Duo. 
len think, all languages have grown from one stock, 01' 

whether, as some philologist. say, they have grown froID 
two or more stocks, it is clear that sinco largo familiel or 
languages, as tho· Indo-European, are or oDe parentage, 
they have become distinct through a proceu of cootinuoul 
divergence. The same di1fusion over the Earth'llurfac. 
which has led to tHe d.i1fercntiation of the race, has simulta
neously led to a differentiation of their Bpeech: a truth 
which we see further illustrated in each nation by the pecu
liarities of dialect found iu seveI'al districts. Thus the pro
gress of Language conforms to the general law, alike in th., 
evolution of languages, in the evolution of families of words, 
and in the evolution of parts of speech. 

On passing from spoken to written language, we como 
upCln several classes of factA, all having similar implications. 
Written language is COI;lDate with Painting and Sculpture; 
and at first all three are appendages of Architecture, and 
have a direct connection with the primary form of all Gov. 
ernment-the theocratic. lIerely noting by the way the 
fact that sundry wild races, as for example the Australian. 
and the tribes of South Africa, are given to depicting per. 
sonages and events upon the walls of caves, which are prob
ably regarded as sacred places, let us pass to the case of 
the Egyptians, Among them, as also among the Assyrians, 
we find mural paintings used to decorate the temple of the 
god and the palace of the king (which were, indeed, origi
nally identical); and as Buch they were governmental appll
ances in" the lIame sense that state-pageants and religious 
feasts were. Further, they were governmental appIiancea 
in virtue of representing the worship of the god, the t~ 

( 
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nmphs of the god-king, the submission of his subjects, and 
the punishment of the rebellious. Arid yet again they were 
governmental, as being the products of an art reverenced 
by the people as a sacred mystery. From the habitual use 
of this pictoIial representation there naturally grew up thc 
but slightly-modified practice of picture-writing-a practice 
which was found still extant among the Mexicans at the time 
they were discovered. By abbreviations analogous to those 
It ill going on in onr awn written and spo'ken language, the 
most familiar of these pictured figures were successively sim. 
plified; and ultimately there grew up a system of symbols, 
most of which had but a distant resemmance to the things 
for which they stood. The inference that the hieroglyphics 
of the Egyptians \'-ere thus produced, is confirmed by the 
fact that the picture-writing of the Mexicans was found to 
have given birth to a like family of ideographic forms; and 
among them, as among the Egyptians, these had been par· 
tially differentiated into the kuriological or imitative, and 
the tropioal or symbolic: which were, however, used to
gether in the same record. In Egypt, written language 
underwent a further differentiation: whence resulted the 
hieratic and the epistolographic or enchorial : both of which 
are derived from the oIiginal hieroglyphic. At the same 
time we find that for the expression of proper names which 
could not be otherwise conveyed, phonetic symbols were 
employed; and though it is alleged that the Egyptians 
never actually achieved complete alphabetic writing, yet it 
can scarcely be doubted that these phonetic symbols occa
sionally used in aid of their ideographic ones, were the 
germs out of which alphabetic writing grew. Once having 
become separate from hieroglyphics, alphabetic writing it· 
self underwent numerous differentiations-multiplied alpha
bets were produced; between most of which, howe;'er, mere 
or less connection can still be traced.· And m each civil, 
~ed nation there has now grown up, for the representation 
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oC one Bet oC Bonnds" Beveral sets oC written Bignl 11Bed Cor 
diBtinot purpOBes. Finally, through a yet more important 
clliferentiation came printing; which, aniform in kind u i' 
was at first, has Bince become multiform. 

WhUe written language was passing through ill earlier 
lItages oC development, the mural decoration which formed 
its root was being differentiated into Painting and Soulp
ture. The gods, kings, men, and animals represented, were 
originally marked"by indented outlines and coloured. Io 
most cases these outlines were oC luch deptb, and the ob
ject the;y circumscribed 10 far rounded and marked out in 
its leading parts, all to form a Bpecies oC work intermediate 
between intaglio aud baa-reliet: In other cases we aee an 
advance npon this: the raised spaces between the figurea 
being chiselled oft; and the figurel them&elvel appropriately 
tinted, a painted bas-relieC was produced. The restored 
Assyrian architecture at Sydenham exhibita thi. atyle of 
art carried to greater perfection-the personl and things 
represented, though Btill barbarously coloured, are ca"ed 
out with more truth and in greater detail: and in the 
winged lions and bulls nsed Cor the angles of gatewa;ys, we 
may see a considerable advance towards a completely 
soulptured figure; whicb, neverthele88, ia IItill coloured, 
and still forms part oC the building. But while in Asayria 
the production oC a statue proper BeemB to have been lit
tle, if at all, attempted, we may trace in Egyptian art the 
gradual separation oC the sculptured figure from the wall. 
A walk tbrough the collection in tbe British Muaenm will 
clearly sbow thi.; wbile it will at the lame time afford an 
opportunit;y oC observing the evident traces which tbe inde
pendent statues bear of their derivation from bas-relief: 
Beeing that nearly aD of tbem not only display that union 
oC the Itmbs ""ith tbe body which is the characteristio of 
b88-relie~ but have the back of the statue nuited Crom 
bead to foot with a block wbich stand. in place of th, 
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otiginal wall Greece repeated tho leading stages of this 
progre119. .As in Egypt and.Assyria, lhese twin arts were 
at first united with each other and with their parent, Archi
tecture, and were tbe aids of Religion and Government. 
On the friezes of Gr'eek temples, we see coloured bas-reliefs 
representing sacrifices, battles, processions, games-all in 
lome sort religious. On the pediments we see painted 
lCillptures more or less united with the tympanum, aud 
baving for subjects the triumphs of gods ~r heroes. Even 
when we come to statues that are definitely separated from 
the buildings to which they pertain, we still find them 
coloured; and only in the later periods 'bf Greek civiliza
tion does the differentiation of sculpture from painting 
appear to have become complete. 

In Christian art we may clearly trace a parallel re-gene
sis. All early paintings and sculptures throughout Europe 
were religious in subject-represented Christs, crucifixions, 
virgins, holy families, apostles, saints. They formed inte
gral parts of church architecture, and were among the 
means of exciting worship; as in Roman Catholic countries 
they still are. Moreover, the early sculptures of Christ on 
the cross, of virgins, of saints, were coloured: and it needs 
but to call to mind tbe painted madonnas and crucifixes 
still abundant in continental churches and highways, to 
perceive the significant fact that painting and sculpture 
continue in closest connection with each other where they 
continue in closest connection with their parent. Even 
when Christian sculpture was pretty clearly differentiated 
from painting, it was still religious and governmental in its 
subjects-was used for tombs in churches and statues of 
Icings: while, at the same time, painting, where not purely 
eCclesiastical, was applied to the decoration of palaces, and 
besides representing royal personages, was almost' wholly 
devoted to aaered legends. Only in quite recent times 
bave painting and sculpture become entirely secular atU. 

, 
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Only within these few centuries has painting been diviJed 
into historical, land:c31le, marine, architectural, genre, ani
mal, still.life, &c., and sculpture grown heterogeneoltJ in 
respect of the variety of real and idealaubjects with which 
it occupies itself. t 

Strange as it seems then, we find it no lesl trne, that 
all forms of written language, of painting, and of soulp
ture, have a common root. in the politico-religious decora
t.ions of ancient temples and palaces. Little resemblance 
as they now have, the bust that stands on the C4lusole, the 
landscape that hangs against the wall, and the copy of tho 
TimeB lying upon the table, are remotely akin j not only 
in nature, but by extraction. The brazen fuce of the 
knocker wh~ch the postman has just lifted, is related not 
only to the woodcuts of the Illustrated London NewB 
which he is delivering, but to the characters of the billet
dow: which accompanies it. Between the painted window, 
the prayer.book on which its light falls, and the adjacent. 
monuwtlnt, there is consanguinity. The effigies on our 
coins, the sigus over shops, the figures that fill every ledger, 
the coats of arms outside the carriage panel, and the pla
cards inside the omnibus, are, in common with dolls, blue
books, paper-hangings, lineally descended from the rude 
sculpture-paintings in which the Egyptians represented t.he 
triumphs and worship of their god.kings. Perhapa IJO 

example can be given which more vividly illustrates the 
multiplicity and heterogeneity of the products that in 
course of time may arise by successive differentiations frora 
a common stock. 

Before passing to other classes of facts, it should be 
observed that the evolution of the homogeneous into the 
hetero~eneous is displayed not only in the separation of 
Painting and Sculpture from Architecture and from each 
other, and in the greater variety of subjects they embody. 
but it is further shown in the structure of each work. A 
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ruodern picture or statue is of farp10re heterogeneous 
nature than an ancient one. An Egyptian sculpture-fresco 
represents all its figures as on one plane-that is, at the 
same distance from the eye j and so is less heterogeneous 
than a painting that 'represents them as at various distances 
fl'om the eye. It exhibits all objects as exposed to the 
same degree of light j and so is less heterogeneous than a 
painting which exhibits different objects and different parts 
of each object as in different degrees <If light. It uses 
scarcely any but the primary colours, and these in their 
full intensity j and so is less heterogeneous than a painting 
whicb, introducing the primary colours but sparingly, em
ploys an endless variety of intermediate tints, each of hete- . 
rogeneous composition, and differing from the rest not only 
in quality but in intensity. Moreover, we see in these ear
liest works a great uniformity of conception. The same 
arrangement of figures is perpetually reproduced-the 
same actions, attitudes, faces, dresses. In Egypt the modes 
vf representation were so fixed that it was sacrilege to 
introduce a novelty j and indeed it could have been only 
ill consequence of a fixed mode of representation that a 
system of hieroglyphics became possible. The Assyrian 
bas-reliefs display parallel characters. Deities, kings, at
tendants, winged figures and animals, are severally depicted 
in like positions, holding like implements, doing like things, 
and with like expression or non-expression of face. If a 
palm-grove is introduced, aU the trees are of the same 
height, have the same number of leaves, and are equidis
tant. When water is imitated, each wave is a counterpart 
of the rest j and the fish, almost always of one kind, are 
evenly distributed over the surface. The beards of the 
kings, the gods, and the winged figures, are eve~here 
mmilar: as are the manes of the lions, and equally so those 
of the horses. Hair is represented throughout by one form 
of curl. The king's beard is quite architecturally built 

3 
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ap of JOmpound tifrs of lIDil'orm earls, alternating 1rith 
twiatteJ tiers placed in a transverse direetioD, and arranged 
with perfect regularity; and &he terminal tuIU of the b~ 
bi1a are represented in exactly the III\rae manner. With
out tracing out anslogoua facta in early C'hristiaa art, ill 
which, though less striking, &hey are Blill Tisible, the ad
Tane8 in heterogeneity will be sufficiently manifest o. 
remembering tha& in &he pietlll'eS of our OWD day the eolD
positioD is endl91y nried; the attitudes, &ees, upree
Bions, nnlike ; the IUbordi.nale objeeta ditr~rent in ~ form. 
position, tenure i and more or less of eontrast eveD in the 
mnalles& detail&. Or, if we eompare an E.,coyptian statue, 
seated bolt upright on a block, with hsuds on kn~ fio
gers outspread and panIlel, eyes looking Rraight forward, 
and &he two Bides perfectly symmetrical in eTery puUCQ
Jar, with a statue of &he advanced Greek or the modena 
echool, which is a...~metriea1 in I'e!IpeC& of the position of 
&he head, &he body, the limbe, &he amm~ment of the hair, 
dress, appenda.,«>'e8, and in its reIatioua to neighbouring 
objects, we ahalI see the ehsuge from the homogeueoas to 
&he heterogeneous dearly manifested. 

In the eo-ordinate origin and gradwal ditr~rentiation of 
Poetry, Music and D:mcing, we have another &erie. of illu
&ration&. Rhythm in speech, rhythm in 1Ound, and rhythm 
in motion, were in the beginning parts of the same thing, 
and have only in proceill of time become eeparate things. 
Among various exiBting barbarous tn"bee we find &hem Blill 
united. The dances of savages are aeeompanied by lOme 
kind of mono&onous chant, the clapping of hands, the etn"k
ing of rud~ instruments: there are measured movemenm. 
measured-words, and measured tones; and the whole cere
monY,,1IIIIial11. bring °referenee to war or saerifice. is of 
governmental ehaneter. In &he esrly record. or &he hi5-
&orio races we simitarly find these three forms of metrieal 
ac&ion united in religious festivalS,. In the Hebrew writingw - . . - ~ 
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we read that the triumphal ode comptyled by Moses on the 
defeat of the Egyptians, was sung to an accompaniment of 
dancing and timbrels. The Israelites danced and snng I< at 
the inauguratiou of .the golden calf. And as it is generally 
agreed that this representation of the Deity was borrowed 
from the mysteries of Apis, it is probable that the dancing 
was copied from that of the Egyptians on those occasions." 
There was an annual dance in Shiloh on the sacred festival i 
and David danced before the ark. Agai~, in Greece the 
like relation is everywhere seen: the original type being 
there, as probably in other cases, a simultaneous chanting 
and mimetio representation of the life a;d adventures of 
the god. The Spartan dances were accompanied by hymns 
and songs; and in general the Greeks had" no festivals or 
religious asRemblies but what were accompanied with songs 
and dances "-both of them being forms of worship used 
before altars. Among the Romans, too, there were sacred 
dances: the Salian and Lupercalian being named as of 
that kind. And even in Christian countries, as at Limoges, 
in comparatively recent times, the people have danced in 
the choir in honour of a saint. The incipient separation 
of these once united arts fi'om each other and from reli
gion, was early visible in Greece. Probably diverging from 
danees partly religious, partly warlike, as the Corybantian, 
came the war dances proper, of which there were various 
kinds; and from these resulted secular dances. Mean
while Musi~ and Poetry, though still united, came to have 
an existence separate from dancing. The aboriginal Greek 
poems, religious in subject, were not recited, but chanted; 
and though at first the chant of the poet was accompanied 
by the dance of the chorus, it ultimately grew into inde
pendence. Later still, when the poem had peen ·differen
tiated into epic and lyric-when it became· the custom to 
sing the lyric and recite the epic-poetry proper was born. 
As during thE' same peri~d music!\! instruments WHe being 
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multiplied, we may ilresume that music came to have an 
existence apart from words. And both of them were he
ginning to assume other forms besides the religious. Facta 
having like implications might be citeq. from the historie. 
of later times and peoples: as the practices of our OWD 

early minstrels, who sang to the barp heroic narrative. Ter
ai6ed by themselves to mUllie of their own composition: 
!.hus uniting-the {'ow separate offices of poet, composer, TO
catist, and instrumentalist. But, without further iIIulltr .. 
tion, the common origin and ~adual differentiation of 
Dancing, Poetry, c'lnd Music will be sufficiently manifest. 

The advance from the homogeneous to the heterogene
ous is displayed not only in the separation of these art. from 
each other and from religion, but also in the multiplied dif
ferentiations which each of them afterwards undergoes. 
Not to dwell upon the numberless kinds of dancing that 
have, in course of time, come into use j and not to occupy 
space in detailing the progress of poetry, as leen in the de
velopment of the various forms of metre, of rhyme, and 
of general organization j let us confine our attention to 
music as a type of the group. As argued by Dr. Burney, 
and as implied by the customs of IItill extant barbaroui 
races, the first musical instrum'ents were, without doubt, 
percussive-sticks, calabashes, tom-toIDB-and were used 
simply to mark the time of the dance; and in this conmant 
repetition of the same sound, we see music in its most 
homogeneous form. 

The Egyptians had a lyre with three strings. The 
early lyre of the Greeks had four, constituting their tetr .. 
chord. Iu course of some centuries lyres of leven and 
eight strings were employed. And, by the expiration of 
a thousand years, they had advanced to their" great system It 
of the double octave. Through all which changes there of 
ecurse arose a greater heterogeneity of melody. Simolta 
neoosly there came into use the different mode_Doriar .. 

( 
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Ionian, Phrygian, 1Eolian, and Lydian-answerh.g to our 
keys; and of these there were ultima~ely fifteen. As yet, 
however, there was but little heterogeneity in the time of 
their music. 

Instrumental mi1sic dUling this period being merely the 
accompaniment of vocal music, and vocal music being com
pletely subordinated to words, the singer being also the poet, 
chanting his own compositions and making the lengths of his 
notes agree with the feet of his verses,-iJIlere unavoidably 
arose a tiresome uniformity of measure, which, as Dr. Bur
ney says, " no resonrces of melody could disguise." Lacking 
the complex rhythm obtained by our equal bars and unequal 
notes the only rhythm was that produced by the quantity of 
the syllables and was of necessity comparatively monotonous. 
And further, it may be observed that the chant thus result
ing, being like recitative, was much less clearly differen
tiated from ordinary speech than is our modern song. 

Nevertheless, in virtue of the extended range of notes 
in u8e, the variety of modes, the occasional variations of 
time consequent on changes of metre, and the multiplica
tion of instruments, music had, towards the close of Greek 

. civilization, attained to considerable heterogeneity-not 
indeed as compared with our music, but as compared with 
that which preceded it. As yet, however, there existed 
nothing but melody: harmony was unknown. It was not 
until Christian church-music had reached some development, 
that mUHic in parts was evolved; and then it came into 
existence through a very unobtrusive differentiation. Diffi
cult as it may be to conceive d priori how the advance 
from melody to harmony could take place without a sud
den leap, it is none the less true that it did BO. The 
circumstance which prepared the way for it was the em
ployment of two choirs singing alternately the same air. 
Afterwards it became the practice-very possibly first 
suggested by a mistake-for the second choir to com 
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mence before the first had ceased i tbul producing 
fugue. .. 

With the simple airs then in use, a partially hamo 
mous fugue might not improbably thus result: and a VIl.., 

partially harmonious fugue satisfied t){e earl of that age, 
RB we know from still preserved examples. The idea bu
ing once been given, the composing of aira productive of 
fugal harmony would naturally grow up i as in some way 
it did grow up '<,ut of this alternate choir .. inging. And 
from the fugue to concerted music of two, three, four, and 
more parts, the transition was easy. Witbout pointing 
out in detail the~increasing complexity that resulted from 
introducing notes of various lengths, from the multiplica
tion of keys, from the use of accidentals, from varieties of 
time, and 80 forth, it needs but to contrast music as it is, 
with music as it was, to see how immense is the increase 
of heterogeneity. We see this i( looking at music in ita 
ensemble, we enumerate its many different genera and 
species-if we consider the divisions into vocal, instrumen
tal, and mixed; and their subdivisions into music for differ
ent voices and different instruments-if we observe the 
many forms of sacred music, from the simple bymn, the
chant, the canon, motet, anthem, &c., up to the oratorio; 
and the still more numerous forms of secular music, from 
the ballad up to the serenata, from the instrumelltal BOlo up 
to the symphony. 

Again, the same truth is scen on comparing anyone 
sample of aboriginal music with a sample of modem music 
--even an ordinary song for the piano; which we find to 
be relatively bigbly heterogeneous, not only in respect of 
the varieties in tbe pitch and in the length of the notes, 
the number of different notell BOunding at the same inatah' 
in company with the voice, and the variationll of strength 
with which they are BOunded and sung, but in respect of 
the changell of key, the changes of time, the changes of 
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IimlJre of the voice, and the many other modifications of 
exprcssion. While between the olil monotonous dance· 
chant and a grand opera of o.ur own day, with its endless 
orchestral complexities and vocal combinations, the con. 
trast in heterogen~ity is so extreme that it seems scarcely 
credible that the one should have been the ancestor of the 
othcr. 

Were they needed, many further illustrations might be 
cited. Going back to the early time men the deeds of 
the god.king, chanted and mimetically represented in 
dances round his altar, were further narrated in picture. 
writings on the walls of temples and palaces, and so con· 
stituted a rude literature, we might trace the development 
of Literature through phases in which, as in the Hebrew 
Scriptures, it prcsents in one work theology, cosmogony, 
history, biography, civil law, ethics, poetry; through other 
phases in which, as in the Iliad, the religious, martial, his· 
torical, the epic, dramatic, and lyric elements are similarly 
commingled; down to its present heterogeneous develop. 
ment, in which its divisions and subdivisions are so numer· 
ous and varied as to defy complete classification. Or we 
might trace out the evolution of Science; beginning with 
the era in which it was not yet differentiated fi'om Art, 
and was, in union with Art, the handmaia of Religion; pass· 
ing through the era in which the sciences were so few and 
rudimentary, as to be simultaneously cultivated by the same 
philosophers; and ending with the era in which the genera 
and species are so numerous that few can enumerate them, 
and no one can adequately grasp even one genus. Or we 
might do the like with Architecture, with the Drama, with 
Dress. 

But doubtless the reader is already weary of illustra
tions; and our promise has been amply fulfilled. We 
bclieve we have shown beyond question, that that which 
:.he German physiologists have found to be the law of 
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organio development, is the Jaw of aU development. The 
advanoe from the si~ple to the complex, throngh a procCli 
of sucoessive differentiatioWJ, is seen alike in the earlies\ 
changes of the Universe to which we can reason our way 
back j and in the earliest changcs wllioh we ean inlluo
tively establish j it is seen in the geologic and climntio 
evolution ofthe Earth, and of every single organism on it. 
surfaoe j it is Ileen in the evolution of Humanity, whether 
contemplated in c·the civilized individual, or in the aggre
gation of races j it is seen in the evolution of Society in 
respect alike of its political, its religious, and its economi
cal organization jt and it is Been in the evolution of all 
those endless concrete and abstract products of human 
activity which constitute the environment of our daily life. 
From the remotest past which Science can fathom, up to 
the novelties of yesterday, that in which Progress essen
tially consists, is the transformation of the homogcneoul 
into the heterogeneoue. 

And now, from this uniformity of procedare, may we 
not infer some fundamental necessity whenoe it re&U1ts? 
l\Iay we not rationally seek for some all-pervading princi
ple which determ~es this all-pervading process of ~hings ? 
Does not the universality of the laID imply a uni..-ersai 
cause! 

That we can fathom Buch cause, nonmenally considered, 
is not to be supposed. To do this would be to solve that 
ultimate mystery which must ever transcend human intelli
gence. But it still may be possible for ns to reduce t.he 
law of all Progress, above established, from the condition 
of an empirical generalization, to the condition of a ra-
tional generalization. Just as it was possible to interpret 
Kepler'S laws as necessary consequences of the Jaw of gravi
tation j so it may be possible to interpret this Jaw of Pro
gress, in its multiform manifestations, as the Decessary ~ 

• 
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sequence of some similarly universal principle. As gravi
tation was assignable as the cause of each of the groups of 
phenomena which Kepler formulated; so may some equally 
simple attribute of things be assignable as the cause of each 
of the groups of ptenomena formulated in the foregoing 
pages. We may be able to affiliate all these varied and 
complex evolutions of the homogeneous into the heteroge
Deous, upon certain simple facts of immediate experi
ence, which, in virtue of endless repeti;!on, we regard as 
necessary. 

The probability of a common cause, and the possibility 
of formulating it, being granted, it wiU be well, before 
going further, to consider what must be the general 
characteristics of such cause, and in what direction we 
uught to look for it. We can with certainty predict that 
it has a high degree of generality; seeing that it is com
mon to such infinitely varied phenomena: just in propor
tion to the universaIity of its application must be the 
abstractness of its character. We need not expect to see 
iu it an obvious solution of this or that form of Progress; 
because it equally refers to forms of Progress bearing little 
apparent resemblauce to them: its association with multi
form orders of facts, involves its dissociation from auy paI'" 
ticular order of facts. Being that which determines Pro
gress of every kind-astronomic, geologic, organic, ethnolo
gic, social, economic, artistic, &~.-it must be concerned 
with some fundamental attribute possessed in common by 
these; and must be expressible in terms of this fundamen
tal attribute. The only ob\ious respect in which all kinds 
of Progress are alike, is, that they are modes of change; aud 
hence, in some characteristic of changes in general, the de
sired solution will probably be found. We may suspect 
Ii prWri that in some law of change lies the explanation of 
Lhis universal transformation of the homogeneous into t1", 
heterogeneous. 
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Thus much prenfsed, we pass at once to the stateruent 
of the law, which IS" this ~Every actifJ6 /orC6 produce. 
mor6 than one chang&-e1Jery caU86 produces mor6 than em .. 
tff'ect. 

Before this law can be duly comprehended, a rew exam. 
pIes must be looked at. When one body is struck agains& 
another, that which we usually regard as the effect, is • 
change of position or motion in one or both bodies. But 
a moment's thodght shows us that this is a careless and 
very incomplete view of the matter. Besides the visible 
mechanical result, sound is produced; or, to speak accurate
ly, a vibration in bne or both bodies, and in the surround
ing air: and under some drcumstances we call this the et 
fect. Moreover; the air has not only been made to vibrate, 
but has had sundry currents caused in it by the transit or 
the bodies. Further, there is a disarrangement of the par
ticles of the two bodies in the neighbourhood of their point 
of collision; amounting in some cases to a visible conden
sation. Yet more, this condensation is accompanied by the 
disengagement of heat. In some cases a spark-that is, 
light--results, from the incandeBcence of a portion Btruck 
off; and sometimes this ineandeflcence is associated with 
chemical combination. 

Thus, by the original mechanical force expended in the 
collision, at least five, and often more, different kinds or 
changes have been produced. Take, again, the lighting of 
a candle. Primarily this is a chemical change consequent 
on a rise of temperature. The process of combination 
having once been Bet going by extraneous heat, there is • 
continued formation of carbonic acid, water, &c.-in itself 
a result more complex than the extraneous heat tbat first 
caused it. But accompanying this process of combination 
&here is a production of heat; there is a production of light ; 
there is an ascending column of hot gases generated; then 
Ire currents established in the surrounding air. !lorflover 

« 
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the decomposition of one force into many forces does not 
) 

end hel'e: each of the several changes produced becomes 
the parent of further changes. The carbonic acid given 
off will by and by combine with some base; or under the 
influence of sunsh~e give up its carbon to the leaf of a 
plant. The water will modify the hygrometric state of the 
air around; or, if the current of hot gases containing it 
come against a cold body, will be condensed: altering the 
temperature, and perhaps the chemical sUte, of the surface 
it covers. The heat given out melts the subjacent tallow, 
and expands whatever it warms. The light, falling on vari. 
ous substances, calls forth from them ?eactions by which 
it is modified; and so divers colours are produced. Similarly 
even with these secondary actions, which may be traced out 
into ever-multiplying ramifications, until they become too 
minute to be appl'eciated. And thus it is with all changes 
whatever. No case can be named in which an active force 
ioes not evolve forces of several kinds, and each of these, 
other groups of forces. . Universally the effect is more com· 
plex t.han the cause. 

Doubtless the reader already foresees the course of our 
argument. This multiplication of results, which is displayed 
in, every event of to.day, has been going on from the begin. 
ning; and is true of the grandest phenomena of the uni· 
verse as of the most insignificant. From the law that every 
active force produces more than one change, it is an inevit
able corollary that through all time there has been an ever
growing complication of things, Starting with the ultimate 
fact that every cause produces more than one effect, we may 
readily see that throughout creation there must have gone 
on, and must still go on, a never-ceasing transformation of 
the homogeneous into the heterogeneous. But let us trace 
:)Ut this truth in detail. * 

• 11. correlative truth which ought also to be taken into account (tha' 
"'e state of homogeneity is one of unstable equilibrium), but lIhirh it 

I 
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Without committing ouraclves to it as more than a IpCO 

ulation, though a highly probable one, let UB again com
mence with the evolution of the Bolar system out of a ne
Qulous medium." From the mutual attraction of the atoma 
of a diffused mass whose form is unsphmetricaI, tbere re- . 
suIts Dot only condensation but rotation: gravitation simul. 
taneously generates both tbe centripetal and the centrifugal 
forccs. While the condensation and the rate of rotation 
are progressivelyc.mcreasing, tbe approach of the atolD.l ne
cessarily generates a progressively increasing temperature. 
As this temperature rises, light begins to be evolved; and 
ultimately there results a revolving sphere of tlllid mattcr 
radiating intense heat and light-a sun. 

There are good reasons for believing that, in consequence 
of the high tangential velocity, and consequent centrifugal 
force, acquired by the outer parts of the condensing nebu
lous mass, there must be a periodical detachment of rota
ting rings; and that, from the breaking up of these nebu
lous rings, there must arise masses which in the course of 
their condensation repeat the actions of the parent mass, 
and so produce planets and their satellite&-an inference 
strongly snpported by the still extant rings of Satnrn. 

Should it hereafter be satisfactorily shown that planetl 
and satellites were thus generated, a striking illustration 
will be afforded of the highly heterogeneous effects pro
duced by the primary homogeneous cause; but it will 
serve our present purpose to point to the fact that from the 

would greatly encumber the argument w exemplify in connection with 
the above, will be found developed in the essay on Tr/J~ Ph~ 
logy • 

• The idea that the Nebular Hypotheeia bas been di8proTed beca1l84l 
wbat were thought w be existing Debulm baTe been rescllTed into cl~ 
of stars is almost beneath notice. A prWri it was higbly improbable, it 
Dot impossible, that nebulous masses should atill remain UDCODdeJlled, 
wbile othenl baTe been condeneed millions or years ago. 
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mutual attraction of the particles of tan irregular nebulous 
mass there result condensation, rotation, heat, and light. 

It follows as a corollary from the Nebular Hypothesis, 
that the Earth ~st at first have been incandescent; and 
whether the Nebular Hypothesis be true or not, this origi 
Dal incandescence of the Earth is now inductively established 
-or, if not established, at least rendered so highly pro
bable that ~t is a generally admitted geological doctrine. 
Let us look first at the astronomical attrlbutes of this once 
molten globe. From its rotation there result the oblate
ness of its form, the alternations of day and night, and (un
der the influence of the moon) the tidlls, aqueous and at
mospheric. From the inclination of its axis; there result 
the precession of the equinoxes and the many differences of -
the seasons, both simultaneous and successive, that pervade 
its surface. Thus the multiplication of effects is obvious 
Several of the differentiations due to the gradual cooling 
of the Earth have been already noticed-as the formation 
of a crust, the solidification of sublimed elements, the pre 
cipitat.ion of water, &c.,-and we here again refer to theIr. 
merely to point out that they are simultaneous effects of 
the one cause, diminishing heat. 

Let us now, however, observe the multiplied changes 
afterwards arising from the continuance of this one cause. 
The cooling of the Earth involveR its contraction. Hence the 
solid crust first formed is presently too large for the shrink
ing nucleus; and as it cannot support itself, inevitably follows 
the nucleus. But a spheroidal envelope cannot sink down 
into contact with a smaller internal spheroid, without disrup-

. tion; it must run into wrinkles as the rind of an apple does 
when the bulk of its interior decreases from evaporation. 
As the cooling progre~ses and the envelope thickens, the 
ridg~s consequent on these contractions must become 
greater, rising ultimately into hills and mountains; and thf' 
later systems of mountains thus produced must not only be 
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higher, as we find th~ to be, but they must be longer, 81 

we also find them to be. Thus, leaving out ot view other 
modifying forces, we see what immense heterogeneity of 
Burface has arisen from the one cause, los, of heat-a hete>
rogeneity which the telescope showl UI to be paralleled ou 
the face of the moon, where aqueous and atmospherio 
agencies have been absent. 

But we have yet to notice another kind of heterogeneity 
of surface similarl1 and simultaneously caused. While the 
Earth's crust was still thin, the ridges produced by its con
traction must not only have been small, but the spaces be
tween these ridgel must have rested with great evenne. 
upon the subjacent liquid spheroid; and the water iu those 
arctic and antarctic regions in which it first condensed, must 
have been evenly distributed. But as fast as the crust grew 
thicker and gained corresponding strength, the linel of 
fracture from time to time caused in it, must have occurred 
at greater distances apart i the intermediate sarfacel must 
have followed the contracting nucleus with le88 uniformity; 
and there must have resulted larger areas of land and wa
ter. If anyone, after wrapping up aa orange in wet tissue 
paper, and observing not only how small are the wrinkles, 
hut how evenly the intervening spaceR lie upon the .ur1'ace 
of the orange, will then wrap it up in thick cartridge-paper, 
and note both the greater height of the ridges and the 
much larger spaces throughout which the paper does not 
touch the orange, he will realize the fact, that as the Earth'. 
solid envelope grew thicker, the areas of elevation and de
pression must have become greater. In place of .island. 
more or less homogeneously scattered over an all-embr ... · 
cing sea, there must have gradually arisen heterogeneoua 
arrangements of continent and ocean, such as we now know. 

Or-ce more, this double change in the extent and in the 
elevation of the lands, involved yet another species of he
terogeneity, that of coast-line. A tolerably even sunac. 
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raised out ot the ocean, must have I' simple, regt.lar sea· 
margin; but a surface varied by table· lands and interse\:ted 
by mountain·chains must, when raised out of the ocean, 
have an outline extremely irregular both in its leading 
fcatures and in it: details. Thus endless is the accumula
tion of geological and geographical results slowly brought 
about by this one cause-the contraction of the Earth. 

When we pass from the agency which geologists term 
Igneous, to aqueous and atmospheric a~encies, we sce the 
like ever-growing complications of effects. The denuding 
actions of air and water have, fi·om the beginning, been. 
modifying every exposed surface; ~erywhere causing 
many different changes. Oxidation, heat, wind, frost, 
rain, glaciers, rivers, tides, waves, have been unceasingly 
producing disintegration; varying i~ kind and amount ac
cording to local circumstances. Acting upon a tract of 
granite, they here work scarcely an appreciable effect; 
there cause exfoliations of the surface, and a resulting heap 
of debris and boulders; and elsewhere, after decomposing 
the feldspar into a white clay, carry away this and the ac
companying quartz and mica, and deposite them in separate 
beds, fluviatile and marine. When the exposed land con· 
sists of several unlike formations, sedimentary and igneous, 
the denudation produces changes proportionably more he· 
terogeneous. The formations being disintegrable in different 
degrees, there follows an increased irregularity of surface. 
The areas drained by different rivers being differently con· 
stituted, these rivers calTY down to the sea different com· 
binations of ingredients; and so sundry new strata of 
distinct composition are formed • 

.And here indeed we may see very simply illustrated, 
the truth, which we shall presently have to trace out in 
more involved cases, that in proportion to the heterogeneity 
of the object or objects on.which any force expends itself, 
is the heterogeneity of the results. A continent of com 
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plex structure, exposipg manY' strata irregularly distributlld, 
raised to various levels, tilted np at all angles, must, unde, 
the same denuding agencies, give origin to immensely mul. 
tiplied results; each district must be dilferently modified; 
each river must carry down a different kind of detrituI; 
each deposit must be differently distributed by the ello 
tangled currents, tidal and other, which wash the con
torted shores i and this multiplication of results mus& 
manifestly be greAtest where the complexity of the lurface 
is greatest. 

It is out of the question here to trace in detail the genesil 
of those endless cbmplications described by Geology and 
Physical Geography: else we might show how the general 
truth, that every active force produces more than one 
change, is exemplified in the highly involved 1l0w of the 
tides, in the ocean currents, in the winds, in the distribll" 
tion of rain, in the distribution of heat, and so forth. But 
not to dwell upon these, let us, for the fuller elucidation 
of this truth in relation to the inorganic world, consider 
what would be the consequences of some extensive COlo 

mical revolution-say the subsidence of Central America. 
The immediate results of the disturbance would them· 

selves be sufficiently compleL Besides the numherlest 
dislocations of strata, the ejections of igneous matter, the 
propagation of earthquake vibrations thousands of milel 
around, the loud explosions, and the escape of gases; there 
would be the rush of the Atlantio and Pacifio Oceans to 
lupply the vacant space, the subsequent recoil of enormous 
waves, which would traverse both these oceans aud produce 
myriads of changes along their shores, the corresponding 
atmospheric waves complicated by the currents surrounding 
each volcanic vent, and the electrical discharges with which 
tuch disturbances are accompanied. But these temporary 
effects would be insignificant compared ltith the permanent 
oces. The complex currents of the Atlantic and Pacifif 
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would be altered in direction and amount. The distribu. 
tion of heat achieved by these oceah currents would be 
different from what it is. The arrangement of the isothe1" 
mal lines, not even on the neighbouring continents, but 
even throughout li:urope, would be changed. The tides 
would flow differently from what they do now. There 
would be more or less modification of the winds in their 
periods, strengths, directions, qualities. Rain would fall 
8carcely anywhere at the same times andJlin the same quan
tities as at present. In short, the meteorological conditions 
thousands of miles off, on all sides, would be more or lesl! 
revolutionized. 

Thus, without taking into account the infinitude of 
modifications which these changes of climate would pro. 
'!luce upon the flora and fauna, both of land and sea, the 
reader will see the immense heterogeneity of the results 
wrought out by one force, when that force expends itself 
upon a previously complicated area; and he will readily 
draw the corollary that from the beginning the complica
tion has advanced at an increasing rate. 

Before going on to show how organic progress also 
depends upon the universal law that every force produces 
more than one change, we have to notice the manifestation 
of this law in yet another species of inorganic progress
namely, chemical. The same general causes that have 
wrought out the heterogeneity of the Earth, physically 
considered, have simultaneously wrought out its chemical 
heterogeneity. Without dwelling upon the general fact 
that the forces which have beeu increasing the variety and 
complexity of geological formations, have, at the same 
time, been bringing into contact elements not previously 
exposed to each other under conditions favourable to union, 
and so have been adding to the number of chemical -com. 
pounds, let us pass to the more important complications 
that have resulted from the cooling ofthe Earth. 
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There is every reason to believe tbat at an extreme beal 
the clements cannot f combine. Even under luch heat as 
can be artificially produced, lOme very Itrong affinities 
yield, 88 for instance, that of oxygen for hydrogen; and 
the great majority of chemical compoun'ds are decomposed 
at much lower temperature&. But witbout inaiating upon 
the highly probable inference, that when the Earth wu ill 
its first state of incandescence there were no chemical com
Linations at al1, ihilI suffico our purpose to point to the 
unquestionable fact thlit. the compounds that can emst At. 
the highest temperatures, and which must, tberefore, have 
been the first tbat" were formed u the Earth cooled, aro 
those of the simplest constitution&. The protoxidel-in. 
eluding under that head the alkalies, earths, &c.-are, as a 
class, the most stable compounds we know: most of them 
resisting decomposition by any heat we can generate. 
These, consisting severally of one atom of each component 
element, are combinations of the simplest ordcr-ve but 
one degree lesa homogeneous than the elements themselves. 
More heterogeneous than these, lesa stable, and tberefore 
later in the Earth's hiatory, are the deutoxides, tritoxidcs, 
peroxides, &0.; in which two, three, four, or more atoms 
of oxygen are united with one atom 01 metal or other el&
ment. ffigher than these in heterogeneity are the hydratcai 
in which an oxide 01 hydrogen, united with an oxide of 
lOme other element, forma a substance whose atoms sever
ally contain at least four ultimate atoms of three di4"erent 
kinds. Yet more heterogeneous and lesa stable still are 
the salts i which present DB with compound atoma each 
made up of five, six, seven, eight, ten, twelve, or more 
atoms, of three, if not more, kinds. Then there are the 
hydrated salts, of a yet greater heterogeneity, which 1lD

dergo partial decomposition at. much lower temperature&. 
After tbem come tbe further-complicated supersalta and 
:louble salts, haYing a stability again decreased; and 10 
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througbout. Without entering into qualificatioll!! for 
which we lack space, we believe no c~emist will deny it to 
be a general law of these inorganic combinations that, 
other things equal\ the stability decreases as the complexitT 
increases. 

And then when we pass to the compounds of organic 
chemistry, we find this general law still further exemplified: 
we find much greater complexity and much less stability. 
An atom of albumen, Cor instance, consi&'ls of 482 ultimate 
atoms of five different kinds. Fibrine, Rtill more intricate 
in oonstitution, oontains in each atom, 298 atoms of carbon, 
40 of nitrogen, 2 of sulphur, 228 of hytlrogen, and 92 of 
oxygen-in all, 660 atoms; or, more strictly speaking
equivalents. And these two substances are so unstable as 
to decompose at quite ordinary temperatures; as that to 
which the outside of a joint of roast meat is exposed. 
'rhus it is manifest that the present ohemical heterogene
ity of the Earth's surface has arisen by degrees, as the de
orease of heat has permitted; and that it has shown- itself 
in three forms--first, in the multiplication of ohemical com· 
pounds; second, in the greater number of different ele
ments contained in the more modern of these compounds: 
and third, in the higher and more varied multiples in which 
these more numerous elements combine. 

To say that this advance in chemical heterogeneity is 
due to the one cause, diminution of the Earth's tempera
ture, would be to say too much; for it is clear that aque
ous and atmospherio agencies have been concerned; and, 
further, that the affinities of the elements themselves are 
implied. The cause has all along been a composite one: 
the cooling of the Earth having been simply the most gen. 
eral of the ooncurrent canses, or assemblage of conditions. 
And here, indeed, it may be remarked that in the severa) 
cl8S!les of facts already dealt with (excepting, perhaps, the 
6rst), and still more in those with which we shall presently 
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deal, the causes are more or less compound j as indeed are 
nearly all causes witli which we are acquainted. Scarcel) 
any change can with logical accuracy be wholly ascribed to 
one agency, to the neglect of the permanent or temporary 
conditions under which only this 8g~ncy produces the 
change. But as it does not materially affect our argument. 
\Ve prefer, for simplicity's sake, to ulle throughout the popu
bu mode of expression. 

Perhaps it will be further objected, that. to assign lou 
of heat as the cause of auy changes, is to attribute these 
changes not to a force, but to the absence of a force. And 
this is true. StriC'~ly speaking, the changos should be at,. 
tributed to those forces which come into action when the 
antagonist force is withdrawn. But though there is an in
accuracy in saying that the freezing of water is due to the 
loss of its heat, DO practical error arises from it j nor will 
a parallel laxity of expression vitiate our statements respect,. 
ing the multiplication of effects. Indeed, the objection 
serves but to draw attention to the fuct, that not only does 
the exertion of a force produce more than one change, but. 
the withdrawal of a force produces more than one ·change. 
And this suggests that perhaps the most correct statement 
of our general principle would be its most abstract state
ment-every change is followed by more than one other 
change. 

Returning to the thread of our exposition, we have next. 
to trace out, in organic progress, this same all.pervading 
principle. And here, where the evolution of the homoge
neous into the heterogeneous was first observed, the produo. 
tion of many changes by one cause is least easy to demon
strate. The development of a seed into a plant, or an 
ovum into an animal, is so gradual, while the forces which 
determine it are so involved, and at the same time 10 unob
trusive, that it is difficult to detect tbe multiplication of etrects 
which is elsewhere so obvious. Nevertheless, guided bJ 
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mdirect evidcnce, we may pretty saf'4y reach the conclu
sion that here too the law holds. 

Observe, first, how numerous are the effects which any 
marked change works upon an aJult organism-a human 
being, for instance. An alarming sound or sight, besides 
the impressions on the organs of sense and the nerves, may 
produce a start, a scream, a distortion of the face, a trem~ 
ling consequent upon a general muscular relaxation, a 
burst of perspiration, an excited actioif of the heart, a 
rush of blood to the brain, followed possibly by arrest of 
the heart's action and by syncope: and if the system be 
feeble, an indisposition with its long tra5.n of complicated 
symptoms may set ill. Similarly in cases of disease. A 
minute portion of the small.pox virus introduced into 
the system, will, in a severe case, cause, during the first 
stage, rigors, heat of skin, accelerated pulse, furred 
tongue, loss qf appetite, thirst, epigastric uneasiness, 
vomiting, headache, pains in the back and limbs, muscular 
weakness, convulsions, delirium, &c.; in the second stage, 
cutaneous eruption, itching, tingling, sore throat, swelled 
fauees, salivation, cough, hoarseness, dyspnrea, &c.; and iu 
the third stage, redematous inflammations, pneumonia, pleuri. 
sy, diarrhrea, inflammation of the brain, ophthalmia, erysipe. 
las, &c. : each of which enumerated symptoms is itself more 
or less complex. Medicines, special foods, better air, might 
in like manner be instauced as producing multiplied results. 

Now it needs only to consider that the many changes 
thus wrought by one force upon an adult organism, will be 
in part paralleled in an embryo organism, to understand 
how here also, the evolution of the homogeneous into the 
heterogeneous may be due to the production of many 
effects by one cause. The external heat and other agen
cies which determine the first complications of the germ, 
may, by acting upon these, superinduce further complica
tions; upon these still higher and more numerous· ones; 
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and 80 on continuall)': each organ as it is developed Ie", 
ving, by its actions and reactions upon the rest, to initiate 
new complexities. The first pulsations of the faltal heart 
must simultaneously aid the unfolding of every part. The 
growth of each tissue, by taking from the blood epecinl 
proportions of elements, must modify the constitution or 
the blood; and so must modify the nutrition of all th., 
other tissues. The heart's action, implying as it does a cer
tain 'waste, necesSltates an addition to the blood of effete 
matters, which must influence the rest of the eystem, and 
perhaps, as some think, cause the formation of excretory 
organs. The nert·ous connections established among the 
viscera must further multiply their mutual influenoes: and 
so continually. 

Still stronger becomes the probability of this view when 
we call to mind the fact, that the same germ may be 
evolved into dilferent forms aocording to circomstances. 
Thus, during its earlier stages, every embryo is llexlese-· 
becomes either male or female as the balance of forces act
ing npon it determines. Again, it is a well-established fact 
that the larva of a working-bee will develop into a queen
bee, if, before it is too late, its food be changed to that on 
which the larvlO of queen-bees are fed. Even more remark. 
able is the case of certain entozoa. The ovum of a tape
'worm, getting into its natural habitat, the intestine, unfolds 
into the well-known form of its parent; but if carried, a, 
it frequently is, into other parts of the system, it becomes 
a sac-like creature, called by naturalists the Echinococcus 
-a creature so extremely different from the tape-worm in 
aspect and structore, that only after careful inveatigationa' 
has it been proved to have the same origin. All which 
instances imply that each advance in embryonio complica
tion results from the action of incident forces npon the 
complication previously existing. 

Indeed, we may find d prim reason to think that tb. 
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evolution proceeds after this manner. For since it is now 
known that- no germ, animal or vegetable, contains tha 
slightest rudiment, trace, or indication of the future organ
ism-now that the microscope has shown us that the first 
process set up in e)very fertilized germ, is a process of re
peated spontaneons fissions ending in ~he production of a 
mass of cells, not one of which exhibits any special charao
tal': there seems no alternative but to suppose that the 
partial organization at any moment subsis!ing in a growing 
embryo, is transformed by the agencies acting upon it into 
the succeeding phase of organization, and this into the 
next, until, through ever-increasing cOnlplexities, the ulti· 
mate form is reached. Thus, though the subtilty of the 
forces and the slowness of the results, prevent us from 
diTlctly showing that the stages of increasing heterogeneity 
through which every embryo passes, severally arise from 
the production of many changes by one force, yet, indio 
rectly, we have strong evidence that they do so. 

We have marked how multitudinous are the effects 
which one cause may generate in an adult organism; that 
a like m"lltiplication of effects must happen in the unfold
ing organism, we have observed in sundry illustrativt> 
cases; further, it has been pointed out that the ability 
which like germs have to originate unlike forms, implies that 
the successive transformations result from the new changes 
superinduced on previous changes; and we have seen that 
structureless as every germ originally is, the development 
of an organism out of it is otherwise incomprehensible 
Not iudeed that we can thus really explain the production 
of any plant or animal. We are still in the dark respect
ing those mysterious properties in virtue of which the 
germ, when subject to fit influences, undergoes the special 
ohanges that begin the series of transformations. All wa 
aim to show, is, that given a germ possessing these myste
rious properties, the evolution of an organism from it. 
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probably depends up'on that multiplioation of etrllcU whiob 
we have seen to be the cause of progre. in general, 10 fur 
as we have yet traced it. 

When, leaving tbe development of lingle 1)lant. and 
animals, we pass to tbat of the Eartb'. flora and fauna, the 
courso of our argllPlent again becomee clear and simple. 
Though, as was admitted in tbe first part of thi. article. 
the fragmentary facta Pall8ontology has accumulated, do 
DOt. clearly warrdilt. us in saying that, in t.he laph of geo
logic time, there have been evolved more heterogeneoue 
organisms, and more heterogencons assemblagee of organ
isms, yet we sItall'Dow lee tbat. tbere muse ever have beeD 
a tendency towards these result& W. .baU find tbat the 
produotion of many effects by one cause, wbicb, as already 
shown, has been all along increasing t.be pbysical hetero
geneity of tbe Earth, has furtber involved an increasing 
heterogeneity in its flora and fuuns, individnally and 001-

. IO<ltively. An illustration will make thia olear. 
Suppose tbat by a series of npheavals, oOQurring, as 

they are DOW kuown to do, at. long intervals, tbe East Io
dian Archipelago were to be, atl1P by step, raised into a 
continent, and a chain of mountains formed along t.be axil 
of elevation. By t.he first 01 these upbeavals, the plante 
and animals inbabiting Borneo, Sumatra, New Guinea, and 
tbe rest, would be subjected to slightly modified sets of 
conditions. Tbe olimate in general would be altered in 
temperature, in humidity, and in ita periodical variations; 
while tbe local diffllrencea would be multiplied. These 
modifioations would affect, perbaps inappreciably, the eutir. 
flora and fauna of the region. The change of level would 
produce additional modifications: varying in diffllrent llpe
cies, and also in different members of tbe same species, 
acoording to their distance from the axis of elevation. 
Plant..., growing only OD tbe eea-ehore in spt'Cial localities, 
might become extinct. Others, living only in .wamps of • 
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certain humidity, would, if they survi,\ed at all, probably 
undergo vi,;iLle changes of appearance. While still greater 
alterations would occur in the plants gradually spreading 
over the lands newl1 raised above the sea. The animals 
and insects li\'ing on these modified plants, would them
selves be in some degree modified by change of food, 3S 

well as by change of climate; and the modification would 
be more marked where, from the dwindling or disappear
ance of one kind of plant, an allied kind w~ eaten. In the 
lapse of the many generations arising before the next up
heaval, the sensible or iD!!ensible alterations thus produced 
in each species would become organized...!.there would be 
a more or less complete adaptation to the new conditions. 
The next upheaval would superiuduce further organic 
changes, implying wider divergences from the primary 
forms; and so repeatedly. 

But now let it be observed that the revolution thus 
resulting would not be a substitution of a thousand more 
or less modified species for the thousand original species; 
but iu place of the thousand original species there would 
arise several thousand species, or varieties, or changed 
forms. Each species being distributed over an area of 
some extent, and tending continually to colonize the new 
area exposed, its different members would be subject to 
different sets of changes. Plants and animals spreading 
towards the equator would not be affeeted in the 83me way 
with others flpreading from it. Those spreading towards 
the new shores would undergo changes unlike the changes 
undergone by those spreading into the mountains. Thus, 
each origi~al race of organisms, would become the root 
from which diverged several races differing more or IClod 
from it and from each other; and while some of thesa 
might subsequently disappear, probably more than on8 
would survive in the next geologic period: the 'Very disper
sion itself increasing the chances of snrvimL Not anI} 

A 
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would there be certain modification. thus caused by change 
of. physical conditi"ons and food, but also in lOme cases 
other modifications caused by change of habit. The fauna 
of each island, peopling, step by step, the newly-raised 
tracts, would eventually come in conliet with the faunu 
of other islands; and some members of these other faunas 
would be unlike any creatures before seen. IIerbivorell 
meeting with new beasts of prey, would, in some cases, be 
led into modelJ'of defence or escape differing from those 
previously used; and simultaneously the beasts of prey 
would modify their modes of pursuit and attack. W. 
know that whenr-circumstances demand it, luch changes of 
habit ao take place in animals j and we know that if the 
new habits become the dominant ones, they must. eventually 
in some degree alter the organization. 

Observe, now, however, a further consequence. There 
must arise not simply a tendency towards the differentia
tion of each race of organisms into several races; but also 
a tendency to the occasional production of a somewhat 
higber organism. Taken in the masl these divergent varie
ties whicb have been caused by fresh pbysical conditions 
and habit.s of life, will exhibit changes quite indefinite in 
kind and degree; and changes tbat do not nece888rily con
etit.ute an advance. Probably in most casca the modified 
type will be neitber more nor less heterogeneous than the 
original one. In some caSes the habits of life adopted 
being simpler than before, a less heterogeneoua Itmctore 
will result: there will be a retrogradation. But it mtu' 
now and then occnr, that lome division of a species, falling 
into circumstances which give it rat.her more complex expe
nences, and demand actions somewhat more involved, will 
have certain of its organs {arther differentiated in propor
tionately small degrees,-~ill become slightly more hetero
geneous. 

Thus, in the natural course of things, there will from 
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time to time arise an increased heter<>genelty both of the 
Earth's flora and fauna, and of individual races included in 
them. Omitting detailed explanations, and allowing for 
the qualifications w~ich cannot here be specified, we think 
it is clear that geological mutations have all along tended 
to complicate the forms of life, whether regarded sepa. 
ratc:ly or collectively, The same causes which have led to 
the evolution of the Earth's crust from the simple into the 
complex:, have simultaneously led to a parallel evolution of 
the Life upon its surface. In this case, as ,in previous ones, 
we see that the transformation of the homogeneous into 
the heterogeneous is consequent upon the ~niversal plinci. 
pIe, that every active force produces more than one change. 

The deduction here drawn from the established truths 
of geology and the general laws of life, gains immensely 
in weight on finding it to be in harmony with an induction 
drawn from direct experience. Just that divergence of 
many races from one race, which we inferred must have 
been continually occurring during geologic time, we know 
to have occurred during the pre-historic and historic pe
riods, in man and domestic animals. And just that multi· 
plication of effects which we concluded must have pro
duced the first, we, see has produced the last. Single 
causes, as famine, pressure of population, war, have period. 
ically led to further dispersions of mankind and of depend. 
ent creatures: each such dispersion initiating new modifi 
cations, new varieties of type. 'Whether all the human 
races be or be not derived from one. stock, philology makes 
it clear that whole groups of races now'easily distinguisha· 
ble from each other, were originally one race,-that the 
diffusion of one race into different climates and conditions 
')f existence, has produced many modified forms of it. 

Similarly with domestio animals. Though in some cases 
-as that of dogs-community of origin will perhaps be 
disputetl, yet in other cases-as that of the sheep or the 
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cattle of our own llOuntry-it will not be questioned thai 
local differences of climate, food, and treatment, have tran .. 
forined one original breed into numerous breeds now be
come so far distinct as to produce unsteble hybrids. More
over, through the complications of effects flowing from 
lingle causes, we here find, what we before inferred, no& 
only an increase of general heterogeneity, but also of I.Ipe
cial heterogene\~y. While of the divergcnt divisions and 
Bubdivisions of the human race, many have undergone 
changes not constituting an advance j while in some the 
type may have degraded j in others it has become decidedly 
more heterogeneous. The civilized European departs more 
widely from the vertebrate arcbetype thau does the savage. 
Thus, both the law and the cause of progress, which, from 
lack of evidence, can be but hypothetically substantiated 
in respect of the earlier forms of life on our globe, can hI' 
actually substantiated in respect of the latest forms. 

If the advance of Man towards greater heterogeneity 
is traceable to the production of many effects by one canse, 
still more clearly may the advance of Society towards 
greater heterogeneity be so explained. Consider the 
growth of an industrial organaation. When, as mnst oc
casionally happen, some individual of a tribe display. un
usual aptitude for making an article of general usc- a 
weapon, for instance-which was before made by each man 
for himself; there arises a tendency towards the differentia. 
tion of that individual into a maker of such weapon. IIi. 
companions-warriors and hunters all of tbem,-severally 
feel the importance of having the best weapon. that can 
bo made j and are therefore certain to offer strong induce
ments to this skilled individual to make weapons for them. 
He, on the other band, having not only an nnn8ual faculty. 
but an unusual liking, for making such weapons (the talent 
and the desire for any occupation being commonly associa
ted), is predisposed to fulfil these commissions on the offoJ' 
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of an adequate reward: especially as hj~ love of distinction 
is also gratified. This first specialization of function, once 
commenced, tends ever to become more decided. On the 
side of the weapon-nytker continued practice gives increased 
skill-increased superiority to his products: on the side of 
his client~, cessation of practice entails decreased skill. 
ThuR the influences that determine this division of labour 
grow stronger in both ways; and the incipient heterogene
ity is, on the a'\"erage of cases, likely to be~ome permanent 
for that generation, if no longer. 

Observe now, however, that this process not only dif
fcrentiates the social mass into two parts, the one monopo
lizing, or almost monopolizing, the performance of a certain 
function, and the other having lost the habit, and in some 
measure the power, of performing that function; but it 
tends to imitate other differentiations. The advance we 
have described implies the introduction of barter,-the 
maker of weapons has, pn each occasion, to be paid in such 
other articles as he agrees to take in exchange. But he 
will not habitually take in exchange one kind of article, 
but many kinds. He does not want mats only, or skins, or 
fishing gear, but he wants all these; and on each occasion 
will bargain for the particulaJ: things he most needs. What 
follows 11 If among the members of the tribe there exist 
any slight differences of skill in the manufacture of these 
various tbings, as there are almost sure to do, the weapon
maker will take from each one the thing which that one ex
cels in making: he will exchange for mats with him whose 
mats are superior, and will bargain for the fishing gear of 
whoever bas the best. But he who has bartered away his 
mats or his fishing gear, must make other mats or fishing 
gear for himself; and in so doing must, in some degree, 
further develop his aptitude. Thus it results that the 
Bmall specialities of faculty possessed by various members 
of the tribe, will tend to grow more decided. If sucb 
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transactions are frtm time repeated, these specializntionl 
may become appreciable. And whether or not there en
sue distinct differentiations of other individuals into make ... 
of particular articles, it is clear that inci;>ient differentiation .. 
take place throughout the tribe: the one original C&U,,"' 

produces not only the first dual effect, but. a number d 
secondary dnal effects, like in kind, but minor in degree. 
This procells, o! which traces may be seen among group. 
of schoolboys, cannot well produce any lasting effects in 
an unsettled tribe; but where there grows up a fixed and 
multiplying community, these differentiations become per
manent, and inc;ease with each generation. A larger popu
lation, involving a greater demand for every commodity, 
intensifies the functional activity of each specialized perlOn 
or class; and this renders the specialization more definite 
where it nlready exists, and establishes it where it is nascent. 
By increasing the pressure on the means of subsistence, 
a larger population again augments these results; seeing 
that each person is forced more and more to confine him
self to that which he can do best, and by which he can gain 
most. This industrial progress, by aiding future prpduo
tion, opens the way for a further growth of population, 
which reacts as before: in all which the multiplication of 
effects is manifest. Presently, under these same stimuli, 
new occupations arise. Competing workers, ever aiming 
to produce improved articles, occasionally discover better 
processes or raw materials. In weapons and cutting tools, 
the substitution of bronze for stone entails upon him who 
first makes it a great increase of demand--so great an :n
crease that he presently findA all his time occupied in making 
the bronze fur the articles he sells, and is obliged to depute 
the fashioning of thelle to others: and, eventually, the 
making of bronze, thus gradually differentiated from a pre
existing occupation, becomes an occupation by itsel£ 

But now mark the ramified changes which follow thi. 
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change. Bronze soon replaces stone, Fot only in the arti· 
cles it was first used for, but in many others--in arms, tools, 
and utensils of various kinds; and 80 affects the manufac
ture of these thin~s. Further, it affects the processes 
which these utensils subserve, and the resulting products
modifies buildings, carvings, dress, perRonal decorations 
Yet again, it sets going sundry manufactures which were 
before impossible, from lack of a material fit for the requi
site tools. And all these changes react on'the people,-in
crease their manipulative skill, their intelligence, their com
fort,-refine their habits and tastes. Thus the evolution of 
a homogeneolls society into a heterogeneofls one, is clearly 
consequent on the general principle, that many effects are 
produced by one cause. 

Our limits will not allow us to follow out this process in 
its higher complications: else might we show how the lo
calization of special industries in special parts of a king
dom, as well as the minute subdivision of labour in the 
making of each commodity, are similarly determined. Or, 
turning to a somewhat different order of illustrations, we 
might dwell on the multitudinous changes-material, intel
lectual, moral,-caused by printing; or the further exten
sive series of changes wrought by gunpowder. But leaving 
the intermediate phases of social development, let us take 
a few illustrations from its most recent and Its passing pha
ses. To trace the effects of steam-power, in its manifold 
applications to mining, navigation, and manufactures of aU. 
kinds, would carry us into unm'IDageable detail. Let us 
confine ourselves to the latest embodiment of steam-power 
-the locomotive engine. 

This, as the proximate cause of our railway system, has 
ohanged the face of the country, the course of trade, and 
the }-.abits of the people. Consider, first, the complicated 
lets of changes that precede the making of every railway
the provisional arrangements, the meetings, the registra.-
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tion, the trial section, the parliamentary survey, tho litllo 
graphed plans, the tooks of reference, the local deposits and 
notices, the application to Parliament, the passing Standing
Orders Committee, the first, second, Ind third readings: 
each of which brief heads indicates a multiplicity of transao
tions, and the development of lIundry occupationa-as tboBe 
of engineers, surveyors, lithographers, parliamentary agents, 
share-brokers; and the creation of sundry otbera-ILI tbose 
of traffic-takers: reference-takers. Consider, next, the yea 
more marked changes}mplied in railwayconstruction-tbe 
cuttings, embankings, tunnellings, diversions of roads; the 
building of bridges and stations; the laying down of bal
last, sleepers, and rails; the making of engines, tenders, 
carriagetl and waggons: which procellSes, acting upon nu
merous t.rades, increase the importation of timber, the 
quarrying of stone, the manufacture of iron, the mining of 
coal, the burning of bricks: institute a variety of special 
manufactures weekly advertised in the Railway Timu; 
and, finally, open the way to sundry new occupations, ILl 

those of drivers, stokers, cleaners, plate-layers, &c., &c. 
And then consider the changes, more numerous and in
volved still, which railways in action produce on the com
munity at large. The organization of every business is 
more or less modified: ease of communication makes it bet.
ter to do directly what was before done by proxy; agenciel 
are established where previously they would not have paid; 

.goods are obtained from remote wholesale houses instead 
of near retail ones; and commodities are used which dis
tance once rendered inaccessible. Again, the rapidity and 
small cost of carriage tend to specialize more than ever tbe 
industries of different districtll-to confine each manufac
ture to the parts in which, from local advantages, it can be 
best carried on. Further, the diminished cost of carriage, 
facilitating distribution, equalizes prices, and also, on the 
average, lowers prices: thus bringing divers articlea within 
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the means of those before unable to buy them, and so in
oreasing their comforts and improving their habits. At th~ 
same time the practice of travelling is immensely extended. 
Classes who never ~efore thought of it, take annual tripr 
to the sea j visit their distant relations; make tours j and 
so, we are benefiteJ in body, feelings, and intellect. ~Iore
over, the more prompt transmission of letters and of neW8 
produces further changes-makes the pulse of the nation 
faster. Yet more, there arises a wide dissenililation of cbeap 
literature through railway book-stalls; and of advertise
ments in railway carriages: both of them aiding ulterior 
progress. o 

And all tbe innumerable changes here briefly indicated 
are consequent on the invention of the locomotive engine 
The social organism has been rendered more beterogeneous 
in virtue of the many new occupations introduced, and the 
many old ones furtber specialized; prices in every place 
have been altered; each trader has, more or less, modified 
his way of doing business j and almost every person has 
been affected in bis actions, thoughts, emotions. 

Illustrations to the same effect might· be indefinitely ac
cumulated. Tbat every influence brougbt to bear upon so
ciety works multiplied effects; and that increase of hetero
geneity is due to tbis multiplication of effects; may be seen 
in the history of every trade, every custom, every belie! 
But it is needless to give additional evidence of this. The 
only furtber fact demanding notice, is, that we here see still 
more clearly than ever, the truth before pointed out, that 
in proportion as the area on which any force expends itself 
becomes heterogeneous, the results are in a yet higher de
gree multiplied in number and kind. While among the 
primitive tribes to whom it was first known, caoutchouo 
caused but a few changes, among ourselves the changes 
have 'been so many and varied that the history of them o() 
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cupics a volume.· ppon the small, bomogeneous comma 
nity inbabiting one of the Hebrides, the electrio telcgraph 
would produce, were it nsed, scarcely any results; but in 
England tbe results it produces are ~ultitudinou.. Th. 
comparatively simple organization under whicb our ance .. 
tors lived five centuries ago, could have undergone but few 
modifications from an event like the recent. one at. Canton; 
but now tbe legislative decision respecting it. lets up many 
hundreds of co~plex modifications, each of which will be 
the parent ofnumeroUB future ones. 

Space permitting, we could willingly bave punued the 
argument in relat'ion to all tbe subtler results of civilization. 
As before, we showed that. the law of ProgreBl to which 
the organic and inorganio worlds conform, ia also conformed 
to by Language, Soulpture, Music, &0. i 10 might. we bere 
show tbat the caulle which we have bitherto found to d. 
termine Progress boldl in these Casel also. We migbt 
demonstrate in detail bow, in Science, an advance of one 
division presently advances other divWona-bow Astron
omy bas been immensely forwarded by discoveries in Op. 
tics, while other optical discoveries bave initiated Micro
scopio Anatomy, and greatly aided tbe growth 01 PbYBiol-

- ogy-how Chemistry has indirectly increued our knowl
edge of Electricity, Magnetism, Biology, Geology-bow 
Eleotricity bas reacted on Chemistry and Magnetunn, de
veloped our views ofLigbt. and Heat, and disclOied sundry 
laWI of nervous action. 

In Literature the same truth might be exhibited in tho 
manifold effects of the primitive mystery-play, DOt. only as 
originating the modern drama, but as affecting through it 
other kinds of poetry and fiction i or in tbe still multiply. 
ing forms of periodica1literature that. bave dClCended from 
the first newspaper, and which bave severally acted and 

• II Personal Narrative of the Origia of the Caoutchouc, or IDcn.Rub 
bQr lIa.nufacture In England." Bl Thomu Baucoek. 
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reaoted on other forms of literature pnd on each other. 
The influence which a new school of Painting-as that of 
the pre-Raffaelites-exercises upon other schools; the hints 
which all kinds of .,ictorial art are deriving from Photo
graphy; the complex results of new critical doctrines, a8 
those of Mr. Ruskin, might severally be dwelt upon 88 
displaying the like multiplication of effects. But it would 
needlessly tax the reader's patience to fursue, in their 
many ramifications, these various changes: here become 
80 involved and subtle as to be followed with some diffi
culty. 

Without further evidence, we venture''to think our caso 
is made onto The imperfections of statement which brevity 
has necessitated, do not, we believe, militate against the 
propositions laid down. The qualifications here and there 
demanded would not, if made, affect the inferences. 
Though in one instanoe, where sufficient evidence is not 
attainable, we have been unable to show that the law of 
Progress applies; yet there is high probability that the same 
generalization holds which holds throughout the rest of 
creatiun. Though. in tracing the genesis of Progress, we 
have frequently spoken of complex: causes as if they were 
simple ones; it still remains true that such canses 8re far 
less complex: than their results. Detailed criticisms can
not affect our main position. Endless facts go to show 
that every kind of progress is from the homogeneous to 
the heterogeneous; and that it is so because each change 
is followed by many changes. And it is significant that 
where the facts are most accessible and abundant, there 
are these truths most manifest. 

However, to avoid committing ourselves to more than 
18 yet proved. we must be content with saying that such 
are the law and the cause of all progress that is known to 
os. Should the Nebular Hypothesis ever be established, 
then it wi!! bccome manifest that the Universe at large, 
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like every organism, was once homogeneous. that 88 0 

whole, 3nd in eve/y detail, it has unceasingly advanced 
towards greater heterogeneity; and that ita heterogeneity 
is still increasing. It will be seen that as in each event of 
to-day, 80 from the beginning, the deccfmposition of every 
expended force into several forces has been perpetually 
producing 8 higher complication; that the increase of 
heterogeneity so brought about is still going on, and must 
continue to go &n j and that thus Progreu is not au acci
dent, Dot a thing within human control, but a beneficent 
necessity. 

• 
A few words must be added on the ontological bear"

ings of our argument. Probably not a few will conclude 
that here is an attempted solution of the great questions 
with which Philosophy in all ages has perplexed itllelf 
Let none thus deceive themselves. Only such as know not 
the scope and the limits of Science can fall into 80 grave 
an error. The foregoing generalizations apply, not to the 
genesis of things in themselves, but to their genesis as 
manifested to the human consciousness. After all that has 
been said, the ultimate mystery remains just as it was. 
The explanation of that which is explicable, does but bring 
out into greater clearness the inexplicableness of that 
which remains behind. However we may succeed in reo 
ducing the equation to itll lowest terms, we are not thereby 
enabled to determine the unknown quantity: on the con
trary, it only becomes more manifest that the unknown 
quautity cau neT'er be found. 

Little as it seems to do so, fearless inquiry tends con
HnuaIly to give a firmer basis to all true Religion. The 
timid sectarian, alarmed at the progre88 of knowledge, 
obliged to abandon one by one the superstitions of his 
ancestors, and daily finding his cherished beliefs more and 
more shaken, secretly fears that all thing. may lome da1 
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bo explained; and has a corresponding dread of Science: 
thus evincing the profoundest of all iJfidelity-the fear lest 
the truth be bad. On the other hand, the sincere man of 
science, oontent t%llow wherever tie evidence leads him, 
becomE's by each new inquiry more profoundly convinced 
that the Universe is an insoluble problem. Alike in the 
external and the internal worlds, he sees himself in the 
midst of perpetual changes, of which he can discover 
neither the beginning nor "the end. If, 'tracing back the 
evolution of things, he allows himself to entertain the 
hypothesis that all matter once existed in a diffused form, 
he finds it utterly impossible to conceivE! how this came to 
be so; and equally, if he speculates on the future, he can 
assign no limit to the grand succession of phenomena ever 
unfolding themselves before him. On the other hand, if 
he looks inward, he perceives that both terminations of 
the thread of consciousness are beyond his grasp: he can. 
not remember when or how consciousness commenced, 
and he cannot examine the consciousness that at any mo
ment exists; fol' only a state of consciousness that is 
already past can become the object of thought, and never 
one which is passing. 

When, again, he turns from the succession of phenom· 
ena, external or internal, to their essential nature, he is 
equally at fault. Though he may succeed in resolving all 
properties of objects into manifestations of force, he is not 
tliereby enabled to realize what force is; but finds, on the 
contrary, that the more he thinks about it, the more he is 
baffled. Similarly, though analysis of mental actions may 
finally bring him doWn to sensations as the original mao 
terials out of which all thought is woven, he is none the 
forwarder; for he cannot in the least comprehend sensa
tion--cannot even conceive how sensation is possible. In. 
ward and outward things he thus discovers to be alike 
inscrutable in their ultimate genesis and nature. He seeR 
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that the Materialist fnd Spiritualist controversy is a mere 
war of words; the disputants being equally absurd-each 
believing he understands that which it is impossible for 
any man to understand. In all direction, his investigations 
eventually bring him face to face with the unknowable; 
and he ever more clearly perceivbs it to be the unknowable. 
He learns at once the greatness and the littleness of human 
intellect-its power in dealing with all that comes within 
the range of exp:i-ience; its impotence in dealing with aU 
that transcends experience. He feels, with a vividness 
which no others can, the utter incomprehensibleness of 
the simplest fact,· considered in itsel£ He alone truly 
BeeB that absolute knowledge is impossible. He alone 
knows that under aU things there lies an impenetrable 
mystery. 



11. 

MANNERS AND FASHION. 

W HOEVER has studied the physiognomy of politic:il 
meetings, cannot fail to have remarked a connection 

between democratic opinions and peculiarities of costume. 
At a Chartist demonstration, a lecture on Socialism, or a 
80MB of the Friends of Italy, there will be seen many 
among the audience, and a still larger ratio among the 
speakers, who get themselves up in a style more or less 
unusual. One gentleman on the platform divides his hair 
down the centre, instead of on one side; another brushes 
it back off the forehead, in the fashion known as "bringing 
out the intellect; " a third has so long forsworn the scis
sors, that his locks sweep his shoulders. A considerable 
sprinkling of moustaches may be observed; here and there 
an imperial; and occasionally Bome courageous breaker of 
conventions exhibits a full-grown beard." This noncon
formity in hair is conntenanced by various nonconformities 
in dress, shown by others of the assemblage. Bare necks, 
shirt-collars a la Byron, waistcoats cut Quaker fashion, 
wonderfully shaggy great coats, numerous oddities in form 
and colonr, destroy the monotony nsual in crowds_ Ever 
those exhibiting no conspicuous peculiarity, frequently in 

• This was written before moustaches and beards bad become common. 
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dicate by somethin~ in the pattern or make-np of their 
clothefl, that they pay small regard to what their tailors 
tell them about the prevailing taste. And when the 
gathering breaks up, the varieties of hVad gear displayed 
-the number of caps, and the abundance of felt hat.. 
-suffice to prove that were the world at large like-minded, 
t.he black cylinders which tyrannize over us would soon be 
deposed. 

The foreign l:orrespondence of our daily preBS sbowl 
tbat this relationship between political discontent and the 
disregard of customs exists on the Continent also. Red 
republicanism halt always been distinguished by its hirsute
ness. The authorities of Prussia, Austria, and Italy, alike 
recognize certain forms of hat as indicative of disaffection, 
and fulminate against them accordingly. In Bome places 
the wearer of a blouse runs a risk of being classed among 
tbe 8U8pect8; and in others, he who would avoid the bureau 
of police, must beware how he goes out in an)" but the 
ordinary colours. Thus, democracy abroad, as at home, 
tends towards personal singularity. 

Nor is this 83sociation of characteristics peculiar to 
Dlodern times, or to reformers of the State. It has always 
existed; and it bas been manifested as much in religious 
agitations as in political ones. Along with diBSent from 
the chief established opinions and arrangements, there has 
ever been some dissent from the customary social practices. 
rhe Puritans, disapproving of the long curls of the Cava.
liers, as of their principles, cut their own hair short, and 80 

gained the name of "Roundheads." The marked religious 
nonconformity of the Quakers was accompanied by an 
equally-marked nonconformity of manners-in attire, in 
speech, in salutation. The early Moravians not oo1y 
believed differently, but at the same time dressed dit 
ferently, and lived differently, from their fellow Christian&. 

That the association between political independence 
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aud independence of personal conduct, is not a phenome. 
" 

non of to-day only, we may see alike m the appearance ot 
Franklin at the French court in plain clothes, and in the 
white hats worn bl the last generation of radicalR. Origi. 
nality of nature is sure to show itself in more ways than 
one. The mention of George Fox's suit of leather, or 
Pestalozzi's school name, "Harry Oddity," will at once 
suggest the remembrance that men who have in great 
things diverged from the beaten track,' have frequently 
done so in small things likewise. Minor illustrations of 
this truth may be gathered in almost every circle. We 
believe that whoever will number up ~is reforming and 
rationalist acquaintances, will find among them more than 
the usual proportion of those who in dress or behaviour 
exhibit some degree of what the world calls eccentricity. 

If it be a fact that men of revolutionary aims in politics 
01' religion, are commonly revolutionists in custom also, 
it is not less a fact that those whose office it is to uphold 
established arrangements in State and Church, are also 
those" who most adhere to the social forms and obser
vancel! bequeathed to us by past generations. Practices 
elsewhere extinct still linger about the headquarters of 
government. The monarch still gives assent to Acts of 
Parliament in the old French of the Normans; and Nor
man French terms are still used in law. Wigs, such as 
those we see depicted in old portraits, may yet be found 
on the heads of judges and barristers. The Beefeaters 
at the Tower wear the costume of Henry VIIth's body
guard. The University dress of the . present year varies 
but little from that worn soon after the Reformation. 
The claret-coloured coat, knee-breeches, lace shut MIls, 
ruffies, white silk stockings, and buckled shoes, which 
once formed the usual attire of a gentleman, still survive 
as the court-dress. And it need scarcely be said that at 
levk6 and drawing. rooms, the ceremonies are prescl'ibed 
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with an exactness, !fnd enforced wiLh a rigour, not. elao 
where to be found. 

Can we consider these two series of coincidenoee as 
accidental and unmeaning l' Muat. we Jlo'It rather conclude 
that some neceaaary relationship obtaina between them l' 
Are there not such things as a constitutional conservatism, 
and a constitutional tendency to cbange l' Is there not a 
class which clin1rB to the old in all things; and another 
class so in love with progress as often to mistake novelty 
for improvement l' Do we not find lome men ready to 
bow to established authority of whatever kind; while 
others demand ot every such authority ita reason, and 
reject it it it fails to justify itself? And must not the 
minds thus contrasted tend to become respectively COli" 

fonnist and nonconformist, not only in poliLice and religion, 
but in other things l' Submi88ion, whether to a govern. 
ment, to the dogmas of ecclesiastics, or to that. code of 
behaviour which society at. large has let op, fa essent.ially 
of the same nature; and the lentiment which induce. 
resistance to the despotism of rulers, civil or Ipiritual, like
wise induces resistance to the despotism of the worM'. 
opinion. Look at them fundamentally, and all enactments, 
alike of the legislature, the cousistory, and the aaloon-&ll 
regulations, formal or virtual, have a common character: 
they are all limitations of men's freedom. "Do this
Refrain from that," are the blank formulas into which they 
may all be written: and in each case the understanding is 
that obedience will bring approbation here and paradise 
hereafter; while disobedience will entail imprisonment, or 
sending to Coventry, or eternal torments, as the case may 
be. And it restraints, however named, and through what
ever apparatus of means exercised, are one in their action' 
upon mt'n, it must happen that those who are patient under 
one kind of restraint, are likely to be patient onder another i 
and conversely, that those impatient of rt'Btraint in general. 
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trill, on the average, tend to show t~eir iml'llltience in all 
directions. 

That Law, Religion, and Manners are thus related
tha~ their respective kinds of operation come under one 
generalwtion-that they have in certain contrasted charao
tOOstic. of men a common support. and a common danger 
-will, however, be most. clearly seen on discovering that 
they ha,"e a common origin. Little as yom present. ap
pearanoes we should suppose it, we shall yet find that. as. 
first, the control of religion, the rontrol of laws, and the 
oontrol of manners, were all one oontroL However in
credible it may now seem, we believe it t~ be demonstrabl6 
that the rules of et.iquette, the provisions of the statute
book. and the commands of the dec31ogu£', have grown 
frOln the s.'\me root. If we go f.1l' enough back into the 
agt's of primeval Fetishism, it becomes manifest that 
originally Deity, Chief, and Master of the ceremonies were 
ldentical. To make good th£'se positions, and to show 
their be.aring on what is to follow, it will be necessary 
here to traverse ground that is in part. somewhat be~ten, 
and at first. sight. irrelcnnt to our topio. We will pass 
oyer it as quickly as oonsists with the e~igencies of the 
argument. 

That the £'Mliest eociaI aggr£'gations we.re ruled solely 
by the will of the strong man, few dispute. That from the 
strong man proceeded not ouly Monarchy, but the conC('p
tion of a God, few admit: much as Carlyle and others haye 
said in e,"idence of it. If, however, those who are unable 
to bdieye this, will lay aside tile id~ of God and man in 
which th£'y han been educated, and study tho aboriginal 
deas of them, th£'y will at least see some probability in 
the hypothe...;;is. Let them remember that before expexi· 
enee had y£'t taught men to distinguish b£'tween the po..~ 
ble and the impossible; and while th£'y were ready on the 
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slightest suggestion ~o ascribe unknown powers to any ob 
ject and make a fetish of it j their conceptions of human. 
ity and its capacities were necessarily vague, and withou& 
Rpecific limits. The man who by unusuu strength, or CUD 

ning, achieved something that others had failed to achieve, 
or something which they did not understand, was conllidered 
by them as differing from themselves j and, as we see in the 
belief of some Polynesians that only their chiefs have souls, 
or in that of the ~cient Peruvians that their nobles were di. 
vine by birth, the ascribed difference was apt to be not one of 
degree only, but one of kind. 

Let them remllmber next, how gross were the notions 
of God, or rather of gods, prevalent dnring the same era 
and afterwards--how concretely gods were conceived as 
men of specific aspects dressed in specific ways-how their 
names were literally" the strong," "the destroyer," "the 
powerful one,"-how, according to the Scandinavian my • 

. thology, the "sacred duty of blood-revenge" was acted 
on by the gods themselves,-and how they were not only 
human in their vindictiveness, their crnelty, and their 
quarrels with each other, but were supposed to have amouJ1l 
on earth, and to consume the viands placed on their altars. 
Add to which, that in various mythologies, Greek, Scandi· 
navian, and others, the oldest beings are giants; that ac
cording to a traditional genealogy the gods, demi-gods, . 
and in some cases men. are descended from these after the 
human fashion; and that while in the East we hear of sons of 
God who saw the daughters of men that they were fair, 
the Teutonic myths tell of unions between the sons of meo 
and the daughters of the gods. 

Let them remember, too, that at first the idea of death 
differed widely from that which we have; that there are 
still tribes ·who, on the decease of one of their number, at
tempt to make the corpse stand, and put food into his mouth i 
that the Pernvians had feasts at which the mummies o!thei, 
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dead Incas presided, when, as Prescott says, they paid atten
tion co to these insensible remains as if ttey were instinct with 
life; " that among the Fejees it is believed that every enemy 
has to be killed twi~e; that the Eastern Pagans give exten
sion and figure to the soul, and attribute to it all the same sub
stances, both solid an d liquid, of which our bodies are eomp()80 
cd ; and that it is the custom among most barbarous races to 
bury food, weapons, and trinkets along with the dead body, 
under the manifest belief that it will prp.settly need them. 

Lastly, let them remember that the other world, as ori
ginally conceived, is simply some distant part of this world 
-some Elysian fields, some happy hunti~-ground, accessi
ble even to the living, and to which, after death; men 
travel in anticipation of a life analogous in general charac
ter to that which they led before. Then, co-ordinating these 
general fucts--the ascription of unknown powers to chiefs 
and medicine men; the belief in deities having human 
forms, passions, and behaviour; the imperfect comprehen
sion of death as distinguished from life; and the proximity 
of the future abode to the present, both in position and 
character-let them reflect whether they do not almost un
avoidably suggest the conclusion that the aboriginal god 
is the dead chief: the chief not dead in our sense, but 
gone away carrying with him food and weapons to some 
rumoured region of plenty, some promised land, whither he 
had long intended to lead his followers, and whence he will 
presently return to fetch them. 

This hypothesis once entertained, is seen to harmonize 
,\\;th all primitive ideas and practices. The sons of the dei
fied chief reigning after him, it necessarily happens that aU 
e:U'ly kings are held descendants of the gods; and the mct 
that alike in Assyria, Egypt, among the Jews, Phrenicians, 
and ancicnt Britons, kings' names were formed out of the 
names of the gods, is fully explained. The genesis of Poly. 
theism out of Fetishism, by the successive migrations of 
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the race of god·kings to the other world-a genesia illu .. 
trated in the Greek fuythology, alike by the precise gene. 
alogy of the deities, and by the Rpecifically asserted apothe. 
osis of the later ones--tends further to pear it out. It ex
plains the fact that in the old creeds, as in the still extant 
creed of the Otaheitans, every family has its guardian 
spirit, who is supposed to be one of their departed rela
tives; and that they sacrifice to these 81 minor gods-a 
practice still pu~ued by the Chinese and even by the Rullo 
sians. It is perfectly congruous with the Grecian myths 
concerning the wars of the Gods with the Titans and their 
final usurpation; \IDd it similarly agrees with the fact that 
among the Teutonic gods proper was one Freir who came 
among them by adoption, "but was born among the Yanes, a 
somewhat mysterious other dynasty of gods, who had been 
conquered and superseded by the stronger and more warlike 
Odin dynasty." It harmonizes, too, with the belief that there 
are different gods to different territories and nations, as there 
were different chiefs; that these gods contend for 8upremacy 
as chiefs do; and it gives meaning to the boast of neighbour
ing tribes--"Our god is greater than yoar god." It is con· 
firmed by the notion universally current in early times, that 
the gods come from this other abode, in which they common
ly live, and appear among men--epeak to them, help them, 
pnnish them. And remembering this, it becomes manifest 
that the prayers put up by primitive peoples to their gods for 
aid in battle, are meant literally-that their gods are expect
ed to come back from the other kingdom they are reigning 
over, and once more fight the old enemies they had heCore 
warred against BO implacably; and it needs hat to name the 
Diad, to remind everyone how thoroughly they believed the 
expectation fulfilled. 

All government, then, being originally that of the 
IItrong man whobas become a fetish by'some manifestation 01 
Inperiority. there arises, at his death-his Bupposed dl1jlar. 
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ture on a long projected expedition, in which he is accom
panied by his slaves and concubines sa~rificed at his tomb 
-there arises, then, the incipient division of religious from 
political control, 0\ civil rule from spiritual. His son be
comes deputed chief during his absence; his authority is 
cited as that by which his son acts; his vengeance is invok
ed on all who disobey his son; and his commands, as pre
viously known or as asserted by his son, become the germ 
of a moral code: a fact we shall the mort! clearly perceive 
if we remember, that early moral codes inculcate mainly 
the virtues of the warrior, and the duty of exterminating 
some neighbouring tribe whose existence. is an offence to 
the deity. 

From this point onwards, these two kinds of authority, 
at first complicated together as those of principal and agent, 
become slowly more and more distinct. As experience ac
cumulates, and ideas of causation grow more precise, kings 
lose their supernatural attributes; and, instead of God
king, become God-descended king, God-appointed king, 
the Lord's anointed, the vicegerent of heaven, ruler reign
ing by Divine right. The old theory, however, long clings 
to men in feeling, after it has disappeared in name; and 
" such divinity doth hedge a king," that even now, many, 
on first seing one, feel a secret surprise at finding him an 
ordinary sample of humanity. The sacredness attaching 
to royalty-attaches afterwards to its appended institutions 
-to legislatures, to laws. Legal and illegal are synony
mous with right and wrong; the authority of Parliament 
is held unlimited; and a lingering faith in goverDmental 
power continually generates unfounded hopes from its en
actments. Political scepticism, however, having destroyed 
the divine prestige of royalty, goes on ever iucreasing, 
and promises ultimately ,to reduce the State to a purely 
secular institution, whose regulations are limited in their 
sphere, and have no other authority than the general will 
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Meanwhile, the religious control has been lit.tle by little 
sel'arating itself Crom the civil, both in ita e&IIence and in 
its forms. While from the God.king of the savage have 
arisen in one direction, secnlar rillers ,who, age by age, 
have been losing the sacred attributes men ascribed to 
.. hem; there has arisen in another direction, the conception 
of a deity, who, at first human in all things, has been grad
aallylosing human materiality, human Corm, human paasiona, 
human modes ot action: nntil now, anthropomorphism baa 
become a reproach. 

Along with this wide divergence in men's ideas oC t.oe 
divine and civil nler has been taking place a corre8ponding 
divergence iu the code8 of conduct respectively proceeding 
from them. While the king was a deputy-god-a governor 
such as the Jews looked for in the Messiah-6 governor 
considered, as the Czar still is, "our God upon Earth,"
it, of course, followed that his commands were the supreme 
rules. But as men ceased to believe in his supernatural 
origin and nature, his commands ceased to be the highest i 
and there arose a distinction between the regulations made 
by him, and the regulations handed down from the old 
god-1..-ings, who were rendered ever more sacred by time 
and the accumulation of myths. Henee came respectively, 
Law and Morality: the one growing ever more concrete, 
the other more abstract i the authority of the one ever on 
the decrease, that of the other ever on the increase i origi. 
nally the same, but now placed daily in more marked an
tagonism. 

Simultaneously there has been going on a separation of 
the institutions administering these two codes oC condud. 
While tbey were yet one, of course Church and State were 
one: the kiug was arch-priest, not nominally, but really
alike the giver of new commands and the chief interpreter 
of the old commands; and the deputy-priests coming out 
oC his family were thus simply expounders of the dictatu 
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of their ancestry: at first as recollected, and afterwards as 
ascertained by professed interviews witA them. This union 
-which still existed practically dudng the middle ages, 
when the authority if kings was mixed up with the author. 
ity of the pope, when there were bishop-rulers having all 
the powers of feudal lords, and when priests punished by 
penances-has been, step by step, becoming less close. 
Though monarchs are still "defenders of the faith," 
and ecclesiastical chiefs, they are but 'Lominally such. 
Thongh bishops still have civil power, it is not what they 
once had. Protestantism shook loose the bonds of union; 
Dissent has long been busy in organizing a mechanism for 
the exercise of religious control, wholly independent of 
law; in .America, a separate organization for that purpose 
already exists; and if anytbing is to be hoped from the 
Anti-State-Church .Association--or. &s it bas been newly 
named, "The Society for tbe Liberation of Religion from 
State Patronage and Control "-we sball presently bave a 
separate organization here also: 

Thus alike in authority, in essence, and in form, politi. 
cal and spiritual rule have been ever more widely diverging 
from the same root. That increasing division of labour 
which marks the progress of society in other things, marks 
it also in this separation of government into civil and reli
gious; and if we observe how the morality which forms the 
substance of religions in general, is beginning to be puri. 
fied fl-om the associated creeds, we may anticipate that this 
division will be ultimately carried much further. 

Passing now to the third species of control-that of 
Manners-we shall find that this, too, while it had a com· 
mon genesis with the others, has gradually come to have a 
distinct sphere and a special embodiment. .Among early 
aggregations of men before yet social observances existed, 
the sole forms of courtesy known were the signs of sub
mis.cUon to the strong· man; as the sole law was his will, 

5 
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and the sole religio~ the awe of his supposed supernatural
ness. Originally, ceremonies were ruodes of bebaviour to 
the god-king. Our commonest titles have beeD derived 
from his names. And all salutations (Vere primarily wor
ship paid to him. Let us trace out these truths in detail, 
beginning with titles. 

The fact already noticed, that the names of early kiogt 
among divers {aces are formed by the addition of certain 
syllables to the names of their gods-which certain lIylla
bles, like our .lIfaQ and Fitz, probably mean "SOD of," or 
"descended from "-at once gives meaning to the term 
Father as a divble title. And when we read, in Selden, 
that "tbe composition out of tbese names of Deities Willi 

not only proper to Kings: their Grandes and more honora
ble Subjects" (no doubt members of the royal race) .. had 
sometimes the lik~;" we see how the term Father, prop
erly nsed by tbese also, and by tbeir multiplying descend
ants, came to be a title used by tbe people in generaL ADd 
it is significant as bearing on tbis point, tbat among tbe 
most barbarous nation in Europe, where belief in tbe di
vine nature of tbe ruler still lingers, Father in tbis higber 
sense is still a regal distinction. When, again, we remem
ber how· tbe qivinity at first ascribed to kings was not a 
complimentary fiction but a supposed fact; and how, fur
ther, under tbe FetishphiloBopby tbe celestial bodies are 
believed to be personages who once lived among meo; we 
see that the appellations of oriental rulers, "Brother to the 
Sun," &c., were probably once expressive of a genuine be
lief; and have simply, like many other tbings, continued in 
use after all meaning has gone out of them. We may 
infer, too, that the titles God, Lord, Divinity, were given 
to primitive rulers literally-that the 1Watra aivinilaa ap
plied to the Roman emperors, and the various sacred dee 
ignations that have been borne by monarchs, down to the 
8till extant phrase, .. Our Lord tbe King," are the dead and 
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dying forms of what were once Iiving,facts. From these 
names, God, Father, Lord, Divinity, originally belonging 
to the God-king, and afterwards to God and the king, the 
detivation of our &mmonest titles of respect is clearly 
traceable. 

There is reason to think that these titles were otiginally 
proper names. Not only do we see among the Egyptians, 
"here Pharaoh was synonymous with king,,and among the 
Romans, where to be Cresar, meant to be Emperor, that 
the proper names of the greatest men were transferred to 
their suocessors, and so beoame class names; but in the 
Scandinavian mythology we may trace a "human title of 
honour up to the proper name of a divine personage. In 
Anglo-Saxon lJeaJdQ'l', or lJaldQ'l', means Lord; and Balder 
is the name of the favoutite of Odin's sons-the gods who 
with him constitute the Teutonio Pantheon. How these 
names of honour beoame general is easily understood. 
The relatives of the primitive kings-the grandees de
scribed by Selden as having names formed on those of the 
gods, and shown by this to be members of the divine race 
-necessarily shared in the epithets, such as Lord, descrip
tive of superhuman relationships and nature. Their ever
multiplying offspring inheriting these, gradually rendered 
them comparatively common. And then they came to be 
applied to every man of power: partly from'the fact that, 
in these early days when men oonceived divinity simply as 
a stronger kind of humanity, great persons could be called 
by divine epithets with but little exaggeration; partly from 
the fact that the unusually potent were apt to be consid
ered as unrecognized or illegitimate descendants of "the 
strong, the destroyer, the powerful one j" and partly, also, 
from compliment and the desire to propitiate. 

Progressively as superstition diminished, this last be
came the sole cause. And if we remember that it is the 
'Jature of compliment, as we daily hear it, to attribute 
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morc thn is due-that in the constantly widening applica
tion of "esquire," in the perpetual repetition of" your 
honQur" by the fawning Irishman, and in the use of the 
Dame" gcntleman" to any coalheaver'or dustman by the 
lower classes of London, we have current examplel of the 
depreciation of titles consequent on compliment-Qc.d that 
in barbarous times, when the wish to propitiate WIIB stronger 
than now, this fffect must have been greater; we IIhall Ice 
that there naturally arose an extensive misuse of all early 
distinctions. Hence the facts, that the Jews called Herod 
a god; that Father, in its higher sense, waa a term used 
among them by' servants to 'masters; that Lord was appli. 
cable to any person of worth and power. lIcnce, too, th. 
fact that, in the later periods of the Roman Empire, eHlry 
man saluted his neighbour as Dominu. and R~ 

Bn t it is in the titles of the middle ages, and id the 
growth of our modern ones ont of them, that the proceSl 
is most clearly seen. Herr, Don, Signior, &ig1U.1JI', Sen
nor, were all originally names of rulers-of feudAl lords. 
By the complimentary use of these names to all who could, 
on any pretence, be supposed to merit them, and by IIUo
cessive degradations of them from each step in the descent 
to a still lower one, they have come to be common fOrDlJl 
of addresa. At first the phrase in which a serf acosted his 
despotic chief, mein herr is DOW familiarly applied in Ger. 
many to ordinary people. The Spanish title Don, once 
proper to noblemen and gentlemen only, is now accorded 
to all classes. So, too, is it WIth Signior in Italy. Seigneur, 
and Monseignewr, by contraction in Sieur and Monlieur, 
have produced the term of respect claimed by eTery 
Frenchman. And whether Sire be or be not a like con
traction of Si!Jnior, it is olear that, as it was borne by SUD' 

dry of the ancient feudal lords of France, who, as Selden 
lI&ys, "affected rather to bee stiled by the name of San 
than Baron, as Ie Sire de Montmorencie, Ie Sir, dt 
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Beauieu, and the like," and as it has been commonly used 
to monarchs, our word Sir, which ~s derived from it, ori· 
ginally meant lord or king. Thus, too, is it with feminine 
titles. Lady, whicJt. according to Horne Tooke, means ~ 
alted, and was at first given only to the few, is now given 
to all women of education. IJame, once an honourable 
name to which, in old books, we find the epithets of" high
born" and" stately" affixed, has now, by repeated widen
ings of its application, become relatively a tel·m of contempt. 
And if we trace the compound of this, ma IJame, through 
its contractions-Madam, ma'am, mam,.mum, we find that 
the" Yes'm " of Sally to her mistress is Griginally equiva
lent to "Yes, my exalted," or "Yes, your highness." 
Throughout, therefore, the genesis of words of honour has 
been the same. Just as with the Jews and with the Ro
mans, has it been with the modern Europeans. Tracing 
these everyday names to their primitive significations of 
lord and king, and remembering that in aboriginal societies 
these were applied only to the gods and their descendants, 
we arrive at the conclusion that our familiar Sir and Mon-
8ieur are, in their primary and expanded meanings, terms 
of adoration. 

Further to illustrate this gradual depreciation of titles, 
and to confirm the inference drawn, it may be well to no
tice in passing, that the oldest of them have, as might be 
e'xpected, been depreciated to the greatest extent. Thus, 
Master-a word proved by its derivation and by the simi
larity of the connate words in other languages (Fr., maitre 
for master,· Russ., master; Dan., meester; Ger., meister) 
to have been one of the earliest in use for expressing 
lordship-has DOW become applicable to children only, 
and under the modification of "Mister," to persons next 
ahove the labourer. Again, knighthood, the oldest kind 
of dignity, is also the lowest; and Knight Bachelor, which 
18 the lowest order of knighthood, is more ancient than 
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any other of the ordertl. Similarly, too, with the peerage 
Baron is alike the ~rliest and least elevated of ita din 
sio!lS- This continual degndation of all names of honor ~ 
from time to time, made it requisite to. introduce new onal 
having that distinguishing effect which the originala had 
lost by generality of use; just as our habit of misapplying 
superlatives has, by gradually destroying their force, entail
ed the need for fresh ones. And ~ within the last thousand 
years, this proc~ baa produced .ffoota thu marked, we 
may readily conceive how, during previollS thousanda, the 
titles of gods and demi-gods came to be used to all persona 
exercising powew; as they have since come to be nsed to 
persons of respectability. 

If from names of honour we turn to phrases of honollr, 
we find similar facta. The Oriental styles of adJress, ap
plied to ordinary peopl&-" I am your alave," .. AU I have is 
yours," " I am your sacrifice "~ttribute to the individual 
spoken to the same greatness that M()Mieur and Ny Lord 
do: they ascribe to him the character of an all-powerful 
ruler, 80 immeasurably superior to the speaker as to be his 
owner. So, likewise, with the Polish expre81liona of ~ 
-" I throw myself under your feet," "I kiss your feeL" 
In our now meaningless subscription to a formal letter
" YOUI' moat obedient aervant," -the same thing is visible. 
Nay, ev~ in the familiar signature" Yours fuith.fuJly," the 
" yours," if interpreted as originally meant, is the exp~ 
Ilion of a alave to his master. 

AU these dead forms were once living embodiments of 
fact-were primarily the genuine indications of that submia
Ilion to authority which they nrbaJly asaert i were af\e~ 
wards naturally nsed by the weak and cowardly to pro
pitiate those above them; gradually grew to be CODBidered 
\he due of such; and, by a continually wider misuse, bave 
lost their meanings, as Sir and NfUw have doDe. That, 
like titles, they were in the beginning used only to the 
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God-king, is indicated by the fact that, like titles, they werE 
subsequently used in common to God'and the king. Re
ligious worship has ever largely consisted of professions of 
obedience, of bein/i God's servants, of belonging to him to 
do what he will with. Like titles, therefore, these common 
phrases of honour had a devotional origin_ 

Perhaps, however, it is in the use of the word 1/ou as " 
singular pronoun that the popularizing of what were once 
supreme distinctions is most markedly illustrated. ThiP 
speaking of a single individual in the plural, was origi 
nally an honour given only to the highest-was the recipro
cal of the imperial" we " assumed by suoo. Yet now, by 
being applied to successively lower and lower classes, it 
has become all but universal. Only by one sect· of Chris
tians, and in a few secluded districts, is the primitive thou 
still nsed. And the 1/0'11, in becoming common to all ranks 
:las simultaneously lost every vestige of the honour onc(> 
attaching to it. 

But the genesis of Manners out of forms of allegiancl 
aud worship, is above all shown in men's modes of salutation. 
Note first the significance of the word. Among the Romans, 
the aalutatio was a daily homage paid by clients and infe
riors to superiors. This was alike the case with civilians 
and in the army. The very derivation of our word, there
fore, is suggestive of submission. Passing to. part.icular 
forms of obeisance (mark the word again), let us begin with 
the Eastern one of baring the feet. This was, primarily, a 
mark of reverence, alike to a god and a king. The act of 
:Moses before the burning bush, and the practice of Mahom
etaus, who are sworn on the Koran with their shoes off, ex
emplify the one employment of it; the custom of the Per
sians, who remove their shoes on entering the presence of 
their monarch, exemplifies the other. As usual, however, 
this homage, paid r.ext to inferior rulers, has descended 
from grade to grade. In India, it is a common mark of 
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reslJect; a polite man in Turkey always leaves his shoes a. 
the door, while the ~ower orders of Tarks never enter the 
presence oftheir luperiorl but in their Itockinga; and in 
Japan, this baring of the feet is an on{inary lalutation of 
man to man. 

Take another case. Selden, describing the ceremoniN 
of the Romans, says :-" For whereas it was usual either to 
kiss the Image~ of their Gods, or adoring them, to Bland 
somewhat off berore them, solemnly moving the right hand 
to the lips, and then, casting it as if they had cast kissell, to 
turne the body on the same hand (which was the right forme 
of Adoration), it~rewal80 by custom, first that the emperors, 
being next to Deities, and by some accounted as Deities, 
had the like done to t.hem in acknowledgment of thcir 
Greatness." If, DOW, we call to mind the awkward lIalute 
of a village school-boy, made by putting bis open hand up 
to his face and describing a semicircle with bill forearm; 
and if we remember tbat tbe salute thus used as a form of 
reverence in country districts, is most likely a remnant of 
the feudal times; we shall see reason for tbinking that our 
common wave of the band to a friend across the street, r~ 
presents what was primarily a devotional act. 

Similarly bave originated all forms of respect depend
ing npon inclinations of the body. Entire prostration is 
the aboriginal sign of submission. The passage of Scrip
ture, "Thou bast put all nnder his feet," and tbat otber one, 
so suggestive in its antbropomorphism," The Lord said 
unto my Lord, sit thon at my rigbt hand, notil I make tbin, 
enemies tby footstool," imply, what the Assyrian sculptures 
fully bear out, tbat it was the practice of tbe ancient god
kings of the East to trample upon the conquered. And 
when we bear in mind that there are existing 83Yagel 

who signify submission by placing the neck under the foot 
of the person submitted to, it becomes obvioull that aJ: 
prostration, especially when accompanied by kissing lh. 
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"oot, expressed a willingness to be trodden upon-was an at
tempt to mitigate wrath by saying, in ~ign8, "Tread on me 
if you will." Remembering, further, that kissing the foot, 
as of the Pope am of a saint's statue, still continues in 
Europe to be a mark of extreme reverence; that prostra 
tion to feudal lords was once general; and that its dis 
appearance must have taken place, not abruptly, but by 
gradual modification into something else; .we have ground 
for deriving from these deepest of humiliations all inclina.
tions of respect; especially as the transition is traceable. 
The reverence of a Russian serf, who bends his head to 
the ground, and the salaam of the Hin<1oo, are abridged 
prostrations; a bow is a short salaam; a nod is a short 
bow. 

Should any hesitate to admit this conclusion, then per· 
haps, on being reminded that the lowest of these obeisances 
are common where the submission is most abject; that 
among ourselves the profundity of the bow marks the 
amount of respect; and lastly, that the bow is even now 
used devotionally in our churches--by Catholics to their 
altars, and by Protestants at the name of Christ-they will 
see sufficient evidence for thinking that this salutation also 
was originally worship. 

The same may be said, too, of the curtsy, or courtesy, 
as it is otherwise written. Its derivation from courtoisie. 
courteousness, that is, behaviour like·that at court, at once 
shows that it was primarily the reverence paid to a mono 
arch. And if we call to mind that falling upon the knees, 
or upon one knee, has been a common obeisance of subjects 
to rulers; that in ancient manuscripts and tapestries, ser
vants are depicted as assuming this attitude while offering 
the dishes to their masters at table; and that this same at. 
titude is assumed towards our own queen at every presen· 
~ation; we may infer, what the character of the curtsy 
itself suggests, that it is an abridged act of kneeling. .Ail 
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the word has been contracted from courtoiaie into curtsy. 
80 the motion has lbeen contracted from a placing of t.he 
knee on the floor, to a lowering of the knee towarde the 
floor. Moreover, when we compare t\le curtsy of a lady 
with the awkward one a peasant girl makes, whicb, if con
tinued. would bring her down on both knees, we may 
see in th18 last a remnant of tbat greater reverence re
quired of serfs., And when, from considering that eimplo 
kneeling of the West, still represented by the curtsy, we 
pass Eastward,and note the attitude of the Mahomedan 
worshipper, who not only kneels but bowe hie head to the 
ground, we mayinfer that the curtsy also, ia an evanescent 
form of the aboriginal prostration. 

In further evidence ot thie it may be remarked, that 
there has but recently disappeared from the salutations of 
men, an action having the same proximate derivation with 
the curtsy. That backward sweep ot the foot with which 
the conventional stage-sailor accompanies hie bow-a move
ment which prevailed generally in past generations, wben 
"a bow and a scrape" went together. and which, within 
the memory of living persons, was made by boys to their 
schoolmaster with the effect of wearing a bole in the floor 
-is pretty clearly a preliminary to going on one knee. A 
motion so ungaiuly could never have been intentionally in
troduced; even if the artificial introduction of obeisancee 
were possible. Hence we must regard it ae tbe remnant of 
something antecedent: and that thie sometbing antecedent 
was hUl\liliating may be inferred from the phrase, "scraping 
pn acquaintance; " whicb, being used to denote the gaining 
of favour by obsequiousness, implies that the scrape was 
considered a mark of servility-that is, of ,eif-ility. 

Consider, again, the uncovering of the head. AlmOllf. 
everywhere this has been a sign of reverence, alike in tem
ples and before potentates; and-it yet preserves among ue 
lome of its ,original meaning. Whether it rains, hails, OJ 
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shines, you must keep your head bare while speaking to the 
monarch; and on no plea may you lemain covered in a 
place of worship. As usual, however, this ceremony, at 
first a submission t~ gods and kings, has become in process 
of time a common civility. Once an acknowledgment of 
another's unlimited supremacy, the removal of the hat is 
now a salute accorded to very ordinary persons, and that 
uncovering, originally reserved for entrance into" the house 
of God," good manners now "dictates on e~trance into the 
house of a common labourer. 

Standing, too, as a mark of respect, has undergone like 
extensions in its application. Shown, b;r the practice in 
our churches, to be intermediate between the humiliation 
signified by kneeling and the self-respect which sitting im
plies, and used at courts as a form of homage when more active 
demonstrations of it have been made, this posture is now em
ployed in daily life to show consideration; as seen alike in 
the attitude of a servant before a master, and in that rising 
which politeness presoobes on the entrance of a visitor. 

Many other threads of evidence might hava been woven 
into our argument. As, for example, the significant fact, 
that if we trace back our still existing law of primogeni
ture--if we con~ider it as displayed by Scottish clans, in 
which not only ownership but government devolved from 
~he beginning on the eldest son of the eldest-if we look 
further back, and observe that the old titles of lordship, 
Signor, Seigneur, Sennor, Sire, Sieur, all originally mean, 
senior, or elder-if we go Eastward, and find th~t Sheick 
has alike derivation, and that the .Oriental names for priests, 
as Pir, for instance, are literally interpreted old man-if 
we note in Hebrew records how primeval is the ascribed 
superiority of the first-born, how gl"eat the authority of 
elders, aud how sacred the memory of . patriarchs-and if; 
then, we remember that among divine titles are "Ancien. 
:If Days," and" Father of Gods and men; "-we see how 
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completely tbese facls harmonize with tbe hypothesis, that 
the aboriginal god is the first man sufficiently great to be
come a tradition, the earliest whose power and deeds made 
him remembered; that hence antiquity Iftlavoidably became 
associated with superiority, and age with nearness in blood 
to .. the powerful one; " that so there naturally arose that 
domination of the eldest which characterizes all history, 
and that theory (If human degeneracy which eveD yet sur
vives. 

We mightfurther dwell OD the facts, that Lorll signi
fies high-born, or, as the same root gives a word meaning 
heaven, pOBBibly fleaven-born; that, before it became com
mou, Sir or Sire, as well as Father, was the distinction at 
a priest; that tJJor8hip, originally worth-ship-a term of 
respect tbat bas been used commonly, 88 well 88 to magi .. 
trates-is also our term for the act of attributing greatness 
or worth to the Deity; so that to ascribe worth-ahip to • 

. man is to worship him. We might make much of the evi
dence tbat all early governments are more or less distinct
ly theocratic; ansI that among ancient Eastern nations eveD 
the commonest forms and customs appear to have been iD
ftuenced by religion. We might enforee our argument re
specting tbe derivation of ceremonies, by tracing out thE 
aboriginal obeisance made by putting dust on the head, 
which probably symbolizes putting the bead in tbe dust: 
by affiliating the practice prevailing among eertain tribes, 
of doing another honour by presenting him with a portion 
of hair tom from the head-an act which seems tantamoun' 
to saying, .. I am your slave; " by investigating the Oriental 
custom of giving to a visitor any object he Bpeaks of ad
miringly, which is pretty clearly a carrying out the complj. 
ment, " AIl I have is yours." 

Without enlarging, however, OD these and many minor 
facts, we venture to think that the eTidence already assign
ed is sufficient to justify onr positioa Had the proor. beeD 
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few or of one kind, little faith could l)ave been placed iD 
the inference. But numerous as they are, alike in the caso 
of titles, in that of complimentary phrases, and in that of 
salute_imilar ant! simultaneous, too, as the process of de
preciation has been in all of these; the evidences become 
strong by mutual confirmation. And when we recollect, 
dlso, that not only have the results of this process been vis-
1ble in various nations and in all times, bu~ that they are 
occurring among ourselves at the present moment, and that 
the causes assigned for previous depreciations may be seen 
daily working out other ones-when we recollect this, it 
becomes scarcely possible to doubt that " the process has 
been as alleged; and that onr ordinary words, acts, and 
phrases of civility were originally acknowledgments of sub
mission to another's omnipotence. 

Thus the general doctrine, that all kinds of government 
exercised over men were at first one government--that the 
political, the religious, and the ceremonial forms of control 
are divergent branches of a general and once indivisible 
control-begins to look tenable. When, with the above 
facts fresh in mind, we read primitive records, and find that 
"there were giants in those days II-when we remember 
that in Eastern traditions Nimrod, among others, figures 
in all the characters of giant, king, and divinity-when we 
turn to the scnlptures exhumed by Mr. Layard, and con
templating in them the effigies of kings driving over 
enemies, trampling on prisoners, and adored by prostrate 
slaves, then observe how their actions correspond to the 
primitive names for the divinity, "the strong," II the 
destroyer," "the powerful one II-when we find that the 
earliest temples were also the residences of the kings-and 
when, lastly, we discover that among races of men stillliv
mg, there are current superstitions analogou!l to those which 
old records and old buildings indicate; we begin to realize 
.he probability of the hypothesis that has been set forth. 
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Going back, in imagination, to the remote era WhCD 

men's theories of ttlDgs were yet unformed; and conceive 
ing to ourselves the conquering chief as dimly.figured in 
ancient myths, and poems, and ruins; 6Ve may lee that all 
rules of conduct whatever spring from his will. Alike 
legislator and judge, all quarrels among bis .ubjects are 
decided by bim; aud his words become the Law. Awe of 
him is the inci~ent Religion; and his maxima furnish ita 
first precepts. Submission is made to him in the forme 
he prescribes; and these give birth to Manners. From 
t.he first, time developes political allegiance and the ad. 
ministration of justice; from the Iecond, t.he worship 
of a being whose personality becomes ever more vague, 
and the inculcat.ion of precepts ever mor,* abstract; 
from the third. forms of honour and the rules of eti
quette. 

In conformity with the law of evolution of all organ· 
ized bodies, that general functions are gradaally separated 
into the special functions constituting them, there have 
grown up in the social organism for the better performance 
of the governmental office, an apparatus of law-courts, 
judges, and barristers; a national church, with its bishops 
and priests; and a system of caste, titles, and ceremonies, 
administered by society at large. By the first, over1 
aggressions are· cognized and punished; by the Iecond, 
the disposition to commit such aggressions is in lOme 
degree checked; by the third, those minor breaches of 
good conduct, which the others do not Dotice, are de. 
nounced and chastised. Law and Religion control ~. 
havioor in its essentials: Manners control it in its details. 
For regulating those daily actions which are too na
merons and too unimportant to be officially directed, 
there comes into play this subtler set of restraints. And 
when we consider what these restraints are-when we 
analyze the words, and phrases, and salutes employed 
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we see that in origin as in effect, the system is a setting 
up of temporary governments betweerl all men who comp 
in contact, for the purpose of better managing the inter
courS6 between them. 

From the proposition, that these several kinds of gov
ernment arc essentially one, both in genesis and function, 
may be dedu\Jed several important corqJlaries, directly 
bearing on our special topic. 

Let us first notice, that there is not only a common 
origin and office for all forms of rule, but a common neces
sity for them. The aboriginal man; coming fresh 
from the killing of bears and from lying in ambush for 
his enemy, has, by the necessities of his condition, a nature 
requiring to be curbed in its every impulse. Alike in war 
and in the chase, his daily discipline has been that of 
sacrificing other creatures to his own needs and passions. 
ilis charac.ter, bequeathed to him by ancestors who led 
similar lives, is mouided by this discipline-is fitted to this 
existence. The unlimited selfishness, the love of inflicting 
pain, the bloodthirstiness, thus kept active, he brings with 
him into the social state. These dispositions put him in 
constant danger of conflict with his equally savage neigh
bour. In small things as in great, in words as in deeds, 
he is aggressive; and is hourly liable to the aggressions 
of others like natured. Only, therefore, by the most 
rigorous control exercised over all actions, can the primi
tive unions of men be maintained. There must be a 
ruler strong, remorseless, and of indomitable will; there 
must be a creed terrible in its threats to the disobedi
ent; and there must be the most servile submission of 
all inferiors to superiors. The law must be cruel; the 
religion must be stern; the ceremonies must be strict. 

The co-ordinate necessity for these several kinds of ra
Itraint might be largely illustrated from history were there 
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space. Suffice it to point out, tbat wbere the civil powel 
bas been weak, the (multiplication of tbieves, aS838sins, and 
banditti, has indicated the approach of social dissolution; 
that when, from the corruptness of ils ministry, religion 
bas lost its influence, as it did just before the Flagellant. 
appeared, tbe State has been endangered; and that the 
disregard of established lIocial observa~ces hall ever been 
an accompani'l'ent of political revolution II. Whoever 
doubts the necessity for a government of mannerll propo~ 
tionate in strength to the oo-exiating political and religiou. 
governments, will be convinced on calling to mind tbat 
until recently e1'en elaborate codes of behaviour failed to 
keep gentlemen from quarrelling in the IItreet. and fighting 
duels in taverns; and on remembering further, that even now 
people exbibit at tM doors of a theatre, where there ia no 
cerelllonial law to rule them, a degree of aggres8ivenesl 
wbich would produce confw!1ou if carried into social inter
course; 

As migbt be expected, we find tbat, having a common 
origin· and like general funct,ions, these several controlling 
agencies act during each er4 with similar degre81 of vigour. 
Under the Chinese despotilID, stringent and multitudinous 
in its edicts and harsh ;n the enforcement of tbem, and 
associated with which there is an equally stern domestio 
despotism exercised hy the eldest surviving male of tbt 
family, there exists a system of observances alike oompti .. 
-cated and rigid. Thcre is a tribunal of ceremonies. Pre
vious to presentat;on at court, ambassadors pass many days 
in practising thl! required forms. Social intercourse is 
cumbered by en~less compliments and obeisances. Class 
distinctIons arc strongly marked by badges. The chief 
regret on loRing an only son is, tbat tbere will be no one to 
perform the sepulchral rites. And ifthere wanta a definite 
JIleasllre of the respect paid to social ordinances, we have 
it in the torture to which ladies submit in baving tbeir feet 
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crushed. In India, and indeed throughout the East, there 
exists a like connection between the I pitiless tyranny of 
rulers, the dread terrors of immemorial creeds, and the 
rigid relltraint of lIIgehangeable customs: the caste regula
tions continue still unalterable; the fashions of clothes and 
furniture have remained the same for ages; suttees are so 
ancient as to be mentioned by Strabo and Diodorus Siculus; 
justice is still administered at the palace-sates as of old; 
in short, "every usage is a precept of religion and a maxim 
of jurisprudence." 

A similar relationship of phenomena was exhibited in 
Europe during the Middle Ages. WhilJ all its govern
ments were autocratic, while feudalism held sway, while 
the Church was unshorn of its power, while the criminal 
code was full of horrors and the hell of the popular creed 
full of terrors, the rules of behaviour were both more 
numerous and more carefully conformed to than now. Dif
ferences of dress marked divisions of rank. Men were 
limited by law to a certain width of shoe-toes; and no one 
below a specified degree might wear a cloak less than so 
many inches long. The symbols on banners and shields 
were carefully attended to. Heraldry was an important 
branch of knowledge. Precedence was strictly insisted on. 
And those various salutes of which we now use the abridg
ments were gone through in fhll. Even during our own 
last century, with its corrupt House of Commons and little
curbed monarchs, we may mark a correspondence of social 
formalitiE'.s. Geutlemen were still distinguished from lower 
classcs by dress; people sacrificed themselves to inconven
ient requirements-as powder, hooped petticoats, and tow
ering head-dresses; and children addressed their parentI! 
as Sir and Madam. 

A further corollary naturally following this last, and 
almost, indeed, forming part of it, is, that these several 
"inds of government decrease in stringency at the same 
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rate. Simultaneously wit.h the decline in tbe inllucuoe 01 
pricsthoods, and in'the foar of eternal tormcut.-eimultao 
neously with the mitigation ofpolitioal tyranny, the growth 
of popular power, and the amelioratioa of criminal codt's; 
has taken place \hat diminution of formalities and thu 
fading of distinotive marks, now 10 obaenable. Looking 
at Lome, 'We may note that there is leu at.tention to preoe
lenoe t.han thctre used to be. Noone in our day ends an 
interview y,ith the phrase "your humble eervant." Th. 
employmcut of the word Sir, once general in IOcial inter
course, is at present considered bad breeding; and on tho 
occasions callink for them. it is held vulgar to use the 
words" Your Majesty," or M Your RoyallIighnoss," more 
than once in a conversation. People no longer formally driuk 
each other's healths» and even t.he taking wine with each 
other at. dinner has ceased t.o be fashionable. The taking
oft" of hats between gentlemen haa been gradunlly fi.Uling 
into disuse. Even when tbe hat is removed. it. is no longer 
swept out. at ann's length, but. is simplylift.ed. Hence the 
remark made npon os by foreigners. that. we take oft" our 
bats leas than any otber nation in Europe-4 remark that. 
should be coupled witb the other, that. we are the freest 
nation in Europe. 

As already implied, this association of flACts is not arei· 
dental Tbese titles of address and modea of salutation, 
bearing about. them, as tbey all do, lIomething of that ser
vility y,'hich marks their origin, become distaste1'ul in pro
portion aa men become more independent. themselves, and 
sympathise more with the independenoe of others. The 
feeling which makes the modern gcutleman tell t.be labourer 
standing bareheaded before him to put. on his b~he 
feoling which givee us a dislike to those who cringe and 
fawn-the fooling which makes 118 alike usert our oWn dig. 
nity and reepeot that of othera-the feeling which thUl 
leads us more and more to diaoounten8DC8 all forma and 
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Dames which confess inferiority and submission; is the same 
feeling which resists despotic power anA inaugurates popu. 
lar goycrnment, denies the authority of the Chnrchan(. 
e'ltablishes the right.of private judgment. 

A fourth fact, akin to the foregoing, is, that these sev· 
eral kinds of government not only decline together, but 
corrupt together. By the same process that a Court of 
Chancery becomes a place not for the adtninistration of 
justice, but for the withholding ofit-by the same process 
that a national church, from being an agency for moral con· 
trol, comes to be merely a thing of formulas and tithes and 
bishoprics-by this same process do titles 'and ceremonieti 
t hat once had a meaning and a power become empty forms. 

Coats of arms which served to distinguish men in bat· 
tIe, now figure on the carriage panels of retired grocers. 
Once a badge of high military rank, the shoulder·knot haS 
become, on the modem· footman, a mark of servitude. 
The name Banneret, which once marked a partiaUy-created 
Baron-a Baron who had passed his military" little go"
is now, under the modification of Baronct, applicable to 
anyone favoured by wealth or interest or party feeling. 
Knighthood has so far ceased to be an honour, that men 
now honour themselves by declining it. The military dig
nity Escuyer has, in the modem Esquire, become a wholly 
unmilitary affix. Not only do titles, and phrases, and sa
lutes cease to fulfil their original functions, but the whole 
apparatus of social forms tends to become useless for its 
original purpose-the facilitation of social intercourse. 
Those most learned in ceremonies, and most precise in the 
observance of them, are not always the best behaved; aa 
those deepest read in creeds and scriptures are not there
fore the most religious; nor those who have the clearest 
notionS of legality and illegality, the most honest. J nst 
aa lawyers are of all men the least noted for probity; as 
cathedral towns have a Jower moral characteJ than most 
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others; S(;, if Swift is to be believed, courtiers are "tile 
most insignificant :ace of people that the island "an afford, 
and with tbe smallest tincture of good manners." 

But perhaps it is iu that class fit locial observancel 
comprehended under the term Fashion, which we mus' 
here discuss parentbetically, that this proceu of corruption 
is seen with the greatest distinctneu. .A. contrasted with 
Manners, which dictate our minor act. in relation to -otber 
persons, Fashion dictates our minor acta in relation to ou~ 
selves. Wbile the· one prescribes that part of our deport
ment which directly affects our neighbours; the other pre
scribes tbat part of our deportment which is primarily per· 
sonal, and in which our neighbourl are concerned only 88 

spectators. Thus distinguisbed as they are, however, the 
two have a common BOurce. For while, as we have shown, 
Manners originate by imitation of '.ne behaviour pursued 
tQWards the great; Fashion originates by imitation of tbe 
behaviour of the great. While the one haa its derivation 
in tbe titles, phrases, and salutes used to those in power; 
the other is derived from the habits and appearanccs uhi])' 
ited by those in power. 

The Carrib mother who squeezes her child's head into 
a shape like that oftbe chief; the young savage who make. 
marks on himself similar to the scars carried by the war· 
riors of his tribe (which is probably the origin of tattoo
ing); the Highlander who adopts the plaid worn by the 
head of his clan j the courtiers who affect greyness, or limp. 
or cover their necks, in imitation of their king; and tbe 
people who ape the courtiers; are alike acting under a kind 
of government connate with that of Manners, and, like it 
too, primarily beneficial. For notwithstanding the num
berless absurdities into wbich this copyism haa led the peo
ple, from nose-rings to ear-rings, from painted fuces to 
beauty-spots, from shaven heads to powdered wigs, from 
filed teeth and stained nails to bell-girdles, peaked shoel, 
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and breeches stuffed with bran,-it must yet be concluded, 
that as the strong men, the successful m~n, the men of will, 
intelligence, and originality, who have got to the top, are, 
on the average, more likely to show judgment in their hab
its and tastes than the mass,"the imitation of such is advan· 
tageous. 

By and by, however, Fashion, corrupting like these 
other forms of rule, almost wholly ceases to pe an imitation 
of the best, and becomes an imitation of quite other than 
the best. As those who take orders are not those having 
a special fitness for !he priestly office, but those who see 
their way to a living by it; as legislators !lnd public func
tionaries do not become 8u"h by virtue of their political 
insight and power to rule, but by virtue of birth, acreage, 
and class influence; so, the self-elected clique who set the 
fashion, gain this prerogative, not by their force of nature, 
theh· intellect, their higher worth or better taste, but gain 
it solely by their unchecked assumption. Among the ini· 
tiated are to be found neither the noblest in rank, the 
chief in power, the best cultured, the most refined, nor 
those of greatest genius, wit, or beauty; and their re
unions, so far from being superior to others, are noted 
for their inanity. Yet, by the example of these sham 
great, and not by that of the truly great. does society at 
large now regulate its goings and comings, its hours, its 
dress, its small usages. As a natural consequence, these 
have generally liLtle or none of that suitableness which the 
theory of fashion implies they should have. But instead 
of a continual progress towards greater elegance and con. 
venience, which might be expected to occur did people 
copy the ways of t11e really best, or follow their own ideas 
i*f propriety, we have a reign of mere whim, of unreason, 
of change for the sake of change, of wanton oscillations 
Crom either extreme to the other--a reign of usages with. 
out meaning, times without fitness, dress without taste 
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And thus life cl la mode, instead of being lite conducted in 
the most rational luanner, is life regulated by spendthritU 
and idlers, milliners .nd tailors, dandies and silly women. 

To tbese several corollariea--that ~e various ordera of 
control exercised over men have a common origin and I 

(lommon function, are called out by co·ordinate nece88itiel 
and co-exist in like stringency, decline togetber and corrupt 
together-it nOfV onlyremama to add that tbey become need
less together. Consequent as all kinds of government are 
upon the unfitne88 of the aboriginal man for aociallile; and 
diminishing in coerciveness as they all do in proportion as tbia 
unfitness diminilfhes; they must one and all come to an end as 
humanity acquires complete adaptation to its new conditions. 
Tbat discipline of circumstances which has already wrought 
out such great changes in us, must· go on eventually to 
work out yet greater ones. That daily curbing of the low
er nature and culture of the higher, which out of cannibala 
and devil worshippers has evolved philanthropists, lovers 
of peace, and haters of superstition, cannot fail to evolve out 
of these, men as much superior to them as they are to their 
progenitors. The causes that have produced past modifica
tions are still in action; must continue in action as long as 
there exists any incongruity between man'a desires and the 
requirements of the social state; and must eventually make 
him organically fit for the social state. As it is noW" need
less to forbid man-eating and Fetishism, so will it. ultimate
ly become needless to forbid murder, theft, and the minor 
offences of our criminal code. When human nature haa 
grown into conformity with the moral law, there will need 
no judges and statute-books; when it spontaneously take. 
the right course in all things, as in some things it does al
ready, prospects of future reward or punishment will not 
be wanted as incentives; and when fit behaviour has become 
instinctive, there will need no code of ceremonies to 181 
bow behaviour shall be regulated. 
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Thus, then, may be recognised t\le meaning, the natural 
nesll, the necessity of those various eccettricities of reform 
ers which we set out by describing. They are not acci. 
dental; they are no. mere personal caprices, as people are 
apt to suppose. On the contrary, they are inevitable re
sults of the law of relationship above illustrated. • That 
community of genesis, function, and decay which all forms 
of restraint exhibit, is simply the obverse,of the fact at 
first pointed out, that they have in two sentiments of hu
man nature a common preserver and a common destroyer • 
.A we of power originates and cherishes them all: love of 
freedom undermines and periodically welfkens them all. 
The one defends despotism and asserts the supremacy of 
laws, adheres to old creeds and supports ecclesiastical au
thority, pays respect to titles and conserves forms; the 
other, putting rectitude above legality, achieves periodical 
instalments of political liberty, inaugurates Protestantism 
and works out its consequences, ignores the senseless dic
tates of Fashion and emancipates men from dead customs. 

To the true reformer no institution is sacred, no belief 
above criticism. Everything shall conform itself to equity 
and reason; nothing shall be saved by its prestige. Con
ceding to each man liberty to pursue his own ends and sat
isfy his own tastes, he demands for himselflike liberty; and 
consents to no restrictions on this, save those which other 
men's equal claims involve. No matter whether it be an 
ordinance of one man, or an ordinance of all men, if it 
trenches on his legitimate sphere of action, he denies its 
validity. The tyranny that would impose on him a partic
ular style of dress and a set mode cjf behaviour, he resists 
equally with the tyranny that would limit his buyings and 
8elIings, or dictate his creed. Whether the regulation be 
formally made by a legislature, or informally made by so
~ety at large-whether the penalty for disobedience be im· 
prisonment, or Crowns and social ostracism, he sees to be 8 
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question of no moment. lie will utter his belief notwith 
standing the tbreaf.oilned punishment; be "ill break conven
tions spite of the petty persecutioDl that will be 'Visited 00 

him. Show him that his actioos are ir,imical to hi. fellow
men, and he will pause. Prove that he is disregarding 
their legitimate claima-that he is doing ,,-hat in the natore 
of things must produce unhappioe88; and he will alter Lis 
course. But ~ntil you do tbia-untilyou demonstrate that. 
his proceedings are e88entially inconvenient or inelegant, 
essentially irrational, unjust, or ungenerous, he will pe ..... 
Tere. 

Some, inJooJ, argoe that hi. conduct u unJust and un
generous. They say that he has no right to annoy other 
people by his whims; that the gentleman to whom his let
ter· comes with no "Esq." appended to the address, aod the 
lady wbose evening party he enters ,,,.ith gloveless hands, 
are vexed at what they consider his want of re8pect, or want 
of breeding; that thus his eccentricitiea cannot be indulged 
save at the expense of his neigbbo1ll'll' feelings; and that 
hence his nonconformity is in plain terms selfishness. 

He answers that this position, if logically developed, 
would deprive men of all liberty whatenr. Each mU8l 
conform all his acts to the public taste, and not Lis own. 
The public taste on every point having been once ascer
tained, men's habits must tbenceforth remain for ever 
fixed; seeing tbat no man can adopt other habits without 
sinning against tbe public taste, and giving people disagree
able feelings. Consequently, be it &II era of pig-taiJs or high
heeled shoes, of starched ru1li or tmnk-hose, all must con
tinue to wear pig-tails, high-heeled aboes, starched rulU, or 
trunk-hoae to 'he crack of doom. 

IC it be still urged that he is not justified in brealdng 
through otbers' forma tbat be may establish bis own, and 
10 sacrificing the wishes of many to the wishes of one, h. 
replies that all religions and political changes might h. 
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Dl'gativcd on like grounds. lIe asks whether Luther's 
sayings and doings were Dot extremely offensive to the 
mass of his oontemporaries; whether the resistanoe ot' 
Hampden was not ~sgusting to the time-servers around 
him; whether every reformer has not shocked men's 
prejudices, and given immense displeasure by the opinionll 
he uttered. The affirmative answer he follows up by 
demanding what right the reformer has, Ihen, to utter 
these opinions; whether he is not saorificing the feelings 
of many to the feelings of one: and so proves that, to 
be consistent, his antagonists must ~demn not only 
all nonoonformity in aotions, but all notconformity in 
thoughts. 

His antagonists r('join that liis position, too, may be 
pushed to an absurdity. They argue that if a man may 
offend by the disregard of some forms, he may as legiti
mately do so by the disregard of all; and they inquire
'Vhy should he not go out to dinner in a dirty shirt, and 
with an unshorn chin l' Why should he not spit on the 
drawing-room carpet, and stretch his heels up to the man
tel·shelf? 

The comrention-breaker answers, that to ask this, im. 
plies a confounding of two widely-different classes of 
action&-the actions that are essmtially displeasurable to 
those around, with the actions that are but incidentally 
aispleasurable to them. He whose skin is so unolean as to 
offend the nostrils of his neighbours, or he who talks so 
loudly as to disturb a whole room, may be justly com
plained of, and rightly excluded by society from its asscm
blil'S. But he who presents himself in a surtout in plnctl 
of a dress-coat, or in brown trousers instead of black, givea 
offence not to men's senses, or their innate tastes, but 
merely to their prejudices, their bigotry of oonvention. It 
cannot be snid that his costume is less elegant or less 
lntrinsioally appropriate than the one prescribed; seeing 

6 
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that a few hours earlier in the day it is admired. It is tb, 
implied rebellion, (,.therefore, that annoys. How little the 
cause of quarrel bas to do with the dress itse~ is seen in 
the fact that a century ago black clo~es would have been 
t.hought preposterous for hours of recreation, and that 
a few years hence some now forbidden style may be nearer 
the requirements of Fashion than the present one. Thull 
the reformer!, explains that it is not against the natural 
restraints, but against the artificial ones, that he pro
tests; and that manifestly the fire of sneers and angry 
glances which he has to bear, is poured upon him be
,cause he will "Dot bow down to the idol which society haa 
set up. 

Should he be asked how we are to distinguish between 
conduct that is M801utely disagreeable to others, and con
duct that is relatively so, he answers, that they will distin
guish themselves, if men will let them. Actions intrin
sically repugnant will ever be frowned upon, and must 
ever remain as exceptional as now. Actions not intrin
sically repugnant will establish themselves as proper. No 
relaxation of customs will introduce the practice of going 
to a party in muddy boots, and with unwashed handa; tor 
the dislike of dirt would continue were Fashion abolished 
to-morrow. That love of approbation which now make. 
people so solicitous to be en regle would still eX:-st-would 
still make them careful of their personal appearance
would still induce them to seek admiration by making 
themselves ornamental-would still cause them to respect 
the natural laws of good behaviour, as they now do the 
artificial ones. The change would simply be from a repul. 
sive monotony to a picturesque variety. And if there be 
any regulations respecting which it is nncertani whether 
they are based on reality or on convention, experiment 
will soon decide, if due scope be allowed. 

When at length the controversy comes round, as COD 
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troversies often do, to the point whence it started, and the 
" party of order" repeat their charge <'against the rebel, 
that he is sacrificing the feelings of others to the gratifica 
tion of his own wilfulness, he replies once for all that they 
cheat themselves by mis-statements. He accuses them of 
being so despotic, that, not content with being masters 
over their own ways and habits, they would be masters 
()ver his also; and grumble because he will,not let them. 
He merely asks the same freedom which they exercise; 

'they, however, propose to regulate his course as well as 
their own-to cut and clip his mode of life into agreement 
with their approved pattern; and then ch~rge him with 
wilfulness and selfishness, because he does not quietly 
submit I He warns them that he shall resist, never
theless; and that he shall do so, not only for the asser
tion of his own independence, but for their good. He tells 
them that they are slaves, and know it not; that they 
are shackled, and kiss their chains; that they have lived 
all their days in ·prison, and complain at the walls being 
broken down. He says he must persevere, however, 
with a view to his own release; and in spite of their 
present expostulations, he prophesies that when they have 
recovered from the fright which the prospect of free
dom produces, they will thank him for aiding in their 
emancipation. 

Unamiable as seems this find-fault mood, offensive as is 
this defiant attitude, we must beware of overlooking the 
truths enunciated, in dislike of the advocacy. It is an un
fortunate hindrance to all innovation, that in virtue of 
their very function, the innovators stand in a position of 
antagonism; and the disagreeable manners, and sayings, 
and doings, which this antagonism generates, are com
monly associated with the doctrines promulgated. Quite 
forgetting that whether the thing attacked be good or 
bad, the combative spirit is necessarily repulsive; and quite 
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forgetting that the toleration of abuses seem. amiable 
merely fi'om its ~sivity; the mao ot men contract a biM 
against advanced -news, aDd. in favour of stationary one., 
from intercourse 'With their feapectiV\ adherents. .. eon. 
servatism," as Emerson says, til is deboDnair and 1ocia1; 
reform is indindual and imperiou .. " And. thit remaina 
true, however vicioUl the system conserved, howevet' 
righteous -thefreform to be eft'ected. Nay, the Indigo ... 
tion of the purists is usually extreme in rrOportiOD as 
the evils to be got rid ot are great. The more urgent 
the required change, the more intemperate f. the vehe
mence of its pfomoters. Let no one, then, confound. with 
the principles of this social nODconformity the acerbity 
and the disagreeable self-assertion of those who tirst a. 
play it. 

The most plausible objection raised. against l'ellStanee 
to conventions, is grounded. on its impolicy, conaidered 
even from the progre~t'. point of new. It II urged. by 
many of the more. llberal and intellig~nt-1l81lal1y those 
who have themselves shown some independ~ce of be
haviour in earlier da,.....-that to ·l'ebel in these emaD 
matters is to destroy your own power of helping orr 
reform in greater matters. .. II YOD sbo" yoursell eccen. 
tric in niann~s or dress, the world," they say, "will not 
listen to you. You will be considered all erotcbety, and 
impracticable. The opinioD8 YOll express on impcn-tam 
subjects, which might bave beeD treated with 1'eapect had 
yon conformed on tninor points, will DOW inevitably be 
put down among your singularities; aDd thus, br disseJJt. 
iDg in tri1les, yon disable yourself trom spreading dissent 
in essentials." 

Only noting, as 'We pass, that this ill oue or tbose antici
pations which bring about their owJi fu1fi1ment.-that it it 
bell8use most who disapprove these Conventions do not shOll 

• 
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their disapproval, that the few who do show it look eccen. 
tric-and that did all act out their convi~tions, no such in 
ference as the above would be drawn, and no such evil 
would result ;-noting this as we pass, we go on to reply 
that these social l'estraints, and forms, and requirements, 
are not small evils, but among the greatest, Estimate their 
sum total, and we doubt whether t~ey would not exceed 
most others. Could we add up the trouble" the cost, the 
jealousies, vexations, misunderstandings, the loss of time 
and the loss of pleasure, which these conventions entail
could we clearly realize the extent to which we are all dai
ly hampered by them, daily enslaved by th~m; we should 
perhaps come to the conclusion that the tyranny of Mrs. 
Grundy is worse than any other tyranny we suffer under. 
Let us look at a few of its hurtful results; beginning with 
those of minor importance. 

It produces extravagance. The desire to be comme it 
{aut, which underlies all conformities, whether of manners, 
dress, or styles of entertainment, is the desire which makes 
many a spendthrift and many a bankrupt. To" keep up 
appearances," to have a house in an approved quarter fur
nished in the latest taste, to give expensive dinners and 
crowded soirees, is an ambition forming the natural outcome 
of the conformist spirit. It is needless to enlarge on these 
follies: they have been satirized by hosts of writers, and in 
every drawing-room. .All that here concerns us, is to point 
out that the respect for social observances, which men think 
so praiseworthy, has the same root with this effort to be 
fashionable in mode of living; and that, ottJer things equal. 
the last cannot be diminished without the first being dimin
ished also. If, now, we consider all that thil! extravagance 
entails-if we count up the robbed tradesmen, the stinted 
governesses, the ill-educated children, the fleeced relatives, 
who have to suffer from it-if we mark the anxiety and the 
many moral delinquencies which its perpetrators involve 
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themselves in; we shall see that. t.his regard for conventioDl 
is not. qmte 80 innbcent. as it loob. 

Again, it decrea.'UlII the amount. of social intereoul'M. 
Paasing over the reckless, and those ,.ho make a great. clia. 
play on speculation with the occasional result 01 getting OD 

in the world to the exclasion of much better men, we come 
to the Car larger clasa who, being prudent. and honest. 
enough not tQ.exceed their means, and yet having a strong 
wish to be .. respect.able," are obliged to limit. their entel'" 
tainmenta to the smallest. pollllible number j and t.hat. each 
oC these may be t.1U'Ded to the greatest. advantage in meet
ing the claims upon their hospitality, are induced t.o ilene 
their invitations with little or no regard to t.he corufort. or 
mutual fitneaa oC their guest&. A Cew inconveniently-large 
assemblies, made up oC people mostly strange to each other 
or but distantly &C<Juainted, and having IC&I'ccly any tastes 
in common, are made to Be"e in place of many small pal'" 
ties oC friends intimate enough to have 80me bond of 
thought and sympathy. Thus the quantity of intercourse 
is diminished, and the quality deteriorated. Because it. .. 
the castom to make costly preparatioDS and provide ClO8Lly 
refreshments j and becaWle it entaila both less expense and 
less trouble to do t.his .for many persona on a few occasioDl 
than Cor few persoDS on many occasiODS j the reanioDl of 
our leaa wealthy classea are rendered alike infrequent and 
tedious. 

Let it. be further obee"ed, that. the eDsting formalities 
of social intercourse drive away many who most. need ita 
refining in1luen~: and drive them into injurious habits and 
associations. Not. a few men, and not. t.he least. ICnsible mea 
either, give up in disgust this going out to stately dinners, 
and atift" evening-parties j and instead, seek mety in clubs, 
and cigar-divana, and taverna. .. I "m sick of t.hia ataDding 
about in drawing-rooms, talking nonsense, and trying to 
look happy," will answer one of them when wed with hit 
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desertion. "Why should I any longer waste time and 
money, and temper? Once I was ready enough to rush 
home from the office to dress; I sported embroidered shirts, 
submitted to tight b.ats, and cared nothing for tailors' and 
haberdashers' bills. I know better now. My patience 11\8t. 
ed a good while; for though I found each night pass stu. 
pidly, I always hoped the next would make amends. -But. 
I'm undeceived. Cab-hire and kid gloves cqst more than 
any evening party pays for; or rather-it is worth the cost 
of them to avoid the party. No, no; I'll no more of it. 
'Vhy sbould I pay five shillings a time for the privilege of 
being bored? " • 

It; now, we consider that this very common mood tends 
towards billiard-rooms, towards long sittings over cigars 
and brandy-and-water, towards Evans's and the Coal Hole; 
towards every place where amusement may be had; it be
comea a question whether these precise observances which 
hamper our set meetings, have not to answer for much of 
tbe prevalent dissoluteness. Men must have excitements 
of some kind or otber; and if debarred from higher ones 
will fall back upon lower. It is not that those who thus 
take to irregular habits are essentially those of low tastes. 
Often it is quite the reverse. Among half a dozen intimate 
ftiends, abandoning formalities and sitting at ease round 
tbe fire, none will enter with greater enjoyment into the 
nigbest kind of social intercourse-the genuine communion 
of thought and feeling; and if the circle includes women of 
intelligence and refinement, 80 much the greater is their 
pleasure. It is because they will no longer be choked with 
the mere dry husks of conversation 'which society offers 
tbem, that tbey fly its assemblies, and sock those with whom 
they may have discourse that is at least real, though unpol
ished. The men who thus long for substantial mental sym
pathy, and will go where they can get it, are often, indeed, 
'Duch bettcr at the core than the men who are content witll 



the inanities of gloved and scented party-gollrs-mun who 
feel no need to crme morally nearer to their fullow crea.. 
tures than they can come while standing, tea-cup in hand, 
answering trifles with trifles; and wh", by feeling DO such 
need, prove themselves shallow-thoughted and cold-hearted. 

It is true, that some who shun drawing-rooml do 10 from 
inability to bear the restraints prescribed by • genuine re
finement, and that they would be greatly improved by being 
kept under th~se restraints. But it is not lesl true that, by 
adding to the legitimate restraints, which are based on con
venience and a regard for others,. host of factitioua re
straints based only on convention, the refining discipline, 
which would else have been borne with benefit, is rendered 
unbearable, and so missea its end. Exceu of government 
invaliably defeats itself by driving away those to be gov
erned. Aud if over all who deacrt ita entertainmenta in 
disgust either at their emptiness or their formality, lociety 
thus loses its salutary influence-if such not only fail to re
ceive that moral culture which the company of ladies, when 
rationally regulated, would give them, but, in default of 
other relaxation, are driven into habits and companionships 
which often end in gambling and drunkenne8l; must we 
not say that here, too, is an evil not to be paued over lUI 

msignificaut? 
Then consider what a blighting effect these multitudi

nous preparations and ceremonies have upon the pleasurea 
they profess to subserve. Who, on calling to mind the 00-

casions of his highest social enjoyments, does not find them 
to have been wholly informal, perhaps impromptu? How 
delightful a picnic of friends, who forget all obsemlDces 
save those dictated by good nature! How pleasant the 
little un pretended gatherings of book.societies, and the 
like; or those purely accidental meet.ings of a few people 
well known to each other I Then, indeed, we may see that 
"a man sharpeneth the countenance of his mend." Cheeks 
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flush, and eyes sparkle. The witty grow brilliant, and even 
the dull are excited into saying good th!ngs. There is an 
overflow of topics; and the right thought, and the right 
wJrds to put it in, !pring up unsought. Grave alternatell 
with gay: now serious converse, and now jokes, anecdotes, 
and playful raillery. Everyone's best nature is shown 
everyone's best feelings are in pleasurable activity; and, 
for the time, life seems well worth having. ~ 

Go now and dress for some half-past eight dinner, or 
some ten o'clock" at home;" and present yourself in spot
less attire, with every hair arranged to perfection. How 
great the difference I ',l.'he enjoyment see~ in the inverse 
ratio of the preparation. These figures, got up with such 
finish and precision, appear but half alive. They have fro· 
zen each other by their primness; and your faculties feel 
the numbing effects of the atmosphere the moment you 
enter it. All those thought.s, so nimble and so apt awhile 
since, have disappeared-have suddenly acquired a preter· 
natural power of eluding you. If you venture a remark to 
your neighoour, there comes a trite rejoinder, and there it 
ends. No subject you can hit upon outlives half a dozen 
sentences. Nothing that is said excites any real interest in 
you i and you feel that all you say is listened to with apathy. 
By some strange magic, things that usually give pleasure 
seem to have lost all charm. 

You have a taste for art. Weary of frivolous talk, you 
tUrD to the table, and find that the book of engravings and 
the portfolio of photographs are as flat as the conversation. 
You are fond of music. Yet the singing, good as it is, you 
hear with utter indifference; and say" Thank you" with a 
sense of being a profound hypocrite. Wholly at ease 
though you could be, for your own part, you find that your 
Ilympathies will not let you. You see young gentlemen 
feeling whether their ties are properly adjusted, looking 
vacantly round, and considering what they shall do next. 
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You see ladies sitting disconsolately, waiting fur IIOme on. 
to speak to them,c and wishing they had the wherewith to 
occupy their fingers. You see the hostess standing about 
the doorway, keeping a factitious swle on her face, an4 
racking her brain to find the requisite nothing. with which 
to greet her guests. as they enter. You see numberleaa 
traits of wearine88 and embarrassment; and, if YOll have any 
fellow feeling,' these cannot fail to produce a feeling of diao 
comfort. The disorder is catching; and do what you will 
you cannot resist the general infection. You struggle 
against it; you make spasmodio efforts to be lively; but 
none of your sallies or your good stories do more than 
raise a simper or a forced laugh: intellect and feeling are 
alike asphyxiated. And when, at length, yielding to your 
disgust, you rush away, how great is the relief when you 
get into the fresh air, and see the stars I How you" Thank 
God, that's over I" and half resolve to avoid all such bore
dom for the future I 

What, now, is the secret of this perpetual miscarriage 
and disappointment l' Does not the fault lie with all these 
needle88 adjuncts-these elaborate dre88ingR, these set 
forms, these expensive preparations, these many devices 
and arrangements that imply trouble and raise expectation 'I 
Who that bas lived thirty years in the world haa not dia
covered that Pleasure is coy; and must not be too directly 
pursued, but must be caught unawares 'I An air from a 
street-piano, heard while at work, will often gratify more 
t.han the choicest musio played at a concert- by the most 
accomplished musicians. A single good picture seen in 8 

dealer's window, may give keener enjoyment than 8 whole 
exhibition gone through with catalogue and pencil By 
the time we have got ready our elaborate apparatus by 
which to secure happine88, the happiness is gone. It ia too 
subtle to be contained in these receivers, garnished with 
compliments, and fenced pound with etiquette. The more 
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we multiply and complicate appliances, the more certain 
are we to drive it away. -

The reason is patent enough. These higher emotioni 
to which social inter!ourse ministers, are of.extremely com
plex nature; they consequently depend for their productioD 
upon very numerous conditions; the" more numerous the 
conditions, the greater the liability that one or other of 
them will be disturbed, and the emotions co:w.sequently pre
vented. It takes a considerable misfortune to destroy ap
petite; but cordial sympathy with those around may be ex
tinguished by a look or a word. Henc~ it follows, that the 
more multiplied the 'Unnece8sary require~nts with which 
social intercourse is surrounded, the less likely are its 
pleasures to be achieved. It is difficult enough to fulfil 
continuously all the es8entials to a pleasurable communion 
with others: how much more difficult, then, must it be 
continuously to fulfil a host of n01H88entials also I It is, 
..ndeed, impossible. The attempt inevitably ends in the 
sacrifice of the first to the last-the essentials to the non
essentials. What chance is there of getting any genuine 
response from the lady who is thinking of your stupidity in 
taking her in to dinner on the wrong arm? How are you 
likely to have agreeable converse with the gentleman who 
is fuming internally because he is not placed next to the 
hostess? Formalities, familiar as they may become, neces· 
sarily occupy attention-necessarily multiply the occasions 
for mistake, misunderstanding, and jealousy, on the part of 
one or othel"-necessarily distract all minds from the 
thoughts and feelings that should occupy them-necessa
rily, therefore, subvert those con4itions under which only 
any sterling intercourse is to be had. 

And this indeed is the fatal mischief which these con
ventions entail-a mischief to which every other is sao
ondary. They destroy those highest of our pleasurea 
which they profess to subserve. All institutions are alike 
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iu this, that however useful, and needful even, they origi 
:mlIy were, tbey n~ only in the end cease to be 10, but be
come detrimental. 'While humanity ill growing, tbey con. 
tinue fixed; daily get more mecbaniq'll and nnvital; ana 
by and by tend to strangle what tbey before preserved. 
It is not simply that they become corrupt and fail to act 
they become obstructions. Old forma of government finaH) 
grow 80 oppre~ive, tbat tbey must be thrown oft' even a' 
the risk of reigns of terror. Old creeds end in being dead 
formulas, which no longer aid but distort and arrest the 
general mind; while tbe State-cburcbes administering them, 
come to be instrument. for lubsidizing conservatism and 
repressing progr~ Old achemes of education, incarnated 
in pubnc achools and colleges, continue filling the heads ot 
new generation. with what has become relatively uselesa 
knowledge, and, by consequence, excluding knowledge 
which is nsefuI. Not an organization of any kind-politi. 
cal, religious, literary, philanthropio-but what, by ita ever· 
multiplying regulations, ita accumulating wealth, ita yearly 
addition of officers, and the creeping into it of patronage 
and party feeling, eventually losel its original Ipirit, and 
sinks into a mere lifeless mechanism, worked with a view 
to private end&-a mecbanism which not merely fails of ita 
first purpose, but ill a positive hindrance to it. 

Thns is it, too, with 80cial usages. We read of the Chi
nese that they have "ponderons ceremonies transmitted 
from time immemoriaI," which make 80Cial intercourse a 
burden. The court forms prescribed by monarcbs for their 
own exaltation, have, in all times and places, ended in con
sum~g the comfort of their lives. And 80 tbe artificial 
observances of the dining-room and saloon, in proportion 
as they are many and strict, extinguish that agreeable com
munion which they were originally intended to secure. 
The dislike with which people commouly speak ot society 
,bat is" formaI," aud "s~" and" ceremonious," implies 
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tho general recognition of this fact; and this recognition, 
logically developed, involves that all .. sages of behaviour 
which aro not based on natural requirements, are injurious. 
'I'hat these eonventjolls defeat their own ends is no new 
assertion. Swift, criticising the manners of his day. says-
" Wise men are often more uneasy at the over-clvility of 
these refiners than they could possibly be in the conversa-
tion of peasants and mechanics." • 

But it is not only in these details that the self.defeating 
action of our arrangements is traceable: it is traceable in 
the very substance and nature of thom. Our social inter
,courso, as commonly managed, is a mere IlCmblance of the 
reality sought. What is it that we want l' Some sympa
thetia converse with our fellow.creatures: some converse 
that shall not be mere dead words, but the vehicle of living 
thoughts and feelings--converse in which the eyes and the 
face shall speak, and the tones of the voice be full of mean
ing-oonverse which shall make us feel no longer alone, 
but shall draw us closer to another, and double our own 
emotions by adding another's to them. Who is there that 
has not, fl'om time to time, felt how cold and flat is aU this 
talk about politics and science, and the new books and the 
now men, and how a genuine utterance of fellow-feeling 
outweighs the whole of it l' Mark the words of Bacon :
" For a crowd is not a company, and faces are but a gallery 
of pictures, and talk but a tinkling cymbal, where there is 
no love." 

If this be true, then it is only aCter acquaintance has 
grown into intimacy, and intimacy has ripened into friend- • 
IIhip, that the real communion which men need becomes 
possible. A rationally-formed circle must consist almost 
whoUy of those on terms of familiarity and regard, with 
but one or two strangers.. What folly, then, underlies the 
whole system of our grand dinners, our "at homes," our 
evening particlr-assemblages made up of many who never 
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met before, many others who just bow to each other, maoy 
others who though rfamiliar feel mutual indifference, with 
j~st a few real mends lost in the general m&lllll You need 
but look round at the artificial exprel!(ions of faoe, to let' 
at once how it is. All have their disguisel OD j aDd how 
can there be sympathy betweeD masks l' No wonder that 
in private every one exclaims against the Itupidity 01 the1M' 
gatherings. N (I wonder that hostes8el get them up rather 
because they must than because they wish. No wonder 
that the invited go lesl from the expectation 01 pleasure 
than from fear of giving offence. The whole thing is a gi
gantic mistake---an organized disappointment. 

And then no~, lastly, that in this case, as in all othe .... 
when an organization has become effete and inoperative for 
its legitimate purpose, it is.employed for quite other onel 
-quite opposite ones. What ia the usual plea put in for 
giving and. attending these tedious assembliel l' "I admit 
that they are stupid aud frivolous enough," repliel every 
man to your criticisms; "but then, you know, one must 
keep up one's connections." And could you get from hia 
wife a sincere answer, it would be-" Like you, I am sick 
of these frivolities; but then, we must get our daughters 
married." The one knows that there ia a profession to 
push, a practice to gain, a business to extend: or parlia
mentary influence, or county patronage, or votes, or office, 
to be got: position, lIerths, favours, profit. The other'l 
thoughts runs upon husbands and settlements, wives and 
dowries. Worthless for their ostensible purpose 01 daily 

• bringing human beings into pleasurable relations with each 
other, these cumbrous appliances of our social intercoarse 
are now perseveringly kept in action with a view to tbe 
pecuniary aud matrimonial results which they indirectly 
produce. 

Who then shall say that the reform of our system o( 
observances ia unimportant l' When we see how thilt sy. 
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tem induces fashionable extravagance, with its entailed 
bankruptcy and ruin-when we mark Uow greatly it limits 
the amount of social intercourse among the less wealthy 
classes-when we ii.d that many who most need to be dis
oiplined by mixing with the refined are driven away by it, 
and led into dangerous and often fatal courses-when we 
count up the many minor ev\ls it inflicts, the extra work 
which its costliness entails on all professiollal and mercan
tile men, the damage to public taste in dress and decora
tion by the setting np of its absurdities as standards for 
imitation, the injury to health indicated in the faces of its 
devotees at the close of the London season, the mortality 
of milliners and the like, which its sudden exigencies yearly 
involve i-and when to all these we add its fatal sin, that it 
blights, withers up. and kills, that high enjoyment it pro
fessedly ministers to-that enjoyment which is a chief end 
of our hard struggling in life to obtain-shall we not con
clude that to reform our system of-etiquette and fashion,-is 
an aim yielding to few in urgency? 

There needs, then, a protestantism iu social usages. 
Fol'ms that have ceased to facilitate and have become ob
structive-whether political, religious, or other-have ever 
to be swept away j and eventually are so swept away in all 
cases. Signs are not wanting that some change is at hand. 
A -host of satirists, led on by Thackeray, have been for years 
engaged in bringing our sham-festivities, and our fashiona
ble follies, into contempt; and in their candid moods, most 
men 1augh at the frivolities with which they and the world • 
in general are deluded. Ridicule has always been a revo
lutionary agent. That which is habitually _assailed with 
meers and sarcasms cannot long survive. Institutions that 
have lost their roots in men's respect and faith are doomed; 
and the day of their dissolution is not far 01L The time is 
'pproaching, then, when our system of social observ~ncell 
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must pass through some crisis, out of which it will come 
purified and comparCAtivel;y simple. 

How this crisis will be brought about, no one can with 
any certaint;y say. Whether b;y the c-ontinuance and in. 
crease of individual protests, or whether b;y the union of 
many persons for the practice and propagation of lOme 
better system, the future alC?ne can decide. The in1luenoe 
of dissentients acting without co-operation, seems, under 
the present state of things, inadequate. Standing severally 
alone, and having no well-defined views; frowned on by 
conformists, and expostulated with even by those who 
secretly sympathize with them; subject to petty persecu. 
tions, and unable to trace any benefit produced by their 
example; they are apt, one b;y one, to give up their attempts 
as hopeless. The young convention-breaker eventua1l;y 
finds that he pays too heavily tor bis nonconformity. Hat
ing, for example. everytbingthat bears about it any rem
nant of servility, he determines, in the ardour of his inde
pendence, tbat he will uncover to no one. But what he 
means simpl;y 88 a general protest, he finds that ladies in· 
terpret into a personal disrespect. Though be sees that, 
from the days of chivalry downwards, these marb ot su· 
preme consideration paid to the other sex have been but. 
a hypocritical counterpart to the actnalsubjection in which 
men have held them--a pretended submission to compen
sate for a real domination; and though he sees that 
when the true dignity of women is recognised, the mock 
dignities given to them win be abolished; :ret he does 

, not like to be thus misunderstood, and 80 hesitates itl his 
practice. 

In other cases, again, his courage fails him. Such of 
lis uncoD\-entionalities 88 can be attributed only to eecen
t.Iicity, he has no qualms about: for, on tbe whole, he feel. 
rather complimented than otherwise in being considered a 
:lisregarder of public opinion. But wben ther are liable tc: 
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be put down to ignorance, to ill-breeding, or to poverty, 
he becomes a coward. However clearlJlthe recent innova
tion of eating some kinds of fish with knife and fork proves 
the fork-and-bread nractice to have had little but caprice 
for its basis, yet he dares not wholly ignore that practice 
while fashion partially maintains it. Though he thinks 
that a silk handkerchief is quite as appropriate for drawing
room use as a white' cambric one,' he is not altogether at 
ease in acting out his opinion. Then, too, he begins to 
perceive that his resistance to prescription brings round 
disadvantageous results which he had not calculated upon. 
He had expected that it would save him fr~m a great deal 
of social intercourse of a frivolous kind-that it would 
offend the fools, but not the sensible people; and so would 
serve as a self-acting test by which those worth knowing 
would be separated from those not worth knowing. But 
the fools prove to be so greatly in the majority that, by 
offending them, he closes against himself nearly all the 
avenues though which the sensible people are to be 
reached. Thus he finds, that his nonconformity is fre
quently misinterpreted; that there are but few directions 
in which he dares to carry it consistently out; that the 
annoyances and disadvantages which it brings upon him 
are greater than he anticipated; and that the chances of 
his doing any good are very remote_ Hence he gradually 
loses resolution, and lapses, step by step, into the ordinary 
routine of observances. 

Abortive as individual protests thus generally turn out, 
It may possibly be that nothing effectual will be done until • 
there arises some organized resistance to this invisible 
despotism, by which our modes and habits are dictated. 
It may happen, that the government of Manners and Fash. 
ion will be rendered less tyrannical, as the political and 
religious governments have been, by some antagonistic 
union. Alike in Church and State, men's first emancip~ 
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tions from exceBS of restrictioD were achieved by number-. 
bound together by·. common creed or • common political 
faith. What remained undone while there were but indivi
dual schismatics or rebels. was effec~ when there came 
to be many acting in concert. It is tolerably clear that. 
these earliest instalments of freedom could not have beeD 
obtained in any other way; for so long as the feeling of 
personal independence was weak and tbe rule strong, there 
could never bave been. sufficient number of separate dil
sentients to produce tbe desired results. Only in theso 
later times, during whicb tbe secular and spiritual control. 
have been growtng leBS coercive, and the tendency towards 
individual liberty greater, haa it become poBBible for lDl&ller 
and smaller sects and parties to figbt against established 
creeds and laws; untjl now meD may wely stand eveD 
alone in their antagonism. 

The failure of individual nonconformity to customs, as 
above illustrated, suggests tbat an analogOQ8 series of 
cbanges may have to be gone through in this case also. It. 
is true that the lea: non ,cripta differs from tbe lea: ,cripta 
in this, tbat, being unwritten,.it is more readily altered; 
and tbat it bas, from time to time, been quietly ameliorated. 
N everthelesB, we shall find that tbe analogy holds substao
tially good. For in this case, as in tbe otbers, the eeaeDo 
tia1 revolution is not tbe substituting of anyone set of 
restraints for any ot.her, but the limiting or abolishing the 
authority which prescribes restraints. Just as the fundn.
mental change inaUgUrated by the Reformation, was not. a 
superseding of one creed by anotber, but an ignoring of 
tbe arbiter who before dictated creed&-just as the funda
mental change which Democracy long ago commenced. 
was not from tbis particular law to that, but from the 
despotism of one to tbe freedom of all; BO, tbe parallcd 
cbange yet to be wrougbt out in this aupplementary gOY. 
emment of which we are treating, is not the replacing 01 
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absurd usages by sensible ones, but the dethronement of 
that secret, irresponsible power which 'now imposes our 
usages, and the assertion of the right of all individuals to 
choose their own ulnges. In rules of living, a West-end 
clique is our Pope; and we are all papists, with but a mere 
Iprinkling of heretics. On all who decisively rebel, comel 
down the penalty of excommunication, with its long 
catalogue of disagreeable and, indeed, serious conse
quences. 

The liberty of the subject asserted in our constitution, 
and ever on the increase, has yet to be wrested from this 
subtler tyranny. The right of private jlldgment, which 
our ancestors wrong from the church, remains to be 
claimed from this dictator of our habits. Or, as before 
said, to free us from these idolatries and superstitious con
formities, there has still to come a protestantism in social 
osages. Parallel, therefore, as is the change to be 
wrought out, it seems not" improbable that it may be 
wrought out in an analogous way. That influence which 
solitary dissentients fail to gain, and that perseverance 
which they lack, may come into existence when they unite. 
That persecution which the world now visits upon them 
from mistaking their nonconformity for ignorance or dis· 
respect, may diminish when it is seen to result from 
principle. The penalty which exclusion now entails may 
disappear when they become numerous enough to form 
visiting circles of their own. And when a successful 
stand has been made, and the brunt of the opposition 
bas passed, that large amount of secret dislike to our 
observances wbich DOW pervades society, may manifest 
itself with sufficient power to effect the desired "eman
cipation. 

Whether such will be the process, time alone can de
cide. That community of origin, growth, supremacy, and 
:!ccaJence, which we have found among all kinds of gov-
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ernment, suggests a community in modes of change also 
On the other hand, Nature often performs substantially 
similar operations, in ways apparently different. Hence 
these det~ can never be foretold. 

Meanwhile, let us glance at the conclusions that have 
been reached. On the one side, government, originally 
one, and afterwards subdivided for the better fulfilment of 
its function, must be considered as having ever been, in all 
its branches-political, religious, and ceremonial-bene
ficial; and, ·indeed, absolutely necessary. On the other 
side, governml!l1t, under all its forms, must be regarded aa 
subserving a temporary office, made needful by the unfit
ness of aboriginal humanity for social life; and the succe&
sive diminutions of its coercivenesa in State, in Church, and 
in Custom, must be looked upon as steps towards its final 
disappearance. To complete the conception, there requires 
to be borne in mind the third fact, that the genesis, the 
maintenance, and the decline of all governments, however 
named, are alike brought about by the humanity to be co~ 
trolled: from which maybe drawn the inference that, on 
the average, restrictions of every kind cannot last much 
longer than they are wanted, and cannot be destroyed 
much faster than they ought to be. 

Society, in all its developments, undergoes the process 
of exuviation. These old forms which it successively 
throws oft; have all been once vitally united with it-have 
severally served as the protective envelopes within whi~h 
a higher humanity was being evolved. They are cast 
aside only when they become hindrances-only when 80me 
inner and better envelope has been formed; and they be
queath to us all that there was in them good. The periodi. 
cal abolitions of tyrannical laws have left the administration 
of justice not only uninjured, but purified. Dead and 
buried creeds have not carried with them the esaentia! 
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morality they contained, which still exists, uncontaminated 
by the sloughs of superstition. And all that there is of 
justice and kindness and beauty, embodied in our cum· 
brous forms of etiqftette, will live perennially when tbe 
forms themselves have been forgotten. 



lIL 

THE GENESIS OF SCIENCE. 

T HERE has ever prevailed among men a vague DotioD 
that scientific knowledge cllil'ers in nature from ordinary 

knowledge. By the Greeks, with whom Mathematics
literally things learnt-was alon't considered as knowledge 
proper, the distinction must have been strongly felt; and 
it haa ever since maintained itself in the general mind. 
Though, considering the contrast between the achievement. 
of science and those of daily unmethodic thinking, it is not 
surprising that such a distinction has been assumed; yet it 
needs but to rise a little above the common point of view, 
to see that no such distinction can really exist: or that at 
best, it is but a superficial distinction. The same facultiel 
are employed in both cases; and in both cases their mode 
of operation is fundamentally the same. 

If we say that science is organized knowledge, we are 
met by the truth that all knowledge is organized in a great.
er or less degree--that the commonest actions of the hoU8& 
hold and the field presuppose facts colligated, inferencea 
drawn, results expected; and that the general succeas of 
these actions proves the data by which they were guided 
to havtl been correctly put together. It; again, we 88y 
tbat science is prevision-is a seeing beforehand-is a know. 
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jng in what times, places, combinations, or sequences, spe
cified phenomena will be found; we are -ret obliged to con 
fess that the definition includes much that is utterly foreign 
to science in its ordinlJry acceptation. For example,a child's 
knowledge of·an apple. This, as far as it goes consists in 
previsions. When a child sees a certain form and colours, 
it knows that if it puts out its hand it will have certain im
pressions of resistance, and roundness, and smoothness; 
and if it bites, a certain taste. And manifestly its general 
acquaintance with surrounding objects is of like nature--is 
made up of facts concerning them, so grouped as that any 
part of a group being perceived, the existe~ce of the other 
facts included in it is foreseen. 

If, once more, we say that science is eiMct prevision, we 
still fail to establish the supposed difference. Not only do 
we find that much of what we call science is not exact, 
and that some of it, as physiology, can never become exact; 
but we find further, that many of the previsions constitu
ting the common stock alike of wise and ignorant, are ex
act. That an uusupported body will fall; that a lighted candle 
will go out when immersed in water; that ice will melt 
when thrown on the fire--these, and many like predictions 
relating to the familiar properties of things have as high a 
degree of accuracy as predictions are capable of. It is true 
that the results predicated are of a very general character; 
but. it is none the less true that they are rigorously correct 
as far as they go: and this is all that is requisite to fulfil 
the definition. There is perfect accordance between the 
anticipated phenomena and the actual ones; and no more 
than this can be said of the highest achievements of the 
sciences specially characterised as exact. 

Seeing thus that the assumed distinction between scien
tific knowledge and common knowledge is not logically 
justifiable; and yet feeling, as we must, that however im
possible it may be to draw a line between them, the two 
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are not practically identical j there arises the questio ....... 
What ill tho relatt.>nship that exista between them' A 
partial answer to this question may be drawn from the il· 
lustrations just given. On reconsidering them, it will be 
observed that those portions of ordinary knowledge which 
are identiClll in character with scientific knowledge, com
prehend only such combinations of phenomena .. are direct.
ly cognizable by the senses, and are of simple, invariable 
naturl.'. That the smoke from a fire which she is lighting 
.-ill ascend, and that the fire will presently boil water, are 
previsions which the servant-girl makes equally well with 
the moat learJed physicist j they are equally certaln, 
equally exact with his j but they are previsions concerning 
phenomena in constant and direct relation-phenomena 
that follow visibly and immediately after their antecedents 
-phenomena of which the causation is neither remote nor 
obscure-phenomena which may be predicted by the sim
plest possible act of reasoning. 

It; now, we pass to the previsions constituting what. is 
commonly known as science-that an eclipse of the moon 
will h!1ppen at a specified time j and when a barometer is 
taken to the top of a mountain of known height, the mer
curial column will descend a stated number of iuches j that 
the poles of a galvanic battery immersed in water will give 
011; the one an inftammable and the other an inftaming gas, 
in definite ratio-we perceive that the relations involved 
are not of a kind habitnally presented to our aenaea j that 
they depend, some of them, upon special combinations of 
causes j and that in some of them the connection between 
antecedents and consequents is established only by an ela
borate series of inferences. The broad distinction, the,. 
fore, between the two orders of knowledge, is not in theil 
nature, but in their remoteness from perception. 

If we regard the caaea in their most general aspect, we 
lICe that the labourer. who. on hearing certain notes in the 
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sdjl1Cent hedge, can describe the particnlar fon]. and cot· 
onrs of the bird making them; and thee astronomer, who, 
baving calculated a transit of Venus, can delineate the black 
"pot entering on the 'un's disc, as it will appear through 
the telescope, at a specified honr; do essentially the same 
tbing. Each knows that on fulfilling the requisite condi
tion!!, he shall have a preconceived impression-that after a 
definite series of 6(,1ions will come a gronp of sensations of 
a foreknown kind. The difference, then, is not in the funda
~ental character of the mental acts; or in the correctness 
of the previsions accomplished by them; but in the com· 
plexity of the processes required to achieve the previsions. 
Much of our commonest knowledge is, as far as it goes, rig
orously precise. Science does not increase this precision; 
cannot transcend it. What then does it do? It reduces 
other knowledge to the same degree of precision. That 
certainty which direct perception gives ns respecting coex
istences and sequences of the simplest and most accessi
bill kind, science gives us respecting coexistences and se
quences, complex in their dependencies or inaccessible to 
immediate observation. In brief; regarded from this point 
of view, science may be called all ezie1l8ioll of the pet'cefr 
tion8 by me<l1l8 of ,.ea80ning. 

On further cOfl6idering the matter, however, it will per
haps be felt that this definition does not express the whole 
faet.-that inseparable as science may be from common 
knowleJge, and completely as we may fill up the gap be
tween the simplest previsions of the chiltl and the most re
cpndite ones of the natural philosopher, by interposing a 
series of prelisions in which the complexity of reasoning 
involved is greater and greater, there is yet a difference 
between the two beyond that which is here described. And 
this is trne. But the difference is still not such as enable. 
UI to draw the assumed line of demarcation. It is a differ
ence not between common knowledge and scientific knowl-

7 
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edge; but between the Buccessive phases of science itlel~ 
or knowledge itstIr-whichever we choose to call it. In 
its earlier phases science attains only to certainty of fore
knowledge; in its later phases it further attaina to com
pleteness. We begin by discovering a relation: we end 
by discovering the relation. Our first achievemeut is to 
foretell the kind of phenomenon which will occur under 
specific conditions: our last achievement is to foretell not 
only the kind but the amount. Or, to reduce the proposi 
tion to its most definite form-undeveloped Bcience is qual
itative prevision: developed Bcienee is guantitativtJ previ 
sion. c 

This will at once be perceived to expresa the remaining 
distinction between the lower and the higher stages of posi
tive knowledge. The prediction that a piece of lead will 
take more force to lift it than a piece of wood of equal size, 
exhibits certainty, but not completeness, of foresight. The 
kind of effect in which the one body will exceed the other 
is foreseen; but not the amount by which it will exceed. 
There is qualitative prevision only. On the other band, tbe 
prediction that at a stated time two particular planetl will 
be in conjunction; . that by means of a lever baving arma in 
a given ratio, a known force will raise just 10 many pound. ; 
that to decompose a specified quantity of sulphate of iron 
by carbonate of soda will require so many grains-these 
predictions exhibit foreknowledge, Dot only of the Dature 
of the effects to be produced, but of the magnitude; eitber 
of the effects themselves, of the agencies producing them, 
or of the distance in time or space at which they will be 
produced. There is not only qualitative but quantitative 
previsi.on. 

And this is the unexpressed difference which lew UI 

to consider certain orders of knowledge as especially scien
tific when contrasted with knowledge in general. Are t.he 
phenomena rnea8Urahle 1 is thc test which we unconsciously 
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employ. Space is measurable: hence Geometry. Force 
and space are measurable: hence Statics:' Time, force, and 
space are measurable: hence Dynamiqs. The invention of 
the barometer enable. men to extend the principles of me
chanics to the atmosphere; and: Aerostatics existed. When 
8 thermometer was devised there arose a science of heat, 
which was before impossible. Such of our sensations as we 
have not yet found modes of measuring do not originate 
sciences. We have no science of smells; nor have we one 
of tastes. We have a science of the relations of sounds 
differing in pitch, because we have discovered a way to 
measure them; but we have no science of B011Ilds in respect 
to their loudness or their timbre, because we have got. no 
measures of loudness and timbre. 

Obviously it is this reduction of the sensible phenomena 
it represents, to relations of magnitude, which gives to any 
division of knowledge its especially scientific character. 
Originally men's knowledge of weights and forces was in 
the same condition as their knowledge of smells and tastes 
is now-a knowledge not extending beyond that given by 
the unaided sensations; and it remained so until weighing 
instruments and dynamometers were invented. Before 
there were hour-glasses and clepsydras, most phenomena 
could be estimated as to their durations and intervals, with 
no greater precision than degrees of hardness can be esti· 
mated by the fingers. Until a thermometric scale was con· 
trived, men's judgments respecting relative amounts of 
heat stood 011 the same footing with their present judg
ments respecting relative amounts of sonnd. And as in 
these initial stage~, with no aids to observation, only the 
I"oughest comparisons of cases could be made, and only the 
most marked differences perceived; it is obvious that only 
the most simple laws of dependence could be ascertained
only those laws which being uncomplicated with otbenl, 
Dnd not disturbed in their manifestations, required no niel} 
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ties of observation to disentangle them. Whence it dp
pears not only th'at in proportion as knowledge become. 
quantitative do its previsions become complete as well as 
certain, but that until its assumption (If a quantitative char. 
acter it is necessarily confined to the most. elementary rela. 

. tions. 
Moreover it. is to be remarked tbat. while, on the one 

hand, we can discover tbe laws of tbe greater proportion 
of phenomena only by investigating tbem quantitatively; 
on tbe otber hand we can extend the range of our quanti
tative previsions only as fast as we detect the law. of tbe 
results we prE!Jict. For clearly the ability to specify the 
magnitude of a result inaccessible to direct. measurement. 
implies knowledge of its mode of dependence on something 
which can be measured-implies tbat we know the particu
lar fact dealt with to be an instance of Bome more general 
fact. Thus the extent to which our quantitative prevision. 
have been carried in any direction, indicatee the depth to 
which our knowledge reaches in that direction. And here, 
as another aspect of the same fact, we may further observe 
that as we pass from qualitative to quantitative prevision, 
we pass from inductive science to deductive science. Sci
ence while purely inductive is pnrely qualitative: when in
accurately quantitative it usually consists of part induction, 
part deduction: and it becomes accurately quantitative only 
when wholly deductive. We do not mean that the deduct
ive and the quantitative are coextensive; for there is mani
festly much deduction tbat is qualitative only. We mean 
that all quantitative prevision is reached deductively; and 
that induction can achieve only qualitative prevision. 

Still, however, it must not be supposed that these di. 
tinctions enable DB to separate ordinary knowledge from 
science; much as they Beem to do BO. While they show in 
what consists the broad contrast between the extreme forma 
of the two, they yet lead DB to recognise their CSIIential ideo-
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tity; and once more prove the difference to be one of de
gree only. For, on the one hand, the c'lmmonest positive 
knowledge IS to some extent quantitative; seeing that the 
amount of the forese~ result is known within certain wide 
limits. And, on the other hapd, the highest quantitative 
prevision does not reach the exact truth, but only a very 
near approximation to it. Without clocks the savage 
knows that the day is longer in the summer than in the 
winter; without scales he knows that stone is heavier than 
flesh: that is, he can foresee respecting certain results that 
their amounts will exceed these, and be less than those-he 
knows about what they will be. And, witq his most deli· 
cate instruments and most elaborate calculations, all that 
the man of science can do, is to reduce the difference be
tween the foreseen and the actual results to an unimportant 
quantity. 

Moreover, it must be borne in mind not only that all 
the sciences are qualitative in their first stages,-not only 
that some of them, as Chemistry, have but recently reached 
the quantitative stage-but that the most advanced sciences 
have attained to their present power of determining quan
tities not present to the senses, or not directly measurable, 
by a slow process of improvement extending through thou
sands of years. So that science and the knowledge of the 
uncultured are alike in the Dature of their previsions, widely 
as they differ in range; they possess II common imperfec
tion, though this is immensely greater ill the last than in 
the first; and the transition from the one to the other has 
been through II series of steps by which the imperfection 
has been rendered continually less, and the range continuo 
ally wider. 

These facts, that science and the positive knowledge of 
tle uncultured cannot be separated in nature, and that the 
one is but a perfected and extended form of the other, 
must necessarily underlie the whole theory of science, ita 
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progress, and the relation8 of ita part. to each other. 
There most be selious incompleteness in anl history' of th, 
sciences, which, leaving out of view the first steps of their 
genesis, commences with them only "then thel assume defi
nite forms. There must be grave defects, if not. general 
untruth, in a philosophl of the sciences considered in their 
interdependence and development, which neglecta the in
quiry' how thel came to be distinct sciences, and how thel 
were severally evolved out of the chaos of primitive idea&. 

Not only a direct consideration of the matter, but aU 
analogy, goes to sbow that in the earlier and simpler stages 
must be soug~ tbe kel to aU subsequent intricacies. The 
time was when the anatoml and phlsiology 0' tbe human 
being were studied bl themselves-when the adult man 
was analyzed and the relations of parts and' of function. 
investigated, witbout reference either to the relation8 ex
hibited in the embry'O or to the homologous relation. exist
ing in other creatures. Now, however, it haa become 
manifest that no true conceptions, no true generalizations, 

. are possible under such conditions. Anatomists and ph,... 
iologists now find that the real natures of organ. and u.. 
IIUes can be ascertained only bl tracing their early evolu
tion; and that the affinities between existing genera can 
be satisfactorily made out only bl examining the fossil geo
era to whicb tbel are allied. Well, is it not clear that the 
like must be true concerning all things that undergo devel
opment ? Is not science a growth? lIas not science, too, 
its embry'ology? And must not the neglect of its embry'
ology lead to a misunderstanding of tbe principles of its 
evolution and of its existing organization? 

There are d priori reasons, tberefore, for doubting the 
truth of all philosophies of the science8 which tacitly pro
ceed upon the common notion that scientific knowledge 
and ordinary knowledge are separate; instead of com
mencing, as tbey should, by affiliating tbe one upon the 
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other, and showing how it gradually CJlDle to be distin· 
guishable from the other. We may ea:pect to find theu 
generalizations essentially artificial; and we shall not be 
dt'Cei,"ed. Some il~strations of this may here be fitly in. 
troduc~d, by way of prelimiuary to a brief sketch of the 
genesis of science from the point of view indicated. And 
we c.\Ilnot more readily find such illustrations than by 
g13.llcing at a few of the various clauiji<:atwns of the eel
encca that have from time to time been proposed. To con
sider all of them would take too much space: 'We mn~ 
cont~nt onrsel,"es 'With some of the latest. 

Commencing with those which may be soonest disposed 
o~ let us notice first the arr:mgement propounded by Oken 
An abstract of it runs thus :-

Part I. lliTHESIs.-.Pn.-umatoge1IY: Primary Art, Primary 
Consciousness, God, Primary Rest, Time, Polarity, Mo
tion, Man, E'paoo, Point, Line, Surfaoo, Globe, Rotation. 
-HylogNlY: Grnity, Matter, Ether, Heavenly Bodies, 
Light, Heat, Fire. 

(lIe explains that llATlIESIs is the doctrine of the 1<hole; 
PMUmatogNlY being the doctrine of immaterial totalities, and 
Hy'k>gNlI that of material totalities.) 

Part IL O~"TOLOGT.-COlm<>gNlY: Rest, Centre, Motion. Line, 
Planets, FonD, Planetary System, Comets.-St«A~ 

gNlY: C>ondensation, E'imple Matter, Elements, Air, 
'W' ater, Earth.-St..ichiology: Functions of the Elements, 
kc. &e.-l1wgrLma. of Yatu'!'e: Indiriduals. 

(He says in explanati,)D that .. O~-roLOGT teaches us the 
phenomena of matter. The first of these are the beaveJlly 
bodies eomprebendoo. by C<mMgeny. These diriJe into el&o 
ments-St.kJ.iogNlY. The earth element di,"ides into miner
als-.Jnnerawuy. These unite into one collective body
~,. The whole in &ingulara is the living, 01' Org-ir. 
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which again divides into plant. and animal.. IJiou,g1l,there 
fore, divides intg Orga.nog,n1l, Ph,lttJ'oph,l, Zoo.oph1l.") 

FIB8T KmoDollL-MDIlUIAI.II. Jli1lM'awgy, (J«Ju,gy. 
Part III. BIOLOOy.-OrgallOfophg, Phllttlten1l, Phllto-plt,l,wWg,l. 

PhgttJwUg, Z«Jgeny, Ph,llWwgy, ZooWgll, Pl1/ehoIoU1I.' 

A glance over this confused scheme shows that it is all 
attempt to classify knowledge, not after the order in which 
it has been, or may be, built up in the human con8cion .. 
Dess; but after an assumed order of creation. It is a 
pseudo-scient.ific cosmogony, akin to those which men have 
enunciated froll1 the earliest times downwards; and only a 
little more respectable. As such it will not be thought 
worthy of much consideration by those who, like ourselves, 
hold that experience is the sole origin of knowledge. Oth
erwiNe, it might have been needful to d well on the incon
gruities of the arrangements-to ask how motion can be 
treated of before space? how there can be rotation with· 
out matter to rotate? how polarity can be dealt with with· 
out involving points and lines? But it will se"e our prea. 
ent purpose just to point out a few of the extreme absurdi
ties resulting from the doctrine which Oken seems to hold 
in common with Hegel, that " to philosophize on Nature ie 
to re-think tl1e great thought of Creation." lIere is a 8am
ple:-

" Mathematics is the universal science; so also i. Phys
io-philosophy, although it is on]y a part, or rather but a 
condition of the universe; both are one, or mutually con· 
gruent. 

"Mathematics i" however, a sCIence of mere form. 
without substance. Physio-philosophy is, therefore, math,. 
matics endowed with substance." 

From the English point of view it is sufficiently amua
ing to find soch a dogma not only gravely stated, but 
stated as an unquestionable truth. Here we see the expt" 
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riences of quantitative relations which men have gathered 
from surrounding bodies and general:Zed (experience!' 
which had been scarcely at all generalized at the beginning 
of the historio periocV-we find these generalized expe
riences, these intellectual abstICactions, elevated into. con 
crete actualities, projected back into Nature, and consid
ered as the internal frame· work of things-the skeleton by 
which matter is sustained. But this new form of the old 
realism, is by no means the most startling of the physio
philosophic principles. We presently read that, 

"The highest mathematical idea, or the fundamental 
principle of all mathematics is the zero = 0."." .. .. 

" Zero is in itself nothing. Mathematics is based upon 
nothing, and, consequently, arises out of nothing. 

" Out of nothing, therefore, it is possible for somethmg 
to arise; for mathematics, consisting of propositions, is 
something, in relation to 0."-

By suoh "consequentlys" and "therefores" it is, that 
men philosophize when they" re-think the great thought 
of creation." By dogmas that pretend to be reasons, noth
ing is made to generate mathematics; and by clothing 
mathematics with matter, we have the universe! If now 
we deny, as we do deny, that the highest mathematical idea 
is the zero ;-if, on the other hand, we assert, as we do 
assert, that the fundamental idea underlying all mathemat. 
iC9, is that of equality; the whole of Oken's cosmogony 
disappears. And here, indeed, we may see iIIustrated, the 
distinctive peculiarity of the German method of procedure 
in these matters-the bastard c1 priori method, as it may 
be termed. The legitimate Ii priori method sets out with 
propositions of which the negation is inoonceivable; the d 
priori method as illegitimately applied, sets out either with 
propositions of which the negation is not inconoeivable, or 
with propositions like Oken's, of whioh the affirmation is 
inoonceivable. 
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It is needless to proceed further with the analyeiJ; elae 
might we detail. the steps by which Oken arrives at the 
conclusions that "the planets are coagulated colours, fo, 
they are coagulated light; that the Iphere is the expanded 
nothing;" that gravity is " a weighty nothing, a heavy e. 
sence, striving towards a centre;" that "the earth is the 
identical, water the indifferent, air the ditrerent; or the 
first the centre, the second the radius, the last the peri. 
phery of the general globe or of fire." To comment on 
them would be nearly as absurd as are the propositions 
themselves. Let us pass on to another of the German ByS
tems of knovpedge-that of HegeL 

The simple fact that Hegel puts Jacob Brehme on a par 
with Bacon, suffices alone to show that his stand·point is 
far remote from the one usually regarded as scientific: so 
far remote, indeed, that it is not easy to find any common 
basis on which to found a criticism. Those who hold that 
the mind is moulded into conformity with surrounding 
things by the agency of Burrounding things, are neceSllarily 
at a loss how to deal with those, who, like Schelling and 
Hegel, assert that Burrounding things are solidified mind
that N atore is "petrified intelligence." However, let UI 

briefly glance at Hegel's classification. He divides philoso. 
phy into three parts :-

1. Logic, or the Bcience of the idea in itself, the pure 
idea. 

2. The Philosophy oj Nature, or the science of the ides 
considered under its other form--of the idea as Nature. 

3. The Philosophy oJ the Mind, or the science of the 
idea m its return to itself. . 

Of these, the second is divided into the natural sciences, 
oommonly BO called; so that in its more detailed form the 
series runs thus :-Logic, Mechanics, Physics, Organio Phy. 
sios, Psychology. 

Now, ifwe believe with Hegel, first, that thought is the 
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\orue essence of man; second, that thought is the essence of 
the world; and that, therefore, there is ~othing but thought; 
his classification, beginning with the science of pure thought, 
may be acceptable. But otherwise, it is an obvious objec. 
tion to his arrangen:ent, that thought implies things thought 
of-that there can be no logical forms without the substanct'! 
of experience-that the science of ideas and the science of 
things must have a simultaneollsorigin. Hegel, however, 
anticipates this objection, and, in his obstinate idealism, re
plies, that the contrary is true; that all contained in the 
forms, to become something, requires to be thought: and 
that logical forms are the foundations of all things. 

It is not surprising that, starting from 8~ch premises, and 
reasoning after this fashion, Hegel finds his way to strange 
conclusions. Out of 8pace and time he proceeds to build up 
motion, matter, repul8ion, attraction, weight, and inertia. 
He then goes on to logically evolve the solar system. In 
doing this he widely diverges from the Newtonian theory ; 
reaches by syllogism the conviction that the planets are the 
most perfect celestial bodies; and, not being able to bring 
the stars within his theory, says that they are mere formal 
existences and not living matter, and that as compared with 
the solar system they are as little admirable as a cutaneous 
eruption or a swarm offlies.* 

Results so outrageous might be left as self-disproved, 
were it not that speculators of this class are not alarmed by 
any amount of incongruity with established beliefs. The 
only effioient mode of treating systems like this of Hegel, is 
to show that they are self-destructive-:-that by their first 
steps they ignore that authority on which all their subse- • 
quent steps depend. If Hegel professes, as he manifestly. 
does, to develop his scheme by reasoning-if he presents 

• It is somewhat curious that the author of II The Plurality of Worlds," 
I\;th quite other aims, should have persuaded himself into similar conclu 
siOUB. 
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lUooessIve mferenoos as tleCU$ariI!ll~g from oertuia 
premises; he impliet the postulate that a beliet w!lich no. 
ee&<Jarily follows after certain antecedenta is a true belief: 
and, did an opponent reply to one of his inferences, that. 
thougb it was impossible to think th~ opposite, ret the 
opposite was true, he would consider the I't'ply irrational 
The procedure, however, whicb he would thue condemn as 
destructive of all thinking whatever. is just the procedure 
exhibited in the enunciation ofhis own first principles. 

Mankind find themselves unable to conceive that there 
can be thought without things thougM o£ Ul.'gel, how
ever. asserts that there caR be thought without thingl 
thought o£ Th~t ultimate test of a true propoaition-the 
inability of tbe human mind to conceive the nt'gation of it 
-which in all other essea he considers valid, he conaiders 
invalid where it suita his conTewence to do 80; and yet at 
the same time denies the right of an opponent to follow his 
example. If it is competent for him to posit dogmas, which 
are tbe direct negations of what human consci01l!llless recog
nises; then is it also competent for his antagonisU to atop 
him at every step in his argument by saying. that though 
the particular inference he is drawing seems to his mind. 
and to all minds, necessarily to follow from the prem~ 
yet it is not true, but the C'.ontrary inference is true. Or. 
to state the dilemma in another form :-If he eets ont with 
inconceivable propositions, then may he with equal propri
ety make all his succeeding propositions inconceivable once 
-may at every step throughout his reasoning draw euctIy 
the opposite conclusion to that which seems involved. 

Hegel's mode of procedure being thl18 essentia11ysw
cidal, the Hegelian classification which depends DpoD 

it. fulls to the ground. Let us conaider nat that of 
M Comte. 

As all his readers must admit. M. Comte preeenta 111 

.ith a scheme of the lICien-. which.. nnlike the fOret!Oinll 
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ones, demands respectful consideration. Widely as we 
differ from him, we cheerfully bear wit,ess to the largeness 
of his "iews, the clearness of his reasoning, and the value 
of his speculations,s contributing to intellectual progress. 
Did we believe a serial arrangement of the sciences to be 
possible, that of M. Comte would certainly be the one we 
should adopt. llis fundamental propositions are thor
oughly intelligible; and if not true, have a great semblance 
of truth. His succe~sive steps are logically co-ordinated ; 
and he supports his conclusions by a considerable amount of 
evidence-evidence which, so long as it is not critically exam
ined, or not met by counter evidence, seem~ to substantiate 
his positions. But it only needs to assume that antagon
istio attitude which ought to be assumed towards new 
doctrines, in the belief that, if true, they will prosper by 
conquering objectors--it needs but to test his leading 
doctrines either by other facts than those he cites, or by 
his own facts differently applied, to at once show that they 
will not stand. We will proceed thus to deal with the 
general principle on which he bases his hierarchy of the 
sciences. 

In the second chapter of his Cours de Philosophie Posi
tit·~ M. Comte I!3YS:-" Our problem is, then, to find 
the one rational order, amongst a host of possible sys
tems." • • • "This order is determined by the degree 
of simplicity, or, what comes to the same thing, of general
ity of their phenomena." And the arrangement. he de
duces runs thus: Mathematics, .Astronomy, Physics, Chem
istry, Physiow!T!I, Social Physics. This he asserts to be 
"the true filiation of the sciences." He asserts further, 
that the principle of progression from a greater to a less 
degree of generalit.y, "which gives this order to the whole 
body of science, arranges the parts of each science." And, 
finally, he asserts that the gradations thus established Ii 
priori among the sciences, and the parts of each science, "is 
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in essential conformity with the order which has Bponta 
neously taken placel'mong the branches of natural philolO 
phy; " or, in other worda-corresponds with the order of 
historio development. • 

Let us compare these assertions with the fact.. That 
there may be perfect fairness, let us make no choice, but 
take as the field for our comparilOlI, the succeeding section 
treating of the first science--Mathematics; and let. us ulle 
none but M. Comte's own fac~s, and his own admissions. 
Confining ourselves to this one science, of course our com
parisons must be between its several parts. M. Comte 8ay .. 
that the parts 9f each science must be arranged in the 
order of their decreasing generality j and that this ohler 
of decreasing generality agrees with the order of historio 
development. Our inquiry must be, then, whether the his
tory of mathematics confirms this statement. 

Carrying out his principle, M. Comte divide. Mathe
matics into" Abstract Mathematics, or the CalculUB (tak
ing the word in its most extended Bense) and Concrete 
Mathematics, which is composed of General Geometry and 
of Rational Mechanic8." The subject-matter of the first. of 
these is number; the subject-matter of the second include. 
'pace, time, motion, fores. The one p08l!eBSeI the highest 
possible degree of generality j for all things whatever 
admit of enumeration. The othel'l are leBS general; see
ing that there are endlesa phenomena that are not cogniza
ble either by general geometry or rational mechanics. In 
conformity with the alleged law, therefore, the evolution 
of the calculus must throughout have preceded the evolu
tion of the concrete sub-sciences. Now somewhat awk
wardly for him, the first remark M. Comte makes bearing 
upon this point is, that "from an historical point of view, 
mathematical analysis appear' to Mve mm out of the con
templation of geometrical and mechanical facts." True, 
be goes on to say that, " it is not the lesa i~dependent of 
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these sc\ences logically speaking;" for that "analytical 
ideas are, above all others, universal, \bstract, and simple' 
and geometrical conceptions are necessarily founded on 
them.". . 

We will not take advantage of this last passage to 
charge M. Comte with teacning, after the fashion of Hegel, 
that there can be thought without things thought o£ We 
are content simply to compare the two assertions, that 
analysis arose out of the contemplation of geometrical and 
mechanical facts, and that geometrical conceptions are 
founded upon analytical ones. Literally interpreted they 
exactly cancel each other. Interpreted, however, in a 
liberal sense, they imply, what we believe to be de
monstrable, that the two had a 8imultaneou8 origin. The 
passage is either nonsense, or it is an admission that 
abstract and concrete mathematics are coeval. Thus, 
at the very first step, the alleged congruity between the 
order of generality and the order of evolution, does· not 
hold good. 

But may it not be that though abstract and concrete 
mathematics took their rise at the same time, the one 
afterwards developed more rapidly than the other; aud 
has ever since remained in advance of it ? No: and again 
we call M. Comte himself as witness. Fortunately for his 
argument he has said nothing respecting the early stages 
of the concrete and abstract divisions after their diver
gence from a common root; otherwise the advent of 
Algebra long after the Greek geometry had reached a high 
development, would have been an inconvenient fact for 
him to deal with. But passing over this, aud limiting 
ourselves to his own statements, we find, at the opening of 
the next chapter, the admission, that" the historical de
velopment of the abstract portion of mathematical science 
bas, since the time of Descartes, been for the most part 
determinea by that of the concrete." Further on we read 
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respecting algebraic functions that" most functiollll were 
concrete in their oaigin-even those which are at prescnt. 
the most purely abstract; and the ancient. discovered 
oniy through geometrical definitions e}ementary algebraio 
properties of functions to which a numerical value Will not 
attached till long afterwards, rendering abstract to UI 

what was concrete to the old geometers." How do these 
statements tally with his doctrine? -Again, having dividlld 
the calculus into algebraic and arithmetical, M. Comt. 
admits, as perforce. he must, that the algebraio ia more 
general than the arithmetical; yet he will not say that 
algebra preoedell arithmetic in point of time. And again, 
having divided the calculus of functions into the calculu. 
of direct functions (common algebra) and the ca1culna ·of 
indirect functions (transcendental analysis), he ia obliged 
to speak of this last as possessing a higher generality than 
the first; yet it is far more modern. Indeed, by implica.. 
tion, M. Comte himself confesses this incongruity; for he 
says :-" It might seem that the transcendental analY8ia 
ought to be studied before the ordinary, III it provides the 
equations which the other has to resolve; but though the 
transcendental is logically independent 0/ tk ordinary, it 
is best to follow the usual method of study, taking the 
ordinary first." In all these cases, then, 31 well 31 at the 
close of the section where he predicts that mathematician. 
will in time" create procedures of a tlJider generality," M. 
Comte makes admissions that are diametrically opposed to 
the alleged law. 

In the succeeding chapters treating of the concrete de
partment of mathematics, we find similar contradictions. 
M. Comte himself names the geometry of the ancients 6p6-

cial geometry, and that of moderns the general geometry. 
lIe admits that while" the ancients studied geometry with 
reference to the bodies under notice, or specially; the 
moderns study it with reference to the pknomena to he 
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considered, or generally." He admits that while "the an 
cients extracted all tbey could out of oAe line or surface 
before passing to another," "the moderns, since Descartes, 
employ themselves o:a questions which relate to any figure 
whatever." These facts are the reverse of what, according 
to bis theory, they should be. . So, too, in mechanics. Be
fore dividing it into statics and dynamics, M. Comte treats 
of the three laws of motion, and is obliged to do so; for 
statics, the more general of the two divisions, though it J 

docs not mvolve motion, is impossible as a science until the 
laws of motion are ascertained. Yet the laws of motion 
pertain to dynamics, the more special of .the divisions. 
Further on he points out that after Archimedes, who dis
covered the law of equilibrium of the lever, statics made 
no progress until the establishment of dynamics enabled us 
to seek" the conditions of equilibrium through the l:iws of 
the composition of forces." And he adds-" At this day 
this is the method universally employeil. At the first glance 
it does not appear the most rational-dynamics being more 
complicated than statics, and precedence being natural to the 
simpler. It would, in fact, be more philosophical to refer 
dynamics to statics, as has since been done." Sundry dis
coveries are afterwards detailed, showing how completely 
tbe development of statics has been achieved by consider. 
ing its problems dynamically; and before the close of the 
section M. Comte remarks that" before hydrostatics could 
be comprehended under statics, it was necessary that the 
abstract theory of equilibrium should be made so general 
as to apply directly to fluids as well as solids. This was ac
complished when Lagrange supplied, as the basis of the 
whole of rational mechanics, the single principle of virtual 
velocities." In which statement we have two facts directly 
at variance with M. Comte's doctrine i-first, that the sim· 
pIer science, statics, reached its present development only 
by the aid of the principle of virtual velocities, which be-
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longs to the more complex science, dynamics; and tbat t1liJ 
1& single principle fII nnderlying all rational mechanics-thit 
mo8' Uffltf'al form whicb includes alike the relation. of atat.
ical, hydrostaticaJ, and dynamical forecl-lI"aa reached 10 

late as the time of Lagrange. 
Thus it is nol true that the historical auccession of tbe 

divisions of mathematics has corresponded with the order 
of decreasing generality. It is "0' trne that abstract math. 
ematics was evolved antecedently to, and independently 
of concrete mathematics. It is not trne that of the aub
divisions of abstract mathematics, the more general came 
before the mae apecial. And it is no' trne that concrete 
mathematics, in either of its two sections, began with the 
most abstraot and advanced to the less abstract truths. 

It may be well to mention, parenthetically, that in do
fending his alleged law of progression from the general to 
the special, M. Comte somewhere comments upon the two 
meaninga of the word u-al, and the resulting liability to 
confusion. Without now discussing whether the asserted 
distinction can be maintained in other eases, it is manifest 
that it does not exist here. In aundry of the instance. 
above quoted, the endeavors made by M. Comte himself to 
disguise, or to uplain away, the precedence of the special 
over the general, clearly indicate that the generality spoken 
o~ is of the kind meant by his formula. And it needs but 
a brief consideration of the matter to show that. even did 
he attempt it, he could not distinguish this generality, which, 
as above proved, frequently comes last, from the generality 
which he says always comes first. For what is the nature 
of that mental process by which objects, dimensious, 
weights, times, and thereat, are found capable of having 
their relations expressed numerically' It is the formation 
of certain abstract conceptions of DOity, duality and multi
plicity, which are applicable to all things alike. It is the 
Invention of general symbols serving to express the numer· 
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leal relations of entities, whatever be their special charnc· 
ters. And what is the nature of the 'mental process by 
which numbers are found capable of having their relations 
expressed algebraiC!Aly? It is just the same. It is the for· 
mation of certain abstract conceptions of numerical funo
tions which are the same whatever be the magnitudes of 
the numbers. It is the invention of general symbols servo 
Ing to express the relations between numbers, as numben 
express the relations between things. And transcendental 
analysis stands to algebra in the same position that algebra 
stands in to arithmetio. 

To briefly illustrate their respective powers ;-arithme
tio can express in one formula the value of a particular 
tangent to a particular curve; algebra can express in one 
formula the values of all tangents to a particular eurve ; 
transcendental analysis can express in oue formula the val· 
ues of all tangents to all curves. Just as arithmetic deals 
with the common properties of lines, areas, bulks, forces, 
periods; so does algebra deal with the common properties 
of the numbers which arithmetio presents; so does tran
soendental analysis deal with the oommon properties of the 
equations exhibited by algebra. Thus, the generality of 
the higher branches of the calculus, when compared with 
the lower, is the same kind of generality as that of the lower 
branches when compared. with geometry or mechanics. 
And on examination it will be found that the like relation 
exists in the "arious other cases above given. 

Having shown that M. Comte's alleged law of progres
sion does nl)t hold among the several parts of the same 
science, let us see how it agrees with the facts when applied 
to separate sciences. "Astronomy," says M. Comte, at the 
opening of Book m, II was a positive science, in its geo
metrical aspect, from the earliest days of the Bchool of Alex. 
andria i but Physics, which we are now to consider, had no 
nnQiti" .. "h .. r" .. t ....... t ... 11 till Aa.liI .. n msdp. hi.. OTp.st iliMnv. 
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flries on the fall of heavy bodies." On this, our comment II 
simply that it is a'misrepresentation based upon an arbi· 
trary misuse of words-a mere verbal artifice. By choosing 
to exclude from terrestrial physics th<l1le lawl of magnitude, 
motion, and positiou, which he includes in celestial physics, 
M. Comte makes it appear that the one owes nothing to 
the other. Not only is this altogether unwarrantable, but 
it is radically inconsistent with his own scheme of divisions. 
At the outset he says-and as the point ia important we 
quote from the original-" Pour la phy/Jigu. inorganigu4 
nous voyons d'abord, en nous conformant toujoura ll'ordre 
de glmeralith at de dependance des phenom~nes, qu'"lle doit 
6tre partaghe en deux sections distinctes, swvant qU'elle 
considere les phenom~nes generaux de I'univers, ou, en par. 
ticlliier, ceux que preseutent les corps terrestrea. D'o~ la 
physique celeste, ou I'astronomie, soit g~ometrique, Boit. 
mechanique; et la physique terrestre." 

Here then we have inorganic phy.ic, clearly divided 
into celestial phYBic, and terrestrial phYllic.-the pheno
mena presented by the universe, and the phenomena pre
sented by earthly bodies. If now celestial bodies and ter· 
restrial bodies exhibit sundry leading phenomena in com· 
mon, as they do, how can the generalization of these com
mon phenomena be considered as pertaining to the one class 
rather than to the other P If inorganio physics includes 
geometry (which !I. Comte bas made it do by comprehend. 
ing geometrical astronomy in its sub-section-eelestial phy
sics); and if its sub-section-terrestrial physics, treats of 
things baving geometrical properties j how can tbe laws of 
geometrical relations be excluded from terrestrial physics P 
Clearly if celestial physics includes the geometry of ob
jects in the beavens, terrestrial physics includes tbe geometry 
of objects on the earth. And it terrestrial pbysics include. 
terrestrial geometry, while celestial physics includes (l(:lestial 
geometry, then tbe geometrical part of terrestrial phyliCi 
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precedes the geometlical part of celestial physics; see· 
ing that geometry gained its first ideas trom surrounding 
objects. Until men had learnt geometrical relations from 
bodies on the earth, it was impossible for them to nndei'" 
stand the geometrical relations of bodies in the heavens. 

So, too, with cclestial mechanics, which had terrestrial 
mechanics for its parent. The very conception of force, 
which underlies the whole of mechanical astronomy, is bor
rowed from our earthly experiences; and the leading laws 
of mechanical action as exhibited in scales, levers, projec
tiles, &c., had to be ascertained before the dynamics of the 
solar system could be entered npon. What '\vere the laws 
made use of by Newton in working out his grand discovery? 
The law of falling bodies disclosed by Galileo; that of the 
composition of forces also disclosed by Galile.o; and that 
of centrifugal force found out by Huyghens-all of them 
generalizations of terrestrial physics. Yet, with facts like 
these before him, M. Comte places astronomy before phy
sics in order of evolution 1 lIe does not compare the geo
metrical parts of the two together, and the mechanical 
parts of the two together; for this would by no means 
suit his hypothesis. But he compares the geometrical part 
of the one with the mechanical part of the other, and so 
gives a semblance of truth to his position. lIe is led away 
by a verbal delusion. Had he confined his attention to the 
things and disregarded the words, he would have seen that 
before mankind scientifically co·ordinated anyone class of 
pltenomena displayed in the heavens, they had previously 
co·ordinated a parallel class of phenomena displayed upon 
the surface of the earth. 

Were it needful we could fill a score pages with the in
congruities of M. Comte's scheme. But the foregoing sam. 
pIes will suffice. So far is his law of evolution of the 
sciences from being tenable, that, by following his exam
ple, and arbitrarily ignoring one class of facts, it would be 
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possible to present, with great plausibility, just the opposite 
generalization to tJlat which he enunciates. While he &a

serts that the rational order of the sciences, like the ordel 
of their historic development, "is determined by the do
gree of simplicity, or, what comes to the same thing, of 
generality of their phenomenA;" it might contrariwise be 
asserted, that, commencing with the complex and the sp. 
cial, mankind have progressed step by step to a knowledge 
of greater simplicity and wider generality. So much evi· 
dence is there of this as to have drawn from Wbewell, in 
bis HiBtory of the Inductiv8 Science8, the general remark 
that" the reaikJr haa already seen repeatedly in the course 
of this history, complex and derivative principles present
ing themselves to men's minds before simple and elemen. 
tary ones." 

Even from M. Comte's own work, numerous facts, ad 
missions, and arguments, might be picked out, tending to 
show this. We have already quoted his words in proof 
that both abstract and concrete mathematies have prQo 
gressedtowards a higher degree of generality, and that he 
looks forward to a higher generality stilL Just to strength
en this adverse hypothesis, let us take a further instance. 
From the particular case of the scales, the law of equilibri
um of which was familiar to the earliest nations known, Ar· 
chimedes advanced to the more generaJ case of the unequal 
lever with unequal weights; the law of equilibrium of 
which includes that of the scales. By the help of Galileo's 
discovery concerning the composition of forces, D' A1embert. 
., established, for the first time, the equations of equilibrium 
of any system of forces applied to the different points of a 
solid bodY"-equations which include all cases of lever. 
and an infinity of cases besides. Clearly this is progrey 
towards a higher generality-towards a knowledge more 
independent of speoial circumBtance&-towarda a study of 
phen.omena "the most disengaged from the incidents of 
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particular cases;" which is M. Comte's definition of "the 
most simple phenomena." Does it not hldeed follow from 
the familiarly admitted fact, that mental advance is from 
the concrete to the ab:ttract, from the particular to the gen· 
eral, that the universal and therefore most simple truths are 
the last to be discovered? Is not the government of the 
solar system by a force varying inversely as the square of 
the distance, a simpler conception than any that preceded 
it ? Should we ever succeed in reducing all orders of phe. 
nomena to some single law-say of atomic action, as M. 
Comte suggests-must not that law answer to his test of 
being independent of all others, and therefore-most simple? 
And would not such a law generalize the phenomena of 
gravity, cohesion, atomic affinity, and electric repulsion, just 
as the laws of number generalize the quantitative phenom. 
ena of space, time and force? 

The possibility of saying so much in support of an hypo
thesis the very reverse of M. Comte's, at once proves that 
his generalization is only a half-truth. The fact is, that 
neither proposition is correct by itself; and the actuality is 
expressed only by putting the two together. The progress 
of science is duplex: it is at once from the special to the 
general, and from the general to the special: it is analytical 
and synthetical at the same time. 

M. Comte himself observes that the evolution of science 
has been accomplished by the division (If labour; hilt he 
quite misstates the mode in which this division of labour 
has operated. As he describes it, it has simply been an.ar· 
rangement of phenomena into classes, and the study of each 
class by itself. He does not recognise the constant effect. 
of progress in each class upon all other classes; but only on 
the class succeeding it in his hierarchical scale. Or if he 
occasionally admits collateral influences an.d intercommuni. 
cations, he does it so grudgingly, and so quickly puts the 
admissions ont of sight and forgets them, as to leave the 
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impression tbat, with but trilling exceptions, tbe scienoel 
aid each other orl.y in tbe order oftbeir alleged succession. 
The fact is, however, t.hat the division of labour in science, 
like the division of labour in society" and like tbe "pbysio
logical division of labour" in individual organisms, has been 
Dot only a specialization offunct.ions, but a continuoul help
ing of each division by all t.be others, and of all by each. 
Every particular class of inquirers has, as it were, lecrete.l 
its own particular order of trutbs from the general mass or 
material which observation accumulates; and all other 
classes of inquirers have made use of tbele tratba as fast. 
as they werecelaborated, with t.be effect or enabling them 
tbe better to elaborate each it.a own order of trutbL 

It was tbus in sundry of tbe cases we have quoted as at. 
variance wit.h M. Comte's doctrine. It. was thus with the 
application of Buygbens's optical disoovery to astronomical 
observation by Galileo. It was tbua with tbe application 
of the isocbronism of t.he pendulum to the making of in
struments for measuring int.ervals, ast.ronomical and otber. 
It was thus wben tbe discovelJ' that tbe refraction and du.. 
persion of ligbt did Dot follow the same Jawor variation, 
aft'ected botb astronomy and pbysiology by giving UI acbro
matio telescopes and microscopeL It was thul when Brad,. 
ley's discovery of the aberration or light enabled him to . 
make t.be first step towards ascertaining the motionl or the 
stars. It was thns wben Cavendisb'l torsion-balance ex
periment det.ermined tbe specifio gravity or tbe earth, and 
80 gave a datum for calculating tbe specifio gravities or tbe 
aun and planetL It. was tbus when tables of atmOtlpberio 
refraction enabled observers to write down the real places 
of the beavenly bodies instead of tbeir apparent places. It. 
was tbus when tbe diacovelJ' or tbe different expansibilities 
of metals by heat, gave us tbe meana or oorrecting our 
chronometrical measurements or astronomical periodL It. 
was thus when the linea or tbe prismatio .pectrum were 
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!l8ed to distinguish the heavenly bodies that are of like na
ture with the sun from those which are 1D0t. It was thus 
when, as recently, an electro-telegraphic instrument was in
vel.lted for the mor~ accurate registration of meridional 
transits. It was thus wben the difference in the rates of a 
clock at the equator, and' nearer the poles, gave data for 
calculating the oblateness of tbe earth, and accounting for 
the precession of the equinoxes. It was thus-but it is 
needless to continue. 

Here, within our own limited knowledge of its history, we 
have named ten additional cases in which the single science 
of astronomy has owed its advance to scienc~ coming after 
it in M. Comte's series. Not only its secondary steps, but 
its greatest revolutions have been thus determined. Kep
ler could not have discovered his celebrated laws had it llot 
been for Tycho Brahe's accurate observations; and it was 
only after some progress in physical and chemical science 
tbat the improved instruments with which those observa
tions were made, became possible. The heliocentrill theory 
of the solar system had to wait until tbe invention of tbe 
telescope before it could be finally established. Nay, even 
the grand disco\""ery of all-tbe law of gravitation-depend. 
ed for its p~or upon an operation of physical science, the 
mcasurement of a degree on the Earth's surface. Socomplete
Iy indeed did it t.hus depend, that Newton had actlMlly 
abandoned Au "ypotksu because tbe length of a degree, 
as then stated, brought out wrong results; and it was only 
after Picart's more exact measurement was published, tbat 
he returned to his calculations and proved his great gener
alization. Now this constant intercommunion, which, for 
brevity's sake, we have illustrated in the case of one science 
only, has becn taking pl3<'e with all the sciences. Through
out the whole course of their evolution there has becn a 
contmuous COn8en.tU8 of the science&-a C01l8C1l8m exhibit
ing a general correspondence with the COn8en.tW of mcw 
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ties in each phase of mental development; the one being 
an objective regi~try of the sUbjective state of the other. 

From our present point of view,fthen, it becomes obvi
ous that the conception of a .erial arrangement of the sci
ences is a vicious one. It is not simply that the Ichemes 
we have examined are untenable; but it is that tbe Icienees 
cannot be rightly placed in any linear order wbatever. n 
is not simply tbat, as M. Comte admits, a classification 
"will always involve something, if not arbitrary, at least 
artificial; "it is not, as he would have nl believe, tbat, 
neglecting minor imperfections a classification may he lub
stantially true; hut it is that auy grouping of tbe IciencCl 
in a succession gives a radically erroneoul idea of their 
genesis and their dependencies. There is no "one rational 
order among a host of possible system .. " There is no 
"true jiliation of the sciences." The whole bypothesil is 
fundamentally false. Indeed, it needs hut a glance at its 
origin to see at once bow haseless it ill. Why a .eria , 
Wbat reason bave we to suppose that the sciences admit 
of a linear arrangement l' Where is our warrant for 
assuming that there is some /IUCC68.ion in which tbey can 
he placed l' There is DO reason; no warrant. Whence 
then bas arisen the supposition l' To use M. Comte'. own 
phraseology, we should say. it is a metaphysical conception. 
It adds another to the cases constantly occurring, of the 
human mind being made the measure of N ature. We are 
obliged to think in sequence; it is the law of our minds 
that we must consider Bubjects separately, one aCter 
another: therefore N sture must be aerial-therefore the 
sciences must he classifiable in a succession. See here the 
birth of the notion, and the sole evidence of its truth. 
Men have been obliged when arranging in books their 
schemes of education and systems of knowledge, to choose 
.oml order or other. And from inquiring what ia the heR 
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.Drder, have naturally fallen into the belief that there is an 
order which truly represents the fact~ave persevered in 
seeking such an order; quite overlooking the prilvious 
question whether it is likely that Nature has consulted the 
convenience of book-making. 

For German philosophers, who hold that Nature is 
"petrified intelligence," and that. logical forms are the 
foundations of all things, it is a consistent hypothesis that 
as thought is serial, Nature is serial; but that M. Comte, 
who is so bitter an opponent of all anthropomorphism, 
even in its most evanescent shapes, should have committed 
the mistake of imposing upon the external world an ar
rangement which so obviously springs from a limitation of 
the human consciousness, is somewhat strange. And it is 
the more strange when we call to mind how, at the outset, 
M. Comte remarks that in the beginning" toutesles sciences 
Bont cul/ivees simultanement par les memes espn~s ,. " that 
this is "inevitable et meme indispensable,'" and how he 
further remarks that the different sciences are "tomme 
les div6rstJs branches d'un tronc unique." Were it not 
accounted for by the distorting influence of a cherished 
hypothesis, it would be scarcely possible to understand 
how, after recognising truths like these, M. Comte "should 
have persisted in attempting to construct" une echelle en
cyclopedique. " 

The metaphor which M. Comte has here so inconsis
tently used to express the relations of the sciences-
branches of one trunk-is an approximation to the truth, 
though not the truth itsel£ It suggests the facts that the 
aciellces had a common origin; that they have been de
veloping simultaneously; and that they have been from 
time to time dividing and sub-dividing. But it does not 
luggest the yet more important fact, that the divisions and 
sub·divisions thus arising do not remain separate, but now 
and again. re-unite in direct and indirect ways. They 
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Inosculate; they severally send oft' and receive connecting 
growths; and thl intercommunion hal been ever becom
ing more frequent, more intricate, more widely ramified. 
There has all along been higher spo·llialization, that. there 
might be a larger generalization; and a deeper analysis, 
that there might be a better synthesis. Each larger gen
eralization has lifted sundry specializations still bigher i and 
each better synthesis has prepared the way for still deeper 
analysis. 

And here we may fitly enter upon the task awhile since 
indicated-a sketch of the Genesis of Science, regarded a. 
a gradual outgrowth from common knowledge-an exten
sion of the perceptions by the aid of the reason. We pro
pose to treat it as a psychological process historically dis
played; tracing at the same time the advance from qualita
tive to quantitative prevision; the progress from concrete 
facts to abstract facts, and the application of such abstract 
facts to the analysis of new orders of concrete facts; the 
simultaneous advance in gereralization and specialization; 
the continually increasing subdivision and reunion of tho 
sciences; and their constantly improving con,e1l8U8. 

To trace out scientific evolution from its deepest roolA 
would, of course, involve a complete analysis of the mind. 
For as science is a development of that common knowledge 
acquired by the unaided senses and uncultured reason, 10 

is that common knowledge itself gradually built up ont of 
the simplest perceptions. We mnst, therefore, begin 
somewhere abrnptly; and the most appropriate stage 
to take for our point of departure will be the adult mind 
of the savage. 

Commencing thus, withont a proper preliminary analy
sis. we are naturally somewhat at a loss how to present, in 
a satisfactory manner, those fundamental processes of 
thought out of which science ultimately originatea. Per 
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haps our argument may be best initiated by the proposi 
tion, that all intelligent action whateveredepends upon the 
discerning of distinctions among surrounding things. The 
condition under whiih only it is possible for any creature 
to obtain food and avoid danger is, that it shall be differ
ently affected by different objects-that it shall be led to 
a(,t in one way by one object, and in another way by 
another. In the lower orders of creatures this condition is 
fulfilled by means of an apparatull which acts automatically. 
In the higher orders the actions are partly automatic, 
partly conscious. And in man they are almost wholly 
conscious. • 

Throughout, however, there must necessarily exist a 
certain classification of things according to their properties 
-a classification which is either organically registered in 
the system, as in the inferior creation, or is formed by 
experience, as in ourselves. And it may be further reo 
marked, that the extent to which this classification is 
carried, roughly indicates the height of intelligence-that, 
while the lowest organisms are able to do little more than 
discriminate organic from inorganic matter; while the 
generality of animals carry their classifications no further 
than to a limited number of plants or creatures serving 
for food, B limited number of beasts of prey, and a limited 
number of places and materials; the most degraded of the 
human race possess a knowledge of the distinctive natures 
of a great variety of substances, plants, animals, tools, per
sons, &c., not only as classes but as individuals. 

What now is the mental process by which classification 
is effected? Manifestly it is a recognition of the Ukene8s 
or unlikeness of things, either in respect of their sizes, 
colours, forms, weights, textures, tastes, &c., or in respect 
of their modes of action. By some special mark, sound, or 
motion, the savage identifies a certain four-legged crea' 
ture he sees, as one that is good for food, and to be caught 
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in a particular way i or as one that i.e dangerous i and acta 
accordingly. lIet has classed together all the ereaturea 
that are al~ in this particular. And manifestly in chooe
ing the wood out of which to form hit bow, the plant with 
which to poison his arrows, the bone from which to make 
his fish-hooks, he identifies them through their chief ICnsi
ble properties as belonging to the general classel, wood, 
plant, and bone., but distinguishes them 81 belonging to 
sub.cJasses by virtue of certain properties in which they are 
unlik6 the rest of the general classes they belong to i and 10 

forms genera and species. 
And here ~ becomes manifest that not only is classifica

tion carried on by grouping together in the mind thin~ 
that are II",. but. that classes and sub-clasaee are formed 
and arranged according to the degreu ofunlikmu., Thin~ 
widely contrasted are alone distinguished in the lower 
stages of mental evolution; as may be 8ny day obse"ed in 
an infaut. And gradually as the powers of dilCrimination 
increase., the widely cont.rasted classes at first distinguished, 
come to be each divided int.o sulHllassea, differing from 
each other less than the classes dilfer i and these su~claasea 
are again divided after the same manner. By the continlJo 
ance of which process, thin~ are gradually arranged into 
groups, the members of which are 1881 and less tmlik4,. 
ending, finally, in groups whose members differ onl1 .. 
individuals, and not specifically. And thus there tend. 
ultimately to arise the notion of compkts likmu.. For 
manifestly, it is impossible that gronps should continue to 
be sub-divided in virtue of smaller and smaller differences, 
without there being a simultaneous approximation to the 
notion of no differenc&. 

Let os next notice that tl.e recoguition of likeneM and 
unlikeness, which underlies classification, and out of which 
continued classification evolvCII the idea of complete like
ness-let os next notice that it also underlies the JIrooetII! 
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of naming, and by consequence language. For all 1\ 
guage consists, at the beginning, of sym~ols which are 
like to the things symbolized as it is practicable to ma 
them. The Ianguage.of signs is a means of conveying ideas 
by mimicking the actions or peculiarities of the things re
ferred to. Verbal language is also, at the beginning, a 
mode of suggesting objects or acts by imitating the sounds 
which the objects make, or with which the acts are accom
panied. Originally these two languages were used simul
taneously. It needs but to watch the gesticulations with 
which the savage accompanies his speech-to see a Bush
mun or a Kaffir dramatizing before an audi~ce his mode 
of catching game-or to note the extreme paucity of 
words in all primitive vocabularies; to infer that at first, 
attitudes, gestures, and sounds, were all combined to pro· 
duce as good a likeness as possible, of the things, animals, 
persons, or events described; and that as the sounds came 
to be understood by themselves the gestures fell into dis
Ulle: leaving traces, however, in the manners of the more 
excitable civilized races. But be this as it may, it suffices 
simply to observe, how many of the words current among 
barbarous peoples are like the sounds appertaining to the 
things signified; how many of our own oldest and simplest 
words have the same peculiarity; how children tend to in
vent imitative words; and how the sign·language sponta
neously formed by deaf" mutes is invariably based upon 
imitative actions-to at once see that the notion of likeness 
is that from which the nomenclature of objects takes itlll 
rise. 

Were there space we might go on to point out how this 
law of life is traceable, not only in the origin but in the de
velopment of language; how in primitive tongues the plu
ral is made by a duplication of the singular, which is a 
multiplication of the word to make it like the multiplicity 
of the things; how the use of metaphor-that prolific 
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BOurce of new word&-ill a IIOggesting of ideas tbat arfl lila 
tbe ideas to be clJnveyed in BOme respect or other; and 
how, in the copious use of simile, fable, and allegory among 
uncivilized races, we see that compltl1: conceptions, which 
there is yet no direct language for; are rendered, b,. pr. 
senting known conceptions more or less like them. 

. This view is further confirmed, and the predominance 
of this notion of likeness in primitive times further illus
trated, by tbe tact tbat our system of presenting ideas to 
the eye originated after the same fashion. Writing and 
printing have descended from picture-language. The ear· 
;iest mode of permanently registering a fact was by depict. 
ing it on a wall; tbat i&-by exhibiting something as like to 
the thing to be remembered as it could be made. Grad
ually as the practice grew habitual and extensive, the tIlos' 
frequently repeated forms became fixed, and present!y ab
breviated ; and, passing t.hrough the hieroglyphio and ideo
graphio phases, the symbols lost all apparent relations to 
the things signified: just 88 the majority of our spoken 
words have done. 

Observe agaiD, tbat the same thing is true respecting 
the genesis of reasoning. The likenesl that is perceived to 
exist between cases, is the essence of all early reasoning 
and of much of our present reasoning. The savage, hav. 
ing by experience discoyered a relation between a certain 
object and a certain act, infers that the like relation will be 
found in future cases. And the expresSions we constantly 
use in our argument&-" analo!l!/ implies," "tbe cases are 
not parallel," " by parity of reasoning," " tbere is DO lim .. 
larity,"--show how constantly the idea of likeneu under
lies our ratiocinative processes. 

Still more clearly will this be seeD OD recognising the 
Caet that tbere is a certain parallelism between reasoning 
and classification; that the two have a common root i and 
:.hat neitber can go on without the other. For on the one 
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hand, it is a familiar truth that the attributing to a body iu 
consequence of some of its properties, ali those other prop
erties in virtue of which it is referred to a particular class, 
is an act of inference, And, on the other hand, the form
ing of a generalization is the putting together in one class, 
all those cases which present like relations; while the draw
ing a deduction is essentially the perception that a particu
lar case belongs to a certain class of cases previously gener
alized. So that as classification is a grouping together of 
like things l reasoning is a gro'uping together of like rela
tions among things. Add to which, that while the perfec
tion gradually achieved in classification consi~ts in the form
ation of groups of objects which are completely alike l the 
perfection gradually achieved in reasoning consists in the 
formation of groups of cases which are completely alike. 

Once more we may.contemplate this dominant idea of 
likoness as exhibited in art. All art, civilized as well as 
savage, consists almost wholly in the making of objects like 
other objects; either as found in Nature, or as produced 
by previous art. If we trace back the varied art-products 
now existing, we find that at each stage the divergence 
from previous patterns is but small when compared with 
the agreement; 'and in the earliest art the persistency of 
imitation is yet more conspicuous. The old forms and 
ornaments and symbols were held sacred, and perpetually 
copied. Indeed, the strong imitative tendency notoriously 
displayed by the lowest human races, ensures among them 
a constant reproducing oflikenesses ofthingR, forms, signs, 
sounds, actions, and whatever else is imitable; and we may 
even suspect that this aboriginal peculiarity is in some way 
connected with the culture and development of this gen
eral conception, which we have found so deep and wide
I!pread in its applications. 

And now let us go on to consider how, by a further 
Qllfolding of this same fundamental notion, there ii a grad-
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oal furmation of the first germs ot science. This idea of 
likeness which udderlies classification, nomenclatnre, lan
guage spoken and written, reasoning, and art j and which 
plays so important a part because aIh acts of intelligence 
are made possible only by distinguishing among lurround. 
ing things, or grouping them into like and unlike j-this 
idea we shall find to be the one of which science is the e .. 
pecial product. Already during the stage we have been 
describing, there has existed qualitativII prevision in re
spect to the commoner phenomena with which lavage life 
is familiar j and we have 'now to inquire how the elements 
ot quantitatiVfJ prevision are evolved. We shall find t.hat. 
they originate by the perfecting ot this same idea ot like
ness; that they have their rise in that conception ot com
plete likenes8 which, as we have seen, necessarily resultl 
from the continued process of classification. 

For when the process of classification has been carried 
as far as it is possible for the uncivilized to carry it-whell 
the animal kingdom has been grouped not merely into 
quadrupeds, birds, fishes, and insects, but each of these di
vided into kinds-when there come to be lub-classes, in 
each of which the members di1fer only 81 individuals, and 
not specifically; it is clear t.hat there must occur a frequen' 
observation of objects which differ so little 81 to be inm.. 
tinguishable. Among several creatures which t.he lavage 
has killed and carried home, it must often happen that 
some one, which he wished to identify, is 80 exactly like 
another that he cannot tell which is which. Thus, then, 
there originates the notion ot equality. The things which 
among ourselves are called equal-whether lines, angles, 
weights, temperatures, sonnds or colotu'&-are things which 
produce in us sensations that cannot be distinguished from 
~ach other. It is trne that we noW' apply the word equal 
ohie:fty to the separate phenomena which objects exhibit, 
BDd not to groups of phenomena; but this limitation of tho 
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Idea has evidently arisen by subsequent analysis. And that 
the notion of equality did thus origi~te, will, we think, 
become obvious on remembering that as there were no ar· 
tificial objects from I'hich it could have been abstracted, it 
must have been abstracted from natural objects; and that 
the various families of the animal kingdom chiefly furnish 
those natural objects which display the requisite exactitude 
of likeness. 

The same order of experiences out of which this gene· 
ral idea of equality is evolved, gives birth at the same time 
to a more complex idea of equality; or, rather, the proceSB 
just described generates an idea of equalitJ which further 
experience separateg into two ideas-equality of thinga and 
oquality of relationa. While organic, and more especially 
animal forms, occasionally exhibit this perfection of likeness 
out of which the notion of simple equality arises, they more 
frequently exhibit only that kind of likeness which we call 
aimilarity; and which is really compound equality. For 
the similarity of two creatures of the same species but of 
different sizes, is of the Bame nature as the similarity of two 
geometrical figures. In either case, any two parts of the 
one bear the same rlltio to one another, as the homologous 
parts of the other. Given in any species, the proportions 
found to exist among the bones, and we may, and zoologists 
do, predict from anyone, the dimensions of the rest; just as, 
when knowing the proportions subsisting among the parts 
of a geometrical figure, we may, from the length of one, 
calculate the others. And if, in the case of similar geome. 
trical figures, the similarity can be established only by 
pI"oving exactness of proportion among the homologous· 
parts; if we express this relation between two parts in the 
one, and the corresponding parts in the other, by tho for
mula A is to B as a is to b; if we otherwise write this, .A 
to B =a to lJ; if, consequently, the fact we prove is that 
the relation of.A to B equala the relation of a to lJ; th(>u 
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kt is manifest that the fundamental conception of limilarit1 
is eguality of relaMM. 

With this explanation we ahall be understood when we 
88y that the notioD of equality of relayonl iI the basia of 
all exact reasoning. Already it. has been ahown that reaeoning 
in general is • recogrution of likmuI of relatione; and 
here we further find that while the notion of likenCSl ot 
things ultimately evolves the idea of limple equality, the 
notion of likeness of relationa evolvCl the ide. of equality 
of relations: of which the one is the concrete germ of ex
act science, while the other is ita abstract germ. 

Those who &&Dnot understand how the ftCOguitioll of 
similarity in creat.urea of the 88me kind, can have any all). 
anee with reasoning, will get over the difficulty on remem
bering that the phenomena among which equality of reI.,. 
tions iI thus perceived, are phenomena of the eame order 
and are present to the sensea at the arne time; while &hose 
among whicb developed reasoD pereeivCI relations, are gen
erally neitber of the eame order, nor aimultaneoWlly preaent. 
And if further, they will call to mind bow Cuvier and Owen, 
from a aingle part of a creature, as • tooth, construct the 
rest by • process of reasoning based Oil this equality of ... 
lations, tbey will see that the two things are intimately 
connected, remote as they at first seem. But we anticipate. 
What it concerna UI here to obse"e is, that from familiari. 
ty with organio forms tbere simultaneously arose the ideaa 
of Bimpl4 equality, and eguality of rdationl. 

At the same time, too, and ont of the same mental pro
cesses, came the first distinct ideas of numller. In the earli-

• est atages, the presentation of leverallike objecta produCEd 
merely an indefinite conception of multiplicity; as it Rill 
does among Australians, and Bushmen, and Damaraa, ,."ben 
the number presented exceeds three or four. With lach • 
fuet before UI we may wely inrer that the first clear namer· 
ical conception was tbat of duality as contrasted with uni. 
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ty. And thl8 notion of duality must necessarily have grown 
up side by side with those of likeness alrd equality; seeing 
that it is impossible to recognise the likeness of two things 
without also percei"ing that there are two. From the 
very beginning the conception Of number must have heen, 
ns it is still, associated with the likeness or equality of 
the things numbered. If we analyze it, we find that sim
ple enumeration is a registration of '.I·epeated impres. 
sions of any kind. That these may be capable of enu· 
meration it is needful that they be more or less alike; and 
before any absolutely true numerical results can be reach
ed, it is requisite that the units be absolutely equal. The 
only way in which we can establish a numerical relation
ship between things that do not yield us like impressions, 
is to divide them into parts that do yield us like impres
sions. Two unlike magnitudes of extension, force, time, 
weight, or what not, can have Wleir relative amounts esti
mated, only by means of some small unit that is contained 
many times in both; and even if we finally write down the 
greater one as a unit and the other as a fraction of it, we 
state, in the denominator of the fraction, the nnmber of 
parts into which the nnit mnst be divided to be compara
ble with the fraction. 

It is, indeed, true, that by an evidently modern process of 
abstraction, we occasionally apply numbers to nnequal units, 
as the furniture at a sale or the various auimals on a farm, 
simply as so many separate entities; but no true result can 
be brought out by calculation with units of this order. 
And, indeed, it is tbe distinctive peculiarity of the calculus 
in general, that it proceeds on the hypothesis of that abso
lute equality of its abstract units, which no real nnits pos
sess; and that the exactness of its results holds only in 
virtue of this hypothesis. The first ideas of number must 
necessarily then have been derived from like or equal mag
nitudes as seen chiefly in organic objects; and as thtl like 
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magnitudes most frequently observed were magnitudes 01 
extension, it folIo," that geometry and arithmetio had I 

simultaneous origin. 
Not only are the first distinct ide., of number co-ordin 

ate with ideas of .likeneBB and equality, but the first effort. 
at numeration displayed the same relationship. On read· 
ing the accounts of various savage tribes, we find that th. 
method of counting by the fingers, still followed by mlmY 
children, is the aboriginal method. Neglecting the several 
cases in which the ability to enumerate does not reach even 
to the number of fingers on one hand, there are many case. 
in which it does not exteud beyond ten-the limit ot the 
simple finget notation. The fact that in so many instances, 
remote, and seemingly unrelated nations, have adopted ten 
as their basic number; together with the fact that in the r. 
mailing instances the basic number iseitherfive (the fingers 
of one hand) or twenty (the fingers and toes); almost or 
themselves show that the fingers were the original units ot 
numeration. The still surviving use of the word digit, .. 
the general name for a figure in arithmetic, is aignificant; 
and it is even said that our word ten (SaL tyo; Dutch, 
tien; German, zehn) means in its primitive expanded form 
ttDO hands. So that originally, to say there were ten things, 
was to say there were two handa of them. 

From all which evidence it is tol.!rably clear that the 
earliest mode of conveying the idea of any number of 
thing&, was by holding up .. many finger ... there were 
things; that is-using a symbol which was equal, in respect 
of multiplicity, to the group symbolized. For which infer
ence there is, indeed, strong confirmation in the recent 
statement that our own soldiers are even DOW spontaneoUle 
Iy adopting this device in their dealings with the Turks. 
And here it should be remarked that in tbis recombination 
of the notion of equality with that of multiplicity, by which 
the first steps in numeration are effected, we may see one 
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of the earhest of those inosculations between the diverging 
branches of science, which are afierwards~f perpetual occur· 
rence. 

Indeed, as this o~ervation suggests, it.will be well, be
fore tracing the mode in which exact science finally emerges 
from the merely approximate judgments of the senses, and 
showing thA non-serial evolution of its divisions, to note 
the non-serial character of those preliminary processes of 
which all after development is a continuation. On re-con
sidering them it will be seen that not only are they diver
gllnt growths from a common root,-not only are they sim
ultaneous in their progress; but that they al;e mutual aids; 
and that none can advanoe without the rest. That com· 
pleteness of classification for which the unfolding of tho 
perceptions paves the way, is impossible without a corre
sponding progress in language, by which greater varieties 
of objects are thinkable and expressible. On the one hand 
it is impossible to carry classification far without names by 
which to designate the classes; and on the other hand it 
is impossible to make language faster than things are classi
fied_ 

Again, the multiplication of classes and the consequent 
narrowing of each class, itself involves a greater likeness 
among the things clas:ed together; and the consequent ap
proach towards the notion of complete likeness itself allows 
classification to be carried higher. Moreover, classifica~ion 
necessarily advances pari passu with rationality-the clas
sification of things with the classification of relations. For 
things that belong to the same class are, by implication, 
things of which the properties and modes of behaviour
the co-existences and sequences-are more or less the same; 
and the recognition of this sameness of co-existences and 
sequences is reasoning. Whence it follows that the advance 
of classification is necessarily proportionate to the advance 
of generalizationp Yet further, the notion of l-ikeness, both 
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in tLings and relations, simultaneously evolves by ono pro
cess of culture tbe ideM of equality of tbings aud equality 
of relations; ~bicb are tbe respective bascs of exact con
crete reasoning .and exact abstract rear.oning--llatbematic. 
and Logic. And once more, tbis illea of equality, in tbe 
very process of being formed, necessarily gives origin to 
two series of relations-tbose of magnitude and tholle of 
number: from whicb arise geometry and tbe calculuL Thu. 
tbe process tbrougbout is one of perpetual lIubdivision and 
perpetual intercommuni('.ation of tbe division I. From tb. 
very first tnere hM been tbat consen8U8 of different kind. of 
knowledge, aDSwering to tbe Clm8en8U8 of the intellectual 
faculties, whicb, as already said, must exist among the sci
ences. 

Let us now go on to obse"e how, out of tbe notions of 
equality and number, as arrived at in tbe manner deBCribed, 
tbere gradually arose tbe elements of quantitative prevision. 

Equality, once having come to be definitely conceived, 
was readily applicable to otber phenomena tban tbose of 
magnitude. Being predicable of all tbing. producing india
tinguisbable impressions, there naturally grew up ideM of 
equality in weights, sounds, colours, &0.; and indeed it can 
8carcely be doubted tbat tbe occasional experience of equal 
weigbts, sounds, and colours, had a ;bare in developing tb. 
abstract conception of equality-that tbe ideas of equality 
in size, relations, forces,· resistances, and sensible proper
ties in general, were evolved during tbe same period. 
But bowever tbis may be, it is clear tbat as fast M tbe na
tion of equality gained definiteness, so fast did tbat lowest 
kind of quantitative prevision wbich is acbieved witbout 
any instrumental aid, become possible. 

The ability to estimate, however roughly, the amount. 
of a foreseen result, implies the conception that it will be 
equal to a certain imagined quantity; and tbe correctness 
filf tbe estimate wiJ manifestly depend upon tt.e 8CMIr:acy at. 
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";\·hich the perceptions of sensible equality have arrived. A 
,avage with a piece of stone in his hand, -and another piece 
lying before him of greater bulk but of the- same kind (a 
fact which he infers fJOm the equality of the two in colour 
and texture) knows about what effort he must put forth to 
raise this other piece; and he judges accurately in propor
ti;>n to the accuracy with which he perceives that the one 
is twice, three times, four times, &c. as large as the other; 
that is-in proportion to the precision of his ideas of equali
ty and number. And here let us not omit to notice that 
even in these vaguest of quantitative previsions, the concep
tion of equality of relations is also involved. -For it is only 
in virtue of an undefined perception that the relation be
tween bulk and weight in the one stone is equal to the re
lation between bulk and weight in the other, that even the 
l'oughest approximation can be made. 

But how came the transition from those uncertain per
ceptions of equality which the unaided senses give, to the 
certain ones with which science deals? It came by placing 
the things compared in juxtaposition. Equality being pre
dicated of things which give us indistinguishable impres
sions, and no accurate comparison of impressions being 
possible unless they occur in immediate succession, it re
sults that exactness of equality is ascertainable in propor
tion to the closeness of the compared things. Hence the 
fact that when we wish to judge of two shades of colour 
whether they are alike or not, we place them side by side; 
hence the fact that we cannot, with any precision, say which 
of two allied sounds is the louder, or the higher in pitch, 
unless we hear the one immediately after the other; hence 
the fact that to estimate the ratio of weights, we take one 
In each hand, that we may compare their pressutes by rap
idly alternating in thought from the one to the other; hence 
the fact, that in a piece of music, we ~ continue to make 
equal beats when the first beat has been given, but cannot 
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ensure commencing with the sam. length of beat 00 .. &. 
ture occasion; an~ hence, lastly, the fact, that of all magru.. 
tudes, tbose of linear ezUmi<Ha are those of which Lb, 
equality is most accurately ascenawable, and thOle to 
which by consequence all othen have to be reduced. For 
it is the peculiarity of linear extension that it alone allows 
its magnitudes to be placed in a1nolut8 juxtaposition, or, 
ratber, in coincident position; it alone cao test the equality 
of two magnitudes by obse"ing whether they will coalellCe, 
M two equal mathematical lines do, wben piaced between 
the same points; it alone cao test egualily by trying ... heth
er it will become identity. Hence, then, the fact, that. all 
exact science is reducible, by an ultimate analysis, to l'1'Sulte 
measured in equal units of linear extension. 

Still it remains to be noticed in what mauner this deter
mination of equality by comparison of linear magnitudea 
originated. Once more may .... perceive that lurrounding 
natural objects supplied the needfullessonL From the be
ginning there must have beeD a constant experience of like 
things placed side by side-meo standing and walking ~ 
gether j animals from the same herd; filih from the same 
shoal. And the ceaseless repetitioD of tbese experiences 
could not fail to suggest the obse"ation, that the nearer 
together any objects were, the more visible became 80y in
equality between them. Hence the obvioUl device of puL
ting in apposition, things of which it was desired to asce .... 
tain tbe relative magnitudeL Hence the idea of rMa4Ul'e. 

And here we suddeoly come upoo a group of facts which 
afford a solid basis to the remainder of our argument; while 
they also furnish strong evidence in support of the forego
ing speculations. Those who look sceptically on this aL
tempted rehabilitation of the earliest epochs of mental de
velopment, and who more especially think that the derivatioD 
of so many primary notious from organio forms is some .. hat 
etrained, will perhaps see more .,robability in the BeTera' 
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Lypotheses that have been ventured, on disconring that. all 
measures of extension and force originate<! from the lengths 
and weights of organic bodies i and all measures of tirmJ 
from the periodic phttlomena of either organic or inorganic 
bodics. 

Thus, among linear measures, the cubit of the lIebrew. 
WIIS the length of the forearm from the elbow to the end 
of the middle finger i and the smaller scriptural dimensions 
are expressed in hand-breadths and spans. The Egyptian 
cubit, which was similarly derived, was divided into digits, 
which were jinger-breadths,· and each finger.breadth was 
more definitely expressed as being equal to flIur grains of 
barley placed breadthwise. Other ancient measures were 
the orgyia or stretch (If the arrmJ, the pace, aud the palm. 
So persistent has been the use of these natural units of 
length in the East, that even now some of the Arabs mete 
Qut cloth by the forearm. So, too, is it with European 
measures. The foot prevails as a dimension throughout 
Europe, and has done since the time of the Romans, by 
whom, also, it was used: its lengths in different places va
rying not much more than men's feet vary. The heights 
of horses are still expressed in hand.,. The inch is the 
length of the terminal joint of the thumb,. as is clearly 
shown in France, where pOlICe means both thumb and inch. 
Then we have the iuch divided into three barley-corns. 

So completely, indeed, have these organic dimensions 
served as the substrata of all mensuration, that it is only 
by means of them that we can form any estimate of some 
of the ancient distances. For enmple, the length of a 
degree on the Earth's surface, as determined by the Ara
bian ftstronomers sllOrtly after the death of Harouu-aI.Ras
chid, was fifty-six of their miles. We know nothing of 
their mile further than that il. was 4000 cubits i and wbether 
these were sacred cubits or common cubits, would remai1l 
loubtful. bllt that the length of the cubit is given as twen· 
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ty-seven inches, and each inch ·defined as the thicknell of 
six barley-grains. • Thus one of the earliest measuremeLtI 
ot a degreo comes d('WD to us in barley-grains. Not. ouly 
did organic lengths furnil!h those IIJfproximate meal!orea 
which satisfied men's needs in ruder ages, but. tbey fur
nished also the standard measures required in latt'r 
times. 'One instance occurs in our own history. To 
remedy the irregularities tben prevailing, nenry L com
manded that the ulna, or ancient ell, which answen to 
the modern yard, should be made ot the exact. length of 
his OW1I arm. . 

Measures ~t weight again had a like derivation. Seeds 
seem commonly to have supplied tbe unit.. The original 
of tbe carat used for weighing in India is a nnall 6et111 

Our OWD systems, both tror and avoirdupois, are derived 
primarily from wheat· corns. Our smallest weigbt, tbe 
grain, is a grain of wheat. This is not a speculation; it i, 
an bistorically registered fact.. Henry llL enacted tbat an 
ounce should be the weigbt of 640 dry grains of wheat 
from tbe middle of the ear. And as all the otber weights 
are multiples or sub-multiples of this, it tollows tbat the 
grain of wheat is the basis of our scale. So natural is it to 
use organio bodies as weights, before artificial weights 
have been established, or where they are not to be had, 
that in some of the remoter parts of Ireland the people 
are said to be in the habit, even now, of putting a man 
into the Beales to serve asa measure for heavy com
modities. 

Similarly with time. Astronomical periodicity, and tb. 
periodicity of animal and vegetable life, are simultaneously 
used in the first stages of progress for estimating epochs. 
The simplest unit of time, the day, nature suppliea ready 
made. The next simplest period, the mooneth or month, 
is also thrust upon men's notice by tbe conspiouons changea 
constituting "lunation. For I:lrger divisions tban thellet 
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the phenomena of the seasons, and the chief events from 
time to time occurring, have been use.! by early and un· 
civilized races. Among the Egyptians the rising of the 
Nile served as a mark. The New .Zealanders were fOllnd 
to begin their year from the reappearance of the Pleiades 
above the sea. One of the uses ascribed to birds, by the 
Greeks, was to indicate the seasons by their migrations. 
Barrow describes the aboriginal Hottentot as denoting 
pel'iodll by the number of moons before or after the ripen. 
ing of one of his chief articles of food. He further states 
that the Kaffir chronology is kept by the moon, and is 
registered by notches on sticks-the death .f a favourite 
chief, or the gaining of a victory, serving for a new era. 
By which last fact, we are at once reminded that in early 
history, events are commonly recorded as occurring in cer
tain reigns, and in certain years of certain reigns: a proceed. 
ing which practically made a king's reign a measure of 
duration. 

And, as further illustrating the tendency to divide time 
by natural phenomena and natural events, it may be no
ticed that even by our own peasantry the definite divisions 
of months and years are but little used; and that they 
habitually refer to occurrences as "before sheep-shearing," 
or "after harvest," or "about the time when the squire 
died." It is manifest, therefore, that the more or less 
equal periods perceived in Nature gave the first units of 
measure for time; as did Nature's more or less equal 
lengths and weights give the first units of measure for space 
and force. 

It remains only to observe, as further illustrating the 
evolution of quantitative ideas after this manner, that 
measures of value were similarly derived. Barter, in one 
form or other, is found among all but the very lowest hu. 
man races. It is obviously based upon the notion of 
equality of worth. And as it gradually merges into trade 
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by the introduction of Bome kind of currency. we finJ 
that the tnea8UN of tDorth, constituting thi. currency. 
are organio bodiea; in some cases COtm"iu. in othel'll 
cocoa-nuts, in otbers cattle, in othtr. pg. j among the 
American Indiana peltry or ,kiM, and in Iceland d1-i6d 
.fish. 

Notions of exact equality and of measure having been 
reached, there came to bu definite ideas of relative magni
tudea as being multiples one of another; whence the prao
tice of measurement by direct apposition of a m~ure. 
Tbe determination of linear extensions by thi. proCle88 can 
scarcely be $lled science, though it. is a step towards it ; 
but the determination of lengths of time by au analogou. 
process may be considered as one of the earliest sample. of 
quantitative prevision. For when it is first ascertained 
tbat the moon completes the cycle of her changes in about 
thirty days-a fact known to most uncivilized tribes that 
can count beyond the number of their finger&-it i. mani
fest that it becomes p088ible to say in what Dumber of daya 
any specified phase of the moon will recur j and it is also 
manifest that this prevision is effected by an opposition of 
two times, after the same manner that linear space is me ... 
ured by the opposition of two lineL For to expreu the 
moon's period in days, is to say how many of these unita 
of measure are contained in the period to be measured-is 
to ascertain the distance between two points in time by 
means of a .eak Q/ daYI, just as we ascertain the distance . 

• between two points in space by a scale of feet or inches : 
and in each case the scale coincides with the thing meas
ured-mentally in the one i visibly in the other. So tbat 
in this simplest, and perhaps earliest case of quantitative 
prevision, tbe phenomena are not only thrust daily UpoD 
men'a notice, but Nature is, as it were, perpetually repea~ 
ing that process of measurement by observing wbich 
the prevision is effected. And thus there may be !riga} 
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6cance in the remark which some have made, that alike 
in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, there -Ss an affinity be· 
tween the word meaning moon, and that meaning measure. 

This fact, that in Fery early stages of social progress it 
is known that the moon goes through her changes in about 
thirty days, and that in about twelve moons the seasons 
return-this fact that chronological astronomy assumes a 
certain scientific character even before geometry does; 
while it is partly due to the circumstance that the astro· 
nomical divisions, day, month, and year, are ready made 
for us, is partly due to the further circumstances that 
agricultural and other operations were at first regulated 
astronomically, and that from the supposed divine nature 
of the heavenly bodies their motions determined the 
periodical religious festivals. As instances of the one we 
have the observation of the Egyptians, that the rising of 
the Nile corresponded with the heliacal rising of Siriuij ; 
the directions given by Hesiod for reaping and ploughing, 
according to the positions of t1;1e Pleiades; and his maxim 
that" fifty days after the turning of the sun is a seasonable 
time for beginning a voyage." As instances of the other, 
we have the naming of the days after the sun, moon, and 
planets; the early attempts among Eastern nations to 
regulate the calendar so that the gods might not b,e offend
ed by the displacement of their sacrifices; and the fix' 
ing of the great annual festival of the Peruvians by the 
position of the sun. In all which facts wo see that, 
at first; science was simply an appliance of religion and 
industry. • 

After the. discoveries that a lunation occupies nearly 
thirty days, and that some twelve lunations occupy a year 
-discoveries of which there is no historical account, but 
which may be inferred as the earliest, from the fact that 
exillting uncivilized races have made them-we come to 
the first known astronomical records, which are thos8 of 
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eciipsea. The Chald(!4DS were aLle to predict tbese. 
"This tbey did, 'probably," says Dr. IDewell in his useruJ 
history, from wLich most of the materiaJa we are about to 
use will be drawn, .. by means oftbeir cycle of 223 month .. 
or about eighteen years; for at tbe end of tLis time, tbe 
eclipses of the moon begin to return, at tbe same intervala 
and in the same order as at tbe beginning." Now this meth
od of calculating eclipses by means of a recurring cycle,
the SarOl as they called it-is a more comples ease of pr. 
vision by means of coincidence of measures. For by wba' 
observations must 'he Chaldeans have diseonred this 
cycle' Obwously, as Delambre infers, by inspecting their 
registers; by comparing the successive intervala; by find
ing that BOrne of the intervals were alike; by seeing thu 
these equal intervals were eighteen years apart; by discov
ering tbat aU t~e intervals that. were eighteen years apan 
were equal; by ascertaining that the intervals formed a 
series which repeated itael~ so that if one of the eyclea of 
intervals were snperposed .ou another the divisions would 
fit. This once perceived, and it manifeatly became p0ssi
ble to use the cycle as a acale of time by which to measure 
out future periods. -Seeing thus that the process of 10 pre
dicting eclipses, is in essence the same as that of predicting 
the moon's monthly cbanges by observing the number of 
days after which they repeat-eeeing tb~ tbe two ditrt!r 
only in the extent and irregularity ofthe interval .. it is not 
difficult to understand how such an amoun' of knowledgp 
should BO early have been reached. And we shall be leM 

• surprised, on remembering that the only tLings involved 
in these previsions were 'mu and nu~; and that. the 
time was in a manner seltnumbered. 

Still, the ability to predict. events recurring only ar..e!' 
BO long a period as eighteen years, impliea a considenble 
.advance in civili&ation-a considerable developmeD' of geo
ernl knowledge; and we havo now to inquire wbat. progre16 
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in other sciences acoompanied, and was necessary to, these 
astronomical previsions. In the first J'lace, there must 
clearly have been a tolerably efficient system of calculation. 
Mere finger-counting,1Jllere head·reckoning, even with the 
aid of a regular decimal notation, could not have sufficed 
for numbering tke days in a year; much less the years, 
months, and days between eclipses. Consequently there 
must have been a mode of registering numbers; probably 
even a system of numerals. The earliest numerical rec
ords, if we may judge by the practices of the less civilized 
races now existing, were probably kept by notches cut on 
sticks, or strokes mal"ked on walls; much as .public-house 
scores are kept now. And there seems reason to believe 
that the first numerals used were simply groups of straight 
strokes, as some of the still-extant Roman ones are; lead
ing us to suspect that these groups of strokes W!lre used to 
represent groups of fingers, as the groups of fiugers had 
been used to represent groups of objects--a supposition 
quite in conformity with the aboriginal system of picture 
writing and its subsequent modifications. Be this 80 or 
not, however, it is manifest that before the Chaldeans dis
covered their Baros, there must have been both a set of 
written symbols serving for an extensive numeration, and 
a familiarity with the simpler rules of arithmetic. 

Not only must abstract mathematics have made some 
progress, but concrete mathematics also. It is scarcely 
possible that the buildings belonging to this era should 
have been laid out and erected without any knowledge of 
geometry. At any rate, there must have existed that ele 
ruentary geometry which deals with direct measurement
with the apposition of lines; and it seems that only after 
the discovery of those simple proceedings, by which right 
angles are drawn, and relative positions fixed, could so reg
ular an architecture be executed. In the case of the other 
division of concrete mathematics--mechanics, we have defi-

9 
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nite evidence of progress. We know that the lever and 
the inclined planb were employed . during this period: im
plying that there was a qualitative prevision oftheir effects, 
though not a quantitative one. Buo we know more. W. 
read of weights in 'the earliest records; and we find weightl 
in ruins of the highest antiquity. Weightl implylCalea, 
of which we have also mention; and Beales involve the 
plimary theorem of mechanics in its least complicated form 
-involve not a qualitative but a quantitative prevision of 
mecha~ical effects. And here we may notice how mechan
ics, in common with the other exact Bciences, took ita rise 
from the simplest application of the idea of equality. For 
the mechanical proposition which the scales involve, is, that 
if a lever with equal arms, have equo! weights suspended 
from them, the weights will remain at equal altitude ... 
And we may further notice, how, in this first atep of ra
tional mechanics, we see illustrated that truth awhile aince 
referred to, that as magnitudes of linear extension are the 
only ones of which the equality ia exactly ascertainable, the 
equalities of other magnitudea have at the outset to be de
termined by means of them. }'or the equality of the 
weights which balance each other in scales, who])y depend. 
upon the equality of the arms: we can know that the 
weights are equal only by proving that the arm. are eqlJal. 
And when by this means we have obtained • I!ystem of 
weights,-a set of equal units of force, then dOel! a IIcienC8 
of mechanics become possible. Whence, indeed, it fo])ows, 
that rational mechanics could not possibly have any other 
starting-point than the 8cales. 

Let us further remember, that during this sarne period 
there was a limited knowledgo of chemistry. The many 
arta which we know to have been carried on must have 
been impossible without a generalized experience of the 
modes in w.ich certain bodies aft'ect each other under ape
cial conditions. ·In metallurgy, which was extensively 
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practised, this is abundantly illustrated. And we even 
have evidence that in Bome cases the knowledge possessed 
was, in a sense, quantitative. For, as we find by analysis 
that the hard alloy o~hich the Egyptians made their cuf... 
ting tools, was composed of copper and tin in fixed pro· 
portions, there must have been an established prevision that 
Buch an alloy was to be obtained only by mixing them in 
thae proportions. It is true, this was but a simple empiri
cal generalization; but so was the generalization respecting 
the recurrence of eclipses; so are the first generalizations 
of every science. 

Respecting the simultaneous advance of~the sciences 
during this early epoch, it only remains to remark that 
even the most complex of them must have made some 
progress-perhaps even a greater relative progress than 
any of the rest. For under what conditions only were the 
foregoing developments possible? There first required an 
established and organized social system. A long continued 
registry of eclipses; the building of palaces; the use of 
scales; the practice of metallurgy-alike imply a fixed and 
populous nation. The existence of such a nation not only 
presupposes laws, and some administration of justice, which 
we know existed, but it presupposes successful laws-laws 
conforming in some degree to the conditions of social sta
bility-laws enacted because it was seen that the actions 
forbidden by them were dangerous to the State. We do 
not by any means say that all, or even the greater part, of 
the laws were of this nature; but we do say, that the fun
damental ones were. It cannot be denied that the laws 
affecting life and property were such. It cannot be denied 
that, however little these were enforced between class and 
elass, they were to a considerable extent enforced between 
m!'mbcrs of the same class. It can scarcely be questioned, 
that the administration of them between members of the 
~ame class was seen by rulers· to be necessary for keeping 
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theil' subjects together. And knowing, as we d", that, 
other things eqbal, nations prosper in proportion to the 
justness of their arrangemcnts, we may fairly infcr that 
the very callse of the advance of thue earliest nationll out 
of aboriginal barbarism, was the greater recognition among 
them of the claims to life and property. 

But supposition aside, it is clear that the habitual recog. 
nition of these claims in their laws, implied lome prevision 
of social phenomena. Even thus early there W81 a certain 
amount of social science. Nay, it may even be Ihown that 
there was a vague recognition of that fundamental princi. 
pIe on whicl! all the true social science is based-the equal 
rights of aU to the free exercise of their faculties. That 
same idea of equality, which, as we have seen, underlies 
all other science, underlies also morals and 1I0ciology. The 
conception of justice, which is the primary one in moralll; 
and the administration of justice, which is the "ital condj. 
tion of social existence; are impossible, without the recog· 
nition of a certain likeness in men's claims, in virtue of their 
common humanity. Equity literally meanl equa11lU. j and 
if it be admitted that there were even the vaguest ideas of 
equity in these primitive eras, it must be admitted that 
there was some appreciation of the equalness of men'l lib
erties to pursue the objects of life-some appreciation, 
therefore, of the essential principle of national equilibrium. 

Thus in this initial stage of the positive sciences, before 
geometry bad yet done more than evolve a few empirical 
rules-before mechanics had passed beyond ita first theo
rem-before astronomy had advanced from its merely chro
nological phase into the geometrical; the most involved of 
the sciences had reached a certain degree of development 
-a development without which no progress in other sci. 
ences was possible. 

Only noting as we pass, how, thns early, we may see 
that the progress of exact science was not only toward. an 
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increusing nnmber of previsions, bnt towards previsions 
more accurately quantitative-how, in alltronomy, the reo 
curring period of the moon's motions was by and by more 
correctly ascertained to be nineteen years, or two hundred 
and thirty-five lunationsj how Callipus further corrected 
this Metonic cycle, by leaving out a day at the end of every 
seventy·six years; and how these successive advances im 
plied a longer continued registry of observations, and the 
co-ordination. of a greater Dumber of facts-let us go on to 
inquire how geometrical astronomy took its rise. 

The first astronomical instrument was the gnomon 
This was Dot only early in use in the East, bUlr it was found 
also among the Mexicans; the Bole astronomical observa
tions of the Peruvians were made by it ; and we read that 
1100 B.C., the Chinese found that, at a certain place, the 
length of the sun's shadow, at the Bummer solstice, was to 
the height of the gnomon, as one and a half to eight. 
Here again it is observable, not only that the instrument is 
found ready made, but that Nature is perpetually perform. 
ing the process of measurement. Any fixed, erect object 
--6 column, a dead palm, a pole, the angle of a building
serves for a gnomon; and it needs but to notice the clJang
ing position of the shadow it daily throws, to make the 
first step in geometrical a&tronomy. How small this first 
step was, may be seen in the fact tLat the only things as
certained at the outset were the periods of the summer 
and winter solstices, which corresponded with the least and 
greate~t lengths of the mid-day shadow; and to fix which, 
it was needful merely to mark the point to which each 
day's shadow reached. 

And now let it not be overlooked that in the observing 
at what time during the next year this extreme limit of the 
shadow was again reached; and in the inference that the 
sun had then arrived at the same turning point in his an' 
nual course, we have one of the simplest instances of that 
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combined uae of ,qual magnituda and ,qual relatioM, b, 
which all exact science, all quantitative prevwon, is reached.. 
For the relation observed was betweea the length of th. 
Bun's shadow and his position in Lbe .'.leavena; and the in
ference drawn was that when, Den rear, the extremity of 
his shadow came \0 the same point, he occupied the 13m. 
place. That is, Lbe ideas involved were, the equality of the 
shadows, aDd the equality oCthe relationa bettreen abadoW' 
IUId sun in successive years. AA in t.he cue of Lb. 1Cal"" 
the equality of relatioDs here reoognUed is of th. limpll" 
order. It is Dot as those babit.ually dealt with in Lbe higher 
kinds of acieEtifio reasoning. which answer \0 Lbe general 
type-t.he relation bet.ween two and t.hree equals lbe reI .. 
tion bet.ween six and Dino; but it. fol1owa th. type-lhe reo 
lationbet.wecn two and three, equals the relation between 
two and three; it. is a case of Dot limply ,pal relat.k.ns, 
but coilAdding relatioD& ADd here. indeed, w. may IlOO 

bt-autiCwly illustrated how the idea of equal relatioD8 takes 
ite rise aner the same manner that that of equal magnitude 
does. As already shown, tbe idea of equal magnitudea 
arose from the observed coincidence of two lengtha placed 
together; and in tbiB case we have Dot only two coincident. 
length8 of shadows, but t.wo coincident. re1ationa between 
SUD and shadows. 

From the use of the gnomon tbere Daturally grew up 
Lbo conception of angular measurements; and with th. 
advance of geometrical conceptiona there came t.h. hemi
sphere of Bel"08ua, the equinoctial armil, the IOlatitial armil, 
and the quadrant. of Ptolemy -ell of them employing shad
:lWB as indices of the 8un's position, but. in combination 
with angular divisions. It. is obvioualy out of the question 
for DB here to trace theN details of progress. It mllS& s~ 
lice to remark that in all of them w. DL"1 ace Lbat aoticu 
of equality of relation8 of a more complex kiDd. which ia 
hl-st illustrntcd in the astrolabe, an inat.rnment. which coo-
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listed" of circnlar rims, moveable one within tbe otber, or 
about poles, and contained circles which were to be brougbt 
into tbe position of tbe ecliptic, and of a. plane passing 
through the sun and flie poles of the ecliptic"-an instrllo 
ment, therefore, which represented, as by a model, the rel
ative positions of certain imaginary lines and planes in thf! 
heavens; which was adjnsted by putting these representa
tive lines and plaues into parallelism· and coincidence with 
"the celestial ones; and which depended for its use upon the 
perception that the relations between these representative 
lines and planes were equal to the relations bet ween those 
represented. • 

Were there space, we might go on to point out how the 
conception of the heavens as a revolving hollow sphere, 
the discovery of the globnlar form of tbe earth, the expla
nation of the moon's phases, and indeed all the successive 
steps taken, involved this same ment.'Il process. But we 
must content ourselves with referring to the theory of ec
centrics and epicycles, as a furtber marked illustration of 
it. .As first suggested, and as proved by Hipparchus to at: 
ford an explanation of the leading irregnlarities in the ce
lestial motions, this theory involved the perception that 
the progressions, retrogressions, and variations of velocity 
seen in the heavenly bodies, might be reconciled with their 
assumed unifonD. movement in circles, by snpposing that 
the earth was not in the centre of their orbits; or by sup
posing that they revolved in circles whose centres revolved 
round the earth; or by both. The discovery that this 
wonld account for th~ appearances, was the discovery that 
in certain geometrical dia"..-rams the relations were such, 
that the uniform motion of a point wonld, when looke.l at 
from a particnlar position, present analogous irregnlarities j 
and the calculations of Hipparchus involved the belief that the 
relauons snbsisting among these geometrical curves were 
egual to tbe ~ations Bubsisting among the celestial orbits. 
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Leaving here these details of astronomical progreu, aud 
the philosophy of .it, let us observe how the relatively con
crete science of geometrical astronomy, having been thu. 
far helped forward by the developmevt of geometry in gen. 
eral, reacted upon geometry, caused it also to advance, and 
was again assisted by it. Hipparchus, before making hit 
solar and lunar tables, had to discover rule. for calculating 
the relations b{:tween· the side. and angles of triangles
trigonometry a subdivision of pure mathematiclI. Further, 
the reduction of the doctrine of the sphere to the quanti. 
tative form needed for astronomical purpose!, required the 
formation of. a spherical trigonometry. which W81 also 
achieved by Hipparchus. Thus both plane and spherical 
trigonometry, which are parts of the highly abstract and 
simple science of extension, remained undeveloped until 
the less abstract and more complex science of the celestial 
motions had need of them. The fact admitted by M. 
Comte, that since Descartes the progress of the abstract 
division of mathematics has been determined by that of 
the concrete division, is paralleled by the still more Bignifi. 
eaut fact that even thus early the progress of mathcmatiCi 
was determined by that of astronomy. 

And here, indeed, we may see exemplified the truth, 
which the subsequent history of science frequently illus
trates, that before any more abstract division makes a ful" 
ther advance, some more concrete division must suggest 
the neeesliity for that advane&-must present the new order 
of questions to be solved. Before astronomy presented 
I1ipparchns with the problem of solar tables, there W81 

nothing to raise the qnestion of the relations between lines 
'lnd angles; the subject-matter of trigonometry had not 
been conceived. And as there must be subject-matter be
fore there can be investigation, it follows that the progress 
of the concrete divisions is as necessary to that of the abo 
stl act, as the progress of tle abstract to that of tho concrete. 
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Just incidentally noticing the circumstance that the 
q)och we are describing witnessed the evolution of algebra, 
a comparatively abstract division of mathematics, by the 
union of its less abst~ct divisions, geometry and arithme
tic-a fact provcd by the earliest extant samples of alge
bra, which are half algebraic, half geometric-we go on to 
observe that during the era in which mathematics and 
astronomy were thus advancing, rational mechanics made 
its second step; and something was done towards giving a 
quantitative form to hydrostatics, optics, and harmonics. 
In each case we shall see as before, how the idea of equal. 
ity underlies all quantitative prevision; and ill what simple 
rorms this idea is first applied. 

As already shown, the first theorem established in me
chanics was, that equal weights suspended from a lever with 
equal arms would remain in equilibrium. Archimedes dis
covered that a lever with unequal arms'was in equilibIium 
when one weight was to its arm a.~ the other arm to its 
wcight; that is-when the numerical relation between one 
weight and its arm was equal to the numerical relation be
twecn the other arm and its weight. 

The first advance made in hydrostatics, which we also 
owe to Archimedes, was the discovery that fluids press 
equally in all directions; and from this followed the solu
tion of the problem of floating bodies: namely, that they 
are in equilibIium when the upward and downward pres
sures are equal. 

In optics, again, the Greeks found that the angle of in
cidence is .qual to the angle of reflection; and their knowl
edge reached no further than to such simple deductions 
from this as their geometry sufficed for. In harmonics 
they ascertained the fact that three strings of equal lengths 
would yield the octave, fifth and fourth, when strained by 
weights having certain definite ratios; and they did not 
progress much beyond this. In the one of which ca~es we 
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Bee geometry used in elucidation of the laws of light; and 
in the other. geometry and arithmetic made to measure the 
phenomena of sonnd. 

Did space permit, it would be eesirable here to de
scribe the state of the less advanced science~to point out 
how, while a few had thus reached the first stages of quan. 
titative prevision, the rest were progreMing in qualitativo 
prevision-how some small generanzations were made re
specting evaporation, and heat, and electricity, and mag
netism, which. empirical as they were, did not in that re" 
spect differ from the first generalizations of every science
how the Grettk physicians had made advancC/l in physiology 
and pathology, which, considering the great imperfection 
of our present know~edge, are by no means to be despised 
-how zoology had been so far systematized by Aristotl", 
as, to some extent, enabled him from the presence of cer
tain organs to predict the presence of otbers-how in Aria
totle's Politic8, tbere is some progress towards a soientifio 
conception of social pbenomena, and sundry previsions re
specting tbem-and how in tbe state of tbe Greek socie
ties, as well as in tbe writings of Greek pbilollopbers. we 
may recognise not only an increasing clearnC8S in tbat con
/leption of equity on which tbe social science is based, but 
also lI~me appreciation of the fuet. that social IItabilitl de
pendll upon tbe maintenance of equitable regulations. We 
migbt dwell at length upon tbe causes which retarded tbe 
development of some of the sciences, as for example, chemis
try; IIhowing tbat relativu comp1exitr bad nothing to do 
with it-that the oxidation of a piece of iron is a simpler 
pbenomenon than the recurrence of eclipses, and the dia
covery of carbonic acid less difficult tban that of tl:.e pre
cession of the equinoxe~but that tbe relativelr sloW' ad
vance of cbemical knowledge was due, partIr to tbe ~ 
tbat its pbenomena were not dailr tbrust on men's notice 
as tbose of astroDomr were; partly to the £1Ct tbst Nature 
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dues not habitually supply the means, and suggest the 
modes of investigation, as in the sciences dealing with time 
extension, and force; and partly to the fact that the great 
majority of the mat'6rials with which chemistry deals, in 
etead of being ready to hand, are made known only by thf 
arts in their slow growth; and partly to the fact that eveD 
when known, their chemical properties are not self-exhibit 
ed, but have to be sought out by experiment. 

Merely indicating all these considerations, however, let 
U$ go on to contemplate the progress and mutual influence 
of the sciences in modern days; only parenthetically no
ticing how, on the revival of the scientific spirit, the suc
cessive stages achieved exhibit the dominance of the same 
law hitherto tl'aced-how th,e primary idea in dynamics, a 
unifol'm foree, was defined by Galileo to be a force which 
generates equal velocities in equal successive times-how 
the uniform action of gr!,vity was first experimentally de
termined by showing that the time elapsing before a body 
thrown up, stopped, was equal to the time it took to fall
how the first fact in compound motion which Galileo ascer
tained was, that a body projected horizontally will have a 
uniform motion onwards and a uniformly accelerated mo
tion downwards; that is, will describe equal horizontal 
spaces in equal times, compounded with equal vertical in
crements in equal times-how his discovery respecting the 
pendulum was, that its oscillations occupy equal intervals 
of time whatever their length-how the principle of virtual 
volocities which he established is, that in any machine the 
weights that balance each other, are reciprocally as their 
virtual velocities; that is, th", relation of one set of weights 
to their velocities eq'uals the relation of the other set of 
velocities to their weights ;-and how thus his achieve
ments consisted in showing the equalities of certain magni. 
tudes and relations, whose equalities had not been pre
viously recognised. 
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When mechanics had reached the point to wbich Galileo 
hrought it-wben the simple laws of force had been dis
entangled from the friction and atmospberic resiatanoe by 
wbich all their earthly maniCestations,.are disguised-wben 
progressing knowledge of pIIyria had given a due insight 
iato these disturbing cause&-wben, by an eft'ort of abstl'8C)o 
tion, it was perceived that sll motion would be uuiform 
and rectilinear unless interfered with by external Coree ... 
and when the various consequences of this perceptiou had 
been worked out; then it became poesible, by the union of 
geometry and mechanics. to initiate physical astronomy. 
Geometry anet mechanics having diverged from a common 
root in men's sensible experiences; having, with occasional 
inosculations, been separately developed, the one partly in 
connexion with astronomy, the other solely by analyzing 
terrestrial movements; now join in tbe investigationa uf 
Newton to create a true theory of tbe celestial motions. 
And here, :uso, we have to notice the important Cact tbat, 
in the very process of being brought jointly to bear upon 
astronomical problems, they are themselves raised to a 
higher phase of development. For it was in dealing with 
the questions raised by celestial dynamics that the then 
incipient infinitesimal calculua was nnfolded by N ewtoD and 
his continental successors; and it was from inquiries into 
the mechanics of the solar system that the general theorelDJl 
of mechanics contained in the" Principia,tt-many of them 
of purely terrestrial application-took their rise. ThWl, as 
in the case of HipparchWl, the presentation of a Dew order 
of concrete £.'\ets to be analyzed, led to the discovery of 
Dew abstract. fuets; and tbese abstrACt fucts having been 
laid hold of; gave means of access to endJeaa group
of concrete facts before incapable of quantitative trea~ 
ment. 

Meanwhile, physics had been carrymg further that pr0-

gress without which, as just flboWD, ration31 mechanics 
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could not. be disentangled. In hydrostatios, Ste\·inus had 
extended and applied the discovery of Archimedes. Tor 
ricelli had proved atmospherio pressure, "by showing thaI 
this pressure 8ustainqjl ditrllrent. liquids at heights inversely 
proportional to their densities;" and Pascal" established 
the neoessary diminution of this pre~sul'e at inoreasing 
heights in the atmosphere:" discoveries whioh in part 
reduced this branch of science to a qmmtitntive form. 
Something had been done by Daniel Bornouilli towards 
the dynnmics of fluids. The thermometer had been invont· 
cd; and a number of smnll generalizations reached by it. 
lIuyghens and Newton hnd made cOllsiderabl/l progress in 
optics ; Newton had npproximntely calculated the I'nte of 
I.rallsmission of sound; and the continental mathematicians 
had succeeded in determining some of the laws of sonorous 
vibrations. Mngnetism and electricity had been consid· 
erably advanced by Gilbert. Chemistry had got as far as 
the mutual neutraliz:ltion of acids and alk:llies. And 
Leonardo dn Vinci had advanced in geology to the oon
cl'ption of the deposition of mal"ine strata as the origin 
of fossils. Our present purpose does not require that 
we should give partioulars. All that it here ooneerns us 
to do is to iIlust.rate the 00718611,"" subsisting in tbis stage 
of growth, and afterwards. Lct as look at a few oases. 

The theoretio law of the velocity of sound enunciated 
by Newton on pUrl·ly mecbanicnl considerations, was found 
wrong by one·sixth. 'rhe E>rror remained unaccounted for 
until the time of Laplace, who, suspecting that the heat 
discngnged by the compression of the undulating strata of 
the air, gave additional elasticity, and so produced the 
cliiferellcc, nlado the needful calculations alld found he W:\8 

l'ight. Thus acoustics was arrested until thermology over
took aud aided it. When Boyle and Marriot had discov. 
ered the relation betwt'en the density of gast'S and the 
pressures tl1('Y are subjcct to; and when it thus be(\.'\mo 
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possible to calculate the rate of decreasing density in ihe 
upper parts of the atmosphere; it also became possible to 
make approximate tables of the atmospheric refraction of 
light. Thus optics, and with it astropomy, advanced with 
barology. After the discovery of atmospherio pressure 
had led to the invention of the air-pump by Otto Guericke; 
and after it had become known that evaporation iucrease. 
in rapidity as atmospherio pressure decreases; it became 
possible for Leslie, by evaporation in a vacuum, to produce 
the greatest cold known; and so to extend our knowledge 
of thermology by showing that there is no zero within 
reach of our .researches. When Fourier had determiued 
the laws of conduction of heat, and when the Earth'. tem. 
perature had been found to increase below the aurfac" 
one degree in every forty yards, there were data for in
ferring the past condition of our globe; the vast period 
it has taken to cool down to it" present state; and the 
immense age of the solar system-a purely astronomical 
consideration. 

Chemistry having advanced sufficiently to supply the 
needful materials, and a physiological experiment having 
furnished the requisiw hint, there came the discovery of 
galvanic electricity. Galvanism reacting on chemistry dis
closed the metallic bases of the alkalies, aud inaugurated 
the electro-chemical theory; in the hands of Oersted and 
Ampere it led to tbe laws of magnetic action; and by ita 
aid Faraday has detected significant facts relative to the 
constitntion of ligbt. Brewster'. discoveries respecting 
double refraction and dipolarization proved the essential 
t.ruth of tbe classification of crystaI1ine forms according to 
the number of axes, by showing tbat the molecular con
stitution :depends upon the axes. In these and in numer
ous other cases; the mutual influence of the eciencee has 
been quite independent of any supposed hierarchical order. 
Often, t(.o, their inter·actions are more complex than DI 
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thus instanced-involve more sciences than two. One 
iliustration of this must suffice. We quote it in full from 
the Hi8tory of the Inductive Sciences. In Book XL, chap. 
IT., on "The Progress of the Electrical Theory," Dr 
Whewell writes :-

"Thus at that period, mathematios was behind experiment., 
and a problem was proposed, in which theoretical results were 
wanted for oomparison with observation, but could not be ac
curately obtained; as was the case in astronomy also, till the time 
of the approximate solution of the problem of three bodies, and 
the consequent formation of the tables of the moon and planets, 
on the theory of universal gravitation. .After sgme time, elec
trioal theory was relieved from this reproach, mainly in conse
quenoe of the progress which astronomy had occasioned in pure 
mathematics. .About 1801 there appeared in the Bulletin de, 
Rcience8, an exact solution of the problem of the distribution of 
eleotrio fluid on a spheroid, obtained by Biot, by the application 
of the peouliar methods which Laplace had invented for the prob· 
lem of the figure of the planets. .And, in 1811, M. Poisson applied 
Laplaoe's artifioes to the case of two spheres aoting upon one 
another in contact, a case to which many of Coulomb's experi
ments were referrible; and the agreement of the results of 
theory and observation, thus extricated from Coulomb's num
bers obtained above fort,y years previously, was very striking and 
oon vincing." 

Not only do the sciences affect each other after thiti 
direct manner, but they affect each other indirectly. 
Where there is no dependence, there is yet analogy
equality of relations; and the discovery of the relations 
subsisting among one set of phenomena, constantly sug
gests a search for the same t'elations among another set. 
Thus the established fact that the force of gravitation varies 
Inversely as the square of the distance, being recognized as 
a necessary characteristio of all influences proceeding from 
a centre, rail'ed the suspicion that heat and light follow the 
same law; which proved to be the case-a suspicivn and It 
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confirmation wbich were repeated in re~pect to the electric 
nnd magnetic forces. Thus again the discovery of thf' 
polarization of light led to experiments which ended in thu 
discovery of the polarization of he.t-a discovery that 
could never have been made without the antecedenl 
one. Thus, too, the known refrangibility of light and 
heat lately produced the inquiry whether lOund aleo is no\ 
refrangible; which on trial it turns out to be. 

In 80me cases, indeed, it is only by the aid of concflp' 
tions derived f!'om one class of phenomena that hypoth
lJses respecting other classes can be formed. The theory, 
at one time .favoured, that evaporation is a IOlution of 
water in air, was an assumption that the relation between 
water and air is like the rf'lation between aalt and water; 
and could never bave been conceived if the relation b .. 
tween salt and water had not been previously known. 
Similarly the received theory of evaporation-that it is a 
diffusion of the particles of the evaporating tluid in ,'irtue 
of their atomic repulsion-could not have been entertained 
without a foregoing experience of magnetic and electrio 
repulsions. So complete in recent days has become this 
consen8u8 among the sciences, caused either by the natural 
entanglement of their phenomena, or by analogies in the 
relations of their phenomena, that scarcely any consider
able discovery concerning one order of fucts now take. 
place, without very shortly leading to discoveries concern
JOg other ordors. , 

To produce a tolerably complete conception ot' thie pro
cess of scientific evolution, it would be needful to go back 
t(l the beginning, and trace in detail the growth of classifi. 
cations and nomenclatures; and to show how, ae subsidiary 
to acience, tbey have acted upon it, and it has reacted upon 
them. We can only now remark that, on the one hand, 
classifications and nomenclatures have aided science by con
tinually 8ubdividing the subject-matter of research, and giv. 
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II1g fixity and diffusion to the truths disclosed; and that on 
the other hand, they have caught from it that increasing 
quantitativeness, and that progress from considerationll 
tonching single phen~ena to considerations touching the 
relations among many phenomena, which we have been de 
scribing. 

Of this last influence a few illustrations must be given. 
In chemistry it is scen in the facts, that the dividing of mat
ter into the four elements was ostensibly based upon the 
single property of weight; that the first truly chemical di
vision into acid and alkaline bodies, grouped together bod
ies which had not simply one property in common, but in 
which one property was constantly related to many others; 
and that the classification now current, places together ill 
groups supporters of combustion, metallic and non-metallic 
bases, acids, salts, &c., bodies which are often quite unlike 
in sensible qualities, but which are like in the majority of 
their relations to. other bodies. In mineralogy again, 
the first classifications were based upon differences in as
pect, texture, and other physical attribute~. Berzelius 
made two attempts at a classification based solely on chem
ical constitution. That now current, recognises as far as 
possible the relations between physical and chemical char
a,}ters. In botany the earliest classes formed were trees, 
8hrubs, and herbs .. magnitude being the basis of distinction. 
DlOscorides divided vegetables into aromatic, alimentary, 
medicinal, and vinous .. a division of chemical character. 
Cresalpinus classified them by the seeds, and seed-vessels. 
which he preferred because of tne relations found to sub
sist between the character of the fructification and thl! 
general character of the other parts. 

While the "natural system" since developed, carrying out. 
the doctrine of Linnreus, that" natural orders must be formed 
by attention not to one or two, but to all the parts of plants," 
bases its divisions on like peculialitics which are found 
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to be constantly related to the greatest numbt.r of· other 
like peculiarities. And similarly in zoology, the !uccessi.ve 
classifications, from having been originally determined by 
external and orten subordinate chafMters not indicative or 
the essential nature, have been gradually more and more 
determined by those internal aud fundamental difference8, 
which have uniformrelatiotu to the greatest number or other 
differences. N orshall we be surprised aUbi. analogy betweea 
the modes of progress of positive eeienee and clasaificatioa. 
when "e bear in mind that both proceed by making gllner
slizations; that both enable us to make prevision! differing 
only in their,precision; and that. while the one deal! with 
equal properties and relations, the other deale with proper
ties and relations that approximate toward! equality in var
iable degrees. 

Without further argument, it will, we think, be dUm
ciently clear that the sciences are none or them eeparately 
evolved--are none of them independent. either logically or 
historically; but that all of them have, in • greater or leM 
degree, required aid and reciprocated it. Indeed, it neell. 
but to throw aside theses, and contemplate the mixed char
acter of surrounding phenomena, to at once eee that these 
notions of division and succession in the kinds of knowledge 
are none of them actually true, but are simple scientifio 
fictions good, if regarded merely as aids to audy; bad, 
if regarded as representing realities in Nature. Consider 
them critically, and no facta whatever are presented to our 
senses uncombined with other facts-oo facts whateYer bnt 
are in some degree disguised by accompanying facts: 
disgnised in such. manner that all mnflt be partially under
stood before anyone can be understood. If it. be laid, as 
by M. Comte, that gravitating force should be treated or 
before other forces, seeing that all things are subject to it, 
it may on like grounds he said that heat should be first 
dEJalt with; seeing that thermal forcea are everywhere iu 
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action; that the ability of any portion of matter to mani 
fest visible gravitative phenomena depends on its state of 
aggr('gation, whioh is determined by hrat; that only by 
the aid of thermolog, can we explain those apparent ex
c('ptions to the gravitating tendeucy 'which are presented 
,by steam and smoke, and 80 establish its universality, and 
that~ indeed, the very existence of the solar system in a sol
id form is just as much a question of hcat as it is one of 
gravitation. 

Take other eases :-All phenomena recognised by tho 
ey~ through which only are the data of exact science as
certainable, are complicated with optical phelfOmena; aud 
cannot be exhaustively known until optical principles are 
known. The burning of a candle cannot be explained 
without involving chemistry, mechanics, thermology. 
Every wind that blows is determined by influences partly 
Bolar, partly lunar, partly hygrometric; and implies con
siderations of fluid equilibrium and physical geography 
The direotion, dip, and variations of the magnetio needle, 
are facts half terrestrial, half celestial-are caused byearth
ly forces which have cycles of change corresponding with 
astronomical periods. The flowing of the gulf-stream and the 
annual migration of ioebergs towards the equator, depend
ing as they do on the balancing of the oentripetal and centri
fugal forces acting on the ocean, involve in their explana
tion the Earth's rotation and spheroidal form, the laws of 
hydrostatics, tho relative densities of cold and warm water, 
Bnd the doctrines of evaporation. It is no doubt true, as 
M. Cc.,mte says, that" our position in the solar systcm, and 
the motions, form, ,qze, equilibrium of the mass of our 
world among t.he planets, mnst he known before we can un
derstand the phenomena going on at its surface." Bu~ fa. 
tally for his hypothesis, it is also true that we must under
stand a great part of the phenomena going on at its surface 
l:efore we ('an know its position, &c., in the solar sY8tem 
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It is not simply that, as we have already shown, tholle geo
metrical and mechanical principles by which celestial ap
pearances are explained, were first generalized from terre ... 
trial experiences; but it is that the vttry obtainment of co .... 
rect data, on which to base astronomical generalizations, 
implies advanced terrestrial physics. 

Until after optics had made considerable advance, the 
Copernican system remained but a speculation. A. single 
modern observation on a IItar has to undergo a careful anal· 
ysis by the combined aid of variousllcience_has to be diged 
etl by the organi8m of the .cience8 i which have severally 
to assimilate"their respective parts 01 the observation, bo
fore the essential fact it contains is available for the further 
development of astronomy. It has to be corrected not 
only for nutation of the earth's axis and for precession of 
the equinoxes, but for aberration and for rcfraction; and 
the formation of the tables by which refraction is calculat
ed, presupposes knowledge of the law of decreasing density 
in the upper atmospheric strata; of the law of decreasing 
temperature, and the influence of this on the density; and of 
hygrometric laws as also affecting dcnsity. So that, to get 
materials for further advance, astronomy require. not only 
the indirect aid of the sciimcea which have presided OTCr 
the making of its improved instrnments, but the direct aid 
of an advanced optics, of barology, of thermology, of hy. 
grometry; and if we remember tbat these delicate obser· 
vations are in some cases registered electrically, and that 
they are fllrther corrected for the" personal equation "-the 
time elapsing between seeing and registering, which varie. 
with different observer&-we may even add electricity and 
psychology. If, tbel., so apparently simple a thing u tio 

certaining the positiou of a star is complicated with 10 

many phenomena, it is clear that this notion of the ind~ 
pendence of the sciences, or certain of them, \lill not hold. 

Whether objectively independent or not, they c:mnQf 
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be subjectively so-they cannot have independence as pre· 
sented to our consciousness; and this is the only kind of 
independence with which we are concerned. And here, 
before leaving these -illustrations, and especially tlis last 
one, let us not omit to notice how clearly they exhibit that 
increasingly active con8en8US of the sciences which charac
terizes their advancing development. Besides finding that 
in these later times a discov~ry in one science commonly 
causes progress in others; besides finding that a great part 
of the questions with which modern science deals are so mix
ed as to require the co-operation of many sciences for their 
solution; we find in this last case that, to make-o single good 
observation in the purest of the natural sciences, requires 
the combined assistance of half a dozen other sciences. 

Perhaps the clearest comprehension of the interconnect
ed growth of the sciences may be obtained by contemplat· 
illg that of the arts, to which it is strictly analogous, alld 
with which it is inseparably bound up. Most intelligent 
persons must have been, at one time or other, struck with 
the vast array of antecedents pre-supposed by one of our 
processes of manufacture. Let him trace the productiou 
of a printed cotton, and consider all that is implied by it. 
There are the many successive improvements through 
which the power-looms reached their present perfection; 
there is the !.Iteam-engine that drives them, having its long 
bistory from Papin downwards; there are the lathes in 
which its cylinder was bored, and the string of ancestral 
lathes from which those lathes proceeded; thel e is the 
steam-hammer under which its crank shaft; was welded; 
there are the puddling-furnaces, the blast-furnaces, the coal
mines and the iron-mines needful for producing the raw 
material; there are the slowly improved appliances by 
which the f.'lctory was built, and lighted, and ventilated; 
there are the printing engine, and the die house, and the col. 
our laboratory with its stock of materials fl"om all parts of 
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tbe world, implying cochineal-culture, logwood.cuttlng, In
digo-growing; there are the implement. uscd by the llrO" 
ducera of cotton, the gins by which it is cleaned, the elab. 
orate machines by whioh it i. spun :"there are the vessels 
in which cotton is imported, with the building .. lips, tb. 
rope·yards, the sail-cloth factories, the anchor-forges, need. 
ful for making them; and besides all these directly necClo 
aary antecedents, each of them involving many others, 
there are the institutions which have developed the requi. 
site intelligence, the printing and publishing arrangements 
which have spread the necessary information, the IOcial or
ganization Which has rendered possible such a complex c0-

operation of agencies. 
Further analysis would show that the many arts tbna 

concerned in the economical production of a child's frock, 
have each of them been brougbt to it. present efficiency 
by slow steps which the otber arts have aided; and tbat 
from the beginning tbis reciprocity has been ever on tbe 
increase. It needs but on the one band to consider bow 
utterly impossible it is for the savage, even with ore and 
coal ready, to produce so simple a thing as an iron hatcbet ; 
and tben to consider, on the other hand, that it would have 
been impracticable among ourselves, even a century ago, 
to raise the tubes of the Britannia bridge from la.ck of tbe 
hydraulic press; to at once see how mutuany dependent 
are the arts, and how all must advance that each may a~ 
vance. Well, the sciences are involved with each other 
in just the same manner. They are, in fact, inextricably 
woven into this same complex web ot the arts; and are 
only conventionally independent of it. Originally the .two 
were one. How to fix the religious festivals; when to sow: 
bow to weigh commodities; and in what manner to meas
ure ground; were the purely practical questions out. 01 
which arose astronomy, mechanics, geometry. Since then 
there has been a perpetnal inosculation of the sciences ana 
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the arts. Science has been supplying art with truer generali 
zations and more completely quantitative previsions. .Art hlU! 
been supplying science with better materials and more per
fect instruments. And'llLll along the interdependence has been 
growing closer, not only between art and science, but among 
the arts themsE'lves, and among the sciences themselves. 

How completely the analogy holds throughout, becomes 
yet clearer when we recognise the fact that the sciences are 
arts to each other. If, as occurs in almost every case, the 
fact to be analyzed by any science, has first to be prepared 
-to be disentangled from disturbing facts by the afore 
tliscovered· methods of other sciences; the o.her sciences 
IlO used, stand in the position of arts. If, in solving a dyna
mical problem, a parallelogram is drawn, of which the sides 
and diagonal represent forces, and by putting magnitudes 
of extension for magnitudes of force a measurable relation 
is established between quantities not else to be dealt with; 
it may be fairly said that geometry plays towards mechan
ics much the same part that the fire of the founder plays 
towards the metal he is going to cast. If, in analyzing the 
phenomena of the coloured rings surrounding the point of 
contact between two lenses, a Newton ascertains by calcu
lation the amount of certain interposed spaces, far too mi
nute for actual measurement; he employs the science of 
number for essentially the same purpose as that for which 
the watchmaker employs tools. If, before writing down 
his observation on a star, the astronomer has to separatu 
from it all the errors resulting ii'om atmospheric and optical 
laws, it is manifest that the refraction-tables, and logarithm
books, and formulw, whioh he suocessively uses, serve him 
much as retorts, and filters, and cupels Berve the assayer 
who wishes to separate the pure gold from all accompany
ing ingredients. 

So close, indeed, iq the relationship, that it is impossi
ble to say wbere science begins and art ends. All the in. 
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struments of tbe natural pbilolopber are the products of 
art; tbe adjusting one of tbem for ale is au art; tbere it 
art in making aa observation with one of tbem; it requirea 
art properly to treat the facts ascertained; nay, even t.be 
employing established generalisations to open the way to 
new generalizations, may be considered as art. In each of 
these casel previously organized knowledge beoomel the 
implement by which new knowledge it got at: aud whether 
that previously organized knowledge it embodied in • tan
gible apparatus or in a formula, mattera not in 10 far as ita 
essential relation to the new knowledge it coneerned. It; 
as no one will deny, art is applied knowledge, then auch 
portion of a scientifio inveatigation as coaliata of applied 
knowledge is art. So that we may even l3y tbat as lOon 
as any prevision in scienoe pasaea out of its originally p ... 
sive atate, and is employed for reaching otber previaioua, 
it p88ses from theory into practioe-become. lCienoe in ao
tion-becomes art. And wben we tbus see bow purely 
conventional is tbe ordinary distinction, how impoasible it. 
is to make an)' real aeparation-wben we ace not only tbat. 
Bcienoe and art were originally one; that t.be arta have 
perpetually assisted eacb other; tbat t.bere baa been. COD

Btant reciprocation of aid between the aciencea and arta; 
but tbat tbe scienoes act AI arts to each otber, and t.hat the 
established part of eaoh acienC8 becomea au art to the 
growing part-wben we reoognize the cloaene.a of t.hese 
88sociations, we Ihall the more clearly perceive tbat as t.he 
connezion of tbe arts with each otber bl\8 been ever be
ooming more intimate; AI tbe belp given bYlCiencea to 
arta and by arta to aciences, baa been age by age lncre .... 
ing; 10 the interdependence of tbe 8ciencea tbemaelvel haa 
been ever growing greater, their mutual relationa more in
"olved, their COn8enBU1 more active. 

In here en fling our 81,;ctch of t"e Genelia of Science, we 
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BrB conscious of having done the subject but scant justice. 
Two difficulties have stood in our way: one, the having to 
touch on so mnny points in such small space; the other, 
the necessity of trea~ng in serial arrangement a pl"ocess 
which is not serial-a difficulty which must ever nttend all 
attempts to delineate processes of development, whatever 
their speoial nature. Add to which, that to present in any
thing like completeness and proportion, even the outlines 
of so vast and complex: a history, demands years of study. 
Nevertheless, we believe that the evidence which has been 
assigned suffices to substantiate the leading propositions 
with which we set out. Inquiry into the tir~ stages of 
science confirms the conclusion which we drew from the 
analysis of science as now existing, that it is not distinct 
from common knowledge, but an outgrowth from it-an 
extension of the perception by means of the reason. 

" That which we further found by analysis to form the 
more specifio characteristic of scientitic previsions, as con
trasted with the previsions of uncultured intelligence-their 
quantitativeness-we also see to have been the character
istio alike in the initial steps in sc:ence, and of all the steps 
succeeding them. The facts and admissions cited in dis
proof of the assertion that the sciences follow one another, 
both logically and historically, in the order of their de
creasing generality, have been enforced by the sundry in
stances we have met with, in which the more general or 
abstract soiences have been advanced only at the instiga
tion of the more special or concrete-instances serving to 
show that a more general science as much owes its progress 
to the presentation of new problems by a more special 
science, as the more special science owes its progress to 
the solutions which the more general science is thus led to 
attempt-instances therefore illustrating the position that 
scientific advance is as much from the special to the general 
118 from the general to the special. 

10 
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Quite in harmony with this position we find to Lo tlae 
admissions that the sciences are as branchel of one trunk, 
and that they were at first cultivated simultaneously j anei 
this harmony becomes the more mm-ked on finding, as we 
have done, not only tbat the sciences haTe a common root, 
but that science in general haa a common root with Ian. 
guage, classification, reasoning, art; that throughout civili. 
zation these have advanced together, acting and reacting 
upon each other just 8S tlie separate sciences have done i 
and that tbus the development of intelligence in all itl di. 
visions and subdivisions has conformed to this lame law 
wbich we ht.ve shown that the sciences conform to. From 
all which we may perceive that the sciences can with no 
greater propriety be arranged in a sucC8BBion, than language, 
classification, reasoning, art, and science, can be arranged 
in a succession; tbat, however needful a succession may be 
for the convenience of books and catalogues, it must. be 
recognized merely as a convention; and tbat 80 far from it. 
being the function of a philosophy of the science. to estab
lish a hierarchy, it is its function to show that the linear 
arrangements required for literary purposes, have none of 
them any basis either in Nature or History. 

There is one further remark we must not omit--a re
mark touching the importance of the question that has been 
discussed. Unfortunately it commonly happens that topics 
of this abstract nature are slighted as of no practical mo
ment; and, we doubt not, that many will think it of very 
little consequeuce what theory respecting the genesis of 
science may be entertained. But the valne of truths is ot 
ten great, in proportion as tbeir generality is wide. Re
mote 88 tbey seem from practical application, the higbest 
generalization! are Dot unfrequently tbe most potent in 
their effects. in virtue of their influence on all tbose Bubor 
din ate gene;alizations which regulate practice. And it. must 
bo so here. Whenever establi>.hed, a correct tbeory of the 
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nistorical development of the sciences must have an immense 
effect upon education; and, through education, upon civili. 
Ilation. Greatly as we differ from him in other respects, 
we agree with M. COlJ'te in the belief that, rightly conduct
ed, the education of the individual must have a certain cor· 
respondence with the evolution of the race. 

Noone can contemplate the facts we have cited in illus
tration of the early stages of science, without recognising 
tbe necessity of the processes through which those stages 
were reached-a necessity which, in respect to the leading 
truths, may likewise be traced in all after stages. This ne
cessity, originating in the very nature of the phenomena to 
be analyzed and the faoulties to be employed, more or less 
fully applies to the mind of the child as to that of the sav· 
age. We Bay more or less fully, because the oorrespondence 
is not special but general only. Were the environment the 
Bame in both oases, the correspondenoe would be oomplete. 
But tbough the Burrour.ding material out of which science is 
to be organized, is, in many cases, the same to the juvenile 
mind and the aboriginal mind, it is not so throughout; as, 
for instance, in the case of chemistry, the phenomena of 
which are accessible to the one, but were inaccessible to 
the other. Hence, in proportion as the environment differs, 
the oourse of evolution must differ. After admitting Bun
dry exceptions, however, there remains a substantial par· 
allelism; and, if so, it becomes of great moment to ascer. 
tain wbat really has been the process of scientific evolution. 
The establishment of an erroneous theory must be disas
trous in its educational results; while the establishment of 
a true one must eventually be fcrtile in school-reforms and 
consequent social benefits. 



IV. 

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF LAUGHTER. 
t· 

W HY do we smile when a child putl on a man'l laaL r 
or what induces us to laugh on reading that the 

corpulent Gibbon was unable to rise from his kneel after 
making a tender declaration? The usual reply to luch 
questions is, that laughter results from a perception of in
congruity. Even were there not on this reply the obvious 
criticism that laughter often occurs from extreme pleasure 
or from mere vivacity. there would still remain the real 
problem-How comes a sense of the incongruous to be 
followed by these peculiar bodily actions? Some bave al
leged that laughter is due to the pleasure of a relative Belf
elevation, which we feel on seeing the humiliation of others. 
But this theory, whatever portion of truth it may contain, 
is, in the first place, open to the fatal objection, that there 
are various humiliations to others which produc.e in UB any
thing but laughter; and, in the second place, it does not 
apply to the many instances in which no one's dignity is 
implicated: as when we laugh at a good pun. Moreover, 
like the other, it is merely a generalization of certain con
ditions to laughter; and not an explanation of the odd 
movements which occur nnder these conditions. Why, 
when greatly delighted, or impressed with certain unex-
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pected contrasts of ideas, should there be a contraction of 
particular facial muscles, and particular muscles of the 
chest and abdomen? Such answer to this question as may 
be possible, can be rerwlered only by physiology. 

Every child has made the attempt to hold the foot still 
while it is tickled, and has failed ; and probably there is 
scarcely anyone who has not vainly tried to avoid wink. 
ing, when a hand has been suddenly passed before the eyes. 
These examples of muscular movements which occur inde
pendently of the will, or in spite of it, illustrate what phy. 
siologists call reflex·action; as likewise do elleezing and 
coughing. To this class of cases, in which involuntary 
motions are accompanied by sensations, has to be added 
another class of cases, in which involuntary motions are 
unaccompanied by sensations :-installce the pulsations of 
the heart; the contractions of the stomach during diges
tion. Further, the great mass of seemingly-voluntary acts 
in such creatures as insects, worms, molluscs, ·are consid· 
ered by physiologists to be as purely automatic as is the 
dilatation or closure of the iris under variations in quantity 
of light; and similarly exemplify the law, that an impres
sion on the end of an afferent nerve is conveyed to some 
ganglionic centre, and is thence usually reflected along an 
efferent nerve to one or more muscles which it causes to 
contract. 

In a modified form this principle holds with voluntary 
acts. N ervoul! excitation always tends to beget muscular 
motIon; and when it rises to a certain intensity, always 
aoes beget it. Not only in reflex actions, whether with or 
without sensation, do we see that special nerves, when 
raised to a state of tension, discharge themselves on special 
musoles with which they are indirectly connected; but 
those external actions through which we read the feelings 
of others, show us that under any considerable tension, the 
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nervous I!ystem in general discharges itself on the muscular 
system in general: either with or without the guidance 01 
the wilL The shivering produced by cold, implies irregu1~ 
muscul.v contractions, wbicb, t.bouth at first only partly 
involuntary, become, when the cold is extreme, almost. 
wholly involuntary. 'When you have leverely· burnt your 
finger, it is very difficult to preserve a dignified compoenre: 
contortion of face, or movement of limb, is pretty lure to 
follow. If a man receives good news with neither changt' 
of feature nor bodily motion, it is inferred "that he it not. 
much pleased, or that he haa extraordinary aelt-control
either inferrnce implying that joy almost universally pro
duces contraction of tbe muscles; and 10, allel'l the ex
pression, or attitude, or both. And when we bear or tb. 
feats of strength which men bave performed when tbeir 
lives were at stake-when we read how, in the energy of 
despair, even paralytio patients have regained for a time 
tbe nse of their limbs; we see still more clearly tbe rela
tions betwelln nervons and muscular excitements. It be
comes manifest both t.hat emotions and sensations tend to 
generate bodily movements, and that the movements are 
vehement in proportion aa the emotionl or lensatioDl are 
intense.-

This, however, is not the 101e direction in wbicb ner
vous excitement expends ftsel£ VlIOera AI weD as muscles 
may receive tbe discbarge. That the heart and blood
vessels (which, indeed, being all cont.ractile, may in a re
stricted sense be classed with the muscular syat.em) are 
quickly affected by pleaanree and pains, we have daily 
proved to us. Every l!ensation or any BCutene81 acceleJ'o 
ates the pulse i and how sensitive the heart is to emotions, 
is testified by the fiuniliar expressions wbich D88 heart and 

• For umnerollll mWlU'ationa _ -1 OD U The 0rigiIl and Fuacd~ 
If lIusic," 
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fecling as convertible terms. Similarly with the digestive 
organs. Without dctailing the various ways in which these 
may be influenced by our mental states, it suffices to men
tion the marked bent'lits derived by dyspeptics, as well as 
othcr invalids, from cheerful society, welcome news, change 
of acene, to show how pleasurable feeling stimulates th 
viscera in general into greater activity. 

There is atill another direction in which any excited 
portion of the nervous system may discharge itself; and a 
direction in which it usually does discharge itself when the 
excitement is not strong. It may pass on the stimulu8 to 
some other portion of the nervous system. a'his is what 
occurs in quiet thinking and feeling. The successive states 
which constitute consciousness, result from this. Sensa
tions excite ideas and emotions; these in their turns arouse 
other ideas and emotions; and so, continuously. That is 
to say, the tension existing in particular nerves, or groups 
of nerves, when they yield us certain sensations, ideas, or 
emotions, generates an equivalent tension in some other 
nerves, or groups of nerves, with which there is a connex
ion: the flow of energy passing on, the one idea or feeling 
dics in producing the next. 

Thus, then, while we are totally unable to comprehend 
how the excitement of certain nerves should generate feel. 
ing-while, in the production of consciousness by physical 
ngents acting on physical structure, we come to an abso
lute mystery never ·to be solved; it is yet quite possible 
for us to know by observation what are the successive 
furms which this absolute mystery may take. We see that 
there are three channels along which nerves in a siate of 
tension may discharge themselves; or rather, I should say, 
three classes of channels. They may pass on the excite
ment to other nerves that have no direct connenons with 
the bodily members, and may 80 cause other feelings and 
idE'as j or they may pass on the excitement to one or more 
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motor nerves, and so cause muscular contractions; or the, 
may pass on the excitement to nerves which supply t.ho vi .. 
cera, and may so stimulate one or more of t.hese. 

For simplicity's sake, I have desC[ibed these /1.1 alterna
tive routes, one or other of which any current of nerve
force must take; thereby, as it may be thought, implying 
that such current will be exolusively confined to some one 
of them. B~t this is by no means the case. Rarely, if 
ever, does it happen that a state of nervous tension. present 
to consciousness as a feeling, expends itself in one direction 
only. Very generally it may be observed to expend itself 
in two; and it is probable that the discharge is never ab8()o 
lutely absent from anyone of the three. There is, how
ever, variety in the proportions in which the discharge is 
divided among these different channels under different cir
cumstances. In a man whose fear impels him to rnn, the 
mental tension generated is only in part trausformed iuto • 
muscular stimulus: there is a surplus which causes a rapid 
current of ideas. An agreeable state of feeling produced, 
say by praise, is not wholly used up in arousing the IUC

ceeding phase of the feeling, and the new.ideas appropriate 
to it; but a certain portion overflows into the visceral ner
vous system, increasing the action of the heart, and proba
bly facilitating digestion. And here we come upon a cu 
of considerations and Cacts which open the way to a solu
tion of our special problem. 

For starting with the unquestionable truth, that at any 
moment the existing quantity of liberated nerve-force, 
which in an inscrntable way produces in us the state we 
call feeling, mUle expend itself in some direetion-mUl' 
generate an equivalent manifestation of force somewhere
it clearly follows that, if of the several chaunels it may 
take, one is wholly or partially closed, more must be taken 
by the others; or tbat if two are closed, the discbarge 
along the remaining one must be more intense; and that, 
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conversely, should anything determine an unusual effiux in 
one direction, there will be a diminished effiux in other di. 
rections. 

Daily experience ijlustrates these conclusions. It is. 
commonly remarked, that the suppression of external signs 
of feeling, makes feeling more intense. The deepest glief 
is silent grief. Why? Because the nervous excitement 
not discharged in muscular action, discharges itself in other 
nervous excitements-arouses more numerous and more 
remote associations of melancholy ideas, and so increases 
the mass of feelings. People who conceal their anger are 
habitually found to be more revengeful than th~se who ex· 
plode in loud speech and vehement action. Why? Be
cause, as before, the emotion is reflected back, accumulates, 
and intensifies. Similarly, men who, as proved by their 
powers of representation, have the keenest appreciation of 
the comic, are usually able to do and Bay the most ludi· 
crous things with perfect gravity. 

On the other hand, all are familiar with the truth that 
bodily activity deadens emotion. Under great. irritation 
wo get relief by walking about rapidly. Extreme effort in 
the bootless attempt to achieve a desired end, greatly di
minishes the intensity of the desire. Those who are forced 
to exert themselves after misfortunes, do not suffer nearly 
so much as those who remain quiescent. If anyone wishes 
to check intellectual excitement, he cannot choose a more 
efficient method than running till he is exhausted. More
over, these cases, in which the production of feeling and 
thought is hindered by determining the nervous energy 
towards bodily movements, have their counterparts in the 
cases in. which bodily movements are hindered by extra 
absorption of nervous energy in sudden thoughts and feel. 
ings. If, when walking along, there flashes on you an idea 
that creates great surprise, hope, or alarm, you stop; or if 
~itting cross-legged, swinging your pendent foot, the move-
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ment is at once arrested. From the viscera, too, inten .. 
mental action abstracts ellergy. Joy, disappointment, anx 
iety, or any moral perturbation rising to a great height, 
will destroy appetite; or if food has(been taken, will arrest 
digestion; and even a purely intellectual activity, when 
extreme, will do the like. . 

Facts, then, fully bear out these d priori inference-. 
that the .nervous excitement at any moment present to 
consciousness as feeling, must expend itself in lome way or 
other; that of the three classes of channel. open to it, it 
must take one, two, or more, according to circumstances; 
that the cl6sure or obstruction of one, must increase the 
discharge through the others; and conversely, that if to 
answer some demand, the emux of nervous energy in one 
direction is unusually great, there must be a corresponding 
decrease of the emu in other directions. Setting out 
from these premises, let us now see what interpretation it 
to be put on the phenomena of laughter. 

That laughter is a display of muscular excitement, and 
so illustrates the genera] law that feeling passing a certain 
pitch habitually vents itself in bodily action, acarcely needa 
pointing out. It perhaps needs pointing out, however, 
that strong feeling of almost any kind produce. thit result. 
It is not a sense of the ludicrous, only, which doe. it; nor 
are the various form. of joyous emotion the sole additional 
canses. We have, besides, the sardonic laughter and the 
hysterical laughter, which result from mental distress; to 
which must be added certain sensations, as tickling, and, 
according to Mr. Bain, cold, and some kinds of acute pain. 

Strong feeling, mental or physical, being, then, the gen
eral cause of laughter, we have to note that the muscular 
actions constituting it are distinguished from most othen 
by this, that they are purposeless. In general, bodily mo
tions that are prompted by feelings are directed to special 
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ends; as when we try to escape a danger, or struggle tc 
secure a gratification. But the movements of chest and 
limbs which we make when laughing have no object. And 
now remark that thel'9l quasi-convulsive contractions of the 
muscles, having no object, but being results of an uncon
trolled discharge of energy, we may see whence arise their 
special characters-how it happens that certain classes of 
muscles are affected first, and then certain other classes. 
For an overflow of nerve-force, undirected by any motive, 
will manifestly take first the most habitual routes; and if 
these do not suffice, will next overflow into the less habit
ual ones. Well, it is through the organs o~ speech that 
feeling passes into movement with the greatest frequency. 
The jaws, tongue, and lips are used not only to express 
strong irritation or gratification; but that very moderate 
flow of mental energy which accompanies ordinary conver
sation, finds its chief vent tbrough this channel. Hence it 
happens that certain muscles round the mouth, small and 
easy to move, are the first to contract under pleasurable 
emotion. The class of muscles which, next after those of 
articulation, are most constantly set in action (or extra ac' 
tion, we should say) by feelings of aU kinds, are those of 
respiration. Under pleasurable or painful sensations we 
breathe more rapidly: possibly as a consequence of the in
creased demand for oxygenated blood. The sensations 
that accompany exertion also bring on hard-breathing; 
which here more evidently responds to the physiological 
needs. And emotions, too, agreeable and disagreeable, 
both, at first, excite respiration; though the last subse
quently depress it. That is to say, of the bodily muscles, 
the respiratory are more constantly implicated than any 
others in those various acts which our feelings impel us to ; 
and, hence, when there occurs an undirected discharge of 
nervous energy into the muscular system, it happens that, 
If the quantity be . considerable, it convulses not only cer· 
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tain of t.Le articulatory and vocal mUlIClcs, but. alltO thoN 
which expel air from the lungs. 

Should the feeling to be expended be lItill greater in 
amount-too great. t.o find vent in thsse cl_a of mUlch,. 
-another class comel into play. Tho upper limb. are !let 
iu motion. Children frequently clap t.heir bauJ. in glee; 
by lIome adults the hands are rubbed togcther j and other", 
under still greater intensity of delight, alap their knees and 
sway their bodies backwards and forwards. Last of all, 
when the other channels for the escape of the lurplul ne"8-
force bave been 6lled to overflowing, a yet fw1.her and lell8-
used group of muscles is spasmodically affected: the head 
is t.hrown back and the spine bent inwarda-t.here is • alight 
degree of what medical men call opisthotonos. ThUB, then, 
without contending t.hat t.he phenomena of laughter in all 
their details are to be so accounted for, we lee that in their 
enaemUa they conform to these general principles )-that 
feeling excites to muscular action j that ,,·hen the muacular 
action is unguided by a purpose, the muaclel firet aff'ected 
are those which feeling most babitually stimulates j and 
that as the feeling to be expended increases in quantity, it 
excites an increasing number of muacle., in a succession 
determined by the relat.ive frequency with which they re
spond to tbe regulated dictates of feeling. 

There still, however, remains the question with .,,·hich 
we set ou~ The explanation here given applies only to the 
laughter produced by acute pleasure or pain: it doea not 
apply to the laughter t.hat followa certain perceptions of 
incongruity. It is an insufficient explanation that in these 
cases, laughter is a result of the pleasure we take in e&o 

caping from the restraint of grave feelings. That t.his is a 
part-cause is true. Doubtless very often, as Mr. Bain say., 
.. it is the coerced form of !leriousuess and solemnity with
out the reality t.hat gives us that stiff position from which 
• contact with triviality or vulgarity relieves us, to our up' 
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roariolls delight." And in so far as mirth is caused by the 
gush of agreeable feeling that follows the cessation of men· 
t.al strain, it further illustrates the general principle above 
set forth. But no ex~lanation is thus afforded of the mirth 
which ensues when the short silence between the anaanu 
and allegro in one of Beethoven's symphonies, is broken by 
8 loud sneeze. In this, and hosts of like cases, the mental 
tension is not coerced but spontaneous-not disagreeable 
but agreeable; and the coming impressions to which the 
attention is directed, promise a gratification that few, if 
any, desire to escape. Hence, when the unlucky sneeze 
occurs, it cannot be that the laughter of th~ audience is 
due simply to the release from an irksome attitude of 
mind: some other cause must be sought. 

This cause we shall arrive at by carrying our analysis a 
step further. We have but to consider the quantity of feel· 
ing that exists under such circumstances, and then to ask 
what are the conditions that determine the direction of its 
discharge, to at once reach a solution. Take a case. You 
are sitting in a theatre, absorbed in the progress of an in· 
teresting drama. Some climax has been reached which 
has aroused your sympathies-say, a reconciliation between 
the hero and heroine, after long and painful misunderstand· 
ing. The feelings excited by this scene are not of a kind 
from which you seek relief; but are, on the contrary, a 
grateful relief from the painful feelings with which you 
have witnessed the previous estrangement. Moreover, the 
sentiments these fictitious personages have for the moment 
inspired you with, are not such as would lead you to re
joice in any indignity offered to them; but rather, such as 
would make you resent the ~dignity. . And now, while 
you are ,contemplating the reconciliation with a pleasurable 
sympathy, there appears from behind the scenes a tame 
kid, which, having stared round at the audience, walks np 
to the lovers and sniffs at them. You cannot help joining 
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In the roar which greets this contretemps. Inexplicable III 
is this irresistible burst on the hypothesis of a pleasure in 
escaping from mental restraint; or on the hypothesis of a 
pleasure from relative increase of IIIr.lf-importance, when 
witnessing the humiliation of others; it is readily explica
ble if we consider what, in such a case, must become of the 
feeling that existed at the moment the incongruity arose. 
A large mass of emotion had been produced; or, to speak 
in physiological language, a large portion of the nervous 
system was in a state of tension. There waa alllO great 
expectation with respect to the further evolution of the 
scene-a quantity of vague, nascent thought and emotion, 
into which the existing quantity of thought and emotion 
was about to pass. 

Had there been no interruption, the body of new ideaa 
and feelings next excited, would have sufficed to absorb 
the whole of the liberated nervous energy. But now, this 
large amount of nervous energy, instead of being aDowel} 
to expend itself in producing an equivalent amount of the 
new thoughts and emotions which were nascent, is suddenly 
checked in its flow. The channels along which the dis
charge was about to take place, are closed. Th0 new chan. 
nel opened-that afforded by the appearance and proceed· 
ings of the kid-is a small one; the ideas and feelings 
suggested are not numerous and massive enongh to carry 
oft' the nervous energy to be expended. The excess must 
therefore discharge itself in some other dir8l'tion; and 
in the way already explained, thero results an eftlux 
through the motor nerves to various classes of the mus
cles, producing the half-convulsive actions we term 
laughter. 

This explanation is in harmony with the fact, that when, 
among several persons who witness the same ludicrous 
occurrence, there are some who do not langh ; it ia because 
there has arisen in them an emotion not participa~ hi b, 
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the rest, and which is sufficiently massive to absorb all the 
nascent excitement. Among the spectators of an awkward 
tumble, those who preserve their gravity are those in whom 
there is excited a ~gree of sympathy with the sufferer, 
sufficiently great to serve as an outlet for the feeling which 
the occurrence had turned out of its previous course. 
Sometimes anger carries off the arrested current; and so 
prevents laughter. An instance of this was lately furnished 
me by a friend who had been witnessing the feats at 
Franconi's. A tremendous leap had just been made by an 
acrobat over a number of horses. The clown, seemingly 
envious of this success, made ostentatious preparation for 
doing the like; and then, taking the preliminary run with 
immense energy, stopped short on reaching the first horse, 
and pretended to wipe some dust from its haunches. In the 
majority of the spectators, merriment was excited; bllt in 
my friend, wound up by the expectation of the coming leap 
to a state of great nervous tension, the effect of the baulk 
was to produce indignation. Experience thus proves 
what the theory implies: namely, that the discharge of 
arrested feelings into the muscular system, takes place 
only in the absence of other adequate channel&-does not 
take place if there arise other feelings equal in amount to 
those arrested. 

Evidence still more conclusive is at hand. If we con· 
trast the incongruities which produce laughter with those 
wbich do not, we at once see that in the non-ludicrous ones 
the unexpected state of feeling aroused, though wholly 
different in kind, is not less in quantity or intensity. 
Among incongruities that may excite anything but a laugh, 
Mr. Bain instances-" A decrepit man under a heavy bul'o· 
den, five loaves and two fishes among a multitude, and aU 
:mfitness and gross disproportion; an instrument out of 
tune, a fly in ointment, snow in May, Archimedes studying 
geometry in a siege, and all discordant things; a wolf in 
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sheep's clothing, a breach of bargain, and b1sebood in ge& 
eral; the multitude taking the law in tbeir own bands, 
and everything of the natlll"e of diJorder; a corpse at a 
feast, parental cruelty, filial ingratitide, aod whatever ill 
unnatural; the entire catalogue of the vanities given by 
Solomon, are all incongruous, but they cause feelings of 
pain, anger, sadness, loathing, rather tban mirth." NoW' 
in these cases, where the totally unlike state of coosciou
ness . suddenly produced, is Dot inferior in m881 to th. 
preceding one, the conditions to laughter are Dot ful
filled. .As above shown, laughter naturally results ooly 
when consciQJJsness is unawares transferred from great 
things to 8IDall-only wben there is wbat we call a du«nd
ing incongruity. 

And DOW observe, finally, the fact, alike inferable. 
priori and illustrated in experience, that an cucmding 
incongruity Dot only fails to cause laughter, but worb 00 

the muscular system an effect of exactly the reverse kind. 
Wbeo after something very insignificant there arises with
out anticipation sometbing very great, the emotion we call 
wonder results; and this emotion is accompanied not by 
an excitement of tbe muscles, bot by a relaxation of them. 
In cI..ildren and country people, that falling of the jaw 
which occura on witnessing something that is imposing and 
unexpected, exemplifies this effect. Persons who have 
been wonder-struck at the production of very striking 
results by a seemingly inadequate cause, arc frequently 
descn"bed 88 unconsciously dropping the tbings they held 
in their hands. Such are just the effects to be anticipated. 
After an average state of consciausness, absorbing but. 
imall quantity of Dervous energy, is aroused without the 
aIightest notice, a strong emotion of awe, terror, or admi
ration; joined with the astonishment due to an apparent 
want of adequate causation. This Dew state of conscions
:Jess demands far more nervous energy than tbat which it 
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has suddenly replaced; and this increased absorption of 
nervous energy in mental changes, involves a temporary 
diminution of the outflow in other directions: whence the 
pendent jaw and the J#!laxing grasp. 

One fnrther observation is worth making. Among the 
several sets of channels into which surplus feeling might be 
discharged, was named the nervous . system of the viscera. 
'1'he sudden overflow of an arrested mental excitement, 
which, as we have seen, results from a descendmg incon
gruity, must doubtless stimulate not only the muscular sys
tem, as we see it does, but also the internal organs; the 
heart and stomach must come in for a sham of the dis· 
charge. And thus there seems to be a good physiological 
basis for the popular notion that mirth-creating excitement 
facilitates digestion. 

Though in doing so I go beyond the boundaries of 
the immediate topio, I may fitly point out that the method 
of inquiry here followed, is one which enables us to 
understand various phenomena besides those of laugh
ter. To show the importance of pursuing it, I will in
dicate the explanation it furnishes of another familiar class 
of facts. 

All know how generally a large amount of emotion dig. 
. turbs the action of the intellect, and interferes with the 

power of expression. A speech delivered with great 
facility to tables and chairs, is by no means so easily deliv
ered to an audience. Every schoolboy can testify that his 
trepidation, when standing before a master, has often dis
abled him from repeating a lesson which he had duly 
learnt. In explanation of this we commonly say that the 
attention is distracted-that the proper t~ain of ideas is 
broken by the intrusion of ideas that are irrelevant. But 
the question is, in what manner does unusual emotion 
produce this effect; and we are here supplied with a 
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tolerobly obvious answer. Tho rf'pctition of a le8lOn, or 
Bet speeoh previoullly thougbt out, implies tbe ftow of a 
very moderate amount of nervoul ezcitement. tbrough a 
comparatively narrow cbannel. Thcr tbing to be done i. 
!limply to oall up in lucccssion cenain previously-arranged 
idens-a process in ,,-hieh no great amount. of mental 
energy is upended. IIenoe, when there ia a large quantity 
of emotion, ,,-bich must. be disoharged in lome direction or 
otber; and wben, as usually happens, the reatricted leriel 
of intelleotual actions to be gone throllgh, doel not. luffice 
to oar17 it oll'; there result dischargel along other channel. 
besides thoe one prescribed: there are arouled uriou. 
idcas foreign to the train of thought to be punued; and 
theso tend to eJ:clude from consciousne. those which 
should oooupy it. 

And now obscrve tbe meaning of those bodily actions 
spontaneoualy set up under these circumatances. Tho 
scbool-boy saying his le88on, commonly bill bia finger! 
aotively engnged-perbaps in twillting about a broken pen, 
or perbaps squeezing tbe angle of his jacket.; and if told to 
keep his hands atilt, he lOon again fiillI into tbe aame or a 
similar trick. Many aneodotOl are CWTent of public Ipcak
ers having inourable automatic actionl at t.bia claaa: barri. 
ters wbo perpetually wound and unwound piecel ot tape ; 
members of parliament ever putting on and taking ofl'thdr 
speetaeles. So long as luch movcmentl are unconsciolls, 
tbey facilitate the mental actions. At least thia Ik'Cml a 
fuir inference from tbe fnot tbat confusion frequently ro
lults trom pntting a ltop to them: ,,-itness the CIIIe nar
rated by Sir WaIter Scott. ofhis IOhool-fullo", who became 
unable to say bis IC880n after the removal of the waiatcoat
button tbat. he habitually fingered while in class. But 
why do tbey facilitate the mental actionl' Clearly be
'lause they draw oll' a portion of the lurplos ne"oUl 
'!zoitement. It; as above ezplained, the quantity at mea-
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tal energy generated is greater than can find vent along 
the narrow channel of thought that is open to it; and ~ 
in consequence, it is apt to produce confusion by rushing 
into other channels ~f thought; then by allowing it au 
exit through the motor nerves into the muscular system, 
the pressure is diminished, and irrelevant ideas are lesa 
likely to intrude on consciousness. 

This further illustration will, I think, justify the posi
tion that something may be achieved by pursuing in other 
cases this method of psychological inquiry. A complete 
explanation of the phenomena, requires us to trace out 
all the consequences of any given state df conscions
ness; and we cannot do this without studying the effects, 
bodily and mental, as varying in quantity at each other's 
expense. We should probably learn much if we in 
every case asked-Where is all the nervous energy 
gone? 



v. 
fIlE ORIGIN AND FUNCTION OF MUSIC 

W HEN Carlo, standing, chained to bis kennel, leet 
his master in the distance, a slight motion of the 

tail indicates his but faint hope that he is abont to be Ie' 
out. A much more decided wagging of the tail, passing 
by-and-by into lateral nndulations of the body, followa his 
master's nearer approacb. When hands are laid on his 
collar, and he knows that he is really to have an outing, 
his jumping and wriggling are Buch tbat it is by no means 
easy to loose his fastenings. And when he finds himself 
actually free, his joy expends itself in bounds, in pirouettes, 
and in scourings hither and thither at the top of his speed. 
Puss, too, by erecting her tail, and by every time raising 
her back to meet tbe caressing hand of her mistress, 
similarly expresses her gratification by certain muscular 
actions; as likewise do the parrot by awkward dancing 
on his perch, and the canary by hopping and Buttering 
about hw cage with unwonted rapidity. Under emotions 
of an opposite kind, animals equally display muscular 
excitement. The enraged lion lashes his sides with his 
tail, knits his brows, protrudes his claws. The cat sets 
up her back; the dog retracts his upper lip j the horse 
throws back his ears. And in the struggles of creaturel 
in pain, we see that the like relation holds between ex· 
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cilement of the muscles and excitement of the nerves of 
sensation. 

In ourselves, distinguished from lower creatures as we 
are by feelings alik" more powerful alid more varied, 
parallel facts are at once more conspicuous and more nu. 
merOllS. We may conveniently look at them in groups. 
We shall find that pleasurable sensations and painful sen· 
sations, pleasurable emotions and painful emotions, all 
tend to produce active demonstrations in proportion to 
their intensity. 

In children, and even in adults who are not restrained 
by regard for appearances, a highly agreedble taste is 
followed by a smacking of the lips. An infant will laugh 
and bound in its nurse's arms at the sight of a brilliant 
colour or the hearing of a new sound. People are apt to 
beat time with head or feet to music which particularly 
pleases them. In a sensitive person an agreeable perfume 
.will produce a smile; and smiles will be seen on the faces 
of a crowd gazing at some splendid burst of fireworks. 
Even the pleasant sensation of warmth felt on getting to 
the fireside out of a winter's storm, will similarly express 
itself in the face. 

Painful sensations, being mostly far more intense than 
pleasurable ones, cause muscular actions of a much more 
decided kind. A sudden twinge produces a convulsive 
start of the whole body. A pain less violent, but con· 
tinuons, is accompanied by a knitting of the brows, a set· 
ting of the teeth or biting of the lip, and a contrac
tion of the features generally. Under a persistent pain 
of a severer kind, other muscular actions are added: 
the body is swayed to and fi·o; the hands clench any
thing they can lay hold of; and should the agony rise 
still higher, the sufferer rolls about on the floor almost con 
vnlsed. 

Thongh more varied, the natural language of the pleas. 
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urable emotions comes within the llame generalization. A 
IImile, which is the commonest expression of gratified feel. 
ing, is a contraction of certain facial muscles i and when 
the smile broadens into a laugh, we su a more violent and 
more general muscular (.xcitement produced by an intenser 
gratification. Rubbing together of the hands, and that 
other motion which Dickens somewhere describes .. 
"washing with impalpable soap in invisible water," have 
like implications. Children may often be seen to "jump 
for joy." Even in adults of excitable temperament, an 
action approaching to it is sometimes witneSBed. And 
dancing has wI the world through been regarded as natural 
to an elevated state of mind. Many of the special emo
tions show themselves in special mU8cular actions. The 
gratification resulting from succeSB, raises the head and 
gives firmness to the gait. .A hearty grasp of the hand is 
currently taken as indicative of friendship. Under a gosh 
of affection the mother clasps her child to her breast, feel •. 
ing as though she could squeeze it to death. .And 80 in 
sundry other cases. Even in that brightening of the eye 
with which good news is received we may trace the same 
truth; for this appearance of greater brilliancy is doe to 
an extra contraction of the muscle which raises the eyelid, 
and so allows more light to fall upon, and be retlected from, 
the wet surface of the eyeball 

The bodily indications of painful emotions are equally 
numeroos, and still more vehement. Discontent is ShOWD 
by raised eyebrows and wrinkled forehead; disgust by a 
curl of the lip; offence by a pout. The impatient man 
beats a tattoo with his fingers on the table, swings his pen
dent leg with increasing rapidity, gives needleSll pokings to 
the fire, and presently paces with hasty strides aboot the 
room. In great grief there is wringing of the hands, ard 
eveD tearing of the hair. .An angry child stamps, or rolls 
on its back and kicks its heels in tbe air; and in manhood. 
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IlDger, first showing itself in frowns, in distended nostrils, 
in compressed lips, goes on to produce grinding of the 
teeth, clenching of the fingers, blows of the fist on the ta
ble, and perhaps ends.,in a violent attack on the offending 
person, or in throwing about and breaking the furniture. 
From that pursing of the mouth indicative of slight dis
pleasure, up to the frantic struggles of the maniac, we shall 
lind that mental irritatiou tends to vent itself in bodily ac
tivity. 

All feelings, then--sensations or emotions, pleasurable 
or painful-have this common characteristic, that they are 
muscular stimuli. Not forgetting the few awarently ex
ceptional cases in which emotions exceeding a certain inten
sity produce prostration, we may set it down as a general 
law that, alike in man and animals, there is a direct connec
tion between feeling and motion; the last growing more 
vehement as the first grows more intense. Were it allow
able here to treat the matter scientifically, we might trace 
ihis general law down to the principle known among phys
iologists as that of rejia action.* Without doing this, 
however, the above numerous instances justify the general
ization, that mental excitement of all kinds ends in excite· 
ment of the muscles; and that the two preserve a more or 
less constant ratio to each other. 

"But what has all this to do with TAe Origin and 
Function of Music'" asks the reader. Very much, as 
we shall presently see. All music is originally vocal. All 
vocal !\ounds are produced by the agency of certain mus· 
cles. These muscles, in common with those of the body at 
large, are excited to contraction by pleasurable and painful 
reelings. And therefore it is that feelings demonstrate 

• Those who swk information on this point may find it in an interesl 
\IIg tract by Mr. AIennder Bain, on Animal Imurlel and Intelligence. 
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themselves in sounds as well 88 in movements. Therefor. 
It is that Carlo barks 88 well 88 leaps when he is let out
that puss purrs 88 well 88 erects her tail-that the canary 
chirps as well as flutters. TherefortJ it is that the angry 
lion roars while be lashes bis sides, and tbe dog growls 
while be retracts bis lip. Therefore it is tbat the maimed 
animal not only strnggles, but howls. Apd it is from this 
cause that in buman beings bodily suffering expresses itself 
not only in contortions, but in shrieks and groana-that in 
anger, and fear, and grief, the gesticulations are accompa
nied by shouts and screams-that delightfu1 sensations are 
followed by' exclamations-and that we hear screams of joy 
and shouts of exultation. 

We bave here, then, a principle und~rlying all vocal 
phenomena; including those of vocal music, and by conse
quence those of music in general The muscles that move 
the chest, larynx, and vocal chords, contracting like other 
muscles in proportion to tbe intensity of the feelings; ev
ery different contraction of these muscles involving, 81 it 
does, a different adjustment of the vocal organs; every die. 
ferent adjustment of the vocal organs causing a change in 
the sound emitted i-it follows that variations of voice are 
the physiological results ot variations of feeling; it follows 
that each inflection or modulation is the natural outcome 
of Bome passing emotion or sensation; and it follows that 
tbe explanation of all kinds of vocal expression, must bta 
sought in this general relation between mental and muscu
lar excitements. Let us, then, see whether we cannot thus 
account for the chief peculiarities in the utterance of the 
Feelings: grouping these peculiarities under the heads of 
loudness, quality, 0'1' timbre, pitch, inteT11ala, and rate (If 
Ilariation. 

Between the lungs and the organs of voice, tbere i. 
much the same relation 88 between the bel1ows-of an orgtw 
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and its pipes. And as the loudness of the Bound given out 
by an organ·pipe increases with the strength of the blast 
from the bellows; so, other things equal, the loudness of a 
vllcal sound mcreases 1tith the strength of the blast from 
the lungs. But the expulsion of air from the lungs is 'ef
fected by certain muscles of the chest and abdomen. The 
forne with which these muscles contract, is proportionate 
to tbe intensity of the feeling experienced. Hence, Ii priori, 
loud sounds will be the habitual results of strong feelings. 
That they are so we have daily proof. The pain which, if 
moderate, can be borne silently, causes outcries if it be
comes extreme. While a slight vexatio:l makes a child 
whimper, a fit of passion calls forth a howl that disturbs 
the neighbourhood. When the voices in an adjacent room 
become unusually audible, we infer anger, or surprise, or 
joy. Loudness of applause is significant of great appro
bation ; and with uproarious mirth we associate the idea of 
high enjoyment. Commencing with the silence of apathy, 
we find that the ut.terances grow louder as the sensations 
or emotions, whether pleasurable or painful, grow stronger. 

That different qualities of voice accompany different 
mental states, and that under states of excitement the tones 
are more sonorous than usual, is another general fact ad
mitting of a parallel explanation. The sounds of common 
conversation have but little resonance; those of strong 
feeling have much more. Under rising ill temper the voice 
acquires a metallic ring. In accordance with her constant 
mood, the ordinary speech of a virago has a piercing qual
ity quite opposite to that softness indicative of placidity. 
A ringing laugh marks an especially joyous temperament. 
Grief unburdening itself uses tones approaching in timbre 
to those of chanting: and in his most pathetic passages an 
eloquent speaker similarly falls into tones more vibratory 
than those common to him. Now anyone may readily 
convince himself that resonant vocal sounds can be pro-

11 
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duced only by a certain muscular effort additional to tbn, 
ordinarily needed. If after uttering a word in hit apeak. 
Jng voice, the reader, without changing the pitch or the 
loudness, will Bing this word, he wilt perceive that before 
he can sing it, he has to alter the adjustment of t.he vocal 
organs; to do which a certain force must be used; and by 
putting his fingers on that external prominence marking 
the top of the larynx, he will have further evidence that to 
produce a 8OnorOU8 tone the organ8 must be drawn out of 
their nsual position. Thus, then, the fact that the tone. of 
excited . feeling are more vibratory than those of common 
conversatio'n, is another instance of the connexion between 
mental excitement and mnscnlar excitement. The apeak. 
ing voice, the recitative voice, and the singing voice, lev· 
erally exemplify one general principle. 

That the pitch of the voice variell according to the ac
tion of the vocal muscles, scarcely needs saying. All know 
that the middle notes, in which they converse, are made 
without any appreciable effort; and all know that to make 
either very high or very low notes requirell a considerable 
effort. In either ascending or descending trom the pitcb 
of ordinary speech, we are conscious of an increasing mU8-
cular strain, which, at both extremes of the register, be: 
comes posith'ely painful. Hence it follow. from our gen
eral principle, that while indifference or calmness will nse 
the medium tones, the tones used during excitement will 
be either above or bdow them; and will rise higher and 
blgher, or fall lower and Jower, as the feelings grow 
stronger. Thill physiological deduction we also find to be 
in harmony with familiar facts. The habitual 8ufferer ut
ters his complaints in a voice raised considerably above the 
natural key ; and agonizing pain vents itself in either 
shrieks or groan~in very high or very Jow notes. Begin
ning at his talking pitch, the cry of the disappointed urchin 
grows more shrill as it grows louder. The" Oh 1" of as-
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tonishment or delight, begins several notes below the mid 
dIe voice, and descends still lower. Anger expresses it 
self in high tones, or else in' "curses not loud but aeep." 
Deep tones, too, are !Iways used in uttering strong re
proaches. Such all exclamation as "Beware I" if made 
ill'amatically-that is, if made with 3 show of feeling
must be many notes lower than ordinary. Further, we 
have groans of disapprobation, groans of horror, groans 
of remorse. And extreme joy and fear are alike accompa
nied by shlill outcries. 

Nearly allied to the subject of pitch, is thpt of inter
vals~' and the explanation of them carries our argument a 
step further. While calm speech is comparatively monot
onous, emotion makes use offifths, octaves, and even 'wider 
intervals. Listen to anyone narrating or repeating some
thing in which he has no interest, and his voice will not 
wander more than two or three notes above or below his 
medium note, and that by small steps; but when he comes 
to some exciting event he will be heard not only to use the 
higher and lower notes of his register, but to go from one to 
the other by larger leaps. Being unable in print to imitate 
these traits of feeling, we feel some difficulty in fully real
izing them to the reader. But we may suggest a few re
membrances which will p'!rhaps call to mind a sufficiency 
of others. If two men living in the same place, and fre
quently seeing one another, meet, say: at a public assembly, 
any purase with whioh one may be heard to accost th~ 
other--as " Hallo, are you here? "-will have an ordinary 
intonation. But if one' of them, after long absence, has 
uncxpectedly returned, the expression of surprise with 
which his frient! may greet him-" Hallo I how came you 
hore ? "-will be uttered in much more strongly contrasted 
Lones. The two syllables of the word "Hallo" will be, 
the one much higher and the other much lower than be-
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rore; and tbe rest or the 8entence will limiJarl, uceDd and 
deacend bl lODger &tepa. 

Again. it; lIupposing ber to be in an adjoining room, the 
mistress of the bouae can. "lIary," the t .. o I)'llablee of 
the name will be spoken in an ascending interval of. third. 
II Mary does not repll, the call will be repeated probabll 
in. descending fifth; implying tb. elight.est abad. of .... 
noy8DC8 at Mary'll inattention. Sbould Mary aLiIl make 
no answer, the increaaing anooy8Dce will abow it.ae1f brlbe 
uae of • descending octave on the nen repetition of tbe 
calL And lIupposing the ailence to continue, the lad" if 
not of • ~ery even temper, will aboW' her irritation at 
lIary'1I seeminglr intentional negligence br finallr calling 
ber in tonN IItill more widelr cont.raated-t.he 6m syllable 
being higher and tbe 1ast lower tbao beCore. 

Now, tbese and analogona facta, wbich the reaJt.r will 
readily accumulate, clearlr conCorm to the law laid down. 
For to make large intervale requiree more mnacular action 
than to make IImall ones. But not oo1y ia the eztmI of yo. 

cal intervalS thUII explicable all due to tbe relation betweeo 
nervona and muacular excitement, but &lao in lOme degree 
their directiora, all ascending or descending. The middle 
notes being those which demand DO appreciable efr'ort of 
muacular adjustment; and the efr'ort becoming greater as 
we either ucend or deeoend j it follow. tbat. departure 
from the middle notes in either direction will mark increu
ing emotion; wbile a return towards the middle Dotea will 
mark decreasing emotion. Hence it happens tbat an en
thusiast.io person ut.tering lIuch a aentence _" It Wall the 
most splendid aigb\ I ever saw r" will ucend to the fim 
syllable of the word " splendid," and tbence will deacend: 
t.he word "splendid" marking tbe climax of the feeling 
produced br the recollection. Benee, again, n happeoe 
Lbat, under lOme extreme vexation produced br another-. 
atupiditr, an irascible man, exclaiming-" What a con-
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founded fool the fellow is I " will begin somewhat below his 
middle voice, and descending to the word "fool," which 
fie will utter in one of his deepest notes, will then ascend 
again. And it may l.Je remarked, that the word "fool" 
will not only be deeper and louder than the rest, but will 
also have more emphasis of articulation-another mode in 
which muscular excitement is shown. 

There is some danger, however, in giving instances like 
this; seeing that as the mode of rendering will vary accor
ding to the intensity of the feeling which the reader feigns 
to himself, the right cadence may not be hit npon. With 
single words there is less difficulty. Thus the 0" Indeed I " 
with which a surprising fact is received, mostly begins on 
the middle note of the voice, and rises with the second syl
lable; or, if disapprobation as well as astonishment is felt, 
the first syllable will be below the middle note, and the 
second lower still. Conversely, the word "AIas I" which 
marks not the rise of a paroxysm of grief, but its decline, 
IS uttered in a cadence descending towards the middle 
note; or, if the first syllable is in the lower part of the 
I'egister, the second ascends towards the middle note. In 
the" Heigh.ho I .. expressive of mental and muscular pros
tration, we may see the same truth; and if the cadence ap
propriate to it be inverted the absurdity of the effect clearly 
shows how the meaning of intel'vale is dependent on the 
principle we have been illustrating. 

'I'he remaining characteristic of emotional speech which 
we have to notice is that of variability of pitch. It is 
scarcely possib." here to convey adequate ideas of this 
more complex manifestation. We must be content ,,"itl} 
simply indicating some occasions on which it may be ob
aened. On a meeting of friends, for instance-as when 
there ani ves :J. party of much-wish ed-for visitors-the voices 
of all will be heard to undergo changes of pitch not only 
greater but much more numerous than usual. If a speaker 
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at a public meeting is interrupted by some squabble among 
those he is addressing, his comparatively level tonel will 
be in marked contrast with the rapidly changing one of the 
disputants. And among children, .. -hose feelings are lellll 
under control than those of adults, this peculiarity ie .till 
more decided. During a scene of complaint and recrimi. 
nation between two excitable little girls, the voice. may be 
heard to run up and down the gamut several time. in each 
sentence. In such cases we once more recognise the same 
law: for muscular excitement is shown not only in strength 
of contraction but also in the rapidity with which differen' 
muscular a6justments succeed each other. 

T~us we find all the leading vocal phenomena to have 8 

physiological basis. They are so many manifestation. of 
the general law that feeling is a stimulus to muscular action 
--a law conformed to throughout the whole economy, not 
of man only, but of every sensitive creature-a law, there
fore, which lies deep ill the nature of animal organization. 
The expressiveness of these various modifications of voice 
is therefore innate. Each of UR, from babyhood upwards, 
has been spontaneously making them, when under the va
>ious sensations and emotions by which they are produced. 
Having been conscious of f"ach feeling at the same time 
that we heard ourselves make the conseqnent SQund, we 
have acquired an established association of ideas between 
such sound and the feeling which caused it. When the 
like sound is made by another, we ascribe the like feeling 
to him; and by a further consequence we not only ascribe 
to him that feeling, but have a certain degree of it aroused 
in ourselves: for to become conscious of the feeling which 
another is experiencing, is to have that feeling awakeued 
in our own consciousness, which is the same thing as eJl'pe· 
ritlncing the feeling. Thus these various modifications of 
voice become not only a language through which we un
derstand the emotions of others, but also the means 01 f:~ 
citing our sympathy with such emotionL 
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Have we not here, tllen, adequate data for a theory of 
music? These vocal peculiarities. which indicate excited 
feeling, are those wldch especiall!! di8tinguilth song from or- . 
dinary speeclt. Every.one of the alterations of voice wllich 
we have found to be a physiological result of pain or pleas
nre, is carried to its greatest e:ctreme in vocal music. For 
instance, we saw that, in virtue of the general relation be
tween mental and muscular excitement, one characteristic 
of passionate utterance is loudne.s. Well, its comparative 
loudness is one of the distinctive marks of song as contrast
ed with the speech of daily lite; and further, the forte 
passages of an air are those intended to represe9t the climax 
of its emotion. We next saw that the tones in which emotion 
expresses itself, are, in conformity with this same law, of a 
more sonorous timbre than those of calm conversation. 
Here, too, song displays a still higher degree of the pecu· 
liarity; for the singing tone is the most resonant we can 
make. Again, it was shown that, from a like cause, men· 
tal excitement vents itself in the higher and lower notes 
of the register; using the middle notes but seldom. And 
it scarcely needs saying that vocal music is still more dis
tinguished by its comparative neglect of the notes i~ which 
we talk, and its habitual use of those above or below them 
and, moreover, that its most passionate effects are common· 
ly produced at the two extremities of its scale, but especi
ally the upper one. 

A yet further trait of strong feeling, similarly accounted 
for, was the employment of larger intervals than are em
ployed in common converse. This trait, also, every ballad 
and aria carries to an extent beyond that heard in the 
spontaneous utterances of emotion: add to wllich, that tho 
direction of these intervals, which, as diverging from or 
(lonverging towards the medium tones, we found to be 
[)hysiologically expressive of increasing or decreasing emo· 
tion, may be observed to have in music like meanings 
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Once more, it was pointed out that not only ext.reme but at.o 
rapid variationl of pitch, are characteristic of mental ex. 
citement; and once more we lee in the quick changes of 
every melody, that BODg carries the ~haracteristic .. far, if 
not farther. Thus, in retlpeCt alike of loudmu, ~ 
pilch, inlerrxlU, and ratd of txJI"iati<m, lOng emplor- and 
exaggerates the natorallanguage of t.he emotioDl ;-i& .rue. 
from a 8ystematic combination of those vocal pecnliaritia. 
which are the physiological effecla of acute pleasure and 
pain. 

Beside8 these chief characteristics of lOng as distinguish
ed from common speech, there are lundry minor oneil 
8imilarly explicable as due to tbe relation between mental 
and muscular excitement; and before proceeding further 
these should be briefly noticed. ThIlSt certain passions, 
and perhaps all pll88ion8 when pushed to an extreme, pro
duce (probably through tbeir influence over the action of 
tfle heart) an effect the reverse of that which baa been d~ 
acribed: they cause a physical prostration, one Iymptom of 
which iB a general relaxation of the muacles, and • co~ 
quent trembling. We have the trembling of anger, of 
fear, of hope, of joy; aud the vocal muscles being implicat
ed with the rest, the voice too becomes tremulous. Now, 
in singing, thiB tremulousness of nice ia very e1t'ectively 
used by BOrne vocaliatB in bighly pathetic passages; lOme
times, indeed, because of ita effectiveness, too much used 
by them-aa by Tamberlik, for instance. 

Again, there iB a mode of musical execution knOWD as 
the ,mccato, appropriate to energetic passages-to pa883gell 

expressive of exhilaration, of reaolution, of confidence. 
The action of the vocal muscles which produces thiB ~ 
oato style, iB analOgou8 to the muscular action which pro
duces the sharp, decisive, energetic movementa of body in
.Iicating these states of mind; and therefore i& ia lba& the 
If.:Iccato style haa the meaning we BBCribo to it. ConYerBe 
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Iy, sluned intervals are expressive of gentler and less active 
feelings; and are 80 because they imply the smaller muscu
lar vivacity due to a lower mental energy. The difference 
of effect resulting froilt difference of time in music, is also 
I)ttributable to the same law. Already it has been pointed 
out that the more frequent changes of pitch which ordina
rily result from passion, are imitated and developed in song i 
Bnd here we have to add, that the various rates of such 
changes, appropriate to the different styles of music, are 
further traits having the same derivation. The slowest 
movements, largo and adagio, are used where spch dept-ess
ing emotions as grief, or such unexciting emotions as rev
erence, are to be portrayed; while the more rapid move· 
ments, andante, allegro, pt"e.Jto, represent successively in
creasing degrees of mental vivacity; and do this because 
they imply that muscular activity which flows from this 
mental vivacity. Even the rhythm, which forms a remain
ing distinction between song and speech, may not improb
ably have a kindred cause. Why the actions excited by 
strong feeling should tend to become rhythmical, is not 
very obvious; but that they do so there are divers e,iden
ces. There is the swaying of the body to and fro under 
pain or grief, of the leg· under impatience or agitation. 
Dancing, too, is a rhythmical action natural to elevated emo
tion. That under excitement speech acquires a certain 
rhythm, we may occasionally perceive in the highest efforts 
of an orator. In poetry, which is a form of speech used 
for the better expression of emotional ideas, we have this 
rhythmical tendency developed. And when we bear in 
mind that dancing, poetry, and musio are connate--are ori
ginally constituent parts of the same thing, it becomes 
clear that tte measured movement common to them all im
plies a rhythmical action of the whole system, the vocalap
rarat us included; and that so the rhythm of music is a more 
lubtle and complex result of this relation between mental 
and musoular excitement. 
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But it is tIme to tmd this analysis, which, pos8ibly w. 
have already carried too far. It is not to be lupposed that 
the more special peculiarities of mUllical expreasion are to 
be definitely explained. Though p~bably thElY may all io 
some way conform to the principle that haa been worked 
(jut, it is obviously impracticable to trace that principle in ita 
more ramified applications. Nor is it needful to our argu
ment that i~ should be so traced. The foregoing facta 
sufficiently prove that what we regard &I the distinctive 
traits of song, are simply the traits of emotional Ipeech in. 
tensified and systematized. In respect of ita general char. 
acteristics, ~e think it has been made clear that vocal mu.. 
sic, and by consequence all music, is an idealization of the 
natural1anguage of passion. 

As far as it goes, the Beanty evidence furnished by hi .. 
tory confirms this conclusion. Note first the fact (no' 
properly ao historical one, but fitly grooped with luch) 
that the dance-chants of savage tribes are very monoton
ous; and in virtue of their monotony are much more nearly 
allied to ordinary speech than are the songs of civilized 
races. Joining with this the fact that there are still extant 
among boatmen and others in the East, ancient chants of a 
like monotonous cbaracter, we may infer that vocal mU8ic 
originally diverged from emotional speech in a gradual, 
unobtrnsive manner; and tbis is the inference to which 
our argument point8. Further evidence to the same 
effect is supplied by Greek history.. The early poem8 of 
the Greeks-which, be it remembered, were sacred le
gends embodied in that rhythmical, metaphorical1angnage 
which strong feeling excites--were not recited, but chant
ed: the tones and the cadences were made musical by tb. 
same influences which made the speech poetical 

By those who have mvestigated the matter, this chant
Ing is believed to have been not wbat we call singing, bUI 
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neal-Iy allied to our recitative; (far simpler indeed, if we 
may judge from the fact that the early Greek lyre, which 
had but four strings, was played in uni80n with the voice, 
which was therefore' confined tofour notes;) and as such, 
much less remote from common speech than our own sing
ing is. For recitative, or musical recitation, is in al! r&
pects intermediate between speech and song. Its average 
effects are not so loud as those of song. Its tones are less 
Bonorous in timbre than those of song. Commonly it di· 
verges to a smaller extent from the middle notes--uses 
notes neither so high nor so low in pitch. The interval8 
habitual to it are neither so wide nor so vali.ed. Its rate 
of variation is not so rapId. And at the same time that its 
primary rhythm is less decided, it has none of that second
ary rhythm produced by recurrence of the same' or parallel 
musical phrases, which is one of the marked character
istics of song. Thus, then, we may not only infer, from 
the evidence furnished by existing barbarous tribes, that 
the vocal music of pre-historic times was emotional speech 
very slightly exalted; but we see that the. earliest vocal 
music of which we have any account, differed much less 
from emotional speech than does the vocal music of our 
days. 

That recitative--beyond which, by the way, the Chinese 
and Hindoos seem never to have advanced-grew natarally 
out of the modulations and cadences of strong feeling, we 
have indeed still current evidence. There are even now 
to be met with occasions on which strong feeling vents 
itself in this form. "Wboever has been present when a • 
meeting of Quakers was addressed by one of their preach
ers (whose practice it is to speak only under the influence 

, of religious emotion), must have been struck by the qnite 
nnnsual tones, like those of a subdued chant, in which the 
address was made. It is clear, too, that the intoning used 
III some churches, is representative of this same mental 
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ltate; and baa been adopted on aceounl of tbe instinctivel, 
felt congruity between it and \he contrition, lupplication. 
or reverence verbally e.J:preaeed. 

And it; u we have good reason' to believe, recitatin 
arose by degrees out of emotional lpeecb, it becomes mani
fest that by a continoance or the same p~ lOng h .. 
arisen oul of recitative. Just U, from the orationa and 
legenda of avages, expresaed in tbe metaphorical, al1t'gori
cal It)'le Dalural to them, \here .prong t'pic poetry, out of 
which lyric poetry 11'81 afterwarda deyeloped; ao, from the 
exalted tones and cadences in which lOch oraUODIand Ie
genda were aelinred, came tbe chant or recitative mosie, 
from whence lyrical mosie haa &ince grown np. ADd there 
baa Dot only tbos been a simultaneous and parallel genem. 
bot there is also a parallelism of result&. For lyrical poetry 
differs from epic poetry, jos& u lyrical mosie dift"cn from 
recitative: eacb still further in\eosifies the natorallanguage 
of the emotions. Lyrical poetry is more metaphorical. 
more hyperbolie, more elliptical, and addl the rhythm of 
liDes to the rhythm of feet; just .. lyrical music is looder, 
more SODOroOS, more extreme in ita in\enala, and adds the 
rbythm of phrases to the rbythm of ban. And \he knowD 
fad that out of epic poetry the stroDger passio1l8 developed 
lyrical poetry 81 their appropriate "ehicle. strengtheos tbe 
inference tb3t. tbey &imilarly denloped lyrical mWlic oot of 
reeitatiYe. 

Nor indeed are we witbout evidences of the transition. 
[t needs bot to li.ooten to an opera to bear the leading gra
dations. Between \he comparativt'l)' len} recitative of 
ordinary dialogue, tbe more .,..ried recitative witb wider 
intervals and bigher tones used in exciting scenes. the 
Itill more mosical recitati,.. wbicb prelades an air, and 
tbe air itself; tbo sueeessive Itt'ps are bot small; and 
lhe £'\Ct that among aira tbemselves gradatioDS or like 
nature may he traced, further CODfinn8 the oonclOJioa 
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that the highest form of vocal music was arrived at by 
degrees. 

Moreover, we have some clue to the influences which 
have induced this de',elopment; and may roughly conceive 
the process of it. As the tones, intervals, and cadences ot 
strong emotion were the elements out of which song was 
elaborated; so, we may expect to find that still stronger 
emotion produced the elaboration: and we have evidence 
implying this. Instances in abundance may be cited, show
ing that musical composers are men of extremely acuto 
sensibilities. The Life of Mozart depicts him as one of 
intcnscly active affections and highly impress'ionable tcm
perament. Various anecdotes represent Beethoven as 
very susceptible and very passionate. Mendelssohn is de· 
scribed by those who knew him to have been full of fine 
feeling. And the almost incredible sensitiveness of Chopin 
has been illustrated in the memoirs of George Sand. An 
nnusually emotional nature being thus the general charac
teristic of mnsical composers, we ha,·e in it just the agency 
required for the development of recitative and song. In
tenser feeling producing intenser manifestations, any cause 
of excitement will call forth from such a nature, tones and 
changes of voice more marked than those called forth froUl' 
an ordinary nature-will generate just those exaggerations 
which we have found to distinguish the lower vocal music 
from emotional speech, and the higher vocal music from 
the lower. Thus it becomes credible that the four-toned 
recitative of the early Greck poets (like all poets, nearly 
allied to composers in the comparative intensity of their 
feelings), was really nothing more than the slightly ex
aggerated emotional speech natural to them, which grew 
by frequent use into an organized form. And it is readily 
conceivable that. the accumulated agency of subsequent 
poet-musicians, inheriting and adding to the products 
If those who went before them, sufficed, in the course of 
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the ten centurie8 which we know it tOok, to develope t.hi. 
four-toned recitative into a vocal mU8ic having a range of 
two octaves. 

Not only may we 80 understand how more IOnorou. 
tones, greater extremes of pitch, and wider intervals, were 
gradually introduced; but allO how there arose a greater 
variety and complexity of musical expresaion. For tl..iI 
lIIlIIle passionate, enthusiastio temperament, which naturalll 
leads the musical composer to expresa the feelinga poueBlCd 
by others as well as himself, in extremer interval. and mc-re 
marked cadences than they would use, also leach him to 
give musicat utterance to feelinga which they either do nut 
experience, or experience in but slight degrees. In virtut' 
of this general susceptibility which distinguishe8 him, he 
l'egarda with emotion, events, scenes, conduct, character, 
which produce upon most men no appreciable effect. The 
emotions 80 generated, compounded as they are of tho sim· 
pIer emotions, are not expressible by intervals and cadCOCCII 

natural to these, but by combinationa of such intervall and 
cadences: whence arise more involved musical phl'Wle8, 
conveying more complex, subtle, and unusual feel.ings. 
And thus we may in some measure understand how it hap
pen8 that music DOt only so strongly excites our m')re 
familiar feelings, but also produces feelinga we n'3vet' I:ad 
befor_rouses dormant sentiments of which we had 110t 

conceived the possibility and do not know the meaning; 
or, as Richter says-tells us of thinga we have not .cen an d 
shall Dot see. 

Indirect evidences of several kinds remain to be briefly 
pointed out. ODe of them is the difficulty. DOt to say im· 
possibility, of otherwise accounting for the expressivenCIII 
of music. Whence comes it that special combinationa of 
notes should have special effecta upon our emotiona ?-thal 
one should give us a feeling of exhilaration, another 01 
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melancholy, another of affection, another of reverence? 
Is it that these special combinations have intrinsic mean· 
ings apart from the human constitution ?-that a certain 
number of aerial w:fves per second, followed by a certain 
other number, in the nature of things signify grief, while 
in the reverse order they signify joy; and similarly with 
all other intervals, phrases, and cadences? Few will be so 
irrational as to think this. Is it, then, that the meanings 
of these special combinations are conventional only?-that 
we learn their implications, as we do those of words, by 
observing how others understand them? This is an hy. 
pothesis not only devoid of evidence, but dirOectly opposed 
to the experience of every one. How, then, are musical 
effects to be explained? If the theory above set forth be 
accepted, the difficulty disappears. If music, taking for its 
raw material the various modifications of voice which are 
the physiological results of excited feeling, intensifies, com· 
bines, and complicates them-if it exaggerates the loud· 
ness, the resonance, the pitch, the intervals, and the varia· 
bility, which, in virtue of an organic law, are the charac· 
teristics of passionate speech-if, by carrying out these fur· 
ther, more consistently, more unitedly, and more sus
tainedly, it produces an idealized language of emotion; 
then its power over us becomes comprehensible. But in 
the absence of this theory, the expressiveness of music ap
pears to be inexplicable. 

Again, the preference we feel for certain qualities of 
sound presents a like difficulty, admitting only of a like 
solution. It is generally agreed that the tones of the hu· • 
man voice are more pleasing than any others. Grant that 
music takes its rise from the modulations of the human 
vok'e under emotion, and it becomes a natural consequence 
that the tones of that voice should appeal to our feelings 
more than any others; and so should be considered more 
beautiful than any others. But deny that music has thit 
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origin, and the only alternative is the untenable position 
that the vibrations proceeding from a 'Vocalist's throat are. 
objectivell considered, ofa higher order than tho .. frc,m a 
hom or a violin. Similarll with ha'rsh and 801\ lOunda. 
If the conclusivene88 of 'he foregoing reasoningl be not 
admitted, it must be supposed that the vibrations causing 
the last are intrinsicalll better than those causing the first; 
lind that, in virtue of some pre-established harmoDl, the 
higher feelings and natures produce the one, and the lower 
the other. But if the foregoing reasonings be 'Valid, it 
follows, as a· matter of conne, that we shall like the 
sounds that 'habitualll accompanl agreeable feelings, and 
dislike those that. habitualll accompanl disagreeable feel· 
ings. 

Once more, the question-How is the upreesivene88 of 
music to be otherwise accounted for' mal be lupplement.
ed bl the question-How is the genellia of music to be 
otherwise accounted for? That mosic is a product of cil"o 
ilization is manifest; for though savages have their dance
chants, these are of a kind scarcellto be dignified bl 
the title musical: at most, thel suppll but the vaguest 
rudiment of music, properll 80 called. And if music 
bas been bl slow steps de-veloped in the course of civili
zation, it must have been de-veloped out of something. 
If, then, its origin is not that aboYS alleged, what is its 
origin? 

Thns we find that the negative evidence confirms the 
positive, and that, taken together, thel furnish strong 

.. proof. We have seen that there is a phlsiological relation, 
common to man and all animals, between feeling and moa
cular action; that as 'VocallOunds are produced bl mU5CII
Jar action, there is • consequent phpiological relation be
tween feeling and vocallOunds; that all the modifications 
of 'Voice eIpl"essive of feeling are the direct results of this 
physiobgical relation; that mosie, adopting all these modi 
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licntions, intensifics them more and more as it ascends to 
its higher and higher forms, and becomes music simply in 
virtue of thus intensifying them; that, from the aucient 
epic poet chanting hit verses, down to the modern musical 
composer, men of unusually strong feelings prone to express 
them in extreme forms, have been naturally the agents of 
lhese successive intensifications; and that so there has 
little by little arisen a wide divel"gence between this ideal
ized language of emotion and its natural language: to 
which direct evidence we have just added the indirect 
-that on no other tenable hypothesis can either the 
expressiveness or the genesis of music be explained. 

And now, 'what is the function of music? Has music 
/lny effe,ct beyond the immediate pleasure it produces? 
Analogy suggests that it has. The enjoyments of a good. 
dinner do not end with themselves, but minister to bodily 
well-being. Though people do not marry with a view to 
maintain the race, yet the passions which impel them to 
marry secure its maintenance. Parental affection is a feel
iug which, while it conduces to parental happiness, ensures 
the nurture of offspring. Men love to accumulate property, 
often without thought of the benefits it produces; but in 
pursuing the plea~ure of acquisition they indirectly open the 
way to other pleasures. The wish for public approval im
llcls all of us to do many things which we should otherwise 
not do,-to undertake great labours, fuce great dangers, 
and habitually rule ourselves in a way that smooths social 
intercourse: that is, in gratifying our love of approbation 
we subserve divers ulterior purposeil. And, generally, our 
nature is such that in fulfilling each desire, we in some way 
facilitate the fulfilment of the rest. But the love .of music 
oIeems to exist for its own sake. The delights of melody 
and harmony do not obviously minister to the welfare 
either of the individual or of society. May we not suspect. 
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however, that this exception is apparent only 7 Is it DOt 

a rational inquiry-What are the indirect benefits which 
accrue from music, in addition to the direct pleasure it 
gives? , 

But that it would take us too far out of our track, we 
should prelude this inquiry by illnstrating at lOme length a 
c6rtain general law of progress ;-the law that alike in 000 

cupations, sciences, arts, the divisions that had a common 
root, but by continual divergence have become distinct, 
and are now being separately developed, are not truly in' 
dependent, but severally act and react on each other to 
their mutual advancement. Merely hinting thns much, 
however, by way of showing that there are many analogies 
to justify us, we go on to express the opinion that there 
exists a relationship of this kind between music and 

. speech. 
All speech is compounded of two elements, the words 

and the tones in which they are uttered-the signs of ideas 
and the signs of feelings. While certain articulations ex
press tbe thougbt, certain vocal sounds express the more 
or less of pain or pleasure which the thougbt gives. Using 
the word cadence in an nnusually extended sense, as com
prehending all modifications of voice, we may Bay that 
cailence is the commentary of the emoti<ml upon tk propo-
8itionll of the intellect. Tbis duality of spoken language, 
though not formally recognised, is recognised in practice 
by every one; and every one knows that very oft.en more 
weight attaches to the tones than to the words. Daily ex
perience supplies cases in which the same IICDtence of dia
approval will be understood as meaning little or meaning 
much, according to the inflections ot voice wLich accom
pany it ; . and daily experience supplies still more striking 
oases in which words and tones are in direct contradiction 
-the first expreSsing consent, while the last exprC88 reltlD 
tance j and the last being believed rather t.han tbe first.. 
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These two distinct but interwoven elements of speech 
have been undergoing a simultaneous development. W6 
know that in the course of civilization words have been 
multiplied, new partsJ:>f speech have been introduced, sen· 
tences have grown more varied and complex; and we ma) 
fairly iufer that during the same time new modifications of 
voice have come into use, fresh intervals have been adopt
ed, and cadences have become more elaborate. For while, 
on the one hand, it is absurd to suppose that, along with 
the undeveloped verbal forms of barbarism, there existed 
a developed system of voc~l inflections; it is, on the other 
hand, necessary to supPl)se that, along with tM higher and 
more numerous verbal forms needed to convey the multi
plied and complicated ideas of civilized life, there have 
grown up those more involved changes of voice which ex
press the feelings proper to snch ideas. If intellectual lan
guage is a growth, Jil1) also, without doubt, is emotional lan
guage a growth. 

Now, the hypothesis which we have hinted above, is, 
that beyond the direct pleasure which it gives, music· has 
the indirect effect of developing this language of the emo
tions. Having its root, as we have endeavoured to sbow, 
in those tones, interval~, and cadences of speech which ex
press feeling-arising by the combination and intensifying 
of these, and coming finally to have an embodiment of its 
own; music has all along been reacting upon speech, and 
increasing its power of rendering emotion. The use in re
citative and Bong of inflections more expressive than ordi
nary ones, must from the beginning bave tended to devel
ope tbe ordinary ones. Familiarity with the more varied 
eombill.ations of tones that occur in vocal music, can 
scarcely have failed to give greater variety of combination 
to the tones in which we utter our impressions and desires. 
The oomplex: musical pbrases by which composers have 
oonveyed complex emotions, may rationally be supposed to 
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conversation by which we convey our mbOer thoughts and 
feelings. 

That the cultintion of music has LO effect on the mind, 
few will be absurd enough to cont.end. And it it has an 
effect, what more nat.ural effect is there than this of devel· 
oping our perceptiou of the meanings of inflection .. quali
tiell, aud modulations of voice; and giving 11' • COrrel

llOndingly increased power of using them' J ost .. math. 
matics, taking its start from the phenomena of phyut'a 
and astronomy, and presently coming to be • separate lei· 
ence, has sinCe reacted on physica and astronomy to their 
immense advancement-jus\ as chemistry, first arising out 
of the processes of metallurgy and the industrial arts, and 
gradually growing into an independent study, bas DOW be
come an aid to all kinds of productioo-jus\ as physiology, 
originating out of medicine and once mborwnat.e to it, but 
latterly pursued for its own sake, is in our day coming to 
be the science on which the progress of medicine depends; 
-eo, music, having its root in emotional language, and 
gradually evolved from it, has ever beeD reacting 1Ipon and 
further advancing it. Whoever will eumine the facts, 1I'i11 
find this hypothesis to be in harmony with the method 0' 
civiliDtion everywhere displayed. 

It will scarcely be expected that much direct evidence 
in mpport of this conclusion can be gil·en. The facts are 
of a kind lI'hich it is difficult to measure, and of which 11'. 
have DO reoords. Some suggestive traits, however, may 
be noted. May we not say, for instauce, that the Itali&Dllt 
among whom modern music was earliest cultivated, and 
who have more especially practised and exeelled in melody 
(the division of music with which our argument is chicfl1 
concerned}-may we Dot &:1y that these Italiaoa speak ill 
more varied and expressive inftect.iobl and cadences thao 
any other nation' 00 tbe other hand, mayll'e Dot lal 
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that, confined almost exclusin·ly as they have hitherto 
been to their national airs, whioh have a marked family 
likeness, and thCl'efore aoollstomed to but a limited range 
of'musioal expression~the Sootoh are unusually monotonous 
in the intenals and modulations of their speech? And 
again, do we not find among different classes of the same 
nation, difforenoes that have like implioations 11 The gen. 
tleman and the clown stand in very decided contrast with 
respeot to variety of intonation. Listen to the conversa
tion of a servant-girl, and then to that of a refined, aooom
plished lady, and the more delioate and complex changes 
of voioe used by the latter will be conspicbous. Now, 
without going so far as to say that out of all the differenoes 
of culture to whioh the upper and lower classes are sub
jeoted, differenoe of musioal oulture is that to which alone 
this difference of speech is ascribable; yet we may fairly 
say that there seems a muoh more obvious connexion of 
'.lause and effeot between these than between any others. 
Thus, while the inductive evidence to which we can appeal 
is but scanty lind vague, yet whllt there is favours our posi. 
tion. 

Probably Dlost will think that the function here assigned 
to music is one of very little moment. But further reflec
tion may lead them to a contrary conviction. In its bear
ings upon human happiness, we believe that this emotional 
language which musical culture developes and refines, is 
only seoond in importance to the language of the intellect; 
perhaps not even second to it. For these modifications , 
of voice produced by feelings, are the means of exoiting 
like feelings in others. Joined with gestures and expres
sions of fuoe, they give life to the otherwise dead words in 
which the intellect utters its ideas; and so enable the 
hearer not only to 'Understand the state of mind they ac
company, but to partake of that state. In short, they are 
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the chief media of 8vmpathV' And if we c()Dlider how 
much both our general welfare and our immediate pIe .... 
urel depend upon Iympathy, we shall recognise the import
ance of whatever makes this sympLthy greater. U W4 

bear in mind that by tneir fellow-feeling men are led to be 
have justly, kindly and considerately to each other-thai 
the difference between the cruelty of the barbarou •• ad 
the humanity of the civilized, resultl from the increase of 
fellow-feeling; if we bear in mind that this facultywhic~ 
makes us sharers in the joys and sorrow. of othen, i. tht 
basis of all the higher affectione-that in frien(fahip, lovel 

and all domistio pleasures, it is an ell8ential element; if Wt 
bear in mind how much our direct gratification. are inten
sified by sympatby,-how, at the theatre, the ooncert, tht 
picture gallery, we lose half our enjoyment if we have D~ 
one to enjoy with us; if, in short, we bear in mind that fOI 
all happiness beyond what the unfriended reclulO can havel 

we are indebted to this same sympathy;-we shall see that 
the agencies which communicate it can scarcely be ove ... 
rated in value. 

The tendency of civilization is more and more to re
press the antagonistic elements of our cbaracten and u 
develope the social onee-to curb our pnrely selfish desirel 
and exercise our unselfish onee-to replace private gratifi. 
cations by gratifications resulting from, or involving, thE 
happiness of others. And while, by this adaptation to the 
social state, the sympathetic side of our nature is being un
folded, there is simultaneously growing np a langnage of 
sympathetic intercoun&-a language through which we 
communicate to otbers the happiness we feel, and are made 
sharers in their happiness. 

This double process, of wbich the effects are alread1 
sufficiently appreciable, must go on to an extent of which 
we can as yet have no adequate conception. The habituaJ 
ooncealment of our feelings diminishing, as it mUlt, in prO' 
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portion as our feelings become such as do not demand con· 
cealment, we may conclude that the exhibition ofthem will 
become much more vivid than we now dare allow it to be; 
and this implies a Il)Ore expressive emotional 'language 
At the same time, feelings of a higher and more complel 
kind, as yet exptlricnced only by the cultivated few, wil 
become general; and there will be a corresponding devel
opment of tbe emotional language into more involved 
forms. Just as there has silently grown up a language of 
ideas, which, rude as it at first was, now enables us to con· 
vey with precision the most subtle and complicateo 
thoughts; so, there is still silently growing np a languagE 
of feelings, which notwithstanding its prescnt imperfection, 
we may expect will ultimately enable men vividly and com· 
pletely to impress on each other all the emotions which 
they experience from moment to moment. 

ThUll if, as we have endeavoured to show, it is the funo
tion of music to facilitate the development of this emo
tional language, we may regard music as an aid to the 
achievement of tbnt higher happiness which it indistinctly 
shadows forth. Those vague feelings of unexperienced fe· 
licity which music arouses--those indefinite impressions of 
an un~nown ideal life which it calls up, may be considered 
as a prophecy, to the fulfilment of which music is itself 
partly instrumental. The strange capacity which we have 
lor being 80. affected by melody and harmony, may be taken 
to imply both that it is within the possibilities of our na· 
ture to realize those intenser delights they dimly suggest, 
and that they are in some way concerned in the realization 
of them. On this supposition the power and the meaning 
of music bccome comprehensible; but otherwise they are 
a mystery. 

We will only add, that if the probability of these corol. 
laries be admitted, then music must take rank as the high. 
est of the fine arts--as the one whicb, more than any other, 
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ministers to human welfare. And thos, eveD leaving out 
of view the immediate gratificatiODa it is hour11 giving, 
we cannot too moch applaud that progreu of mWlical ow. 
tore which is becoming one of th-. characteriatica of ow 
age. 



VL 

THE NEBULAR HYPOTHES~. 

I NQUffiING into the pedigree of an idea is not a bad 
means of roughly estimating its value. To have come of 

respectable ancestry, is primd fa.cU evidence of worth in a 
belief as in a person; while to be descended from a disored
itable stock is, in the one case as in the other, an unfavora
ble index. The analogy is not a mere fancy. Beliefs, to
gether with those who hold them, are modified little by lit
tle in successive generations; and as the modifications 
which successive generations of the holders undergo, do 
not destroy the original type, but only disguise and refine 
it, so the accompanying alterations of belief, however much 
they Puri1Y, leave behind the essence of the original belief. 

Considered genealogically, the received theory respeCting 
the creation of the Solar System is unmistakeably of low 
origin. You may clearly trace it back to primitive mythol
ogies. Its remotest ancestor is the doctrine that the celes
tial bodies are personages who originally lived on the Earth 
-a doctrine still held by some of the negroes Livingstone 
visited. Science having divested the sun and planets of 
their divine personalities, this old idea was succeeded by 
the idea which even Kepler entertained, that the planet!! 
fire guided in their courses by presiding spirits: no longer 

12 
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tllemselvesgods, they are still severally kept in theirorLita b, 
gods. And when gravitation came to dispense with these ceo 

.lestial steersmen, there was begotten a beliet; less groM than 
its parent, but partaking of the sam6 essential nature, that 
the planets were originally launched into their orbits from 
the Creator's hand. Evidently, though much refined, the an
thropomorphism of the current hypothesis is inherited trom 
the aboriginal anthropomorphism, which described gods at 

a stronger order of men. 
o There is an antagonist hypothesis which does not pro

pose to honpur the Unknown Power manifested in the Uni· 
verse, by such titles as "The lIaste ... Builder," or "The 
Great Artificer;" but which regards this Unknown Power 
as probably working after a method quite different trom 
that of human mechanics. And the genealogr of this hy. 
pothesis is as high as that of the other is low. It is begot. 
ten by that ever-enlarging and ever-strengthening beliel in 
the presence of Law, which accumulated experiences have 
gradually produced in the human mind. From generation 
to generation Science has been proving uniformities of re
lation among phenomena which were before thought either 
fortuitous oLSupernatural in their origin-has been showing 
an established order and a constant causation where igno
rance had assumed irreguIarity and arbitrarmesa. Each fur. 
ther discovery of Law has increased the presumption that 
Law is everywhere conformed to. And bence, among 
other beliefs, bas arisen the belief tbat the Solar System 
originated, not by manufacture but by evolution. Besides 
its abskact parentage in those grand general conceptions 
which positive Science has generated, this hypothesis has a 
concrete parentage of the highest character. Based as it 
is on the law of universal gravitation, it may claim for ita 
remote progenitor the great thinker who established that 
law. The man who gave it its general shape, by promulga
ting the doctrine that stars result from the aggregation of 
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diffused matter, was the most diligent, careful, and original 
astronomical" observer of modern times. And the world 
has not. seen a more learned mathematician than the mr.n 
who, setting out witt:. this conception of diffused matter 
concentrating towards its centre of gravity, pointed out 
the way in which there would arise, in the course of 
its concentration, a balanced group of sun, planets, and 
satellites, like that of which the Earth is a member. 

Thus, even were there but little direct evidence assign
able for the Nebular Hypothesis, the probability of its 
truth would still be strong. Its own high derivation and 
the low derivation of the antagonist hypothesiJ, would to
gether form a weighty reason for accepting it-at any rate, 
provisionally. But the direct evidence assignable for the 
Nebular Hypothesis is by no means little. It is far greater 
in quantity, and more varied in kind, than is commonly 
supposed. Much has been said here and there on this or that 
class of evidences; but nowhere, as far as we know, have 
all the evidences, even of one class, been fully stated; and 
still less has there been an adequate statement of the sev
eral groups of evidences in their ensemble. We propose 
here to do something towards supplying the deficiency: 
believing that, joined with the a priori reasons given above, 
the array of a posteriori reasons will leave little doubt in 
the mind of any candid inquirer. 

And first, let us address ourselves to those recent dis
coveries in stellar astronomy, which have been supposed to 
conflict with this celebrated speculation. 

When Sir William Herschel, directing his great reflec
tor to various nebulous spots, found them resolvable into 
clusters of stars, he inferred, and for a time maintained, 
t118t all nebulous spots are clusters of stars exceedingly re
mote from us. But after years of' conscientious investiga
tion, he concluded that" there were nebulosities which arll 



Dol of a BtarrJ Datore ; n and on this conclusion ,.... hued 
his hypothesis of a di1fWled luminous fluid, .web by ita 
eventual ~gation, produced star&. A. teleeoopio pow. 
er mueb exceeding that used by'1lenche1, baa enabled 
Lord Rosse to resolve some of the DebuLa prerioll1lly un. 
resolved; and, returning to the conclusion .web Henchel 
6rsl formed on similar grounds bOl aft.enrarda rejected, 
lIWly astronomers have assumed that.. under I1I1!icientJy 
high powers, every nebula would be decompoeed hlto It&rI 
-thal the reeolvability i.e 80lely a question of diatanee. Th. 
hypothesis ,now commonly entertained i.e, \hat aD Debut. 
are ga1a.:ries more or less like hi nature to that immediately 
1I1UTOunding us; but. thal they are 10 iDconceivably re
mote, as to look, througb an ordinary teleeoope, like Imall 
faint. spots. And not a few have drawn the corollary, that 
by the discoveries of Lord Rosse the Nebular HJ'POthe&ia 
has been disproved. 

Now, eyCD I!Upposing that these inference. m!pecting 
the distances and Datures of the nebulae are nlid, theylc&Ye 
the Nebular Hypothesis substantially .. it. was. Admit.· 
ling that eacb of those faint. spots i.e a sidereal system, 10 

far removed that ita couritJe!IJ stars give less light. than 
one small star of our own sidereal system; the admission 
is hi DO way inconsistent. with the beli~ that stars and their 
attendant. planets have been formed by the aggrt'g&tion of 
nebulous matter, Though, douht.leea, if the exi.s\ence of 
nebulous matter now in course of CODeeIItratioa be w. 
prond, one ofthe evidences of the Nebular Hypo&heU is 
destroyed; yet. the remaining evidencea remain jaal as they 
were. It i.e a perfectly tenable position, that. though nebu
lar condensation is now DOlrbere to be seen in progress, ~t. 
it. 'nil once going on uniTenal1y. And, hldeed, it. might 
be argued that the atill-continued existence of di1fased 
.ebulous maHer is scareel7 to be upec:ted; eeeing t.ha& 
lbe C&1l8eII which have resulted hi the aggrt'gStion of one 
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mass, must have been acting on all masses, and that hence 
the existence of masses not aggregated would be a fact 
calling fer explanation. Thus, granting the immediate 
conclusions suggested 1>y these recent disclosUres of the 
six-feet reflector, the corollary which many have drawn is 
inad missible. 

But we do not grant these conclusions. Receiving them 
though we have, for years past, as established truths, a 
critical examination of the facts has convinced us that they 
are quite unwarrantable. They involve so many manifest. 
incongruities, that we have been astonished to find men of 
science entertaining them even as probable oliypotheses. 
Let us consider these incongruities. 

In the first place, mark what is inferable from the dis
tribution of nebulre. 

"The spaces which precede or which follow simple nebulro," 
says Arllb'O, .. and, dfQrtiori, groups of nebulm, contain generally 
few stars. Herschel found this rule to be invariable. Thus, 
every time that, during a short interval, no star approached, in 
virtue of the diurnal motion, to place itself in the field of his mo
tionless telescope, he was accustomed to say to the secretary who 
assisted him, 'Prepare to write; nebulm are abont to arrive.'" 

How does this fact conSISt with the hypothesis that ne
bulre are remote gaiaxies? If there were but one nebula, 
it would be a curious coincidence were this one nebula so 
placed in the distant regions of space, as to agree in direc
tion with a starless spot in our own sidereal system. If 
there were but two nebulre, and both were so placed, the 
coincidence would be excessively strange. 'What, then, 
shall we say on finding that there are thousands of nebula! 
so placed? Shall we believe that in thous:mds of cases 
these far-removed galaxies happen to agree in their visible 
positions with the thin places in our own galaxy? Such a 
belief ia next to impossible. Still more manifest does the 
Impossibility of it become when we consider the general 
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distribution of nebulm. Besides again 8howing Itself ia 
the fact that "the poorest regions in atars are near the rich
est in nebul,re," the law above specified applies to the heav
ens as a whole. In that zone of cel«lltiaI apace where start 
are excessively abundant, nebulre are rare; while in the two 
opposite celestial spaces that are furthest removed from this 
zone, nebulm ate abundant. Scarcely any nebulm lie Dear 
the galactic circle (or planlll of the Milky Way); and the 
great mass of them lie round the galactic poles. Can this 
also be mere coincidence? When to the fact that the gen
eral mass of nebulre are antithetical in position to the gen
eral mass ot stars, we add the fact that; local regions of ne
bulm are regions where stars are scarce, and the further 
fact that single nebulre are habitually found in comparative
ly starless spots; does not the proof of a physical CORnu
ion become overwhelming? Should it not require an in
finity of evidence to show t.hat nebula! are not parts of our 
sidereal system? Let us aee whether any such infinity of 
evidence is assignable. Let us see whether there is even a 
single alleged proof which will bear examination. 

".As seen through coloss&1 telescopes," 88yl lIumboldt, "the 
contemplation of these nebulous masses leads UI into regions from 
whence a ray of light, according to an 888umptioD not wholly im
probable, requires millioDs of years to reach our earth-to dil
tances for whose measurement the dimensions (the distance of 
Sirius, or the calcu1ated distances of the binary stan in Cygnul 
and the Oentaur) of our nearest atratum of bed starl scarcel1 
Buffice. " 

Now, in this somewhat confuaed sentenC\) there is ex
pressed a more or les8 decided belief, that the distances of 
the nebula! from our galaxy of stars as much transcend the 
distances of our stars from each other, as these interstellar 
distances transcend the dimensions of our planetary ayatem. 
Just as the diameter of the Earth's orbit, is an inapprecia 
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ble point when compared with the distance of our Sun from 
Sirius; so is the distance of our Sun from Sirius, an inap
preciable point when compared with the distance of our 
galaxy from those far removed galaxies constitoting nebull8 
Observe the consequ:nces of this assumption. 

If one of these supposed galaxies is so remote that ita 
distance dwarfs our interstellar spaces into points, and there
fore makes the dimensions of our whole sidereal system re
latively insignificant; does it not inevitably follow that the 
telescopic power required to resolve this remote galaxy into 
stars, must be incomparably greater than the telescopic 
power required to resolve the whole of ouJ;. own galaxy 
into stars? Is it not certain that an instrument which can 
just exhibit with clearness the most distant stars of our own 
cluster, must be utterly unable to separate one of these reo 
mote clusters into stars? What, then, are we to think 
when we find that the same instrument which decomposes 
hosts of nebuloo.into stars, fails to resolve completely our 
own Milky Way 11 Take a homely comparison. Suppose 
a man surrounded by a swarm of bees, extending, as they 
sometimes do, so high in the air as to be individually almost 
invisible, were to declare that a certain spot on the horizon 
was a swarm of bees; and that he knew it because he could 
Ilee the bees as separate specks. Astounding as the asser· 
tion would be, it would not exceed in incredibility this which 
we are criticising. Reduce the dimensions to figures, and 
the absurdity becomes still more palpable. In round num· 
bers, the distance of Sirius from the Earth is a million times 
the distance of the Earth from the Sun; and, according to 
the hypothesis, the distance of a nebula is something like 8 .. 

million times the distance of Sirius. 
Now, our own "starry island, or nebula," as Humboldt 

calls it, "forms a lens-shaped, flattened, and everywhere 
detached stratum, whose major axis is estimated at seveD 
or eight hundred, and its minor axis at a hundred and fifty 
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times the. distance of SiriWi from the Earth.. - And.me. 
11 is concluded that ~ur Solu System ia near the centre of 
this aggregation, it follow. tlW our diBt.anoe from the re
motest parte of it ia about four hundred diataoces of Sirius. 
But the stars forming these remotest -parta are Dot indirid
uaIly visible, even through telesoope8 of the higbes& power. 
How. then, c::ul BUch telescopes make individually Tisl"bl. 
the stars of • nebula which is • million times the c1.istance 
of Sirius , The implication is, tha& • star rendered invit.i
ble by distance becomes TWole if taken two tboWl&Dd b. 
hundred times further 01l"1 Sba1l we accep\ this implica
tion' or sha]l we not rather conclude that the nebulle are 
not remote galuies' Shall we DOt infer tlW, be their na
ture what it IDSy. tbey m~ be at leas& as Dear to us as the 
extremities of our own llidereal 8J1llem' 

Througbout the abo,.. argument, it is tacitly assumed 
that di1f'erencea of apparent ma",..mtude among the IItar'IIt 
result mainly from di1f'erences of distance. OIl this ... 
Bumption the current doctrines respecting the nebula are 
founded j and this assumptiOD is, for the nonce, admiued 
in each of the foregoing criticism&. From the time, ho~ 
ever. wben it 1f&I first made by Sir W. Herschel, this ... 
BUDlption baa been purely gratuitous; and it DOW' prot"es 
to be totally inMmi9!!.!ole. But, .whnrdly enough, ita 
truth and its untruth are alike fatal to the conclasioDl of 
those who argue after the manDer of Humboldt. N ole the 
alteruat.ive. 

On the one hand, ... ha& folloW'l from the untruth of the 
assumption' If apparent largeness of stars is not due to 

... comparative nearness, and their suocessinly smaller siua 
&0 their greater and greater degrees of remoteness, wha& 
becomes of the inferences respecting the dimensiODl of our 
llidereal system and the distances of nebuI. , ~ as hal 

- c-. {SeNIadI EdiDaL} Tal. L PI' '" 8Q, 
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lat.ely been shown, the almost invisible star 61 Cygni bas a 
greater parallax than II Cygni, though, according to an es
timate based on Sir W. Herschel's assumption, it should be 
about twelve times more distan~U; as it tllI'lis out, there' 
exist telescopio stars which are nearer to us than Sirius; of 
what worth is the conclusion that the nebulm are very re 
moto, because their component luminous masses are made 
visible only by high telescopic powers? Clearly, if the 
most brilliant star in the heavens and a star that cannot be 
seen by the naked eye, prove to be equidistant, relativt> 
distances cannot be in the least inferred from relative visi· 
bilities. And if so, nebulm may be compar:tt.ively near, 
though the starlets of which tbey are made up appear ex
tremely minute. 

On the otber baLl1, wbat follows if the trutb of th .. as
sumption be granted f The arguments used to justify this 
assumption in the case of tbe stars, equally justuy it in tbe 
case of the nebulm. It cannot be contended that, on tbe 
average, the apparent sizes of tbe stars indicate their dis
tances, without its beiug admitted tbat, on the average, the 
a~t sizes of the nebwm indicate tbeir distances-tbat, 
generally speaking, tbe larger are tbe nearer, and tbe 
smaller are tbe more distant. Mark, now, the necessary 
inference respecting tbeir resolvability. The largest or 
nearest nebulm will be most easily resolved into stars; the 
successively smaller will be successively more difficult of 
resolution; and the irresolvable ones will be tbe smallest 
ones. This, bowever, is exactly the reverse of tbe f.lct. 
The largest nebwm are either wbolly irresolvable, or but • 
rartially resolvable under tbe bighest telescopic powers; 
while a great proportion of quite small nebulre, are easily 
resolved by f.lr less powerful telescopes. An instrument 
through which the great nebula in Andromeda, two and a 
half degrees long and one degree broad, appears merely IioII 

1 diffused light, decomposes a nebula of fifteen minutes di-
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ameter into twenty thousand starry points. At the lam, 
time that the individual stars of a nebula eight minutes in 
diameter are 110 clearly secn as to allow of their number 
being estm;.ated, a nebula covering un area five hundred 
times as great shows no stars at all. What possible expla
nation can be given of this on the current hypothesis? 

Yet a further diffioulty remains-one which is, perhaps, 
still more obviously fatal than the foregoing. This dim. 
eulty is presented by the phenomena of the Magellanio 
clouds. Describing the larger of these, Sir John lIerschel 
says:-

"The nubecula major, like the minor, consista partly of large 
tracts and ill-defined patches of irresolvable nebula, and of nebu
losity in every stage of resolution, 1Ip to perfectly resolved .tara 
like the Milky Way; 88 also of regular and irregnIar nebulm prop
erly so called, of globular clusters in every stage of resolvability, 
and of clustering groups sufficiently insulated and condensed to 
come nnder the designation of 'cluster of stars.' "-" Cape Ob
servations," p. 146. 

In his" Outlines of Astronomy," Sir John Herschcl, af
ter repeating this dcscription in other words, gocs on to 
remark that-

"This combination ot characters, rightly considered, is fn a 
high degree instructive, dording an insight into the probable 
comparative distance ot ,tar. and mbu.lal, and the real brightneM 
ot individual star. 88 compared with one another. Taking the 
apparent semi-diameter of the nubecula major at three degrees, 
and regarding its solid form as, roughly apeaking, Ipherical, it. 
nearest and most remote parts differ in their distance trom 111 by 
a little more than a tenth part ot our distance trom itl centre. 
The brightness ot objects simated in its nearer portiona, there
fore, cannot be much exaggerated, nor that ot its remoter much 
enfeebled, by their difference of cllitance. Yet within this globu. 
Iar space we have collected upward! of Ilix hundred stars of th' 
18venth, eighth, ninth, and tenth magnitude, nearly three hundre4 
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Ile~ulm, and globular and other olusters of all degree/l of r6801va
biUtll, and smaller scattered stars of every inferior magnitude, 
from the tenth to such as by their magnitude and minuteness con
stitute irresolvable neJ'ulosity, extending over tracts' of many 
square degrees. Were there but one such object, it might b. 
maintained without utter improbability that its apparent spheri· 
city is ouly an effect of foreshortening, and that in reality a much 
greater proportional difference of distance between its nearer and 
more remote parts exists. But such an adjustment, improbable 
enough in one oase, must be rejected as too much so for fair argu
ment in two. It must, therefore, be taken as a demonstrated fact, 
that stars of the seventh or eighth magnitude, and irresolvable 
nebula, mny co-exist within limits of distance not iliffering in pro
portion more than as nine to ten."-" Outlines of Astronomy," 
op. 614, 615. 

Now, we think this supplies a reductio ad absurdum 
of the doctrine we are combating. It gives us the choice 
of two incredibilities. If we are to believe that one of 
these nebulre is so remote that its hundred thousand stars 
look like a milky spot, invisible to the naked eye; we must 
also believe that there are single stars so enormous that 
though removed to this same distance they remain visible. 
If we accept the other nlternative, and say that many neb
ulre are no further oft' than our own stars of the eighth 
magnitude; then it is requisite to say that at a distance not 
greater than that at which a single star is still faintly visi· 
ble to the naked eye, there may exist a group of a hundred 
thousand stars which is invisible to the naked eye. Neither 
of these positions can be entertained. What, then, is the 
conclusion that remains? This, only:-that the nebulm. 
are not fUrthel' oft' from us than parts of our own sidereal 
system, of which they must be considered members; and 
that when they are resolvable into discrete masses, these 
masses cannot be considered as stars in anything like the 
ar<1ioary sense of that word. 

And now, having seen the untenability of this idea, 
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rashly espoused by IIIUldry astronomers, tha& the Debula 
are extremely remote galuiea; Ie& 118 consider wbeth. 
the Tariona appearances they preaen& are Do& recoacil. 
able with t!le Nebular Hypothesi&. • 

Given a rare and widely-dift"used maI!8 of nebuloaa ma&
ter, having a diameter, eay as great as the dist.ance from 
the Sun to Sirius,· what are the auooeasin chaogea tha& 
will take p1ace in u? Mutual gravitation will approxi 
mate its atoms; but their approximatioo will be oppoeed 
by atomic repulsioo, the overcoming of which impliea the 
evolution of heat. .A.a fast as this hea& partially escapes by 
radiation, further approximatioo will take p1ace, attended 
by further evolution of heat, and 10 on continuously: the 
processes not occurring Beparately as here deacribed, but 
simultaneously, uninterruptedly, and with increasing ac
tivity. Eventually, thia slow movement of the atoou to
wards their common centre of gravity, will bring abou' 
phenomena of another order. 

Arguing from the knOWD Ja,... of atomic combination, 
.it will happen that when the nebuloaa m.asa has reached a 
particular stage of condensation-when itl internaIIy-aitua
ted atoms have approached to within certain distances, 
have generated a certain amount of heat, and are aubjecS 
to a certain mutual pressure (the hea& and pressure both 
increa.sing as the ag"o-regation progresses) i lOme of them 
will suddenly enter into chemical union. "Whether the 
binary atoms 10 produced be of kinds IUch as we know, 
which is possible; 01' whether they be of kinds simpler 

.. th10C any we bow, which is more probable; matters DO& 

to the argumenL It suffices that molecular combinatioD 
IIf lOme species will finally take place. "When it does take 

• .Any objeelioa ..de 10 the mreme '-ity thia iImItns, .... lit 
tJae a1cubticwvlllewto., ... ...-. ... _a I!pbericaI i .. vI .. 
I'eIIlCIftIIl to... ~ miIeII rr- the EutJt. i& nUl ape" iate • 
~..are thaa &lIiDc the orbit vi SUam. 
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place, it will be accompanied by a great and sudden disen
gagement of heat; and until this excess of heat has 
escaped, the newly-formed binary atoms will remain uni
formly diffused, or, is it were, dissolved in the pre-exist
ing nebulous medium. 

But now mark what must by-and-by happen. When 
radiation has adequately lowered the temperature, these 
binary atoms will precipitate; and having precipitated, 
they will not remain uniformly diffused, but will aggre
gate into flocculi: just as water, precipitated from air, 
collects into clouds. This Ii priori conclusion is confirmed 
by the observation of those still extant portions of nebu
lous matter which constitute comets; for, "that the lumi
nous part of a comet is something in the nature of a 
smoke, fog, or cloud, suspended in a transparent atmos
phere, is evident," says Sir John Herschel. 

Concluding, then, that a nebulous mass will, in course 
of time, resolve itself into flocculi of precipitated denser 
matter, floating in the rarer medium from which they were 
precipitated, let us inquire what will be the mechanical 
results. We shall find that they will be quite different 
from those occurring in the original homogeneous mass; 
and also quite different from those which would occur 
among discrete masses dispersed through empty space. 
Of clustered bodies in empty space, each will move along 
a line which is the resultant of the tractive forces exercised 
by all the rest, modified from moment to moment by the 
acquired motion. So, too, with bodies dispersed through 
a resisting medium, provided they are spherical. But, 
irregular bodies dispersed through a resisting medium will 
not severally do this. A mass which presents an irregular 
face to its line of movement through a resisting medium, 
must be deflected from its otherwise-determined course, by 
the unequal reactions on its different sides. Hence the 
flocculi, as, by analogy, we term these precipitated ni~~ 
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of gas or vapour, will severally acquire movement. not 
such as will make them meet directly in the common 
centre of gravity, but such as will carry them severally to 
one or other side of it ; and their mnements, accelerated 
as well as changed in direciion by the increa8ing centripetal 
force, but retarded by the resisting medium, will re8ult in 
something like spirals finally ending in the common centre 
of gravity. Observe, 'however, that this conclusion by no 
means implies a common spiral movement of all the floo
culi; for as they must not only be varied in their forms, 
but disposed in all varieties of position, their re8pective 
movements tvill be deflected, not towards one side of the 
common centre of gravity, but towards various sidell. 
How then can there result a spiral movement common to 
them all? Very simply. Each flocculus, in de8cribing 
its spiral course, must give motion to the rarer medium 
through which it is moving. 

Now, the probabilities are infinity to one against all the 
respective motions thus impre88ed on this rarer medium, 
exactly balancing each other. And if they do not balance 
each other, the inevitable result must be a rotation of the 
whole mass of the rarer medium in one direction. But 
preponderating momentum in one direction, having caused 
rotation of the medium in that direction, the rotating 
medium must in its turn gradually arrest such flocculi as 
are moving in opp08ition, and impress its own motion upon 
them; and thus there will ultimately be formed a rotating 
medium with suspended flocculi partaking of its motion, 
while they move in converging spirals towards the com
mon centre of gravity. 

Before comparing these conclusions with the facts, let 
ns pursue "the reasoning a little further, and observe the 
subordinate actions, and the endless modificationll which 
will result from them. The respective flocculi must not 
only be drawn towards their common centre of gravity, 
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but also towards neighbouring llocculi Hence the whole 
asscmblage of 1l0cculi will break up into subordinate 
groups: each group concentrating towards its local centre 
of gravity, and in s. doing acquiring a vorti~al movement, 
like that subsequently acquired by the whole nebula. 
Now, according to circumstances, and chielly according to 
the size of the original nebulous mass, this process of local 
aggregation will produce various' results. If the whole 
nebula is but small, the local groups of 1l0cculi may be 
. drawn into the common centre of gravity before their con
stituent masses have coalesced with each other. In a 
larger nebula, these local aggregations ma,,! have concen
trated into rotating spheroids of vapour, while yet they 
have made but little approach towards the general focus of 
the system. In a still larger nebula, where the local aggre
gations are both greater and more remote from the com
mon centre of gravity, they may have condensed into 
masses of molten matter before the general distribution of 
them has greatly altered. In short, as the conditions in 
each case determine, the discrete masses produced may 
vary indefinitely in number, in size, in density, in motion, 
in distribution. 

And now let us return to the visible characters 
of the nebullll, as observed through modern telescopes. 
Take first the description of those nebullll which, by the 
hypothesis, must be in an early stage of evolution. 

"Among the irregular nebulm," snys Sir John Herschel, "may 
De comprehended all which, to II want of complete, and in miMe. 
imtancll8, 8V8n of partial rll80lvability by the power of the 20-feet 
refleotor, unite suoh a deviation from the ciroular or elliptio form, 
or suoh a want of. symmetry (with that form) as preclude their 
being placed in Class 1, or that of regular nebulre. 'This scoond 
olass comprises many of the most remarkable and interesting ob
jects in the heavens, a8 welllU the molt ntemi'!>6 in "ll8pect of tM 
_ thtll OCC!lPY." 
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And, referring to this same order of objects, U. Arago 
says :-" The forms of very large dift'118Q nebut. do 
not appear to admit of definition; they have no regular 
outIlne." • 

Now t.hia coexistence of largeness, irresolvabilitl, 
irregularity. and indefiniteneM of outline, is extremely 
Bignificant. The fact that the Iargeat nebut. are either 
irresolvable or very difficult to resolve, might have been 
inferred 11 priori l Beeing that irreaolvability, implying that 
the aggregation of precipitated matter haa gone on to but 
a small extent, will be found in nebull8 of wide dift'l18ioo. 
Again, the i.rn:-gularity of these large, irresolvable nebull8, 
might also have been expected; Becing that their out.
lines, compared by Arago to" the fantastio figure. which 
characterise clouds carried away and tOll88d about by 
violent and often contrary winds," are similarly charac
teristio of a mass not yet gatbered together by tbe 
mutual attraction of ita parts. Aod once more, the fact 
that these large, irregular, irresolvable nebu1l8 have 
indefinite outlinea-outlines that fade oft' insensibly into 
surrounding darknesa-is one of like meaning. 

Speaking general1y (and of course dift'erencel of dia
lance negative anything beyond an average ltatement). the 
spiral nebull8 are smaller than the irregular nebull8, and 
more resolvable; at the Bame time thM thel are not 10 

Bmall 88 the regular nebuIm, and not 10 resolvable. This ia 
as, according to the hypothesis, it should be. The degree of 
condensation causing spiral movement, is. degree of oon-

" denBation also implying ID888e8 of docculi that are larger, 
and therefore more visible, than those existing in an earlier 
stage. Moreover, the forma of these spiral nebut. are 
quite in harmony with the explanation given. The curvee 
of luminous matter 11'hich they exhibit, are nol such .. 
would be described by more or lese diacrete masses Itart
in~ from a state of rest, and moving through a resiBtin, 
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medIum to a common centre of gravity; but they art such 
as would be described by masses having their movementll 
modified by the rotation of the medium. 

In the centre of". spiral nebula is seen a mass both 
more luminous and more resolvable than the rest. As· 
lume that, in process of time, all the spiral streaks of 
luminous matter which converge to this centre are drawn 
into it, as they must be; assume further, that the flocculi 
or other discrete bodies constituting these luminous streaks 
aggregate into larger masses at the same time that they 
approach the central group, and that the masses forming 
this central group also aggregate into larger l!lasses (both 
which are necessary assumptions); and there will finally 
result a more or le88 globular group of such larger masses, 
which will be resolvable with comparative ease. And, as 
the coalescence and concentration go on, the constituent 
masses will gradually become fewer, larger, brighter, and 
more densely collected around the common centre of gravi. 
ty. See now how completely this inference agrees with 
observation. "The circular form is that which most com
monly characterizes resolvable nebulre," writes .A.rago • 
•• Resolvable nebulre," says Sir John Herschel, "are almo~ 
universally round or oval." Moreover, the centre of each 
group habitually displays a closer clustering of the consti
,uent masses than elsewhere; and it is shown that, under 
the law of gravitation, which we know extends to the stars, 
this distribution is not one of equilibrium, but implies pro
gressing concentration. 'While, just as we inferred that, 
according to circumstances, the extent to which aggrega.
tion has been carried must vary; so we find that, in fact, 
there are regular nebuLa of all degrees of resolvability, 
from those consisting of innumerable minute discrete 
masses, to those in which there are a few large bodies 
worthy to be called stars. 

On the one hand, then, we see that the notion. of 
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late yt"ars uncritically received, that the nebulat ar" ex
tremely remote galaxies of stars like those which make up 
our own Milky Way, is totally irreconcileable with the 
facts-involves us in sundry absurd.:ties. On the other 
hand, we see that the hypothesis of nebular condensatioD 
harmonizes with the most recent results of stellar astrono
my: nay more-that it supplies us with an explanation 
of various appearances which in ita absence would be in. 
comprehensible. 

Descending now to the Solar System, let us consider 
first a class tlf phenomena in some sort transitional-those 
offered by comets. In comets we have now existing a 
kind of matter like 'that out of which, according to the 
Nebular Hypothesis, the Solar System was evolved. For 
the explanation of them, we must hence go back to the time 
when the substances forming. the sun and planets were yet 
unconcentrated. 

When diIDlsed matter, precipitated from a rarer 
medium, is aggregating, there are certain to be here and 
there produced smaIl flocculi, which, either in consequence 
of local currents or the confficting attractions of adjacent 
masses, remain detached; as do, for instance, minute 
shreds of cloud in a snmmer sky. In a concentrating 
nebula these will, in the great majority of cases, eventually 
coalesce with the larger flocculi near to them. But it is 
tolerably evident tbat some of the remotest of these small 
flocculi, formed at the outermost parts of tbe nebula, will 
"We coalesce witb tbe larger internal masses, but will'alowly 
follow without overtaking them. The relatively greater 
resistance of tbe medium necessitates this. .A. a single 
feather falling to tbe ground will be rapidly left behind by 
• pillow-full of feathers; so, in their progress to the com· 
mon centre of gravity, will the outermost shreds of vapour 
be left behind by the great masses of vapour intemally 
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situated. But we are not dependent merely on reasoning 
for this belief. Observation shows us that the less con· 
centrated external parts of nebullll, are left; behind by the 
more concentrated, internal parts. Examined through high 
powers, all nebullll, even when they ~ave assumed regular 
forms. are seen to be surrounded by luminous streaks, of 
which the directions show that they are being drawn into 
the general mass. Still higher powers bring into view still 
smaller, fainter, and more widely-dispersed streaks. And 
it cannot be doubted that the minute fragments which no 
telescopio aid makes visible, are yet more numerous and 
widely dispersed. Thus far, then, inferenoe And observa· 
tion are at one. 

Granting that the great majority of these outlying por
tions of nebulous matter will be drawn into the central 
mass long before it reaches a definite form, the presump' 
tion is that Bome of the very small, far-removed portions 
will not be so; but that before they arrive near it, the cen
tral mass will have contracted into a comparatively moder
ate bulk. What now will be the characters of these late
arriving portions P 

In the first place, they will have extremely eccentric 
orbits. Left; behind at a time when they were moving to
wards the centre of gravity in slightly-deflected lines, and 
therefore baving but very small angular velocities, they 
will approach the central mass in greatly elongated ellipses; 
and rushing round it will go off again into space. That is, 
they will behave just as we see comets do; whose orbits 
are usually so eccentrio as to be indistinguishable from , 
parabolas. 

In the second place, they will come from all parts of 
the heavens. Our supposition implies that they were left 
:lehind at a time when the nebulous mass was of irregu. 
lar shape, and had not aoquired a definite rotary motion; 
and as the separation of them would not be from any 
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one surface uf the nebulous mass more thall another 
the conolusion must be that they will come to the cen· 
tral body from various direotions in space. This, too, 
is exaotly what happens. Unlike plmets, whose ol'bita 
approximate to one plane, cometa have orbita that Ihow no 
relation to eaoh other; but out the plane of the eoliptio at 
all angles. 

In the third plaoe, applying the re880ning already 
used, these remotest flooculi of nebuloua matter will, at 
the outset, be defleoted from their straight COUrBeI to the 
oommon centre of gravity, not all 011 ODe aide, but eacb 
on such side" 88 ita form determines. And being let\ be
hind before the rotation of tbe nebula is aet up, they 
will severally retain their different individual motions. 
Hence, following the conoentrating mass, they will event
ually go round it OD all sides; and 88 often from right. to 
left. 88 from let\ to right. Here again the inference por
feotly corresponds with the faots. While all the planeta 
go round the SUD from west to east, cometa as often go 
round the sun from east to west as from west to east. Out 
of 210 cometa known in 1855,104 are direot, and 106 are 
retrograde. This equality is what the law of probaLiIitiea 
would indicate. 

Then, in the fourth plaoe, the physical constitution of 
comets completely accords with the hypothesis. The abil
ity of nebulous matter to concentrate into a conorete form, 
depends on ita mass. To bring ita ultimate atoma into that 
proximity requisite for chemical union-requisite, that is, 
for the produotion of denser matter-their repulsion must 
be overoome. The only force antagonistio to their repul
sion, is their mutual gravitation. That their mutual gravi
tation may generate a pressure and temperature of su.lJl. 
cient intensity, there mnst be an enormous accumulation of 
them; and even then the approximation can slowly go OD 

only as fast 88 the evolved heat escapes. But where the 
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qaantity of atoms is small, and therefore the force of mu
tual gravitation small. there will be nothing to coerce the 
atoms into union. '\¥hence we infer that these detached 
fragments of nebulo~ matter will continue ib. their origi
nal state. We find that they do so. Comets consist of an 
extremely rare medium, which, as shown by the descrip 
lion already quoted from Sir John Herschel, has charao 
ters like those we concluded would belong to partially
condensed nebulous matter. 

Yet another very significant fact is seen in the distribu-
. lion of comet& Though they come from all parts of the 
heavens, they by no means come in equal abandance from 
aD parts of the heavens; but are far more numerous about 
the poles of the ecliptio than about its plane. Speaking 
generally, comets haying orbit-planes that are highly in
clined to the ecliptic, are comets having orbits of which the 
major axes are highly inclined to the ecliptio-comets that 
come from high latitudes. This is not a necessary connex
ion; for the planes of the orbits migh' be highly inclined 
to the ecliptio while the major axes were inclined to it very 
little. But in the absence of any habitually-observed rela
tion of this kind, it may wely be concluded that, on 1M 
arerage, highly-inclined cometary orbits are cometary or
bits with highly-inclined major axes; and that thus, a pre
dominance of cometary orbits cutting the plane of the 
ecliptio at great angles, implies a predominance of comet
ary orbits having major axes that cnt the ecliptio at great 
angles. Now the predominance of highly inclined com
etary orbits, may be gathered from the following table,. 
compiled by M. Arsgo, to which we have added a colulDD 
giving the results up to a date two years later. 
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NUILM '" Number '" I Number '" Inellnatlo .... Comete . Comf'ta Com .. 
\a 1811L \a 1Ii6II. \a 1IICo6. 

De&. Deg. 
°18 From 0 to 10 9 19 .. 10" 20 13 18 19 .. 20" 80 10 18 14. 

" 80 " 40 1'1 21 2i .. 40 .. 50 14 85 86 .. 50 " 60 23 21 211 .. 60" 70 11 23 25 .. 70" 80 19 26 21 
" 80 " 90 15 I 18 18 

Total •• 137 
: 201 210 i 

At first sight this table seems not to warrant our Btate
ment. Assuming the alleged general relation between the 
inclinations of cometary orbits, and the directions in space 
from which the comets come, the table may be thought to 
show that the frequency of comets increases as we progreu 
from the plane of the ecliptic up to 45°, and then decreases 
up to 90°. But this apparent diminution arise. Crom the 
fact that the successive zones of space rapidly diminUih in 
their areas on approaching the poleL II we allow for 
this, we shall find that the exceBB of comets continue. to 
increase up to the highest angles of inclination. In the 
table below, which, for convenience, is arranged in inverted 
order, we have taken as standards of comparison the area 
of the zone round the pole, and the number of comets it 
contains; and having ascertained the areas of the other 
wnes, and the numbers of comets they mould contain were 

, comets equally distributed, we.have shown how great ~ 
comes the deficiency in descending from the poles cf the 
ecliptic to ita plane. 
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-
Numbe. of Actual 

Between Area. Oomete,lt Number 01 DeJlcie.cy. Relative 
of Zone. equally Cometa. Abundan .... 

distributed. 

• 
Deg, Dog, • 
9'l and 80 1 19 19 0 11'5 
81l " 'TO 2'98 56'6 21 29'6 5'5 
70 " 60 4'85 92 25 61 8'12 
60 " 50 6'6 125 29 96 2'66 
50 " 40 8'18 154 56 118 2'68 
40 " 80 9'42 179 22 151 1'4 
80 " 20 10'42 198 14 184 0'8 
20 " 10 11"1 210 19 191 1'04 
10 " 0 11'5 218 19 199 1 

In strictness, the calculation should be mad\:! with refer
ence, not to the plane of the ecliptic, but to the plane of 
the sun's equator; and this might or might not render the 
progression more regular. Probably, too, the progression 
would be made somewhat different were the calculation 
based, as it should be, not on the inclinations of orbit
planes, but on the inclinations of major axes. But even as 
it is, the result is sufficiently significant: B;ince, though the 
conclusion that comets are 11'5 times more abundant about 
the poles of the ecliptic than about its plane, can be but a 
rough approximation to the truth, yet no correction of it is 
likely very much to change this strong contrast. 

What, then, is the meaning of this fact? It has sev
eral meanings. It negatives the supposition, favoured by 
Laplace among others, that comets are bodies that were 
wandering in space, or have come from other systems; for 
the probabilities are infinity to one against the orbits of 
Buch wandering bodies showing any definite relation to the 
plane of the Solar System. For the like reason, it nega· • 
tiYes the hypothesis of Lagrange, otherwise objectionable, 
that oomets hiwe resulted from planetary catastrophes 
analogous to that which is supposed to have produced the 
asteroids. It clearly shows that, instead of comets being 
accidental members of the Solar System, they are necessary 
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members of it-have as distinct a structural relation to it 
as the planets tbemselns. ~ comets are abundant 
round the axis of the Solar System, and gro.!VeI' .... 
approach it& plane, implies that the. genesis of cometa hu 
fonowed lOme latD-a la. in lOme 'Way concerned with the 
genesis of the Solar System. 

If we ask for anyllCMlalled final canae of thla arrange
mE'nt, none can be assigned: until a probable 11M for com
ets haa been shown, DO reason can be given why they 
shoold be thus distribnted. But when w. coDliider the 
question as one of physicalllCience, we see that cometa are 
antithetical ~to planets. Dot only in their grea& rarity. in 
their motions as inditrerentIy direc& or retrograde, in their 
eccentrio orbits. and in the Tarled directiOI1l of those 0 .... 

bits i but we see the antithesis further marked in this, that 
while planets have 80me relation to the plane of nebular 
rotation, comets have lOme relation to the axil of nebnlar 
rotation.· And without attempting to explain the nature 
of this relation, the mere fact that Rch a relation exista. 
indicates that comets have resulted from a process of eT~ 
lution-points to a put time when the matter now fonning 
the Solar System extended to those distant regiOI1l of space 
which comets visit. 

See, then, hoy ditrerentIy this clasa of phenomena bean 
on the antagonistio hypothese&. To the hypothesis com
monly received, comets are stumbling-blocks: why there 
should be hundreds (or probably thousands) of extremely 
rare aeriform masses rnshing to and fro round the IIWI, jt 
cannot Bay; any more than it can explain their physical 
constitutions, their TariOUS and eccentric movements. or 

• h is .Jib ftIIUIrbble ad ~ tba& • panIIeI teIaQoa eUIa 
~ &be distribu1ioIlof' aebale aDd &be uia 01_ pluy_- las& .. 
_eta ... alMmduai &NaDd the pols 01_ SoJuo 8,..., -' rare .. the 
-.eighboarhoocI 01 ita plaDe: eo ... DebaJII abaDdua& &I'OIIDIl tile... 01 
_ ..w-I BJBtem. IIDd rare iE. &be DI!ighhoarbood 01 iI. pa-
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their distribution. The hypothesis of evolution, on the 
otber hand, not only allows of the general answer, that 
they Bre minor results of the genetio process; !Jut also fur
nishes us with somethiog like explanations of their several 
pecu1ialities. 

And now, leaving these erratic bodies, let us tum t() 
the more familiar and important members of the Solar Sys
tem.. It was the remarkable harmony subsisting among 
their movements, which first made Laplace conceive that 
the SUD, planets, and slltellites had resulted from a common 
genetic process. As Sir William Herschel, by his observa
tions on the nebnlre, was led to the conclusion that stars re
sulted fl'om the aggregation of diffused matter; so Laplace, 
by bis observations on the structure of the Solar System, 
was led to the conclusion that only by the rotation of ag
gregating matter were its peculiarities to be explained. In 
his .. Exposition Ju Systlmie du Monde," he enumerates as 
the leading evidenc!s of evolution :-1. The movements of 
the planets in the same direction and almost in the same 
plane; 2. The movements of the slltellites in the same di. 
rection as those of the planets; 3. The movement of rota
tion of these various bodies and of the sun in the same direc
tion as the orbitual motions, and in planes little different; 
4. The small eccentricity of the orbits of the planets and 
satellites, as contrasted with the great eccentricity of the 
cometary orbits. And the probability that these harmoni
ous mo\'ements had a common cause, he calculates as two 
hundred thousand billions to one. 

Observe that this immense preponderance of probabil
ity does not point to a common cause under the form ordi
narily conceived-an Invisible Power worI..-ing after the me
thod of .. a Great Artificer;" but to ap. Invisible Power 
working aitolr the method of evolution. For though the 
suppurters of the common hypothesis may argue that it 

13 
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was ne(:essary for the sake of stability that the planet. 
should go round the sun in the same direction and nearly 
in one plane& they cannot thus account for the direction of 
the axial motions. The mechanical equilibrium would not 
have been at all interfered with, had the sun been without 
any rotatory movement; or had he revolved on his axis in 
a direction opposite to that in which the planets go round 
him; or in a direction at right angles to the plane of their 
orbits. With equal safety the motion oC t.he Moon round 
the Earih might. have been the reverse of t.he Earth'. mo
t.ion round its axis; or t.he motion of Jupiter" lIatellite. 
might simila~ly have been at variance with his axial motion· 
or that of Saturn's satellites with his. As, however, none of 
these alternatives have been followed, the uniformity must be 
considered, in this case as in all others, evidence of lub
ordination to some general law-implies what we ('.all natll
ral causation, as distinguished from arbitrary arrangement. 

Hence the hypothesis of evolution would be t.he only 
probable one, even in the absence of any clue to t.he partic
ular mode of evolution. But when we have, propounded 
by a mathematician whose authority i. second to none, a 
definite theory of this evoiution based on established mc
chanicallawe, which accounts for these various peculiaritiee, 
sa well as for many minor ones, the conclusion that the S0-
lar System WaB evolved becomes almost irresistible. 

The general nature of Laplace" theory scarcely needs 
stating. Books of popular astronomy have familiarized 
most readers with his conceptions i-namely, that the mat· 
ter now condensed into the Solar System, once formed a 
vast rotating spheroid of extreme rarity extending beyond 
the orbit of Neptune; that as this spheroid contracted, ita 
rate of rotation necessarily increased; that by augmenting 
centrifugal force its equatorial zone was from t.ime to t.ime 
prevented from following any farther the concent.rat.ing 
mass, and 80 remained behind as a revolving ring; t.hat 
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each of the revolving rings thus periodically detached, 
eventually became ruptured at its weakest point, and con
tracting on itself, gradually aggregated intq a rotating 
mass; that this, like tae parent mass, inoreased in rapidit.) 
of rotation as it decreaseil in size, and, where the centrifu. 
gnl foroe was suffioient, similarly threw off rings, which fi· 
nnIly oollapsed into rotating spheroids; and that thus out of 
these primary and secondary rings there arose planets and 
their satellites, while from the central mass there resulted the 
lIun. Moreover, it is tolerably well known that this Ii pri
Qri reasoning harmonizes with the results of experiment. 
Dr. Plateau has shown that when a mass of 1inld is, as fhr 
may be, proteoted fi'om the action of external forces, it 
will, if made to rotate with adequate velocity, form detach
ed rings; and that these rings will break up into spheroids 
which turn on their axes in the same direction with the 
central mass. Thus, given the original nebula, which, ac· 
quiring a vortioal motion in the way we have explained, 
has at length oonoentrated into a vast spheroid of aeriform 
matter moving round its axis--given this, and mechanical 
principles explain the rest. The genesis of a Bolar system 
displayiDgmovemeDts like those observed, maybe predicted; 
aud the reasoning on whioh the prediction is based is coun· 
tenanoed by experiment. * 

• It is true that, as expressed by him, these propositions of Laplace 
are not all beyond dispute. An astronomer of the highest authority, who 
bas favoured me with some criticisms on this essay, alleges that instead of 
a nebulous ring rupturing at one point, and collapsing into a single mass, 
.. all probability would be in favour of its hreaking up into many masses." 
This alternative result certainly seems to be more likely. But granting 
\hat a nebulous ring would break up into many masses, it may still be con· 
ter.ded that, siuce the chances are infinity to one against these being of 
equal sizes and eqnidistant, they could not remain evenly distributed round 
!hcit orbit: this annular chain of gaseous masses would break up into 
groups of masses; these groups would eventually II".-.gregate into larger 
r",upl; and the final result wOllld be the formation of a single mllSS. ) 
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But DoW'let UI inquire wbetber, besides cLeM m08\ eo. 
'!'icuoaa peculiarities of the Solar System, IUDdry minor ~ 
are Dot simparly explicable. Take first the relaLioa be 
tween tbe planes of the planetary orl.ita and the plane of 
the 8UD'S equator. It; wheD the nebuloUl spheroid uteod. 
ed beyond tbe orbit of Neptune, aD part.I of it had bee. 
revolying euctly in the lI8Dle plane or ntber in paralld 
planes-iC aD ita parts had had one uia; then the pIaoe. 
of the suooeaRve rings would have beeD coincident with 
each other and with that 01 the 1110', rotation. Bat it 
needs only to go back to tbe earlier stages of conceDtnUOn, 
to see that t'here could exist no ,uch complete 1IDiformit1 
of motion. The flocculi, already described .. precipitated 
from an irregular and widely-di1ruaed Debula, and .. ttan
ing from aD pointa to their common centre 01 granty, maa& 
onove not in ODe plane but in innumerable planes, cutting 
"taCh other at aD angles.. 

The gradaal establishment of a vortical motion such .. 
we saw mna eventually arise, and I1ICb .. we at preaeot 
see indicated in the 8pinl nebnla, it the gradul approach 
toward motion in one plane-the plane 01 greata& momen
tum. But thiI plane ean only slowly beeome decided. 
Flocculi Dot moving in this plane, but entering into the 
ag.,uregatioD at variOUl inclinations, .iD &eIId to perlOrm 
their revolutioUl round ita centre in their own planes; and 
:)n1y in coone 01 time wiD their motioDi be partly dntroy· 
ed by conflicting ODes, and partly reeolved into the general 
motion. Especially wiD tbe outermoK portions 01 the ro
tating ID&8I retain £>r long time their more or lees indepen
dent directions; seeing that neither by frictioa Dor by the 
central foreea wiD they be 80 much restnined. Hence the 
probabilities are~ that the planes 01 the rings first detached 
_we pal the qIIeIIIioII to .. ~ -.1, -...s ill .-Iaoriay 10 the 
_ aboq merre4 to. acI lie ~ &1.& &bia wuaW JII'OWII1- ... ,.... 
-. 
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will differ considerably from the average plane of the ruMS; 
while the planes of those detached latest will differ fi'om it 
less. Here, again, inference to a considerable ~:x:tent agrees 
with observation. Though the progression is irregular, yet 
on the average the inclinations decrease on approaching the 
sun. 

Consider next the movements of the planets on their 
axes. Laplace alleged as one among other evidences of 
a common genetic cause, that the planets rotate in a direc
tion the same as that in which they go round the sun, and 
on axes approximately perpendicular to their orbits. Since 
he wrote, an exception to this general rule ha;been discov· 
ered in the case of Uranus, and another still more recently 
in the case of Neptune-judging, at least, from the mo· 
tions of their respective satellites. This anomaly has been 
thought to throw considerable doubt on his speculation; 
and at first sight it does so. But a little reflection will, 
we believe, show that the anomaly is by no means an insol. 
uble one; and that Laplace simply went too far in putting 
down as a certain result of nebular genesis, what is, in some 
instances, only a probable result. The cause he pointed 
out as determining the direction of rotation, is the greater 
absolute velocity of the outer part of the detached ring. 
But there are conditions under which this difl"erence of ve
locity may be relatively insignificant, even if it exists: and 
others in which, though existing to a considerable exteut, it 
will not suffice to determine thG direction of rotation. 

Note, in the first place, that in virtue of their origin, 
the difl"erent strata of a concentrating nebulous spheroid, , 
will be very unlikely to move with equal angular veloci. 
ties: only by friction coutinued for an indefinite time will 
their angular velocities be made uniform; and especially 
will the outermost strata, for reasons just now assigned, 
maintain for the longest time their differences of move
ment. Hence, it is possible that in the rings first detached 
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the outer rima may not have greater absolute velocitiel; 
and thus the resulting planeta may have retrograde rota
tions. Again, the sectional form of the ring is a circum. 
stance of moment; and this form mut have differed more 
or less in every case. To make this clear, some ilIustra' 
tion will be necessary. Suppose we take an orange, and 
assuming the marks of the stalk and the calyx to represeDt 
the poles, cut off round the line of the equator a strip 01 
peel. This strip of peel, if placed on the table with itA 
ends meeting, will make a ring shaped like the hoop of 8 

barrel-a ring whose thickness in the line of ita diameter 
is very smal~ but whose width in a direction perpendicular 
to its diameter ia considerable. Suppose, now, that in 
place of an orange, which ia 8 spheroid of very alight 
oblateness, we take a spheroid of very great oblateness, 
shaped somewhat like a lens of smaIl convexity. II from 
the edge or equator of this lens·shaped spheroid, a ring of 
moderate size were cut off, it would be unlike the previous 
ring in this respect, that its greatest thickness would be in 
the line of its diameter, and not in a line at right auglcs 
to its diameter: it would be a ring shaped somewhat 
like a quoit, only far more slender. That is to say, ac
cording to the oblateness of a rotating spheroid, the de
tached ring may be either a hoop-shaped ring or a quoit.
shaped ring. 

One further fact must be noted. In a much·flattened 
or lens-shaped spheroid, the form of the ring will vary with 
its bulk. A very slender ring, taking off just the equatorial 

, .urface, will be hoop-shaped; while a tolerably massive 
ring, trenching appreciably on the diameter of the spheroid, 
will be quoit-shaped. Thus, then, according to the oblate
DCSS of the spheroid and the bulkiness of the detached ring, 
will the greatest thickness of that ring be in the direction 
'Of ita plane, or in a direction perpendicular to ita plane. 
But this circumstance must greatly affect the rotation of 
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the resulting planet. In a decidedly hoop.shaped nebulous 
rillg, the differences of velocity between the inner and out
er surfaces will be very small; and such a ring, aggrega
ting into a mass who~ greatest diameter is at·right angles 
to the plane of the orbit, will almost certainly give to thill 
mass a predominant tendency to rotate in a direction at 
right angles to the plane of the orbit. Where the ring is 
but little hoop-shaped, and the difference of the inner and 
outer velocities also greater, as it must be, the opposing 
tendencies-one to produce rotation in the plane of the 
orbit, and the other rotation perpendicular to it-will 
both be influential; and an intermediate plMe of rota
tion will be taken up. While, if the nebulous ring is de
cidedly quoit-Bhaped, and therefore aggregates inio a mass 
whose greatest dimension lies in the plane of the orbit, 
both tendencies will conspire to produce rotation in that 
plane. 

On referring to the facts, we find them, as far as can be 
judged, in harmony with this view. Considering the enor
mous circumference of Uranus's orbit, and his compara
tively small mass, we may conclude that the ring from 
which he resulted was a comparatively slender, and there
fore a hoop·shaped one: especially if the nebulous mass 
was at that time less oblate than afterwards, which it must 
have been. Hence, a plane of rotation nearly perpendicu
lar to his orbit, and a direction of rotation having no refer
ence to hill orbitual movement. Saturn has a mass seven 
times as great, and an orbit of less than half the diameter; 
whence it follows that his genetic ring, having less than 
half the circumference, and less than half the vertical thick
ness (the spheroid being then certainly as oblate, and in
deed mors oblate), must have had considerably greatEr 
width-must have been less hoop-shaped, and more ap
proaching to the quoit·shaped: notwithstanding difference 
of density, it must have been at least two or three times all 
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broad in the line of its plane. Consequently, Saturn hal ., 
rotatory m'Ovement in the same direction as the movemen' 
of trauslation, and in a plane differing from it. by thirty 
degrees only. •• 

In the case of Jupiter, again, whoso mass is three and. 
half times that of Saturn, and whose orbit is little m('re 
than half the size, the genetic ring must, for tlte like fla
sons, have been still broader-deoidedly quoit-&haped, we 
may Ilay; and there henoe resulted a planet. whOle plane of 
rotation differs from that of his orbit by scarcely more than 
three degrees. Once more, oonsidering the oomparative 
insignificanob of Mars, Earth, Venus, and Mercury, it. fol
lows that the diminishing ciroumferenoes of the rings not 
sufficing to account for the smallnells of the resulting 
masses, the rings must have been slender one&-must have 
again approximated to the hoop-ahaped; and thul it hap
pens that tbe planes of rotation again diverge more or 
less widely from thoBe of the orbita. Taking into account 
the increasing oblatenes9 of the original spheroid in the 
sllccessive stages of its concentration, and the different 
proportions of the detached rings, it lIeems to UI tha' the 
respective rotatory motions are not at 'Variance with the 
hypothesia. 

Not only the directions, but also the velocities of rota
tion are thus explicable. It. might natnrally be supp08ed 
that the large planets would revolve on their axel more 
slowly than the small one8: our terrestrial experience8 in
cline us to expect. thia. It. is a corollary from the Nebular 
Hypothesis, however, more especially when interpreted as 
above, that while large planets will rotate rapidly, Imall 
ones will rotate slowly; and we find that in fact they do 
so. Other things equal, a concentrating nebulolll m8811 
~hat is diffused through a wide space, and whOle outer parts 
have, therefore, to travel from great distances to the com· 
mon centre of gravity. will acquire a high u:Jal velocity ii, 
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course of its aggregation: and conversely with a small 
mass. Still more marked will be the difference where the 
form of the genetic ring conspires to increa~e the rate of 
rotation. Other tilings equal, a genetic ring that is 
broadest in the direction of its plane will produce a mass 
rotating faster than one that is broadest at right angle 
to its plane· and if the ring is absolutely as well as rela
tively broad, the rotation will be very rapid. These con
ditions were, as we saw, fulfilled in the case of Jupiter; 
and Jupiter goes round his axis in less than ten hours. 
Saturn, in whose case, as above explained, the conditions 
were less favourable to rapid rotation, takes ien hours and 
a half. While Mars, Earth, Venus, and Mercury, whose 
rings must have been slender, take more than double the 
time: the smallest taking the longest. 

From the planets, let us now pass to the satellites. 
Here, beyond the conspicuous facts commonly adverted to, 
that they go round their primaries in the same directions 
that these turn on their axes, in planes lliverging but 
little from their equators, and in orbits nearly circular, 
there are several significant traits which must not be passed 
over. 

One of them is, that each set of satellites repeats in 
miniatnre the relations of the planets to the sun, both in the 
respects just named, and in the order of the sizes. On pro
gressing from the outside of the Solar System to its centre, 
we see that there are four large externall'lanets, and four 
internal ones which are comparatively small. A like con
trast holds between the outer and inner satellites in every • 
case. Among the four satellites of J npiter, the parallel is 
maintained as well as the comparative smallness of the nnm· 
ber allows: the two onter ones are the largest, and the 
two inner ones the smallest. According to the most recent 
observations made by Mr. Lassen, the like is true of the 
four satellites of Ulanns. In the case of Saturn, who has 
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eight IeCOndary planeta revolving round him, tbe Iik .. 
ness is Btil1 more dOle in arrangement .. in number: 
the three o~ter I&tellitee are large, the inner ODft lmaIl i 
and the contrasts of IIi&e are here Lluch greater betwen 
the largest, which is nearly .. big .. Mars, aDd the 
1IDallest, which is wilh difficulty discovered even bytbe 
best telescopes. 

Moreover, the analogy does not end here. Just. .. with 
the planeta, there is at first a general inCl'H8e of IIi&e on 
travelling inwards from Neptune and Uranu-. which do 
not diJfer very widely, \0 Saturn, which is much larger, 
and \0 Jupiier, which is the largeu; 10 of \he eigbt Batel· 
lites of Saturn, the largel\ is not the outermost., but the 
outermol\ save two; 10 of Jupiter" four secondaries, tbe 
largest is the most remote but one.. Now \hese anaJogift 
are inexplicable by tbe theory of final cauees. For pur
poses of ligbting, if this be the presumed object of theae 
attendant bodies, it would have been far better had the 
larger been the nearer: at preeent, their remotenel!l reo
dera them of less service than \he mnalleaL To the N ebo
w Hypothesis, however, these analogiea give funher IUP
port. They ahow tbe action of a common physical cauae. 
They imply a la., of genesis, holding in the IICCODdary .,. 
tema .. in the primary Iyatem. 

Still more instructive abaU we find the distribution of 
the satellites-their abeeoce in lOme io8tances, and tbeir 
preeence in other ~ in maaller or greater numbers. 
The argument from design &ila to account for this distri-

• bution. Supposing it be granted that planeta nearer tbe 
Sun \han ounelves, have DO need of mooDS (though, COD" 

Bidering \hat their nigbta are .. dark, and, relatively to 
tbeir brilliant days, eyen darker thaa 01l1"ll, tbe need eeema 
quite .. great)-eupposing this \0 be granted ; what is to 
be laid of lIars, whicb, placed half .. far again from the. 
Sun .. we are, baa ret no moon' Or .... <>ain, how are we 
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to expl.Ain the fact that Uranus has but half as many moons 
8S Saturn, though he is at double the distance? While., 
however, the current presumption is untenable, the N ebu
lar Hypothesis furnislles us with an explanation. It actually 
enables U8 to predict, by a not very complex: calculation, 
where satellites will be abundant and where they will be 
a1eent. The reasoning is as follows. 

In a rotating nebulous spheroid that is concentrating 
into a planet, there are at work two antagonist mechanical 
tendeucies-the centripetal and the centrifugal While 
the force of gravitation draws all the atoms ofthe spheroid 
together, their tangential momentum is resol~able into two 
parts, of which one }'esists gravitation. The ratio which 
this centrifugal force bears to gravitation, varies, other 
things equal, as the square of the velocity_ Hence, the 
aggregation of a rotating nebulous spheroid will be more 
or less strongly opposed by this outward impetus of its 
particles, according as its rate of rotation is high or low: 
the opposition, in equal spheroids, being four times as great 
when the rotation is twice as rapid; nine times as gl'eat 
when it is three times as rapid; and so on. Now, the de
tachment of a ring from a planet-forming body of nebulous 
matter, implies that at its equatorial zone the centrifugal 
force produced by concentration has become so great as to 
balance gravity. Whence it is tolerably obvious that the 

. detachment of rings will be most frequent from those 
masses in which the centrifugal tendency bears the greatest 
ratio to the gravitative tendency_ Though it is not possi
ble to calculate what proportions these two tendencies had. 
to each other in the genetic spheroid which produced each 
planet; it is possible to calculate where each was the great
est and where the least. While it is true that the ratio 
which centrifugal force now bears to gravity at the equa
tor of each planet, differs widely from that which it bore 
iuring the earlier stages of concentration; and while it is 
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true that this change in the ratio, depending on the degree 
of contraction each planet has nndergone, has in no two 
cases been the same; yet we may fairly conclude that 
where the ratio is still the greatest, i1Jhas been the greatest 
from the beginning. The satellite-forming tendency which 
each planet had, will be approximately indicated by tile 
proportion now existing in it between the aggregating 
power, and the power that has opposed aggregation. 00 
making the requisite calculations, a remarkable harmony 
with this inference comes out. The following table .howl 
what fraction the centrifugal force is of the. centripetal force 
in every case; and the relation which that fraction bear, 
to the number of satellites. 

Mercury. Venus. Earth. Ma.... Jupiter. Saturn. UranU&. 
1111111 

362 282 289 
1 

Satellite. 

328 1. 8-2 • 
• 8 • (or 8 BOo 

Satellites. Satellite. cording &0 
and three Herachel_) 
rings. 

Thus, taking as our standard of comparison the Earth 
~ith its one moon, we see that Mercury and Mars, in which 
the centrifugal force is relativelyle88, have no moons. J 0-

piter, in which it is far greater, has foar moons. Uranus, 
in which it is greater still, has certainly four, and probably 
more than four. Saturn, in which it is the greatest. being 
nearly one-sixth of gravity, has, including his rings, eleven 
attendants. The only instance in which there is imperfect. 
.:lonformity with observation is that of Venus. Here it ap-

I pears that the centrifugal force is relatively a very little 
greater than in the Earth; and according to the hypothesis, 
Venus ought, therefore, to have a satellite. Of this seem
tng anomaly there are two explanations. Not a few astron
o>mers have asserted that Venus lta8 a satellite. CastlillJ, 
Short, Montaigne of Limoges, Roedkier, and Montbarron, 
professed to have seen it; and Lambert calculated its ele-
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mcnts. Granting, however, that they were mistaken, then 
is still the fact that the diameter of Venus is variously esti· 
mated; and that a very small change in the data would 
make the fraction le.s instead of greater tha~ that of the 
Earth. But admitting the discrepancy, we think that this 
correspondence, even as it now stands, is one of the strong. 
cst confirmations of the Nebular Hypothesis.* 

Certain more special peculiarities of the satellites must 
be mentioned as suggestive. One of them is the relation 
between the period of revolution and that of rotation. 
No discoverable purpose is served by making the Moon go 
round its axis in the same time that it goes round the 
Earth: for our convenience, a more rapid axial motion 
would have been equally good; and for any possible inhab
itants of the Moon, much better. Against the alternative 
supposition, that the equality occurred by accident, the 
probabilities are, as Laplace says, infinity to one. But to 
this arrangement, which is explicable neither as the result 
of design nor of chance, the Nebular Hypothesis furnishes 
a clue. In his "Exposition du Systllme du Monde," La· 
place shows, by reasoning too detailed to be here repeated, 
that under the circumstances such a relation of movement~ 
would be likely to establish itself. 

Among Jupiter's satellites, which severally display thesG 
Bame synohronous movements, there also exists a ",till more 
remarkable relation. " If the mean angular velocity of the 
first satellite be added to twicu that of the third, the sl1m 

• Since this essay was published, the data of the above calculations. 
bave been changed by the discovery that the Sun's distance is three mil
lions of miles less than was supposed. Hence results a diminution in his 
estimated mass, and in the masses of the planets (except the Earth and 
Moon). No revised estimate of the masses baving yet been published. the 
table is re-printed in its original form. The diminution of the masses t~ 

the alleged extent of about one-tenth, does not essentially alter the ...,Ia 
lions above pointed out. 



will be equal to three times tha' of the IIeCOnd." and 
.. from this it results that the situations of any two of them 
being given, that of the third can be fonnd. .. Now here, .. 
before, no cOnceivable advantage res:Ilt& Neither in thi, 
case can the connexion have been accidental: the probabiJ 
ities are infinity to one to the contrary. But again, aooord 
ing to Laplace, the Nebular Hypothesis supplies. IOlution. 
Are not these significant facts , 

Most significant fact of all. however, is that preeented 
by the rings of Satom. As Laplace remarks. they are, AI 

it were, still extant ,.·itnesses of the gentltio proeestl he 
propounded.' Here we have, continuing permanomtly. 
forms of matter like those through which each planet and 
satellite once passed; and their movements are jll8t what, 
in conformity with the hypothesis, they should be. .. La 
duree de la rotation d'une planete doit dono 'tre. d'apree 
cetle hypoth~e, plus petite que I. du~e de la rivol'ltion 
du corps Ie plus voisin qui circule autour d'elle," says La
place.- And he then points out that the time of Satom', 
rotation is to that of his rings .. 427 to 43~ amouol 
of dift'ereuce such .. 'W88 to be expected. 

But besides the existence of these rings, and their 
movements in the required manner, there is a highlysug. 
gestive circumstance 'Which Laplace haa no' remarkeJ
namely, the place of their occurrence. II the Solar SI' 
tem 'W88 produced after the manner popularly8Dprosed. 
then there is no reason 'Why the rings of Saturn should no' 
have encircled him at • comparatively grea' dist.3uce. Or, 
mstead of being given to Saturn, 'Who in their abeence 
would st.ill have had eigM satellites, such rings migh' ha". 
been given to Mara, by way of compensation for • moon. 
Or they migh' have been given to Uranus, 'Who, for· pur
poses of illumination, baa far greater need of them. O. 
&he common hJPOthesis, we repea" no reason can be .. 

• ... ~1Ie <:Beale". po M&. 
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ligned for their existence in the place where we find them. 
But on the hypothesis of evolution, the arrangement, so far 
from offeling a difficulty, offers another confirmation. 
These rings are fou~ where alone they couid have been 
produced-close to the body of a planet whose centrifu
gal force bears a great proportion to his gravitative force. 
That permanent rings should exist at any great distance 
from a planet's body, is, on the Nebular Hypothesis, mani· 
festly impossible. Rings detached early in the process of 
concentration, and therefore consiflting of gaseous matter 
having extremely little power of cohesion, can bave no 
ability to resist the disrupting forces due to imperfect bal
ancej and must, therefore, collapse into satellites. A liquid 
ring is the only one admitting of permanence. But a liquid 
ring can be produced only when the aggregation is ap
proaching its extreme-only when gaseous matter is pass
ing into liquid, and the mass is about to assume the plane
tary form. And even then it cannot be produced save un
der speciol conditions. Gaining a rapidly-increasing pre
ponderance, as the gravitative force does during the closing 
stages of concentration, the centrifugol force cannot in 01'

diual'y cases cause the detachment of rings when the mass 
has become dense. Only where the centrifugal force has 
all along been very great, and remains powerful to the last, 
liS in Saturn, can liquid rings be formed. Thus the N ebu
lar Hypothesis shows us why such appendages snrronnd 
Saturn, but exist nowhere else. 

And then, let us not forget the fact, discovered within 
these few years, that Saturn possesses a neoulous ring,_ 
throngh which his body is seen as through a thick veil. In 
a position where alone such a thing seems preservable
IjUspended, as it were, between the denser rings and the 
planet-there still continues one of these annular masses of 
diffused matter from which satellites and planets are be
lieved to have OIiginated. 
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We find, then, that besides those most conspicuoul p~ 
culiarities of the Solar System, which first. luggestcd the 
theory of i~ evolution, there are many mmor one. point
ing in the same direction. Were tht:re no other evidence, 
these mechanical arrangements would, considered in their 
totality, go far to establish the Nebular Hypothesis. 

From the mechanical arrangementl. 01 the Solar Sy .. 
tem, turn we DOW to its physical characters; and, first, let 
ns cODsider the inferences deducible from relative specifio 
gravities. 

The fact 'that, speaking generally, the denser planetl are 
the Dearer to the Sun, is by some considered 811 adding 
another to the many indications of nebular origin. Legiti
mately assuming that the outermost parte of a rotating 
nebulous spheroid, in its earlier stages of concentration, 
will be comparatively rare; and that the increasing density 
which the whole mass acquire. 88 it contracts, must hold 
of the outermost parte 88 well. 88 the rest; it i. argued 
that the rings successively detached will be more and more 
densc, and will form planets of higher and higher specifio 
gravities. But p888ing over other objections, t.his explana.
tion is quite inadequate to account for t.he facts. Using 
the Earth as a standard of comparison, the relative densi
ties run thus :-
Neptune. Uranus. Batunl. Jupiter. Mara. Earth. Ven1l8. lIercury. Son. 

o-U O'U o-U O'U 0'96 11lO 0'91 1'12 0'21 

Two scemingly insurmountable objections are prescnted 
• by this series. The first is, that the progression is but. a 

broken one. Neptune is 88 densc 88 Saturn, which, by the 
hypothesis, it ought Dot to be. Uranus is 88 dense 88 111-
piter, which it ought Dot to be. Uranus is denscr thaD 
Saturn, and tbe Earth is denser than Venu_facts which 
not only give no countenance to, but directly contradict, 
the alleged explanation. The second objection, still more 
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manifestly fatal, is the low specific gravity of the Sun. If, 
when the matter of the Sun filled the orbit of Mercury, 
its state of aggregation was such that the detached ring 
formed a planet havillg a specifio gravity eqdal to that of 
iron; then the Sun itself, now that it has ooncentrated, 
should have a specifio gravity much greater than that of 
iron; whereas its specifio gravity iB not much above that 
of water. Instead of being far denser than the nearest 
planet, it is not one-fourth as dense. 

While these anomalies render untenable the position 
that the relative speoifio gravities of the planets are direct 
indications of nebular condensation; it by nb means fol
lows that they negative it. When all the factors are 
taken in account, there appears to be an interpretation 
consistent with the hypothesis of Laplace. 

Several causes may be assigned for the unlike specific 
gravities of the members of the Solar system :-1. Differ
ences among them in respect of the elementary sub
stances composing them; or in the proportions of such 
elementary substances, if they contain the flame kinds. 2. 
Differences among them in respect of the quantities of 
matter they contain; for, other things equal, the mutual 
gravitation of molecules will make a larger mass denser than 
a smaller. 3. Differences among their temperatures; for, 
other things equal, those having higher temperatures will 
have lower specifio gravities. 4. Differences among their 
structures in respect of the relative amounts of solid, liquid, 
and gaseous matters composing them. Of these conceivable 
causes, that commonly assigned is the first, more or less 
modified by the second. The extremely low specific gravity 
of Saturn, which but little exceeds that of cork, IS supposed 
to arise from the intrinsio lightness of his substance: the 
tacit assumption being that the atmosphere of Saturn 
incloses a globe solid like our own, or otherwise, as 
Whewell supposes, liquid~ That the Sun weighs not much 
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more than an equal bulk of. water, is taken as evidence 
that the specific gravity of the matter he consists of, is but 
little greater than that of water; although, considering 
his enormous gravitative force, w~ich at his surface is 
twenty-eight times ,the gravitative force at the surface of 
the Earth, and coy~idering the pressure which his immense 
mass (315,llltral p~rts ; l.t of the Earth), must exert upon 
his cebn,;- be widely un,atter he is made of must, in such 
casetr.lSS, the current hjIe matters we know. Neverthe
l~.c~ are either solid or 1sis is, that the Sun and planets 

nuclei: their unlike ')r have solid crusts with liquid 
likenesses of natureiic gravities resulting from un-

But now ignoring~ component materials.* 
nizing the truth discloogical implications, and recog
foregoing passage was'! spectrum-analysis since the 
the same elements exisally written (the truth that 
and probably in the othEhe SUD and in the Earth, 
sundry of them have bee,ets, since even in the stars 
the untenability of the rotified)-recognizing thus 
ferences between the speciption that the great dif-

dens be due to diversities amongwities of the planets can 
gr' are left with the altern at: component matters; we 

great differences result fromf supposing that these 
under which their componenences in the conditions 
specified under the heads 2, 3,ters exist-differences 
possible causes, that numbered. Of these remaining 
for supposing the materials thenust at once reject; 

T cumstances the same, superiorit), and all other cir
greater density: Jupiter and Sat.ass would involve 
specific gravities than the EarthTould have higher 

. . . Venus instead of * Exceptmg some alterations rendermg . ' 
the above paragraph stands as it did whellements more specific, 
twenty years ago. What follows is so far chally written five-and
ments into ·harmony with discoveries since mac.s to bring its argu-
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having far lower specific gravities. Thus, as tenable causes 
for these differences of specific gravity, we are restricted to 
differences of temperature, and differences in the pro
portions between s~lid, liquid, and gaseofls matters; 
which last, indeed, we may regard as accompanying 
differences of temperature. But these causes are just 
the causes inferable from the nebular hypothesis; as we 
shall see on comparing the processes of concentration and 
cooling in large and small spheroids of nebulous matter. 

That large masses cool more slowly than small ones, is 
a truth illustrated at every fire-side by the rapid blackening 
of little cinders which fall into the ashes,' in contrast 
with the long-continued redness of big lumps. There are 
several reasons for such contrasts. One is the relation 
between increase of surface and increase of content: 
surfaces, in similar bodies, increasing as the squares of 
the dimensions while contents increase as their cubes. 
lIence, contrasting the Earth and Jupiter, whose diameter 
is about eleven times that of the Earth, it results that 
while his surface is 121 times as great, his content is 
1331 times as great. Now even (supposing we begin with 
like temperatures and like densities) if the only effect was 
that through a given area of sul'face eleven times more 
matter bad to be. cooled in the one case than in the other, 
there would be a vast difference between the times occu
pied in concentration. But the difference would be much 
greater than that consequent on these geometrical re
lations. The escape of heat from a cooling mass is 
effected by conduction, or by convection, or by both. In. 
a solid it is wholly by conduction; in a liquid or gas the 
chief part is played by convection-by circulating currents 
which continually transpose the hotter and cooler parts. 
Now in fluid spheroids-gaseous, or liquid, or mixed
increasing size entails an increasing obstacle to cooling, 
because of the increasing distances to be travelled by the 
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circulating currents. Of course the relation is not a 
simple one: the velocities of the currents will doubtless 
be unlike. But it is manifest that in a sphere of eleven 
times the drameter, the transit of 1'latter from centre to 
surface and back from surface to centre, will take a much 
longer time; even if its movement is unrestrained. In a 
rotating spheroid, however, there come into play force. 
which restrain its movement in a degree augmenting 
with the velocity of rotation. In such a spheroid the 
respective portions of matter (supposing them equal in their 
angular velocities round the axis, which they will tend 
more and more to become as the density increases) must 
vary in their absolute velocities, according to their 
distances from the axis; and each portion, having a 
momentum varying with its velocity, cannot have itl 
distance from the axis changed by circulating currents, 
which it must be in greater or lesl degree, without 1088 or 
gain in its momentum: through the medium of 6uid 
friction, force must be expended, now in increasing 
its motion and now in retarding its motion. lIence, 
when the larger spheroid has also a higher velocity of 
rotation-when, as in the case of Jupiter and the Earth, 
the angular velocity of the larger body is more than twice 
that of the smaller; the relative slowness of the circula
ting currents, and the consequent retardation of cooling, 
must be much greater than is implied by the extra 
distances to be travelled. There are, however, certain 
factors which, working in an ·opposite way, qualify these 

. effects. Other things equal, mutual gravitation among the 
parts of a large mass wil1 cause a greater evolution of heat 
than is similarly caused in a small mass ; and the resulting 
difference of temperature, as well as the greater contrast 
between the temperatures of inner and outer parts in the 
larger mass than in the smaller, will tend to produce more 

. rapid dissipation of heat. To this must be added the 
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greater velocity of the circulating currents which the 
intenser forces at work in larger spheroids will produce
a contrast made still greater by the relatively smaller 
retardation by frictil~ to which the more' voluminous 
currents are exposed. In these causes we may recognize a 
possible explanation of the otherwise anomalous fact that 
the Sun, though baving a thousand times the mass of 
Jupiter, has yet reached as advanced a stage of concentra
tion; for the force of gravity in the Sun, which at his 
surface is some ten times that at the surface of Jupiter, 
must expose his central parts to a pressure relatively very 
intense; producing during contraction a relatively rapid 
genesis of heat. And it is further to be remarked, that 
though the circulating currents in the Sun have far greater 
distances to travel, yet since his rotation is relatively so 
slow that the angular velocity of his substance is but 
about one-sixtieth of that of Jupiter's substance, the 
reSUlting' obstacle to circulating currents is relatively 
small, and the escape of heat far less retarded. Here, 
too; we may note that in the co-operation of these factors, 
there seems a reason for the greater concentration reached 
by Jupiter than by Saturn, though Saturn is the elder 
as well as the smaller of the two; for at the same time 
that the gravitative force in Jupiter is much greater than 
that in Saturn, his velocity of rotation is less. 

But now, not judging more than roughly of the effects 
of these several factors, co-operating in various ways and 
degrees, some to aid concentration and others to resist it, 
it is sufficiently manifest that, other things equal, the • 
larger nebulous spheroids, longer in losing their heat, will 
more slowly reach high specific gravities; and that where 
the contrasts in size are so immense as those between the 
greater and the smaller planets, the smaller may have 
reached relatively high specific gravities when the greater 
have reached but relatively low ones. Further, it appears 
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that such qualification of the process .. results from the 
more rapid genesis of heat in the larger masse., will be 
countervailed where high velocity of rotation greatly im
pedes the cll-culating currents. ThQ't interpreted then, the 
various specific gravities of the planets do not conflict with 
the nebular hypothesis, but may be held to furnish furtber 
evidences of it. And now observe that the evidences t.hus 
furnished a pN()f'i, appear to be in COUl"ll8 of verification 
a posteriori. In his work entitled &tum and ill S!I,tem. 
l\Ir. Proctor has brought together proof' of sundry kind, 
that Jupiter and Saturn, having vaporous atmospheres of 
vast depths~ subject to immense perturbations, have not 
reached any such stages of concentration and cooling .. 
have been reached by the smaller planets. 

On pursuing further the above considerations, we 
reach certain conclnsions respecting the internal constitu
tions of the planets, which suggest possible solutioDl of 
difficulties. In conformity with the teleological view 
Ilbove referred to, it has been taken for granted that each 
member of the Solar System is either solid or has a BOlid 
shell filled with molten matter: the Earth, aupposed by 
Bome to have one of these atTuctures and by BOme to 
have the other, being regarded ae typical of the rest. 
Here, in the first place, it should be observed that neither 
of these is more than an hypothesis; and we must Dot 
let the familiarity of either, or apparent probability of 
either, shut out the consideration of a third hypothesis 
if it should be physically possible. This third hypo
thesis is that the central part of every celestial body 
consists of gaseous matter-that the aeriform atate wbich 
originally characterized the entire mass is permanently 
retained by its nucleus; and that around this there bas, 
during evolution, beeu formed a liquid ahell, tbe outer 
Burface of which has in BOme cases eventually BOlidified. 
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"But what," it may be asked, "will become of this 
gaseous nucleus when exposed to the enormous gravita
tive pressure of a shell some thousands of miles thick? 
How can aeriform m:\tter withstand Buch a 'pressure?" 
Very readily. It has been proved that, even when the 
heat generated by compression is allowed to escape, some 
gases remain un condensible by any force we can produce. 
All. unsuccessful attempt lately made at Vienna to liquify 
oxygen, clearly shows this enormous resistance. The steel 
piston employed was literally shortened by the pressure 
used;' and yet the gas remained unliquified I If, then, the 
expansive force is thus immense when the heat evolved is 
dissipated, what must it be when .that heat is in great 
measure detained, as in the case we are considering? In
deed the experiences of M. Cagniard de Latour have 
shown that gases may, under pressure, acquire the density 
of liquids while retaining the aeriform state, provided the 
temperature continues extremely high. In such a case 
every addition to the heat is an addition to the repulsive 
power of the atoms: the increased pressure itself gener
ates an increased ability to resist; and this remains true 
to whatever extent the compression is carried. Indeed it 
is a corollary from the persistence of force, that if, under 
increasing pressure, a gas retains all the heat evolved, its 
resisting force is ab80lutely unlimited. Hence the internal 
planetary structure we have described is as physically 
stable a one as that commonly assumed.'" 

And now, concluding that this hypothesis, not nega
tived by established scientific truths, may reasonably be 
discussed, let us consider what grounds there are for enter-

... This paragraph stands just as it did when published in The W ... t
mimler Review for July, 1858", when, the evidences it assigns were the 
best which could be given. In what follows I have utilized the results 
of more recent researches; and especially those of Prot Andrews con· 
cerning the" critical point" of gases. 
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taining it as p~obable. Let ns consider what likelihood 
there is that a constitutiou of this kind would be aaaumed 
by.a concentrating spheroid of nebulous matter. Through
out such a' spheroid there will btl convection-currenta. 
Taking for granted that there are present leveral element. 
(conventionally so-called) which have p088ibly, or proba
bly, been formed during earlier stagell of nebular concen
tration; and bearing in mind that these elements in- a 
gaseous state have different degrees of liquifiability, we 
may infer that there must come a time when the currentl 
of mixed gases ascending from the hotter and denser in
terior will, on approaching the ontside, arrive at a region 
in which, losing part of their heat by expansion, and a 
further part by radiation through the superjacent gases, 
they will begin to precipitate their more condensible com
ponents into vapour. That is to say, there will result an 
internal space filled with perfectly gaseous matters, a sur
rounding layer in which some of these hold in luspension 
others which have taken the fonn of cloud, and an outer
most layer consisting of the least condensible gasea. 
Where there are sundry elements having different con
densation-points this structure is likely to become further 
involved. The cloudy layer will possibly-may we not 
say probably?-become a compound one: certain of the 
more condensible elements paaaing into the vaporoul form 
before they have reached the outer lurface of it and fonn
ing an innermost cloudy layer of denser kind. If, now, 
we pursue in thought this procesl of concentration-if 
we recognize increasing mutual gravitation of the parts, 
increasing pre88ure of tbe onter layers upon the inner, 
increasing genesis and radiation of heat, along witb more 
rapid convection-currents and an .ever-thickening cloudy 
layer-we must infer that eventually tbe inner surface of 
this layer will arrive at what is known as "the critical 
point" of one of the elements, or of tbe mixture: a point 
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at which the specific gravities of the gaseous and liquid 
forms are the same. That is to say, there will arise an 
innermost stratum throughout which this element or mix
ture exists indifferenfly as gas or liquid-now with slight 
change of pressure or temperature assuming the liquid 
form, and now, with some counter change passing back into 
the gaseous form. We may infer that such stratum will 
long remain in this indeterminate state. A liquid at 
or near the . critical point, expands or contracts greatly 
as the conditions are altered j so that there tends con
tinually to arise a mingling of portions having refractive 
powers suggesting a liquid form of aggregation with other 
portions having refractive powers suggesting a gaseous 
form. But we may reasonably conclude that eventually 
there will result a continuous liquid stratum. Though 
perpetually perturbed and broken by currents, this liquid 
stratum will perpetually restore itself. Of greater specific 
gravity than the vaporous strata above it ; of equal specific 
gravity with the contained gases immediately in contact 
with it j and of less specific gravity than the deeper por
tions of the gaseous spheroid these form ; it will fulfil 
the conditions to mechanical stability. Once established 
it will thicken as fast as radiation of the planet's heat 
into space permits. Evidently the inner surface of this 
shell must maintain itself at the critical point; since such 
cooling of all the outer structures as permits the tem
perature of this surface to fall, implies some contraction of 
these outer structures with accompanying approach to the 
common centre of gravity; some increase of gravitative 
force involving higher pressure upon the contained gaseous 
spheroid, and consequently, some rise of temperature: diver
gence from the critica,l point either way will be instantly 
checked. And then observe, finally and chiefly, that the 
matter contained within this molten shell must retain 
permanently its gaseous form. For the law is that at a 

14 
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temperature above its critical point, a gas cannot by any 
amount of pressure be reduced to its correlative liquid; 
and the temperature throughout this gaseous Bpheroid 
must everywhere be higher than II/. the Burface, where 
loss of its heat is going on. Should it be objected to thiB 
argument that, at the critical temperature, a Bubstance in 
its liquid state is more compressible than in its gascouB 
state, and that, consequently, the liquid when formed, 
acquiring a higher specific gravity, would aink towards the 
centre, and thus the distribution described would be un
stable; the reply is, that thongh, were one element only 
concerned, this might be the case, there is reason to think 
it would not be the case if there were present the mingled 
gases of several elements, some of less specific gravity than 
others while'more condensible. 

When in course of time this shell has become thick, 
the outer surface, ever radiating its heat into apace, will 
fan very much below the inner in temperature. Chemical 
combination between the superjacent oxygen and the 
bases, metallic and other, forming the periphery of the 
molten layer, will take place; and with a further lapae of 
time and fan of temperature, solidified portions will float 
upon its surface as do the scOrilil on a lava atream. That 
is to say, the solidification of the outside of the molten 
shen, will be analogous to the preceding liquiraction of 
the outside of the gaseous nucleus. 

I am aware that this hypothesis is incongruous with 
conclusions drawn by certain distinguished physicists. 

• Sir William Thomson originally indorsed the inference 
or Th. Hopkins, that the Earth's crust must be at least 
800 miles tbick; but now thinks' this inference invalid. 
lIe has contended, too, that a solid crust upon a molt~n 
globe could Dot sustain itself, since, when fissured, its 
fragments would sink; but this argument is met by the 
anegation that iron, copper, brass, whinstone and granite, 
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are less dense when solid than when liquid, and unquestion
ably bismuth is 80." But Sir William Thomson 8till holds 
it certain that the substance of the Earth is extremely 
rigid. He contends .hat were it otherwise, tlie tidal wave 
produced in its substance would cause rises and falls of 
the outer surface, corresponding with those formed in the 
ocean; and that there would consequently be no visible 
tide. Hence he infers that the Earth, though once molten, 
is now solid all through; and that its remaining heat is 
escaping by condnction only. In his elaborate work on 
the Physic. of the Eartl,'s Cru81, the Rev. O. Fisher argues 
that the hypothesis of solidity fails to account for the ge
ological facts. He also calculates that the contraction in 
that case resulting from loss of heat, would cause corru
gations of the surface not approaching in amount to those 
which actually exist: assuming the existence of a liquid 
substratum, the inference he draws from observed tempera
ture beneath the Alps, being that the solid crust is about 25 

• Even could no such demurrer be entered, it might be contended 
that Sir William Thomson's conclusion is invalid. In this, as in other 
cases, he bas inferred positive results from questionable data. The in. 
ference that the crust, breaking into fragments, would sink into the 
subjscent molten matter, assumes that the two are homogeneous in 
composition. The L"8UIIlption is not simply gratuitous; it is extremely 
improbable. Most likely before any solids were formed, there would 
have arisen some such segregation of the molten elements as brought 
to the surface a larger proportion of the lighter ones-silicon, alumin
ium, calcium, sodium, etc. But eTen without supposing this, it is mani· 
fest that oxides of these elements, stable at high temperature, would be 
formed at the surface of contact between the molten matter and the • 
superjacent atmosphere, largely ebargl!d with oxygen; and that, being 
lighter and less fusible than the elements themselves, they would float 
upon its surface in virtue of their absolutely smaller specific gravity, ir· 
respective of their state of aggregation. The fact that the Earth's crust, 
mainly composed of these oxides, has a specific gravity 2, in contrast with 
the avemge specific gravity of the Earth, which is more than Ii, hanoo
nizes with this conclusion. 
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miles thick. But now, returning to the difficulty raised ·by 
Sir William Thomson, there arues the question-What 
modification results if, instead of a globe consisting wholly 
of molten matter inclosed in a solid ernst, we suppose thi. 
crust to be the cooled and solidified covering of a molten 
shell (perhaps of no great thickness) containing matter 
which, though as dense as this shell at their .urface of 
contact and increasing in density towardl it. centre, main
tains its gaseous form, and instead of being relatively in
elastic and viscous is highly elastic and mobile? 'Vhat 
would be the character of the tidal wave in a relatively 
thin shell, thus supported by a gaseou. nucleue which 
resisted with great promptness its deformation? What 
would be the character of the tidal wave in the gascou. 
nucleus itself? And then, further, what would be the 
respective retardations of the tidal wave in the gaseoul 
nucleus, in the viscous molten shell, and in the luperjacent 
water? May we not infer that the position. in longitude 
of the waves in the nucleus, and in the shell, would 
differ so widely as partially to cancel one another, and 
thus leave the wave in the water partially nncancelled ? 
An additional reason for asking whether the tidal phenom
ena may not thus be rendered accountable, may be given. 
The hypothesis of entire solidity which Mr. Fisher give. 
reasons for rejecting as untenable, and the hypothesis 
which he himself thinks necessitated, that the matter 
contained within the Earth's crust is molten near its 
surface but, by Sir W. Thomson's argument, solid 

• towards its centre,both assume central 80lidity on 
the strength of the fact that solids subject to pres
sure have higher melting points than when free; and 
that therefore, conversely, liquids may be solidified by 
pressure. But is not solidification by pressure dependent 
on escape of the contained heat? Will it be alleged that 
a quantity of metal in a molten state can by any pressure 
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be.reduced to a solid state, if none of its heat is suffered to 
escape? Unless this be alleged, it must be admitted that 
the matter of a molten globe could not solidify at the 
centre, where increas" of pressure generated its correlative 
increase of temperature. Contrariwise it may be reason
ably inferred that Just as when raised to its critical point 
of temperature, a gas cannot be reddced to the liquid form 
by any amount of pressure; so, when a liquid retains all 
that heat which made it liquid, no amount of pressure will 
solidify it. But, of course, if the foregoing reasoning is 
accepted, which implies that liquifaction did not begin at 
the centre but near the surface, the hypothesis of solidifi
cation at the centre is excluded. 

Indirect evidence supporting the general view above set 
forth, is furnished by the asteroids or planetoids. The 
hypothesis of Olbers, propounded when only four of tbem 
were known, that they are fragments of an exploded planet 
which once occupied the region they fill, is generally held 
less probable than that of Laplace, that they were formed 
from a nebulous ring which separated into several parts 
instead of collapsing into a single mass. But this latter 
hypothesis, which looked tenable at the time when only 
four planetoids had been discovered, does not look so 
tenable now that the number discovered reaches 230 : the 
implication being, moreover, that other hundreds remain to 
be discovered. .Against this hypothesis it may be urged 
that did a nebulous ring break up into numerous small 
portions, revolving round the Sun with approximately equal 
velocities, the annular series of them would inevitably. 
have some point of least attraction between its adjacent 
members at which parting would take place, followed by 
collapse of fts members upon one another till a single body 
was formed. Moreover, their mean distances from the Sun 
could scarcely differ so much that some are twice others: 
it could hardly happen that the annular space included 
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between their most unlike meau distances would be more 
than 100 millions of miles across, and that tbe space occu
pied by their widest excursions would be 270 millions of 
miles across: Again, the parts of ~ch • ring could not 
well have orbits much inclined to one another, or much 
inclined to the average plane of the solar syetem, as are 
sundry of these planetoid orbits. Further, their orbit. 
could not differ greatly in eccentricity &8 they do-one, if 
not more of them, to the extent of cutting the orbit of 
Mars.. Surely no portion of an outer nebulous ring could 
thus intrude upon the region of an inner nebulous ring, at 
the same time that other portions almost intruded upon the 
region of a remoter nebulous ring. Once more, there 
could not arise any considerable differences between the 
times in which the discrete portions of such • ring 
revolved round the sun; to tbe extent of some being 
thrice others. But all these traits of the planetoids, 
incongruous with the supposition of Laplace, are congruous 
with that of Olbers ; and are, indeed, necessitated by it. 
Fragments propelled in all directions by an explosion, 
multitudinous in number and various in size, would inevit
ably acquire orbits differing greatly in their periodic times, 
their inclinations, and their eccentricities. The inference 
drawn from the present derangement of their orbits, 
that if the planetoids once formed parts of one maes, 
it must have exploded myriads of years ago, it no diffi
culty. Moreover, we have at the BalDe time an adequate 
cause for meteors, whether solitary or in periodic SWlU1Jl8 i 

.since, along with the larger fragmenta there would be Ihot 
into space immeasurably greater numbeR of ImaIler frag
ments, themselves of allsi.zes, some in groups approximately 
the same in direction and velocity, and othen lingly
fragments, the physical characten of which would bear 
testimony to their having once belonged to some great 
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mass where active physical and chemical processes had 
been going on.* 

* While these revised pages are standing in type, it Jlas occurred to 
mo that evidence for or ag&inst the hypothesis of Olbers ought to be fur
nished by the assemblage of planetoids considered in respect of their 
sizes and distribution. If they resulted from-· the bursting of a planet 
once revolving in the region they occupy, the implications are :-first, 
that the fragments must be most abundant in the space immediately 
about the original orbit, and less abundant far away from it; second, 
that tho large fragments mUBt be relatively few, while of smaller frag
ments the numbers will increase as the sizes decrease; third, that as some 
among the smaller fragments will be propelled further than any of tho 
larger, the widest deviations in mean distance from the mean distance of 
the original planet, will be presented by the smallest members of the 
assemblage; and fourth, that the orbits differing most from the rest in 
eccentl'icity and in inclination will be among those of these smallest 
members. With a view to verification, I first referred to a reccnt gen
eral account of tho planetoids in the .dnnuaire de [' Observatoire Royal 
d. B,..""elles, 1881, 488 , Annee, Comparison of the extremes tended to 
show that some such relations exist, Taking the distance from the Earth 
to the Sun as 1, thero is a region lying between 2'55 and 2'8 where the 
planetoids are found in maximum abundance, The mean distance be
tween these extrcmes, \l'66, does not greatly differ from the average of 
the distances of the four largest planetoids, 2'64, May we not say that 
the thick clustering of these bodies about this distance (which is, how
ever, rather less than that assigned for the planet by Bode's empil'ical 
law) in contrast with the wide scattering of the few whose distances are 
little more than 2, or exceed 3, is a fact answering to anticipation P 
Again, among those having measured sizes, we may note that the ol'bits 
of the two largest, Vesta and Ceres, having diameters respectively of 
420 and 338 kilometres, have eccentricities falling between '05 and 'I ; 
while the orbits of the two smallest, Menippe and Eva, 19 and 22 kilo
metres in diameter respectively, have eccentricities falling between '25. 
and'S, and between '3 and '35. And then among those more recently 
discovered, having diameters so small that they have not yet been meas
ured, come the extremely erratic ones-Hilda, which with a mean dis
tance of nearly 4 approaches the orbit of Jupiter, Ethra, having an orbit 
so eccentrio that it cuts the orbit of Mars, and Medusa, which comes 
nearest to the Sun. Systematic comparisons yield results only approxi. 
mately correct, because the numerous planetoids remaining to be dis-
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Taking Olbers' supposition, then, aA the mOllt tenable 
one, let DB ask how such an explosion could have occurred. 

covered, will grtatly increase those groope wbicb now include the emall
est; for, of the added members tbe average nfa.,<PDitude ia each year Ida. 
Allowing for this, we find evidence to the point. .Analysia of th. tablC8 
at the end of Chatn/mT. Deacr;ptirHI ~","",om!l, Ibo ... that there Ie 
only one planetoid between the aixth and 8eTentb etar-magnitudea. IJ&. 
tween tbe 8eTentb and eigbtb etar-magnitudes there Ie also bat ODe.. Do
tween the eighth and ninth tbere are Bi1. Between the ninth and tenth 
tbere are eixteen. Between the tentb and eleYenth there are tbirty~ls. 
Of ema\ler ma.,<PDitudes tban the eleYenth there are .uty~ specified ; 
and the forty odd more recently discovered, baYing onepeciBed Itar-mag
nitudes, are preeamably among these ema\leet.. To whicb maet be added 
the sUty more that ba ... e been found since the date of the table. ThIl8 
it is clear that witb decrease in tbe eizea of these bodies, tbere goee In.
crease in tbeir numbers. Kindred evidence Ie furnished If we broadly 
contrast their mean diatancee.. Out of the If Iargeet planetoi<\e baYing 
star-magnitudes falling between a-Ii and 1-6 there is not one baring • 
mean distance that exceeds 3_ Of tbose baving magnitudes between ,-, 
and 10 there are 10; and of these but one bas a mean diatance greater 
than 3_ Of those between 10 and 10-6 there are BUtceD; and of these 
also there is bat one exceeding 3 in mean diatance. The group of DeU 
smallest in ma.,<PDitude eontaine 20, and of these I baye thia great mea 
distance. In the nen group there are !Il, and of these I ha ... e this 
great mean distance. The nen group, 1117, containa I aacb; the next, I, 
_contains i Bach; the nen, '1, contains t B1lCb; and tbe Bingle plan.
etoid forming the-next group bas itself tbiB great mean distance. Heooe 
tbe ratioe to their respecti ... e groops of those baving thia great meaa 
diatance ron tb08:~, 0-1, CH>6, 0-211, 0"4, 0"11, O-U, 01!9, 1"0. Were 
there to be added the 100 additional ones, thia progression might not 
improbably become more ~ conclasioJa supported by the fact 
tbat oat of the last 9 incIoded a& the eod of the table in Newcomb's 

J>opwIar .AaIrotwmy, which have not their elements gi ... en by Chambers, 
tbere are , baYing tbiB great mean clietaDee. H the .... erage ecceDtric.ities 
of the orbits of the planetoids groaped aecordiog to their decreasiog eizea 
are compared, no ... ery definite resnlts are dise\oeed, excepting this, tba& 
Polyhymnia, Eurydice, Atalanta, and A:tbra, which bave the greatest -
centricities (falliag between '3 and "38) are aD among those 01 amaIlest 
Btar-ma.,<PDitudCIL Nor wben we consider the inclinations of the orbits do 
we meet with obvious veri.6cation; Bince the proportion of higbly-indined 
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If planets are internally constituted as is commonly 
assumed, no conceivable cause for it can be named. A 
solid mass may crack and fall to pieces, )>ut it cannot 
violently explode. "So, too, with a liquid mass covered by 
a crust. Though, if contained in an unyielding shell and 
artificially raised to a very high temperature, a liquid 
might burst the shell and simultaneously flash into vapour, 
yet, if contained in a yielding crust, like that of a planet, 
it would not do so. But the planetary structure above 
supposed, supplies the requisite conditions to an explosion, 
and an adequate cause for it. We have in the interior of 
the mass, a cavity serving as a sufficient reservoir of force. 
We bave tbis cavity filled with gaseous matters of high 
tension. We have in the chemical affinities of these 
matters a source of enormous expansive power capable of 
being suddenly liberated. And we have in the increasing 
heat consequent on progressing concentration, a cause of 
such instantaneous chemical change and the resulting 
catastrophe. Thus, as yielding a conceivable origin for 
these innumerable erratic bodies, varying in their sizes 
from those of small planets down to those of fragments an 

orbits among tbe smaller planetoids, does not appear to be greater than 
among the others. But consideration shows that there are two ways in 
which these last comparisons are vitiated. One is, that the inclinations 
are measured from the plane of thQ ecliptio instead of being measured 
from the plane of the orbit of the hypothetical planet. The other, and 
more important one, is, that the search for planetoids has naturally 
been carried on in that comparatively narrow zone within which most 
of their orbits fall; and that, consequently, those having the most highly. 
inclined orbits are the least likely to have been detected: especially if 
they are at the same time among the smallest. Moreover, considering 
the general relation between the inclinations of planetoid orbits and 
their eccentricities, it is probable that among the orbits of these unde
tected planetoids are many of the most eccentric. But while recognizing 
the incompleteness of the evidence, it seems to me that it goes far to 
justify the hypothesis of OIbers, and is quite incongruous with that of 
Laplace. 
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ounce or two in weight, which, though memben of the 
Solar System, differ so greatly from the rest in their 
behaviour, wbile also differing multitudinously among 
themselves, the hypothesis gains indilect support. 

In the preceding sections a good deal haa been laid, 
directly or by implication, concerning the heat reBulting 
from the concentration of nebulous matter into planet .. 
But quite apart from the speculations set forth in them, 
there is to be noted the fact that in the present con
ditions of celestial bodies at large, with respect to tem
perature, we find additional materials for building up 
the argument; and these, too, of the most substantial 
character. 

Heat must inevitably he generated by the aggregation 
of diffused matter into a concrete form; and throughout 
our reasonings we have assumed that such generation of 
heat has been an accompaniment of nebular condenBatiou. 
If, then, the Nebular Hypothesis be true, we ought to find 
in all the heavenly bodies, either present high tempera
tures or marks of past high temperatures. 

As far as observation can reach, the facts prove to be 
what theory requires. Various evidences conspire to IIhow 
that, below a certain depth, tbe Earth is still molten. And 
that it was once wholly molten, is implied by the circum
stance that the rate at which the temperature increases on 
descending below its surface, is such aa would be found in 
a mass that had been cooling for an indefinite period. 
'The Moon, too, shows us, by its corrugations and its con
spicuous volcanoes, that in it there has been a process of 
refrigeration and contraction, like that which haa gone 
on in the Earth. And in Venus, the existence of moun
tains similarly indicates the shrinking of a solidifying 
crust, or an igneous reaction of the interior upon it, or 
both. 
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Ou the common theory of creation, these phenomena 
are inexplicable. To what end the Earth should once have 
existed iu a molten state, incapable of supporting life, it 
cannot say. To sati:fy this supposition, the Earth should 
have becn originally created in a state fit for the assumed 
purposes of creation; and similarly with the other planets 
While, therefore, to the Nebular Hypothesis the evidence 
of original incandescence and still continued internal heat, 
furnish strong confirmation, they are, to the antagonist hy
pothesis, insurmountable difficulties. 

But the argument from temperature does not end here. 
There remains to be noticed a more conspicuous aud still 
more significaut fact. If the Solar System was formed by 
the concentration of diffused matter, which evolved heat 
while gravitating into its present dense form; then there 
are certain obvious corollaries respecting the relative tern· 
peratures of the resulting bodies. Other things equal, the 
latest-formed mass will be the latest in cooling-will, for an 
almost infinite time, possess a greater heat than the earlier
formed. ones. Other things equal, the largest mass will, bOo 
cause of its superior aggregative force, become hotter th..d 
the others, and radiate more intensely. Other thing, 
equal, the largest mass, notwithstanding the higher tempe
rature it reaches, will, in consequence of its relatively small 
surface, be the slowest in losing its evolved heat. And 
hence, if there is one mass which was not only formed after 
the rest, but exceeds them enormously in size, it follows 
that this one will reach an intensity of incandescence much 
beyond that reached by the rest; and will continue in a· 
state of intense incandescence long after. the rest ha.e 
cooled. 

Such a mass we oove in the Sun. It is a corollary from 
the Nebular Hypothesis, that the matter forming the Sun 
assumed its present concrete form, at a period much more 
recent than that at which the planets became definite b(). 
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dies. The quantity of matter contained in the Sun i. nearl1 
five million times that contained in the smallest planet, and 
above a thousand times that containe~ in the largest. And 
while, from the enormous gravitative force' of the atoms, 
the evolution of heat has been intense, the facilities of ra
diation have been relatively small. Hence the still·contin
ned high temperature. Just that condition of the central 
body which is a nece88ary inference from the Nebular lIy· 
pothesis, we find actually existing in the Sun. 

It may be well to consider a little more cl08ely, what is 
the probable condition of the Sun's surface. Round the 
globe of incandescent molten substances, thus conceived to 
form the visible body of the Sun, there is known to exist a 
voluminous atmosphere: the inferior brilliancy of the Sun's 
border, and the appearances during a total eclip8e, alike 
show this.· What now must be the constitution ofthi8 at. 
mosphere? At a temperature approaching a thousand 
times that of molten iron, which is the calculated tempera
ture of the solar surface, very many, if not all. of the sub
stances we know as solid, would become galleous; and 
though the Sun's enormous attractive force must be a pow
erful check on this tendency to aBBume the form of vapour, 
yet it cannot be questioned that if the body of the Sun 
consists of molten substances, some of them must be con
IItautly undergoing evaporation. That the dense gases 
thus continually being generatEld wm form the entire IDaBB of 
the solar atmosphere, is not probable. If anything is to be 
inferred, either from the Nebular Hypothesis, or from the 

• analogies supplied by the planets, it must be conclude,) 
that the outermost part of the solar atmospheore consists or 
what are called permanent gases-gases that are not con
densible into fluid even at low temperatures. If we con
sider what must have been the state of things here, when 
the surface of the Earth was molten, we sha1l see that 

• See Herschel's "Oul1iDea or ~ronomf." 
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round the still molten surface of the Sun, there probably 
exists a stratum of dense aeriform matter, made up of sub
limed metals and metallic compounds, and. above this a 
IItratum of comparatively rare medium analogous to air. 
'Vhat now will happen with these two strata? Did they 
both consist of permanent gases, they could not remain 
separate: according to a well-known law, they would 
eventually form a homogeneous mixture. But this will by 
no means happen when the lower stratum consists of mat
ters that are gaseous only at excessively high temperatures. 
Given oft' from a molten sur£'lce, ascending, expanding, and 
cooling, these will presently reach a limit of elevatioll 
above which they cannot exist as vapour, but must con·· 
dense and precipitate. Meanwhile the upper stratum, ha
bitually charged with its quantnm of these denser matters, 
as our air with its quantum of water, and ready to deposit 
them on any depression of temperature, must be habitually 
unable to take up any more of the lower stratum; and 
therefore this lower stratum will remain quite distinct from 
it. 

Since the foregoing paragraph was originally published, 
in 1858, the proposition it enunciates as a corollary from 
the Nebular Hypothesis, has been in great part verifiea. 
The marvellous disclosures made by spectrum-analysis, 
have proved beyond the possibility of doubt, that the solar 
atmosphere C:>Dtains, in a gaseous state, the metals, iron, 
calcium, magnesium, sodium, chromium, and nickel, along 
with small quantities of barium, copper, and zinc. That 
there exist in the solar atmosphere other metals like thos~ 
which we hate on the Earth, is probable; and that it con
tains elements which are unknown to us, is very possible. 

Be this as it may, however, the proposition that the 
Sun's atmosphere consists largely of metallic vapours, must 
take rank as an established trnth; and that the incandes< 
Icnt body of the Sun consists of molten metals, follows iiI 
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most of necessity. That an ci priori Lrl'erence which prob
ably seemed to many readers wildly speculative, .hould b. 
thus conclusi,ely justified by observations, made without 
reference to any theory, is a striking t1ct; and it giVeB yet 
further support to the hypothesis from which thi. G priori 
conclusion was drawn. It may be well to add that Kirch 
ho~ to whom we owe this discovery respecting the consti· 
tution of the solar atmosphere, himself remarkB in his me
moir of 1861, that the facts disclosed are in harmony with 
the Nebular Hypothesis. 

And here let us not omit to note also, the .ignificant 
bearing which Kirchho1f's results have on the doctrine coo
tended for in ~ foregoing section. Leaving out the barium, 
copper, and zinc, of which the quantities are inferred to be 
small, the metals existing as vapours in the Sun'. atmo
sphere, and by consequence as molten in his incandescent 
body, have an average specific gravity of 4'25. But the 
average specific gravity of the Sun is about 1. How i. 
this discrepancy to be explained l' To say that the Sun 
consists almost wholly of the three lighter metals named, 
would be quite unwarranted by the evidence: the result. 
of spectrum-analysis would just as much warrant the asser
tion that the Sun cousists almost wholly of the three heav. 
ier. Three metals (two of them heavy) having been al. 
ready left ont of the estimate because their quantities ap
pear to be small, the only legitimate assumption on which 
to base an estimate of specific gravity, is that the rest are 
present in something l.ike equal amounts. Is it then that 
the lighter metals ewt in larger proportions in the molten 
mass, though not in the atmosphere l' Thi4 is very un· 
likely: the known habitudes of matter rather imply that 
the reverse is the case. Is it then that under the condi. 
tions of temperatnre and gravitation existing in the Sun, 
the state of liqnid aggregation is wholly nnlike that exist
ing here l' This is a very strong assumption: it is one for 
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"'hich onr terrestrial experiences afford no adequate war 
rant; and if such unlikeness exists, it is very improbable 
that it should produce so immense a contrallt in specifio 
gravity as that of 4 to· I. The more legitimate conclusion 
is that the Sun's body is not IDIlde up of molten matter all 
through; but that it oonsists of a molten shell with a 
gaseous nucleus. And this we have seen to be a corollary 
trom the Nebular Hypothesis. 

Consitlered in their ensemble, the several groups of evi
~lellces assigned amount almost to proof. We have seen 
that, when critically examined, the speculations of late. 
years current respecting the nature of the nebulre, commit 
their promulgators to sundry absurdities; while, on the 
other hand, we see that the various appearances these neb
like present, are explicable as different stages in the precip
itation and aggregation of diffused matter. We find that. 
comets, alike by their physical constitution, their immense
ly-elongated and variously-directed orbits, the distribution 
of those orbits, and their manifest structural relation to 
the Solar System, bear testimony to the past existence of 
that system in a nebulous form. Not ouly do those obvious 
peculiarities in the motions of the planets which first sug
gested the Nebular Hypothesis, supply proofs of it, but on 
closer examination we discover, in the slightly-diverging 
inclinations of their orbits, in their various rates of rotation, 
and their differently-directed axes of rotation, that the 
planets yield us yet further testimony; while the satellites, 
by sundry traits, and especially by their occurrence in· 
greater or less abundance where the hypothesis implies 
greater or less abundance, confil'm this testimony. By 
tracing out the process of flanetary condensation, we are 
led to conclusions respecting the internal structure of plan
ets which at once explain their anomalous specific gravities, 
lnd at the snme time reconcile various seemingly contra· 
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dictory facts. Once more, it turna out that what is 4i priori 
inferable from the Nebular Hypothesis respecting the tem
peratures of, the resulting bodies, ia juat what oheenatioD 
establishes; and that both the absolute and t.he relative 
temperatures of the Sun and planets are thul accounted 
(or. When we contemplate these varioua eviden~ in 
their totality-wheD we observe that, by the Nebular Hy
pothesis, the leading phenomena of the Solar System, and 
the heavens in general, are explicable; and when, OD the 

.other hand, we consider that the current cosmogony is not 
only without a single fact to stand OD, but is at nriance 
with all our positive knowledge of Nature; we see that t.he 
proof becomes overwhelming. 

It remains only to point out that while the genesiJ of 
the Solar System, and of countless other systema like it, it 
thus rendered comprehensible, the ultimate mystery con
tinues as great as ever. The problem of existence it not 
solved: it is simply removed further back. The Nebular 
Hypothesis throws DO light on the origin of diffused mat
ter; and diffuaed matter as much Deeds accounting for as 
CODcrete matter. The genesis of an atom is not easier to 
conceive than the genesis of a planet. Nay, indeed, so far 
from making the Universe a lese mystery thaD before, it 
makes it a greater mystery. Creation by manufacture is a 
much lower thing than creation by evolution. A man can 
put together a machine; but he cannot make a machine 
develop itseIt: The ingenious artizao, able as some have 
been, BO far to imitate vitality as to produce a mechanical 

"'piauofort~layer, may in BOrne sort conceive boW', by 
greater skill, a complete man might be artificially pro
duced; but he is unable to conceive hoW' luch a complex 
organism gradually arises out of a minute struclurelesa 
germ. That our harmonious universe once existed poten
tially as formless diffuaed matter, and has slowly grOWD 
into its preseDt organized state, is a far more astonishing 
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fact than would have been its formation after the artificial 
method vulgarly supposed, Those who hold it legitimate 
to argue from phenomena to noumena, may rightly con
tend that the N ebulai Hypothesis implies a "First Cause 
as much transcending" the mechanical 'God of Paley," as 
this does the fetish of the savage. 

NOTE.-Tbe argument on page 251, omits a factor which is of greater 
importance than that assigned. .A concentrating nebula will necessarily 
have a central region which is denser than its peripheral regions. Mani
festly, any flocculus moving towards this central region, will have its course 
affected not only by the unequal reactions of the medium on its .wsym
metl'ically disposed parts, but also by differences of pressure consequent 
on inequalities of density of the medium on its two sides, especially ncar 
the nucleus: unless its line of movement is directly towards tho centre 
of mass, against which the chances are infinity to one, it must be made 
to diverge. Hence, such motion as it has acquired, directed not towards 
the common centre of gravity but towards one side of it, will be changed 
jnto a motion of revolution round that centre. Ana since the momenta 
of the flocculi thus drawn in from various directions on different sides, 
are certain not to cancel one another completely, the outstanding e1l'ect 
in some ono direction will become a general motion of rotation. 

Hero, as a nol unnatural sequence, 1 am led to point out the inva
lidity of the rcason assigned by Mons. Babinet for rejection of the Nebu
lar Hypothesis. He has calculated that taking the existing Sun, with 
its observed angular velocity, its substance, if expanded so as to fill the 
orbit of Neptune, would have nothing approaching the angular velocity 
which the time of revolution of that planet implies. The assumption he 
makes is Inadmissible. He supposes that all parts of the nebulous 
spheroid when it filled Neptune's orbit, had the same angular velocity. 
But the process of nebular condensation as indicated on page 251 and 
above, implies that the remoter flocculi of nebulous matter, later in 
reaching the central mass, and forming its peripheral portions, will ac· 
quire during their longer journeys towards it greater velocities. .An in- • 
spection of one of the spiral nebulm, as 61st or 99th Messier, at once 
shows that the outlying portions when they reach the nucleus, will form 
an equatorial belt moving rouud the common centre more rapidly than 
the rest. Thus tho centl'al parts will have small angular velocities, while 
there will be increasing angular velocities of parts increasingly remote 
from the centre. And while the density of the spheroid continues small, 
fluid friction will sC81'cely at all change these differences. 



VII. 

BAIN ON THE EMOTIONS AND THE W1LL. 

A FTER the controversy between the N eftunistl and 
the V ulcanists had been long carried on without defi

nite results, there came a reaction against all IIpeculative 
geology_ Reasoning without adequate data having led to . 
nothing, inquirers went into the opposite extreme, and con
fining themselves wholly to collecting data, relinquished 
reasoning. The Geological Society of London was formed 
with the express object of accumulating evidence; for many 
years hypotheses were forbidden at itl meetings; and only 
of late have attempts to organize the mass of ,observationl 
into consistent theory been tolerated. 

This reaction and subsequent re-reaction, well illustrate 
tbe recent history of English thought in generaL The 
time was when our countrymen speculated, certainly to as 
great an extent as any other people, on all those high quae-

• tions which present themselves to the human intellect; 
!lnd, indeed, a glance at the systems of philosophy that are 
or have been current on the Continent, suffices to show how 
much other nations owe to the discoveriea of our an~ 
tors. For a generation or two, however, tbese more a~ 
,tract subjects have fallen into neglect; and, among tbose 
who plume themselves on being" practical." even into COla 
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tempt. Partly, perhaps, a natural accompaniment of our 
rapid material growth, this intellectual phase has been iq 
great measure due to the exhaustion of argument, and the 
necessity for better data. Not so much with °a conscious 
recognition of the end to be subserved, as from an uncon
adous subordination to that rhythm traceable in social 
changes as in other things, an era of theorizing without 
observing, has been followed by an era of observing with
out theOl'izing. During the long-continued devotion to 
concrete science, an immense quantity of raw material for 
abstract science has been accumulated; and now there is 
obviously commencing a period in which this accumulated 
raw material will be organized into consistent theory. On 
all sides-equally in the inorganic sciences, in the science 
of life, and in the science of society-may we note the ten
dency to pass from the superficial and empirical to the more 
profound and rational. . 

In Psychology this change is conspicuous. The facts 
brought to light by anatomists and physiologists during the 
last fifty years, are at length being used towards the inter
pretation of this highest class of biological phenomena; and 
already there is promise of a great advance. The work of 
Mr. Alexander Bain, of which the second volume has been 
recently issued, may be regarded as especially characteris
tic of the transition. It gives us in orderly arrangement, 
the great mass of evidence supplied by modern science 
towards the building-up of a coherent system of mental 
philosophy. It is not in itself a system of mental philoso
phy, properly so culled; but a classified collection of mate
rials for such a system, presented with that method and in
Bight which scientific discipline generates, and accompanied 
with occasional passages of an analytical character. It is 
indeed that which it in the main professes to be-a natural 
history of the mind. 

Were we to say that the researches of ~he naturalillt 
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who collects and dissects and describes specIes, 't>ear tL. 
Bame relation to the researches of the comparative anato
mist tracing Ollt the laws of organization, which Mr. Bain', 
labours bear to the labours of the, abstract psychologist, 
we should be going somewhat too far; for Mr. Bain', work 
is not wholly descriptive. Still, however, such an analogy 
conveys the best general conception of what he haa done; 
and serves most clearly to indicate its needfulness. For 
as, before there can be made anything like true generaliza
tions respecting the classification of organisms and the laW! 
of organization, there must be an extensive accumulation 
of the facts presented in numerous organic bodies; 10, 

without a tolerably-complete delineation of mental phenom
ena of all orders, there can scarcely arise auyadequate the
ory of the mind. Until recently, mental science haa been 
pursued much as physical science was pursued by the an
cients: not by drawing conclusions from observation! and 
experiments, but by drawing them from arbitrary d priori 
assumptions. This course, long since abandoned in the one 
case with immense advantage, is gradually being abandoned 
in the other; and the treatment of Psychology as a division 
of natural history, shows that the abandonment will soon be 
complete. 

Estimated as a means to higher results, !Ir. Bain's work 
is of great value. Of its kind it is the most scientific in 
conception, the most catholic in spirit, and the most com
plete inexecution. Besides delineating the various classea 
of mental phenomena as seen under that .tronger ligbt 

,. thrown on them by modern .cience, it includes in the pio
ture much which previous writers liad omitted-partly 
from prejudice, partly from ignorance. We refer more 
especially to the participation of bodily organll in mental 
changes; and the addition to the primary mental changes, 
of those many secondary oneil which the actioDl of the 
bodily organs generate. Mr. Bain has, we believe, beeD 
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the first to appreciate the importance of this element in oUI 
states of consciousness; and it is one of his merits that he 
shows how constant and large an element.t is. Further, 
the relations of voluntary and involuntary mo"vements arlO 
elucidated in a way that was not possible to writers unac 
quainted with the modern doctrine of reflex action. And 
beyond this, some of the analytical passages that here and 
there occur, contain important ideas. 

Valuable, however, as is Mr. Bain's work, we regard 
it as essentililly transitional. It presents in a digested 
form the results of a period of observation; adds to these 
results many well-delineated facts collected by himself; 
arranges new and old materials with that more scientific 
method which the discipline of our times has fostered; 
and so prepare the way for better generalizations. But 
almost of necessity its classifications and conclusions are 
provisional. In the growth of each science, not only is 
correct observation needful for the formation of true the· 
ory; but true theory is needful as a preliminary to cor
l'ect observation. Of course we do not intend this as
sertion to be taken literally; but as a strong expression of 
the fact that the two must advance hand in hand. The 
first crude theory or rough classification, based on very 
slight knowledge of the phenomena, is requisite as a means 
of reducing the phenomena to some kind of order; and as 
supplying a conception with which fresh phenomena may 
. be compared, and their agreement or disagreement noted. 
Incongruities being by and by made manifest by wider ex
amination of cases, there comes such modification of the 
theory as brings it into a nearer correspondence with the 
evidence. This reacts to the further advance of observa
tion. More extensive and complete observation brings ad 
ditional corrections of theory. .And so on till the truth is 
reached. In mental scienr,e, the systematic collection of 
facts having but recently commenced, it is not to be eI 
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pected that tbe results can be at once rightly fonnuluted. 
All tbat may be looked for are approximate generalization. 
which will ,presently serve for tbe better directing of in 
quiry. Hence, even were it not no"" possible to l8y in what 
way it does 10, we might be tolerably certain tbat Mr. 
Bain's work bears the stamp of tbe incboate Itate of Psy. 
chology. 

We think, however, that it will not be clifticult to find 
in what respects its organization is provisional; and at tbe 
same time to show what must be tbe nature of a more 
complete organization. We propose here to attempt thi.: 
illustrating our positions from his recently.wued aeoond 
volume. 

Is it possible to make a true classification without the 
aid of analysis? or must there not be an analytical basia to 
every true classification? Can the real relation. of tbinge 
be determined by the obvioUl characteristics of tbe tbings? 
or does it not commonly happen that certain hidden 
cbaracteristics, on which the obviou. one. depend, are 
the truly significant ones? This is tbe prelimiuary que .. 
tion which a glance at Mr. Bain's scheme of the emotion. 
suggests. 

Though not avowedly, yet by implication, Mr. Bain 
assumes that a right conception of the nature, tbe order, 
and the relations of the emotions, may be arrived at by 
contemplating their conspicuoUl objective and subjective 
cbaracters, 88 displayed in the adult. After pointing out 
that we lack those means of classification which aene in 
the case of tbe aensations, he says-

.. In these circumstances we most turn our attention to tM 
_Met' of dijflUlUm of the different paasioll8 and emotion., in 
order to obtain a basis of classification analogous to the arrange. 
ment of the sensationa. If what we have alread1 advanced OD 

lbat 8Qbject be at all well founded, lbia is the genuine turum, 
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""int of the method to be chosen, for the same mode of diffusiol' 
will always be accompanied by the same mental experience, and 
each of the two aspects wO)lld identify, and would be evidence 
of, the other. There is, therefore, nothing so thoroughly char
!icteristic of any state of feeling as the nature of the diffusive 
wave that embodies it, or the various organs specially roused 
Into aotion by it, together with the manner of the aotion. The 
only drawbaok is our comparative ignorance, and our inability 
to discern the preciss oharacter of the diffusive currents in every 
oase; a radical imperfection in the science of mind as oonstituted 
at present. 

" Our own oonsoiousness, formerly reckoned the only medium 
of knowledge to the mental philosopher, must therefore be still 
referred to as a principal means of discriminating the varieties of 
human feeling. We have the power of noting agreement and 
difference among our conscious states, and on this we can raise a 
structure of classification. We recognise such generalities as 
pleasure, pain, love, anger, through the property of mental or 
intellectual disorimiuation that aocompanies in our mind the fact 
of an emotion. A certain degree of precision is attainable by 
this mode of mental oomparison and analysis; the farther we 
can carry 8uch preoision the better; but that is no reason why it 
.hould stand alone to the negleot of the oorporeal embodiments 
through w hioh one mind reveals itself to others. The oompan
ionship of inward feeling with bodily manifestation .is a fact of 
the human oonstitution, and deserves to be studied as such; and 
it would be difficult to find a plaoe more appropriate than a 
treatise on the mind for setting forth the conjunctione and 
sequences traceable in this department of nature. I shall make 
no soruple in conjoining with the description of the mental 
phenomena the physioal nppearanoes, in so far as I am able to 
asoertain them. 

" There is still one other quarter to be referred to in settling a 
~omplete arrangement of the emotions, namely, the varieties of 
bnman conduot, anl the machinery oreated in subservience to our 
oommon susceptibilities. For example, the vast superstructure of 
6ne art has its foundations in human feeling, and in rendering an 
account of this we are led to reoognise the interesting group of 
artistio or resthetic emotions. The same outward reference to 
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conduct and creation. brings to light the eo-ealled moral aeU88 ill 
man, whose foundation8 in the mentaleystem have aooordingll to 
be examined. 

"CombiIing together these variou8 indications, or lOur_ 
of discrimination,-outward objects, diffusive mode or expreuion, 
inward consciousnellll, resulting conduct and inetitution_1 adOI" 
the following arrangement of the famille. or natural orden or 
emotion." 

Here, then, are confe8lledly adopted, 88 baaea of claaai
Hcation, the most manifest characters of the emotions; .. 
discerned subjectively, and objectively. The mode of dir. 
fusi?n of an emotion is one of its outside aspecta; the in8ti
tutions it generates form another of its outside aspects; 
and though the peculiarities of the emotion .. a state of 
consciousness, seem to express its intrinsio and ultimate 
nature, yet such peculiarities as are perceptible by simple 
introspection, must also be classed as superficial peculiari
ties. It is a familiar fact that various intellectualltates of 
consciousness turn out, when analyzed, to have nat urea 
widely unlike those which at first appear; and we believe 
the like will prove trne of emotional statel of consciou .. 
ness. Just as our concept of space, which is apt to be 
thought a simple, undecomposable concept, is yet resolva· 
ble into experiences quite different from tbat state of COD" 

sciousness which we call space; so, probably, tbe sentiment 
of aft"ection or reverence is compounded of elements that 
are severally distinct from the whole which they make up. 
And much as a classification of our ideas which dealt with 
the idea of space as though it were ultimate, would be a 
classification of ideas by their externals; 80, a classification 
of our emotions, which, regarding them as simple, descn"bea 
tbeir aspects in ordinary consciousness, is a classification of 
en..otions by their externals. 

Thus, then, Mr. Bain's grouping is throughout deter. 
mined by the moat manifest attributes-those objectivel, 
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displaYf'd in the natural language of the emotions, and 
in the social phenomena that result from them, and those 
subjectively displayed in the aspects the emotions assume 
in an analytical cons,ciousness. And the question is-Can 
they be correctly grouped after this method? 

We think not; and had Mr. Bain carried farther an idea 
with which he has Bet out, he would probably have Been 
that they cannot. .As already said, he avowedly adopts 
"the natural-history-method:" not only referring to It in 
bis preface, but in his first chapter giving examples of 
botanical and zoological classifications, as illustrating the 
mode in which he proposes to deal with the emotions. 
This we conceive to be a philosophical conception; and we 
have only to regret that Mr. Bain has overlooked Bome of 
its most important implications. For in what has essentially 
consisted the progress of natural-history-classification ? In 
the abandonment of grouping by external, conspicuous 
characters; and in the making of certain internal, but all
eBsential characters, the bases of groups. Whales are not 
now ranged along with fish, because in their general forms 
and habits of life they resemble fish; but they are ranged 
with mammals, because the type of their organization, as 
ascertained by dissection, conesponds with that of the mam
mals. No longer considered as sea-weeds in virt ue of their 
forms and modes of growth, zoophytes are now shown, by 
examination of their economy, to belong to the animal 
kingdom. 

It is found, then, that the discovery of real relation
~hips involves analysis. It has turned out that the earlier, 
classifications, guided by general resemblances, though 
containing much truth, and though very useful provision
ally, were yet in many cases radically wrong; and that the 
true affinities of organisms, and the trl1e homologies of 
their parts, are to be made out on'y by examining their 
'lid den structures. Another fact of great si~nificance iD 

15 
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the history of classification is also to be noted. Very fre. 
quently the kinship of an organism cannot be made out 
even by exhaustive analysis, if that analysis is confined to 
the adult structure. In many cases. it is needful to ex
amine the structure 1D its earlier stages; and even in it. 
embryonio stage. So difficult was it, for instance, to do· 
termine the true position of the Cirrhipedia among animals, 
by examining mature individuals only, that Cuvier errone
ously classed them with Mollusc:., even after dissecting 
them; and not until their early forms were discovered, 
were they clearly proved to belong to the Crustacea. So 
important, indeed, is the study of development as a mean. 
to classification, that the first zoologists now hold it to b6 
the only absolute criterion. 

Here, then, in the advance of natural-bistory·classifica
tion, are two fundamental facts, which abould be borne in 
mind wben classifying the emotions. If, as Mr. Bain right· 
ly assumes, the emotions are to be grouped alier the natu
ral-history-method; then it should be the natural bistory
method in its complete form, and not in its rude form. 
Mr. Bain will doubtless agree in the position, that a cor
rect account of the emotions in their natures and relations, 
must correspond with a correct account of the ne"oos 
system-must form another side of the same ultimate facts. 
Structure and function must necessarily harmonize. Struc
tures which have with each other certain ultimate connex
ions, must have functions that have answering connexionl. 
Structures that have arisen in certain ways, must have func-

,tions that have arisen in parallel wayl. And hence if anal
ysis and development are needful for the right interpreta
tion of structures, they must be needful for the right inter
pretation of functions. Just as a scientifio description of 
the digestive organs, must include not only their obvioUi 
forms and connexions, but their microscopio characters, 
IIDl also the 1"lyS in which _they severally result by ditrer 
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entiatiou from the primitive mucous membrane; so must 
a scientifio account of the nervous system, include its gen. 
eral arrangements, its minute structure, and its mode of 
evolution; and so mult a scientifio account of nervous ao
tions, include the answering three elements. Alike in class
ing separate organisms, and in classing the parts of the samE 
organism, the complete natural-history-method involves 
:lItimate analysis, aided by development; and Mr. Bain, in 
not basing his classification of the emotions on characters 
reached through these aids, has fallen short of the concep
t.ion with which he set out. 

" But," it will perhaps be asked, "how are the emotions 
to be analyzed, and their modes of evolution to be ascer
tained ? Different animals, and different organs of the 
same animal, may readily be compared in their internal and 
microscopic structures, as also in their developments; but 
functions, and especially such functiona as the emotions, do 
not admit of like comparisous." 

It must be admitted that the application of these meth
ods is here by no means so easy. Though we can note dif
ferences and similarities between the internal formations of 
two animals; it is difficult to contrast the mental states of 
two animals. Though the true morphological relations of 
organs may be made out by the observations of embryos i 
yet, where such organs are inactive before birth, we cannot 
completely trace the history of their actions. Obviously, 
too, the pursuance of inquiries of tho kind indicated, raise~ 
questions which science is not yet prepared to answer; as 
for instance-Whether all nervous functions, in commor 
with all other functions, arise by gradual differentiations 
liS their organs do ? Whether the emotions are, therefore 
to be regarded as divergent modes of action, that have be 
come unlike by successive modifications? Whether, al 
two organs which originally budded out of the same mem 
brane, ha,-e not only become different as they developed 
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but have also severally become compound internally, though 
externally simple: so two emotions, simple and Dear akin 
in their roots, may Dot only have grown unlike, but may 
also have grown involved in their natures, though Bceming 
homogeneous to consciousness. And here, indecd, in the 
inability of existing science to answer these question. which 
underlie' a true psychological classification, we see how 
purely provisional any present classification is likely to be. 

Nevertheless, even DOW, classification may be aided by 
development and ultimate analysis to a considerable extent; 
and the defect in Mr. Bain's work is, that he has Dot ayste
matically availed himself of them as far as possible. Thus 
we may, in the first place, study the evolution of the emo· 
tions up through the various grades of the animal kingdom: 
observing which of them are earliest and exist with tho 
lowest organization and intelligence; in what order the 
others accompany higher endowments; and how they are 
severally related to the conditions of liCe. In the second 
place, we may Dote the emotional differences between 
the lower and the higher human races-may regard as 
earlier and simpler those feelings which are common to 
both, and as later and more compound those which· are 
characteristic of the most civilized. In the third place, we 
may observe the order in which the emotions unfold during 
the progress from infancy to maturity. And lastly, compar
iug these three kinds of emotional development, displayed 
in the ascending grades of the animal kingdom, in the ad· 
vance of the civilized races, and in individual history, we 
may see in what respects they harmonize, and what are tUIl 

implied general trnths. 
Having gathered together and generalized these &ever

.. classes of facts, analysis of the emotions would be made 
easier. Setting out with the unquestionable assumption, 
that every Dew form of emotion making its appearance in 
the individual or the race, is a modification of some pre-elr 
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\sting emotion, or a compounding of several prp.-existing 
emotions; we should be greatly aided by knowing what 
always are the pre· existing emotions.' When, for example, 
we find that very few,if any of the lower anintals show any 
love of accumulation, and that this feeling is absent in in. 
fancy-when we see that an infant in arms exhibits anger, 
fear, wonder, while yet it manifests no desire of permanent 
possession, and that a brute which has no acquisitive emotion 
can nevertheless feel attachment, jealousy, love of approba
tion; we may suspect that the feeling which property satis
fies, is compounded out of simpler and deeper feelings. 
'We may conclude that as, when a. dog hides a. bone, there 
must exist in him a prospective gratification of hunger; so 
there must similarly at first, in all cases where anything is 
secured or taken possession of, exist an ideal excitement of 
the feeling which that thing will gratify. We may further 
conclude that when the intelligence is such that a variety 
of objects come to be utilized for different purposes--when, 
as among savages, divers wants are satisfied through the ar· 
ticles appropdated for weapons, shelter, clothing, ornament; 
the act of appropdating comes to be one constantly involv· 
ing agreeable associations, and one which is therefore pleas
urable, irrespective of the end subserved. And when, as 
in civilized life, the property acquired is of a kind not con
ducing to one order of gratifications, but is capable of ad, 
minis~ering to all gratifications, the pleasure of acquiring 
property grows more distinct from each of the various 
plcasures subserved-is more completely differcntiated into 
a separate emotion. • 

This illustration, roughly as it is sketched, will show 
what we mean by the use of comparative psychology in 
aid of classification. Ascertaining by induction the actual 
order cf evolution of the emotions, we are led to suspect 
this to be their order of successive dependence; and are so 
led to recognize their order of ascending complexity; and 
by consequence their true grouping& 
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'l'uus, in the very process of arranging the emotion. 
into grades, beginning with those involved in the lowest 
forms of conscious activity and end with those peculiar to 
the adult cifilized man, the way is opened for that ultimate 
analysis which alone can lead U8 to the true science of the 
matter. For when we find both that. there exist in a man 
feelings which do not exist in a child, and that the Euro
pean is characterized by some sentiments which are wholly 
or in a great part absent from the savage-when we Ice 
that, besides the Dew emotions that arise spontaneously as 
the individual becomes completely organized, there are new 
emotions making their appearance in the more advanced 
divisions of our race; we are led to ask-How are new 
emotions generated? The lowest savages have not eveu 
the ideas of justice or mercy: they have neither words for 
them nor can they be made to conceive them; and the man
ifestation of them by Europeans tbey ascribe to fear or 
cunning. There are msthetic emotious common among 
ourselves, that are scarcely in any degree experienced by 
some inferior races; as, for instance, those produced by 
music. To which instances may be added tbe lest marked 
but more numerous contrasts that exist between civilized 
races in tbe degrees of their several emotions. And if it. 
is manifest, both that all the emotions are capable of being 
permanently modified in the course of successive genera
tions, and that what must be classed as new emotions may 
be brought into existence; then it follow. that nothing like 
a true conception of the emotions is to be obtained, nntil we 

, understand how they are evolved. 
Comparative psychology, while it raises this inquiry, 

prepares tbe way for answering it. When observing the 
differences between races, we can scarcely fail to obBe"e 
also how these differences correspond with differences in their 
conditions of existence, and therefore in their daily eIperi. 
cnces. Note the contrast between the circumstances and 1>& 
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twccn the emotional natures of savage and civilized. Among 
be lowest raccs of men, love of property stimulates to the 
obtainment only of such things as satisfy immediate desires 
or desires of the imPnediate future. Improvidence is the 
rule: there is little effort to meet remote contingencies. But 
the growth of established societies, having gradually given 
sccurity of possession, there has been an increasing tendency 
to provide for coming years: there has been a constant 
exercise of the feeling which is satisfied by a provision for 
the future; and there has been a growth of this feeling so 
great that it now prompts accumulation to an extent be
yond what is needful. Note, again, that under the disci
pline of social life-under a comparative abstinence from 
aggressive actions, and a performance of those mutually
serviceable actions implied by the division of labour
there has been a development of those gentle emotions of 
which inferior races exhibit but the l'udiments. Savages 
delight in giving pain rather than pleasure-are almost de
yoid of sympathy. While among ourse1.ves philanthropy 
organizes itself in laws, establishes numerous institutions, 
and dictates countless private benefactions. 

From which and other like facts, does it not seem an 
unavoidable inference that new emotions are developed by 
new experiences--new habits of life ? All are familiar with 
the truth, that in the individual, each feeling may be strength. 
ened by performing those actions which it prompts; and to 
say that the feeling is strengtMned, is to say that it is in 
part maa6 by these actions. We know further, that not 
unfrequently, individualR, by persistence in special courses
of ('on duct, acquire special likings for such courses disagree. 
able as these may be to others; and these whims, or mor
bid tastes, imply incipient emotions corresponding to these 
special activities. We know that emotional characteristics, 
in common with all others, are hereditary; and the differ. 
enccs between civilized nations descended from the same 
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Btock, show us the cumulative results of Imall modificatioM 
hereditarily transmitted. And when we see that between 
savage and civilized race!!, which diverged from eacb otber 
in the remote past, and have for a hu\Jdred generation. fol
lowed modes of life becoming ever more unlike, there ex
ist still greater emotional contrasts; may we not infer thai 
the more or less d.stinct emotions which characterize civil. 
ized races, are the organized results of certain daily-repeat- ' 
ed combinations of mental stateB which Bociallife involve. , 
Must wp Dot Bay that habits Dot only modify emotion. in 
the individual, and Dot only beget tendencie. to like 
habits and accompanying emotions in descendants, but that 
when the conditions of the race make 'he haLit. per
sistent, this progressive modificatioD may go on to the ex
tent of producing emotions so far distinct lUI to leem new' 
And if so, we may suspect that .uch new emotions, and 
by implication all emotions analytically considered, consiliI. 
of aggregated and consolidated groups of thoec limpler 
feelings which habitually occur together in experience: 
that they result from combined experiences, and are coo
stituted of them. 

When, in the circumstances of any race, some one kind of 
action or set of actions, sensation or set of sensations, is usual
ly followed, -or accompanied by, varioul other let. of actioDi 
or sensations, and so entails a large mass of pleasurable or 
painful states of consciousness; these, by freqnent repetition, 
become sO connected together that the initial action or sensa
tion brings the ideas of all the rest crowding into con8ciou. 

, ness: producing, in a degree, the pleasures or pains that 
have before been felt in reality. And when this relation., 
besides being frequently repeated in tbe individual,occurl 
in successive generations, all the many ne"OU8 actions in
volved tend to grow organically connected. They become 
incipiently reflex; and on the occurrence of the appropriate 
.timulu&, ,the whole ne"OU8 apparatus which in past gener 
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" ations was brought into activity by this stimulus, becomes 
nnscently excited. Even while yet there have been no indi
vidual experiences, a vague feeling of pleasure or pain is 
produced; constit&ting what we may call the body of the 
emotion. And when the experiences of past generations 
come to be repeated in the individual, the emotion gains 
both strength and definiteness; and is accompanied by the 
appropriate specifio ideas. 

This view of the matter, which we believe the estab
lished truths of Physiology and Psychology unite in indi
oating, and which is the view that generalizes the pheno
mena of habit, of national characteristics, of civilization in 
its moral aspects, at the same time that it gives us a con
oeption of emotion in its origin and ultimate nature, may 
be illustrated from the mental modifications undergone by 
animals. 

It is well-known that on newly-discovered lands not in
habited by man, birds are so devoid of fear as to allow 
themselves to be knooked over with sticks; but that in the 
course of generations, they acquire such a dread of man a.~ 
to fly on his approach; and that this dread is manifested by 
young as well as old. Now unless this change be ascribed 
to the killing-off of the least fearful, and the preservation 
and multiplication of the more fearful, which, considering 
the comparatively small number killed by man, is an inade
quate cause; it must be ascribed to accumulated expe
riences; and each experience must be held .0 have a share 
in producing it. We must conclude that in each bird that 
esoapes with injuries inflicted by mao, or is alarmed by the 
outories of other members of the flock (gregarious crea
tures of any intelligence being necessarily more or less 
symJ)athetic), there is established an association of ideas 
between the human aspect and the pains, direct and indio 
rect, suffered fl"om human agency. And we must further 
cono~'lde, that the state of oonsciousness which impels the 
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bird to take flight, is at first nothing more than an idl!.". 
reproduction of tbose painful impressions which befort fol 
lowed man'8 a~prQach; tbat such ideal reproduction be
comes more vivid and more massive Id tbe painful expe· 
riences, direct or sympathetic, increase; and tbat thUi tht! 
emotion In its incipient state, is nothing else than an aggre
gation of the revived pains before experienced. 

As, in the course of generations, the young birds of this 
race begin to display a fear of man before yet they have 
been injured by him; it is an unavoidable inference tbat 
the nervous system of the race bas been organically modi
fied by these experiences: we bave no choice but to con
clude that wben a young bird is thus led to fly, it it be
cause the impression produced on its sensei by the ap· 
proaching man, entails, through an incipiently-reflex action. 
a partial excitement of all those nerves which in its ance .. 
tors bad been excited under the like conditions; that thill 
partial excitement bas its accompanying painful conscious. 
ness; aud that the vague painful consciousness thus arising, 
constitutes emotion proper--emotion undecompotabk into 
8pecijic experiences, and therefore .umingly homogeneoU& 

If such be the explanation of the fact in this case, then 
it is in all cases. If emotion is so generated bere, then it 
i,s so generated tbroughout. We must perforce conclude 
that the emotional modifications displayed by di1ferent na
tions, and those bigher emotions by which civilized are dis
tinguished from savage, are to be accounted for on the 
same principle. And concluding this, we are led strongly 
to"suspect tha~ the emotions in geueral bave severally thUII 
originated. 

Perbaps we bave now made sufficiently clear what we 
mean by the study of the emotions through analysis and 
development. We have aimed to j1l8tlfy the positions that, 
without analysis aided by develvpment, there cannot be a 
true natural history of the emotiot:s; and that a natural 
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history of the emotions hased on external characters, can 
be but provisional. We think that :Mr. Bain, in confining 
himself to an account of the emotions as. they exist in the 
adult civilized man, ~as neglected those classes of facts out 
of which the science of the matter must chiefly be built. 
It is true that he has treated of habits as modifying emo· 
tions in the individual; but he has not recognized the fact, 
that where conditions render habits persistent in successive 
generations, such modifications are cumulative: he has not _ 
hinted that the modifications produced by habit are emo
tions in the making. It is true, also, that he occasionally 
refers to the characteristics of children; but he does not 
systematically trace the changes through which childhood 
passes into manhood, as throwing light on the order and 
genesis of the emotions. It is further true that he here 
and there refers to national traits in illustration of his sub
ject; but these stand as isolated facts, having no general 
significance: there is no hint of any relation between them 
and the national circumstances; while all those many moral 
contrasts between lower and higher races which throw 
great light on classification, are passed over. And once 
more, it is true that many passages of his work, and some· 
times, indeed, whole sections of it, are analytical; but his 
analyses are incidental-they do not underlie his entire 
scheme, but are here and there added to it. In brief, he 
has written a Descriptive Psychology, which does not ap
peal to Comparative Psychology and Analytical Psychol
ogy for its leading ideas. And in doing this, he has omit
ted much that should be included in a natural bistory r4 
the mind; while to that part of the subject with which he 
has dealt, he has given a necessarily.imperfect organization. 

Even leaving out of view the absence of those method~ 
and criteria on which we have been insisting, it appears to 
08 that meritorious as ill Mr. Bain's hook in its details,.it is 
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defective in some of its leading ideas. The first para 
graphs of his first chapter, quite startled us by the st:r:ange. 
ness of their defiuitions-a strangeness which can scarcely 
be ascribed t~ laxity of expression. 'The paragraphs run 
thus:-

"Mind is comprised under three heads-Emotion, Volition, 
&lld Intellect. 

" EMOTION is the name here used to comprehend all that is un· 
derstood by feelings,states of feeling, pleasures, pains, passions, 
sentiments, affections. Consciousness, and conscious states also 
for the most part denote modes of emotion, although there is such 
a thing as the Intellectual consciousness. 

" YOLITION, on the other hand, indicates the great fact that our 
Pleasures and Pains, which are not the whole of our emotions, 
prompt us to action, or stimulate the active machinery of the liv
ing framework to perform such operations as procure the first and 
abate the last. To withdraw from a scalding heat and cling to 8 

gentle warmth, are exercises of volition." 

The last of these definitions, which we may most con
veniently take first, seems to us very faulty. We cannot 
but feel astonished that Mr. Bain, familiar as he is with the 
phenomena of reflex action, should have so expressed him
self as to include a great part of them along with the phe
nomena of volition. He seems to be ignoring the discrimi
nations of modern science, and returning to the vague con
ceptions of the past-nay more, he is comprehending under 
volition what even the popular speech would hardly bring 
under it. If you were to blame anyone for snatching his 
root from the scalding water into which he had inadver· 
tently put it, he would tell you that he could not help it; 
and his reply would be indorsed by the general experience, 
that the withdrawal of a limb from contact with something 
extremely hot, is quite involuntary-that it takes place not 
only without volition, but in defiance of an effort of will to 
maintain the contact. How,then, can that be instanced as 
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An example of volition, which occurs even when volition is 
antagonistic? Weare quite aware that it is impossible to 
draw any absoluto line of demarcation betw~en automatic 
actions and actions -Which are not automatic. Doubtless 
we may pass gradually from the purely reflex, through the 
consensual, to the voluntary. Taking the case Mr. Bwu 
cites, it is manifest that from a heat of such moderate de
gree that the withdrawal from it is wholly voluntary, we 
ruay adysnce by infinitesimal steps to a heat which compels 
involuntary withdrawal; and that there is a stage at which 
the voluntary and involuntary actions are mixed. But the 
difficulty of absolute discrimination is no reason for neg· 
lecting the broad general contrast; any more than it is for 
confounding light with darkness. If we are to include as 
examples of volition, all cases in which pleasures and pains 
" stimnlate the active machinery of the living framework 
to perform snch operations as procure the first and abate 
the !ast,,, then we must consider sneezing and coughing, as 
examples of volition; and Mr. Bain surely cannot mean 
this. Indeed, we must confess ourselves at a loss. On the 
one hand if he does not mean it, his expression is lax to a 
degree that surprises us in so careful a writer. On the 
other hand, if he does mean it, wo cannot understand his 
point of view. 

A parallel criticism applies to his definition of Emotion. 
Here, too, he has departed from the ordinary acceptation 
of the word; and, as we think, in the wrong direction. 
'Vhatever may be the interpretation that is justified by its 
derivation, the word Emotion has come generally to mean 
that kind of feeling which is not a direct result of any ac
tion on the organism; but is either an indirect result of 
Buch action, or arises quite apart from such action. It is 
used to indicate those sentient states which are independ
ently generated in consciousness; as distinguished from 
those gellerated in our corporeal framework, and known as 
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aensations. Now this distinction, tacitly made in common 
speech, is one which :Psychology cannot well reject; but one 
which it must adopt, and to which it must give scienti6c; 
precision. Mr. Bain, however, appedts to ignore any lucb 
distinction. Under the term .. emotion," he includel not. 
only passions, sentiments, aft"llction .. but all .. feeling&, statel 
of feeling, pleasures, pain .... -that is, all sensationL Th.iI 
does not appear to be a mere lapse of expression; for when, 
in the opening sentence, he asserts that" mind iI comprised 
under the three headlt-Emotion, Volition, and Intellect," 
he of necessity implies that sensation il included under one 
of these heads; and as it canuot be included under Volition 
or Intellect, it must be classed with Emotion: 88 it clear1, 
is in the next sentence. 

We cannot but think this is a retrograde step. Though 
distinctions which have been established in popular thought. 
and language, are not nnfrequently merged in the higher 
generalizations of science (as, for iustance, when crabs and 
worms are grouped together in the lub-kingdom Ann,," 
108a,-t yet science very generally recognizes the validity of 
these distinction .. as real though not fundamental. And 80 

in the present case. Such community as analyail discl08e1 
between sensation and emotion, must not Ihut out the 
broad contrast that exists between them. If there needs a 
wider word, as there doe .. to signify aDy sentient ltate 
whatever; then we may fitly adopt for this purpose the 
word currently so used, namely, .. Feeling." And consid· 
ering 88 Feelings all that great division of mental states 

rwhich we do not clay 88 Cognitions, may then separate 
this great dh-ision into the two orders, Sensatiouland Emo
Lions. 

And here we may, before concluding, bnefty indicate 
the leading outlines of a ClassificatiOD which reduces thi, 
distinction to a scienti60 form, anc', developel it somewhat 
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further-a classification which, while suggested by certain 
fundamental traits reached without a very lengthened in
quiry, is yet, we believe, in harmony with that disclosed by 
detailed analysis. • • 

Leaving out of view the Will, which is a simple homo
geneous mental state, forming the link between feeling 
and action, and not admitting of subdivisions; our states of 
consciousness full into two great classeS--COGNlTlONS and 
FEELINGs. 

COGNITIONS, or those modes of mind in whioh we are 
occupied with the relations that subsist among our feelings, 
are divisible into four great sub-classes. 

Presentative cognitions j or those in which conscions
ness is occupied in localizing a sensation impressed on the 
organism-occupied, that is, with the relation between this 
presented mental state and those other presented mental 
states which make up our consciousness of the part affected: 
as when we cut ourselves. 

Presentative-representative cognitions j or those in 
which consciousness is occupied with the relation between 
a sensation or group of sensat.ions and the representa
tions of those various other sensations that accompany it 
in experience_ This is what we commonly call perception 
-an act in which, along with certain impressions presented 
to consciousness, there arise in consciousness the ideas of 
certain other impressions ordinarily connected with the 
presented ones: as when its visible form and colour, 
lead us to mentally endow an orange with all its other 
attributes. ' 

Representative cognitions j or those in which conscious
ness is occupied with the relations among ideas or repre
sented sensations: as in all acts of recolleotion. 

R6.1f'epresentative cognitions~· or those in which the 
ocoupation of consciousness is not by representation of 
.peoia! relations., that have before been presented to con 
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sciollsnt!ss i but t~ose in which such represented Ipecial 
relations are thought of merely as comprehended in a gen
eral relation-those in which the concrete relationl once 
experienced, in so far as they become objects of conscioUJo 
ness at all, are incidentally represented, along with the 
abstract relation which formulates them. The ideaa relult
ing from this abstraction, do not themselves repreacnt ao
tual experiences; but are symbols which stand for group. 
of such actual experiences-represent aggregatel of repre
sentations. And thus they may be called re·represen
tative cognitions. It is clear that the proce81 of re-repr .. 
sentation is carried to higher stages, aa the thought be
comes more abstract. 

Fmu.Ilms, or those model of mind in which we arB 
occupied, not with the relationl su1:>sisting between our leu
tient states, but with the sentient statel themeelyee, are di
visible into four parallel sub-classes. 

Presentativ, feelmgs, ordinarily called lensatione, are 
those mental states in which, instead of regarding a corpo
real impression as of this or that kind, or as located here or 
there, we contemplate it in itself as pleasure or pain: as 
when eating_ 

Presentative-representativ, feeling', embracing a grea' 
part of what we commonly call emotions, are those in 
which a sensation, or group of sensations or group of aco
sations and ideaa, arouses a vast aggregation of represented 
sensations; partly of individual experience, bot chiefly 
deeper than individual experience, and, consequently, in-

~ definite. The emotion of terror may serve al an example. 
Along with certain impressions made OD the eyes or care, 
or both, are recalled iD consciousne81 many of the pains to 
which such impressions have before beeD the antecedents· 
and when the relation between such impressions and Inch 
pains haa beeD habitual in the race, the definite ideaa of 
9uch pains which individual experience haa given, an 
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IIclJompanied by the indefinite pains that result from inherit
ed experience--vague feelings which-we may call organic 
representations. In an infant, crying at a strange sight or 
sound while yet in the nurse's arms, we see-these org::mio 
representations called into existence in the shape of dim 
discomfort, to which individual experience has yet given 
no speoific outlines. 

Representative feeling8, comprehending the ideas of 
the feelings above classed, when they are called up apart 
from the appropriate external excitements. As instances 
of these may be named the feelings with which the descrip
tive poet writes, and which are aroused in the minds of his 
renders. 

Re-representativefeelings, under which hend arc included 
those more complex sentient states that are less the direct 
results of external excit1:lments than the indirect or reflex 
results of them. The love of property is a feeling of this 
kind. It is awakened not by the presence of any special 
object, but by ownable objects at large; and it is not from 
the mere presence of such object, but from a certain ideal 
relation to them, that it arises. As before shown (p. 311) 
it consists, not of the represented advantages of possessing 
this or that, but of the represented advantages of posses
sion in general-is not made up of certain concrete repre
sentations, but of the abstracts of many concrete represen
tations; and so is re-representative. The higher senti
ments, as that of justice, are still more completely of this 
nature. Here the sentient state is compounded out of 
sentient states that are themselves wholly, or almost wholl};, 
re-representative: it involves representations of those low 
er emotions which are produced by the possession of prop
erty, by freedom of action, etc.; and thus is re-representa
tive in a higher degree. 

This classification, here roughly indicated and capable 
)f further expansion, will be found in harmony with the ro-
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Bults of detailed analysis aided by development. Whetber 
we trace mental progression through the grades oCthe ani· 
rual kingdom, through the grades of mankind, or through 
the stages of- individual growth; it ic obvious that the ad 
vance, alike in cognitions and feelings, is, and must be, 
from the presentative to the more and more remotely rep
resentativ~. It is nndeniable that intelligence ascends 
from those simple perceptions in which consciousness ill 
occupied in localizing and classifying sensations, to percep
tions more and more compound, to simple reasoning, to 
reasoning more and more complex and abstract--more 
and more remote from sensation. And in the evolution of 
feelings, there is a parallel series of stepa. Simple sensa
tions; sensations combined together; sensations combined 
with represented sensations; represented sensations organ· 
ized into groups, in which their separate characters are 
very much merged; representations of these representa
tive groups, in which the original components have be
come still more vague. In both cases, the progrel8 
has necessarily been from the simple and concrete to 
the complex and abstract: and as with the cognitions, 
so with the feelings, this must be the basis of classifi· 
cation. 

The space here occupied with criticism. on Mr. Bain'. 
work, we might have filled with exposition and eulogy, had 
we thought this the more important. Though we have 
freely pointed out what we conceive to be its defects, let it 
not be inferred that we question its great merits. Were
reat that, as a natural history of tbe mind, we believe it to 
be the best yet produced. It is a most valuable collection 
of carefully-elaborated materials. Perhaps we cannot bet
ter . express our seose of its worth, than by saying that, to 
those who hereafter gIve to this branch of PlIYchology a 
thoroughly scientifio organization, Mr. Bain's book will be 
indispensable. 



VIII 

ILLOGICAL GEOLOGY. 

T HAT proclivity to generalization which is possessed in 
greater or less degree by all minds, and without which 

indeed, intelligence cannot exist, has unavoidable incon
veniences. Through it alone can truth be reached; and 
yet it almost inevitably betrays into error. But for the 
tendency to predicate of every other case, that which has 
been found in the observed cases, there could be no ra
tional thinking; and yet by this indispensable tendency, 
Dlen are perpetually led to found, on limited experience, 
propositions which they wrongly assume to be universal or 
absolute. In one sense, however, this can scarcely be re
garded as an evil; for without premature generalizations 
the true generalization would never be arrived at. If we 
waited till all the facts were accumulated before trying to 
formulate them, the vast unorganized mass would be un
manageable. Only by provisional grouping can they ~ 
brought into such order as to be dealt with; and this pro
visional grouping is but another name for premature gen
eralization. 

How uniformly men follow this course, and how need
ful the errors are as steps to truth, is well illustrated in the 
history of Astronomy. The heavenly bodies move round 
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the Earth in circles, said the earliest observers: led partly 
by the appearances, and partly by their experiencel of cen
tral motions in terrestrial objects, with which, as all circu
lar, they clas6ed the celestial motio.ls from lack of any 
alternative conception. Without this provisional belief, 
wrong as it was, tbere could not have been that compari
son of positions which ahowed that the motionlare not 
representable by circles; and which led to tbe hypothesi. 
of epicycles and eccentrics. Only by tbe aid of thi. hy
pothesis, equally untrue, but capable of accounting more 
nearly for tbe appearances, and so of inducing more ac
curate observations--only thus did it become possiLle for 
Copernicus to show that the heliocentric theory is more 
feasible than the geocentric theory i or for Kepler to show 
tbat the planeta move round the sun in ellipse& Y d 
agaiiJ, witbout the aid ofthis approximate truth discovered 
by Kepler, Newton could not have established tbat general 
law from which it follows, that the motion of • henen!y 
body round ita centre of gravity is not necessarily in an 
ellipse, but may be in any conic section. And lastly, it. 
was only after the law of gravitation had been verified, 
that it became possible to determine the actual coursel of 
planets, satellites, and cometa i and to prove that, in con
sequen(',e of perturbations, their orbita always deviate, more 
or less, from regular curves. Thus, tbere followed one 
another five provisional theories of the Solar System, 
before the sixth llnd absolutely true theory was reached. 
In which five provisional theories, each for a time held 
88 final, we may trace both the tendency men have to 
leap from acanty data to wide generaliz:\tions, that are 
either untrue or but partially true i and the necessity 
tbere is for these transitional generalizations as steps to th .. 
final one. 

In the progress of geological speculation the same Jaw, 
of thougM are clearly displayed. W. have dogm81 that 
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~-ere more than half false, passing current for a time &I' 

unh-crsal truths. We hne e\"idence ~lIected in proof of 
th~ dogmas; by and by a colli gat ion of facts in antagon
ism with them; anJ'e\"entually a consequcnt modification 
In conformity with this somewhat improved hypothcsis, WE 

ha\"e a better classification of facts; a greater power of 
arranging and interpreting the new facts now rapidly 
gathered together; and further 1'CSulting corrections of 
hypothesis. Being, as we are at present, in the midst of 
this process, it is not possible to give an adequate account 
of the developmcnt of geological science as thus regarded: 
the earlicr stages are alone known to us. Not only, how· 
e\"cr, is it interesting to observe how the more ad\"anced 
\"iews now recei\"ed respecting the Earth's }!i~tory, ha\"e 
becn evolved out of the crude views which preceded them; 
but we shall fiud it extremely instructive to observe this. 
We shall see how grestly the old ideas still sway, both the 
general mind, and the minds of geologists themselves. 
',e shall see how the kind of evidence that has in part 
abolished tbl'SC old ideas, is still daily accumulating, and 
threatens to make other like revolutions. In brief, we 
shall se-e whereabouts we are in the elaboration of a true 
theory of the Earth; and, seeing our whereabouts, shall be 
the better able to judge, among various conflicting opinions, 
wllich best conform to the a...qcertained direction of geologi. 
cal disco,-ery_ 

It is alike needless and impractieable here to enumerate 
the many speculations ,,-bich were in earlier ages propound
ed by aCllte me~peculations some of whieh containN 
portions of truth. Falling in unfit times, these speculation" 
did 1I0t germinate; and hence do not concern us. 'Ye 
ha,-e nothing to do ",th ideas, however good, out of wbit-h 
DO science grew; but only with those wbich ga"e origin to 
the system of Geology that now exists. We therefore ~ 
gin with Wemer 
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Taking for data the appearance! of the Earth', crust. k 
a narrow district of Germany; observing the constant. 01" 

der of superposition of strata, and their respective pbysical 
characters; Werner drew the infereflce that Itmta of like 
characters succeeded each other in like order over the en
tire surface of the Earth. And seeing, from the laminated 
structure of many formations and the organic remains con· 
tained in others, that they were sedimentary; he further 
inferred that these universal strata had been in luccession 
precipitated from a chaotic menstruum which once cov· 
ered onr planet. Thus, on a very incomplete acquaintance 
with a thousandth part of the Earth'l CruBt, he based a 
sweeping generalization applying to the whole of it. Thll 
N eptunist hypothesis, mark, borne out though it seemed to 
be by the most conspicuous surrounding facts, was quite 
untenable if analyzed. That a universal chaotic menstruum 
should deposit, one after another, numerous sharply-defined 
strata, diEering from each other in composition. is incom
prehensible. That the strata so deposited Ihould contain 
the remains of plants and animals, which could not have 
lived under the supposed conditions, is still more incom. 
prehensible. Physically absurd, however, as was this hypo
thesis, it recognized, though under a distorted form, one 
of the great agencies of geological change-that of water. 
It served also to express the fact that the formation. of the 
Earth's crust staud in some kind of order. Further, it did 
a little towards supplying a nomenclature, without which 
much progress was impossible. Lastly, it furnished a stand· 
t.,·d with which successions of strata in various region. 
could be compared, the differences noted, and the actual 
sections tabulated. It was the first provisional generaliza. 
tion; and was useful, if not indispensable, as a step to truer 
ones. 

Following this rude conception, which ascribed geologi. 
cal phenomena to one agency, acting during one primeval 
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epoch, there came a greatly-improved concept.ion, which 
ascribed them to two agencies, acting alternately during 
successive epochs. Hutton, perceiving that sedimentary 
deposits were still being formed at the bottom of the sell 
from the detritus carried down by rivers j perceiving, fur
ther, that the strata of which the visible surface chiefly con
sists, bore marks of having been similarly formed out or 
pre-existing land j and inferring that these strata could 
have become land only by upheaval after their deposit; 
concluded that throughout an indefinite past, there had 
been periodic convulsions, by which continents were raised, 
with intervening eras of repose, during which such continents 
were worn down and transformed into new marine strata, 
fated to be in their turns elevated above the surface of the 
ocean. And finding. that igneous action, to which sundry 
earlier geologists had ascribed basaltic rocks, was in count
less places a source of disturbance, he taught that from it 
resulted these periodic convulsions. In this theory we see: 
-first, that the previously-recognized agency of water was 
conceived to act, not as by Werner, after a manner of 
which we have no experience, but after a manner daily dis
played to us; and second, that the igneous agency, before 
considered only as a cause of special formations, was rec
ognizcd as a universal agency, but assumed to act in an 
unproved way. Werner's sole process, Hutton developed 
from the catastrophic and inexplicable into the uniform and 
explicable; while that antagonistic second process, of 
which he first adequately estimated the importance, was 
regarded by him as a catastrophic one, and was not assimi- ... 
lated to known processes-not explained. We have here 
to note, however, that the facts collected and provisionally 
arranged in conformity with Werner's theory, served, 
after a time, to establish Hutton's more rational theory 
-in so far, at least, as aqueous formations, are concerned; 
while the doctrine of periodic subterranean cflnvulsions. 
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crudely as it was conceived by Hutton, wu a temporary 
generalization needful as a step toward. the theory of ignu. 
ous action. 

Since Hutton's time, the development. of geological 
tbougbt bas gone still further in tbe same direction. Tbeee 
early sweeping doctrines bave received additional qualifica
tions. It bas been discovered tbat more numerous and 
more beterogeneous agencies have been at work, than wu 
at first. believed. The igneous hypothesis hu been ration
alized, as the aqueous one had previously been: the gratui. 
tous assumption of vast elevations luddenly occnrring after 
long intervals of quiescence, has grown into the consistent. 
theory, that islands and continents are the accumulated re
sult.s of flUceessive small upheavals, like those experienced 
in ordinary earthquakes. 

To speak more specifically, we find, in the fiNt .,:lIC<', 
that instead of assuming the denudation produced by rain 
and rivers to be the sole means of wearing down land. and 
produeing their irregularities of surface, geologist. now 
see that denudation is only a part-cause of such irregulari
ties; and furtber, t.bat t.be new strata deposited at. the bo .... 
tom of tbe sea, are not tbe products of river_diment sole
ly, but are in part due to tbe action of wavee and tidal cur
rents on tbe coasts. In the second place, we find tbat. nut. 
ton's conception ofupbeaval bysubterraneau (orces, has not 
only been modified by assimilating these lubterranean forces 
to ordillary earthquake-forces; but modem inquiries have 
sbown tbat, besides elevations o( surface, subsidences are th us 
produced; tbat local upbeavals, as well as the general up
heavals, whicb raise continents, come witbin the same 
category; and tbat all tbese cbanges are probat..1y con
lequent on the progressive collapse of the Earth'. cr~ 
upon its cooling and contracting nucleue-the only ade
quate cause. In the third place, we find that beyond 
these two great antagonist agencies, modem GeOlogy r. 
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eoguises sundry minor ones: as those of glaciers anu ice
bergs; those of coral-polypes; those of Protozoa having 
siliceous or calcareous shells-each of which agencies, insig
nificant as it seems, ls found capable of slowly working 
terrestrial changes of considerable magnitude. Thus, then, 
the recent progress of Geology has been a still further de
pal·ture fi'om primitive conceptions. Instead of one cata
strophic cause, once in universal action, as supposed by 
Werner-instead of one general continuous cause, antago
nized at long intervals by a catastrophic cause, as taught 
by Hutton; we now recognize several causes, all more or 
less general and continuous. We no longer resort to hy
pothetical agencies to explain the phenomena displayed by 
the Earth's crust; but we are day by day more clearly per
ceiving that these phenomena have arisen from forces like 
those now at work, which have acted in all varieties of 
combination, through immeasurable periods of time. 

Raving thus briefly traced the evolution of geologic 
science, and noted its present form, let us go on to observe 
the way in which it is still swayed by the crude hypotheses 
it set out with; so that even now, old doctrines that are 
abandoned as untenable in theory, continue in practice to 
mould the ideas of geologists, and to foster sundry beliefs 
that are logically indefensible. We shall see, both how 
those simple sweeping conceptions with which the science 
commenced, are those which every student is apt at first to 
seize hold of, and how several influences conspire to main
tain tho twist thus resulting-how the original nomencla
ture of periods and formations necessarily keeps alive the 
original implications; and how the need for arranging new 
data in some order, naturally results in their being thrust 
into the old classification, u:aless their incongruity with it is 
very glaring. A few facts will best prepare the way for 
oriticism. -

16 
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Up to 1839 it was inferred, from their crystalline char. 
acter, that the metamorphio rocks of Anglesea are more 
an.::ient tlJan. any rocks of the adjacent main land j but it 
has sinc('\ been shown that they are o? the same age with thfl 
slates anli grits of Carnarvon and Merioneth. Again, alat, 
cleavage having been first found only in the lowest rocka, 
was taken as an indication of the highest antiquity: when!',. 
resulted serious mistakes; for this mineral characteristio 
is now known to occur in the Carboniferous system. Once 
more, certain red conglomerates and grits on the north·west 
coast of Scotland, long supposed from their lithological ... 
pect to belong to the Old Red Sandstone, are now identifi· 
ed with the Lower Silurians. 

These are a few instances of the small trust to be placed in 
mineral qualities, as evidence of the ages or relative posit 
tions of strata. From the recently.published third edition 
of Siluria, may be culled numerous facta of like implication. 
Sir R. Murchison considers it ascertained, that the .ilioeou. 
Stiper stones of Shropshire are the equivalents of the Tre
madock slates of N orth Wales. Judged by their fOBBils, 
Bala slate and limestone are of the same age as the Cara.
doc sandstone, lying forty miles oft': In Radnorshire, the 
formation classed as upper Llandot"ery rock, is described 
at di1l'erent spots, as" sandstone or conglomerate," "impure 
limestone," " hard coarse grits," "siliceous grit "-a consid. 
erable variation for so small an area as that of a county. 
Certain sandy beds on the lell; bank of the Towy, which 
Sir R. Murchison had, in his Silurian SVBtem, classed 81 

Caradoc sandstone (evidently from their mineral characters), 
he now finds, from their fossils. belong to the Llandeilo lor. 
mation. Nevertheless, inferences from mineral characters 
are still habitually drawn and received. Though Siluria, 
In common with other geological works, supplies numerous 
proofs that rocks of the same age are oll;en of widely-dif. 
ferent composition a few miles off, while rocks of widel, 
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dIfferent ages are often of similar composition; and though 
Sir. R. Murchison shows us, as in the case just cited, that 
he has himself in past \imes been misled by tru,sting to lith
ological evidence; yet his reasoning, all through Siluria, 
shows that he still thinks it natural to expect formations of 
tho same age to be chemically similar, even in remote re
gions. For example, in treating of the Silurian rocks of 
South Scotland, he lIays :-" When traversing the tract be
tween Dumfries and Moffat in 1850, it occurred to me that 
the dull reddish or purple sandstone and schist to the north 
of the former town, which so reseml}led the bottom rocks 
of the Longmynd, Llanberis, and St. David's, would 
prove to be of the same age;" and further on he again 
insists upon the fact that these strata "are absolutely of 
the same composition as the bottom rocks of the Silurian 
region." 

On this unity of mineral character it is, that this Scot
tish formation is concluded to be contemporaneous with 
the lowest formations in Wales; for the scanty palreontolo
gical evidence suffices neither for proof nor diRproof. Now, 
had there been a continuity of like strata in like order be
tween Wales and Scotland, there might have been little to 
criticise in this conclusion. But since Sir R. Murchison 
himself admits, that in Westmoreland and Cumberland, 
some members of the system" assume a lithological aspect 
different from what they maintain in the Silurian and 
Welsh region," there seems no reason to expect mineralogical 
continuity in Scotland. Obviously therefore, the assump
tion that these Scottish formations are of the same age 
with the Longmynd of Shropshire, impliee tbe latent be
lief that certain mineral characters indicate certain eraB. 

Far morc stdking instances, however, of the influence 
of this latent belief remain to be given. Not in such com
paratively near districts as the Scottish lowlands only, does 
Sir R. Murchison expect a repetition of the Inngmynd 
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strata; but in the Rhenish provinces, certain .. quartlO" 
flagstones and grits, like those of the Longmynd," are 
seemingly ~ncluded to be of contemporaneoul origin, b. 
cause of their likeness. "Quartzit:s in roofing-slatel wilh 
a greenish tinge that reminded us of the lower Ilatel of 
Cumberland and Westmoreland," are evidently suspected 
to be of the lame age. In RlIssia, he remarks that the car. 
boniferous limestoues "are overlaid along the western edge 
of the Ural chain by landstones and grits, which occupy 
much the same place in the general series &I the millstone 
grit of England;" and in calling this group, &I be doe .. 
the "representative of the millstone grit," Sir R. )Iurchi
son clearly shows that he thinka likeneSl of mineral compo
sition some evidence of equivalence in time, even at. tha' 
great distance. Nay, on the flanb of the Andel and in 
the United States, such similarities are looked for, and con· 
sidered as significant of certain ages. Not that Sir R. Mur 
chison contends theoretically for this relation between litho 
logical character and date. For on the page from whicl
we have just quoted (Siluria, p. 387), be say .. that" whilst 
the soft; Lower Silurian clays aud sands of St. Petersburg 
have their equivalents in the hard schists and quartz rocks 
with gold veins in the heart of the Ural mountains, the 
equally soft; red and green Devonian marls of the Valdai 
Hills are represented on the western flank of that chain, by 
hard, 'contorted, and fractured limestoneL" But these, 
and other such admissions, seem to go for little. 'Whilst 
himself asserting that the Potsdam-sandstone of North 
America, the Lingula·flags of England, and the alnm-lllates 
of Scandina~ are of the same period-while fully aware 
that among the Silurian formations of Wales, tbere are 
oolitic strata like those of secondary age; yet is his reason
ing more or less coloured by the assumption, that forma
tions of like qualities probably belong to tbe same era. It 
it not manifest, tben, tbat the exploded hypothesis of W cr-
......... 1 •• ~.."t;nTloa tn. .nAllonl1>o .... ol\lnt'Pip~l III:n"-'Plll!1tinn? 
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"But," it will perhaps be said, "though individual 
strata are not continuous over large areas, yet systems of 
strata are. Though within a few miles the same bed grad. 
ually passes from cIa,. into sand, or thins out and disap
pears, yet the group of strata to which it belongs does not 
do so; but maintains in remote regions the same relations 
to other groups." 

This is the generally.current belief. On this assump
tion the received geological classifications appear to be 
(ramed. The Silurian system, the Devonian system, the 
Carboniferous system, etc., are set down in our books as 
groups of formations which everywhere succeed each other 
in a given order; and are severally everywhere of the same 
age. Though it may not be asserted that these succcssive 
systems are universal; yet it seems to be tacitly assumed 
that they are so. In North and South America, in Asia, 
in Australia, sets of strata are assimilated to one or other 
of these groups; and their possession of certain mineral 
characters and a certain order of superposition are among 
the reasons assigned for so assimilating thom. Thollgh, 
probably, no competent geologist would contend that the 
European classification of strata is applicable to the globe 
as a whole; yet most, if not all geologists, write as though 
it were so. Among readers of works on Geology, nine out 
ten carry away the impression that the divisions, Primary, 
Secondary. aud Tertiary, are of absolute and uniform appli. 
cation; that these great divisions are separable into subdi· 
visions, each of which is definitely distinguishable from the 
rest, alld is everywhere recognizable by its characters all 
slich or slIch; and that in all parts of the Earth, these 
millor syst.ems severally began and ended at the same time. 
When they meet with the term "carboniferous era," they 
take for granted that it was an era universally carbonife
rous-that it was, what Hugh Miller indeed actually de
ICribes it, nn era when the Earth bore a vegetation far 
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more luxuriant than it has since done; and were they in 
any of our colonies to meet with a coal-bed, they would 
conclude at, as a matter of course, it was of the lam .. 
age I\S the E~glish coal-bedt!. • 

Now this belief that geologic " lIysteml" are universal, 
is quite as untenable as the other. It is just as absurd 
when considered a priori l and it il equally inconsistent 
with the facts_ Though some seriu of strata classed to
gether as Oolite, may range over a wider district than any 
one stratum of the series; yet we have but to ask what 
were the circumstances of its deposit, to lIee that the Oolitio 
series, like one of its individual strata, must be of local 
origin; and that there is not likely to be anywhere else, a 
series that exactly corresponds, either in its characters or 
in its commencement and termination. For the formation 
of such a series implies an area of subsidenoe, in which its 
component beds were thrown down. Every area of IIUb

sidence is necessarily limited; and to suppose that there 
exist elsewhere groups of beds completely answering to 
those known as Oolite, is to suppose that, in contempora
neous areas of subsidence, like processes were going on. 
There is no rea.~on to suppose this; but every reason to 
suppose the reverse. That in contemporaneous areas of 
subsidence throughout the globe, the conditions would 
cause the formation of Oolite, or anything like it, is an as
sumption which no modem geologist would openly make: 
he would say that the equivalent series of beds found else
where, would very likely be of dissimilar mineral charac
ter . • Moreover, in these contemporaneoD8 areas of subsi
dence, the phenomena going on would not only be more or 
less different in kind; but iu no two cases would ihey b. 
likely to agree in their commencements and terminations. 
The probabilities are greatly against separate portions or 
t,he Earth's surface beginning to subside at the ame timo, 
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and ceasing to subside at the same time-acomcidence 
which alone could produce equivalent groups of strata. 
Subsidences in different places begin and end with utter 
irregularity; and henpe the groups of strata thrown down 
in them can but rarely correspond. Measured against each 
other in time, their limits will disagree. They will refuse 
to fit into any scheme of definite divisions. On turning to 
the evidence, we find that it daily tends more and more to 
justify these a priori positions. Take, as an example, the 
Old Red Sandstone system. In the north of England this 
is represented by a single stratum of conglomerate. In 
IIerefordshire, W orcestershire, and Shropshire, it expands 
into a series of strata from eight to ten thousand feet thi(~k, 
made up of conglomerates, red, green, and white sand
stones, red, green, and spotted marls, and concretionary 
limestones. To the south.west, as between Caermarthen 
and Pembroke, these Old Red Sandstone strata exhibit 
considerable lithological cbanges; and there is an absence 
of fossil fishes. On the other side of the Bristol Channel, 
they display further changes in mineral characters and re
mains. While in South Devon and Cornwall, tbe equiva
lent strata, consisting chiefly of slates, schists, and lime
stones, are so wholly different, that they were for a long 
time classed as Silurian. When we thus see that in certain 
directions the wbole group of deposits thins out, and that 
its mineral characters as well as its fossils change within 
moderate distances; does it not become clear that the 
whole group of deposits was a local one? And when we 
fiud, in other regions, formations analogous to these Old 
Red Sandstone or Devonian formations; is it certain-is it 
even probable-that they severally began and ended at the 
lIame time with them? Should it not require overwhelm· 
ing evidence to make us believe as much? 

Yet so strongly is geological speculation swayed by the 
tendency to regard the phenomena as general instead of 
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local, that even those most on their guard against it seem 
unable to escape its influence. At page 158 of his Princi. 
ples of Geolo!lY, Sir Charles Lyell says :-

, . 
" A group of red marl and red sandatone, containing ,alt and 

gypsum, being interposed in England between the Lias and the 
Ooal, all other red marls and sandstones, aseociated lome of them 
with salt, and others with gypsum, and occnrring not onll in dire 
l'erent parts of Enrope, but in North America, Peru, India, the 
salt deserts of Asia, those of Africa-in a word, in everl quarter 
of the globe, were referred to one and the 8ame period. • • • 
• • It was in vain to urge 88 an objection the improbability of 
the hypothesis which implies that all the moYing waten on the 
globe were once simultaneousll charged with llediment of a red 
colonr. Bnt the rashness of pretending to identifl, in age, all the 
red sandstones and marls in qnestion, has at length been snftl· 
cientIy"exposed, bl the discovery that, even in Europe, they be
long decidedly to many' different epochs." 

Nevertheless, while in this and numerous pas.'!3ges of 
like implication, Sir C. Lyell protests against the bias here 
illustrated, he seems himself not completely free from it. 
Though he utterly rejects the old hypothesis that aU over 
the Earth the same continuous strata lie upon each other 
in regular order, like the coats of an onion, he 8till writes 
as though geologic" systems" do thus succeed each other. 
A reader of his Manual would certainly suppose him to 
believe, that the Primary epoch ended, and the Secondary 
epoch commenced, allover the world at the same time
that these terms really correspond to distinct universal erall 
ill Nature. Wheu he assumes, as he does, tbat the dil"is
ion" between Cambrian and Lower Silurian in America, an· 
swets chronologically to the division between Cambrian 
BndLower Silurian in Wale8-when be takes for granted 
~hat tbe partings of Lower from Middle Silurian, and of 
Middle Silurian from Upper, in the one region, are of t.h 
s.1me dates as tl:e like partings in the otber region; docs it 
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Dot scem that he believes geologic "systems" to be uni. 
versal, in the sense that their separations were in all places 
contemporaneous? Though he would, doubtless, disown 
this as an article of faith, is not his thinking" unconsciously 
influenced by it? Must we not say that though the onion· 
coat hypothesis is dead, its spirit is traceable, under a trans
cendental form, even in the conclusions or its antagonists? 

Let us now consider another leading geological doc
trine, introduced to us by the cases just mentioned. We 
lDean the doctrine that strata of the same age contain like 
fossils; and that, therefore, the age and relative position of 
any stratum may be known by its fossils. While the the
ory that strata of like mineral characters were everywhere 
deposited simultaneously, has been ostensibly abandoned, 
there has been accepted the theory ~at in each geologic 
epoch similar plants and animals existed everywhere; and 
that, therefore, the epoch to which any formation belongs 
lDay be known by the organic remains contained in the 
formation. Though, perhaps, no leading geologist would 
openly commit himself to an unqualified assertion or this 
theory, yet it is tacitly assumed in current geological rea
lIoning. 

This theory, however, is scarce,y more tenable than the 
other. It cannot be concluded with any certainty, that 
formations in which similar organic remains are found, were 
of contemporaneous origin; nor can it be. safely concluded 
that strata containing dilfertmt organi<. remains are of dif· 
ferent ages. To most readers these will be startling prol'O
,itions; but they are fully admitted by the highest author
ities. Sir Charles Lyell oonfesses that the test or organio 
remains must be used "under very much the same restric
tions as the test of mintlral composition." Sir Henry de la 
Beche, who variously illustrates this truth, gives, as one 
m"tance, the great mcongruity there must be between the 
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fossils of our 'cal boniferoul rocks and tboH of the ruarine 
strata deposited at tbe IBme period. But thougb, in th. 
abstract, the danger of basing positive conclusion I on evi
dence derived from fossils, is clearly recognized; yet, in the 
conorete, this danger is generally disregarded. The estab
lished conclusions respecting the agel of Itrata, take but 
little note of it; and by some geologiats it lIeeml altogether 
ignored. Throughout his Siluria, Sir R. Murchison habit
ually assumes that the IBme, or kindred, IIpecies, lived in 
all parts of the Eartb at the IBme time. In Rl1ssia, in Bo
hemia, in the United States, in South America, IItrata ara 
classed as belonging to this or tbat part of the Silurian IY" 
tem, because of the similar fossils contained in them_re 
concluded to be everywhere contemporaneoul if tbey en
close a proportion of identical or allied formL In RUMi:. 
tbe relative posit.ion of a stratum is inferred from the luct 
that, along witb 1I0me Wenlock forms, it yielda the Penta
tnenU oblonUU'. Certain crustaceans called E.urypteri, be
ing characteristic of the Upper Ludlow rock, it is remarked 
that" large Eurypteri occur in a so-called black grey-wacke 
slate in Westmoreland. in Oneida County. New York, 
which will probably be found to be on the parallel of the 
Upper Ludlow rock:" in which word" probably," we lICe 

both how dominant ill tbis belief of universal di8tribution 
of similar creatures at the same period, and how apt this 
belief is to make its own proo~ by raising the expectation 
tbat tbe ages are identical when the forml are alike. Be
sides thus interpreting the formations of Russia, England, 
III!d America, Sir R. Murebison thus interprets those of the 
antipodes. Fossils from Victoria Colony, he agrees witb 
the Government-surveyor in c1assing as of Lower Silurian 
or Llandovery age: that is, he takes for granted that wheu 
eertain crustaoeans and moll118ks were living in Wales, cer
&aiD similar crustaceans and mollusks were living in Au 
tralis. 
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Yet the improbability of this assumption may be readily 
shown from Sir R. Murchison's own facts. If, as he points 
out, the crustacean fossils of the uppermost Silurian rocks 
in Lanarkshire are, , .. with one doubtful eltception,"" all 
distinct from any of the forms on the same horizon in Eng
land; " how can it be fairly presumed that the forms exist
ing on the other side of the Earth during the Silurian 
period, were nearly allied to those existing bere? Not 
only, indeed, do Sir R. 1rlurchison's conclusions tacitly as
sume this doctrine of universal distribution, but he distinctly 
enunciates it. "The mere presence of a graptolite," he 
says, .. will at once decide that the enclosing rock is Silu. 
rian ;" and be says this, notwithstanding repeated warnings 
against such generalizations. During the progress of Geolo· 
gy, it bas over and over again happened that a particular 
fossil, long considered cbaracteristic of a particular forma
tion, has been afterwards discovered in other formations. 
Until some t,welve years ago, Goniatites bad not been found 
lower than the Devonian rocks; but now, in Bohemia, they 
have been found in rocks classed as Silurian. Quite re
cently, the Orthoceras, previously supposed to be a type 
exclusively palreozoic, bas been detected along witb meso 
zoic Ammonites and Belemnites. Yet bosts of such experi
ences fail to extinguish the assumption, that the age of a 
stratum may be determined by the occurrence in it of a 
smgle fossil form. 

Nay, this assumption survives evidence of even a still 
more destructive kind. Referring to the Silurian system 
in Western Ireland, Sir R. Murchison says, "in the beis 
near Maam, Professor Nicol and myself collected remains, 
some of which would be considered Lower, and others 
Upper, Silurian; " and be then names sundry fossils which. 
In England, belong to the summit of the Ludlow rocks, or 
highe,at Silurian ,strata; " some, which elsewhere are known 
only in rocks of Llandovery age," tbat is, of middle Siln-
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rian age; and some, only before known in Lower Siluriar 
strata, not far above the most ancient fossiliferous bed. 
Now what do these facts prove l' Clearly, they prove that 
species whicli in Wales are separated by strata more than 
twenty thousand feet deep, and therefore seem to belong 
to periods far more remote from each other, were really 
coexistent. They prove that the mollusks and :lrinoid. 
held characteristic of early Silurian strata, and supposed to 
have become extinct long before the mollusks and crinoids 
of the later Silurian strata came into existence, were really 
flourishing at the same time with these last; and that tIleso 
last possibly date back to as early a period as the first. 
They prove that not only the mineral characters of sedi
mentary formations, but also the collections of organio 
forms they contain, depend, to a great extent, on local cir
cumstances. They prove that the fossils met with in any 
series of strata, cannot be taken as representing anything 
like the whole Flora and Fauna of the period they belong 
to. In brief, they throw great doubt upon numerous geo
logical generalizations. 

Notwithstanding facts like these, and noh-ithstanding 
his avowed opinion that the test of organic remains must be 
used" under very much the same restrictions as the test of 
mineral composition," Sir Charles Lyell, too, bases positive 
conclusions on this test: even where the community of 
fossils is .slight and the distance great. Having decided 
that in various places in Europe. middle Eocene strata are 
distinguished by nummulites; he infers, without any otLer 
aSsigned evideuce, that wherever nummulites are found
in Morocco, Algeria, Egypt, in Persia, Scinde, Cutch, East
ern Bengal, and the frontiers of China-the containing for· 
mation is middle Eocene. And from this inference h, 
:lraws the following important. corollary :-

• When we have once amved at the :IOnviction that tho 
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:1l1mmulitio formation occupie8 a middle place in the Eocene 
eeries, we are struck with the comparatively modern date to 
whioh some of the greatest revolutions in the physical geography 
of Europe, Asia, and northern Africa must be referred. All 
the mountain ohains, suoh as the Alps, Pyrenees, Carpathians, 
IUid Himalayas, into the oomposition of whose central and lof
tiest parts the nummulitio strata enter bodily, could have had no 
existence till after the middle Eocene period. "-Manual, p. 232. 

A still more marked case follows on the next page. 
Because a certain bed at Claiborne in Alabama, which con
tains "four hundred species of marine shells," includes 
among them the Cardita pianico8ta, "and 80me others 
_denticaI with European species, or very nearly allied to 
them," Sir C. Lyell says it is" highly probable the Clai
borne beds agree in age with the central or Bracklesham 
group of England." When we find contemporaneity sup
posed on the strength of a community no greater than that 
which sometimes exists between strata of widely.different 
ages in the same country, it seems very much as though 
the above-quoted caution had been forgotten. It appears 
to be assumed for the occasion, that species which had a 
wide range in space had a narrow range in time; which is 
the reverse of the fact. The tendency to systematize over
rides the evidence, and thrusts Nature into a formula too 
rigid to fit her endless variety. 

"But," it may l;Je urged, "surely, when in different 
places the order of superposition, the mineral characters, 
and the fossils, agree, it may be safely concluded that the 
formations thus corresponding are equivalents in time. :n; 
for example, the United States display the same succes
sion of Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous Aystems, lith
ologically similar, and characterized by like fossils, it is a 
fa.ir inference that these groups of strata were severally 
deposited in America at the same periods that they were 
de~osited here." 
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On this position, which seems a strong one, we bave, ia 
the first place, to remark, that the evidence of oorreAponcl. 
ence is always more or leaa auspicious. W. bave already 
adverted to the several" idols "-if we may n •• Bacon ... 
metaphor-to which geologists unconsciously sacrifice, 
when interpreting the structural of unexplored region .. 
Carrying with them the classification of ItJ'ata existing in 
Europe, and assuming that group. of .trata ia other part. 
of the world must answer to lOme of the groupe of strata 
known here, they are necessarily prone to assert parallel. 
ism on insufficient evidence. They 8('arcely entertain the 
previous question, whether the formations they are examine 
ing bave or have not any European equivalents i but tbe 
question i_with which of the European series shall they 
be classed ?-with which do they moat agree '-from which 
do they differ least' And this being the mode of enquiry. 
there is apt to result great luity of interpretation. lIow 
lax the interpretation really is, may be reaJi1y .ho,,'n. 
When strata are discontinuous, as bet.ween EllJ'Ope and 
America, no evidence can be derived from the order of 
superposit.ion, apart from mineral characters and organio 
remains; for, unleaa strata can be continnously traced, min
eral characters and organic remains are the only means of 
classing them as such or sncb. 

AB to the test of mineral characters, we bave seen thaI 
it is almost worthless; and no modern geologist would 
dare to 8&y it should be relied on. If the Old Red Sand. 
stone series in mid-England, differs wholly in lithological 
~pect from the equivalent series in South Devon, it is clear 
that similarities of texture and composition can bal'. bO 
weight in assimilating a system of strata in another qu .... 
ter of the globe to lOme European 6ystem. The test of 
fossils, therefore, is the onIy Obe that remains; and with 
how little strictneaa this test is applied, one ease will show. 
or forty-aix species of British Devonian corals, onIy sis 
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O\)cur in America; and this, notwithstanding the wide 
range which the Anthozoa are known to have. Similarly 
of the Mollusca and Crinoidea, it appears that, while then 
are sundry genera found in America that a\'e found here, 
there are scarcely any of the same species. And Sir 
Chades Lyell admits that "the difficulty of deciding on 
the exact parallelism of the New York subdivisions, as 
above enumerated, with the members of the European 
Devonian, is very great, so few are the species in common." 
Yet it is on the strength of community of fossils, that the 
whole Devonian series of the United States is assumed to 
be contemporaneous with the whole Devonian series of 
England. And it is partly on the ground that the Devo
nian of the United States corresponds in time with our De· 
vonian, that Sir Charles Lyell concludes the superjacent 
coal-measures of the two countries to be of the Slime age. 
Is it not, then, as we said, that the evidence in these cases 
is very suspicious? 

Should it be replied, as it may fairly be, that this cor· 
l'e~pondence from which the synchronism of distant forma
tions is inferred, is not a correspondence between particu. 
lar species or particular genera, but between the general 
charaoters of the contained assemblages of fossils-between 
:hefacie8 of the two Faunas; the rejoinder is, that though 
such correspondence is a stronger evidence of synchronism 
it is still an insufficient one. To infer synchronism from 
such correspondence, involves the postulate that through
out each geologio era there has habitually existed a recog
nizable similarity between the groups of organio forms il'!· 
habiting all the different parts of the Earth; and that the 
causes which have in one part ofthe Earth changed the ol'o 
gauio forms into those which characterize the next era, have 
simultaneously aoted in all other parts ofthe Earth, in such 
ways as to produce parallel changes of their organic forms. 
Now this is not only a large assumption to make; but it ill 
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an assumption contrary to probability. The probabihty i., 
that the causes which have changed Faunas have been local 
rather than universal; that hence ,,"hile the Faunal of 
some regions· have been rapidly changing, those of othen 
have been almost quiescent; and that when such other. 
have been changed, it has -been, not in luch waYI as to 
maintain parallelism, but in such ways as to produce diver. 
gence. " 

Even supposing, however, that districts Bome hundredll 
of miles apart, furnished groups of Itrata that completely 
agreed in their order of superposition, their mineral charac
ters, and their fossils, we should still have inadequate proof 
of contemporaneity. For there are conditions, very likely 
to occur, under which such groups might differ widely in 
age. If there be a continent of which the IItrata crop out 
on the surface obliquely to the line of coast-running, lay, 
west-northwest, while the coast runs east and west-it i. 
clear '-hat each group of strata will crop out on the beach 
at a particular part of the coast; that further weilt the next 
group of strata will crop out on the beach; and 80 continuo 
ously. As the localization of marine plants and animals i. 
in a considerable degree determined by the nature of the 
rocks and their detritns, it follows that each part of this 
coast will have its more or lel!8 distinct Flora and Fauna. 
What now must result from the action of the waves in the 
course of a geologic epoch? As the sea makes slow inroad. 
on the land, the place at which each group of strata crops 
out on the beach will gradually move towards the west: 
its distinctive fish, mollusks, crustaceans, and sea-weeds, 
migrating with it. Further, the detritus of each of these 
groups of strata will, as the point of outcrop moves. W('St

wards, be deposited over the detritUl. o( the group in ad
vance of it. And the consequence of these actions, earned 
on for one of those enormous periods required for geologia 

-changes, will be that, corresponding to each eastern BtratulD. 
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there will arise a stratum far to the west which, though oc
cupying the same position relatively to other beds, formed 
of like materials, and containing like fossils, will yet be per 
baps a million years later in date. 

But the illegitimacy, or at any rate the great doubtful· 
ness, of many current geological inferences, is best seen 
when we contemplate terrestrial changes now going on : 
and ask how far such inferences are countenanced by them. 
If we carry out rigorously the modern method of interpret
ing geological phenomena, which Sir Charles Lyell has done 
so much to establish-that of referring them to causes like 
those at present in action-we cannot fail to see how im· 
probable are sundry of the received conclusions. 

Along each line of shore that is being worn away by 
the waves, thcre are being formed mud, sand, and pebbles. 
This detritus, spread over the neighbouring sea-bottom, 
has, in each locality, a more or less special characte.; de· 
. termined by the Dature of the strata destroyed. In the 
English Channel it is Dot the same as in the Irish Channel; 
OD the east coast of Ireland it is Dot the same as on the 
west coast; and so throughout. At the mouth of each 
great river, there is being deposited sediment differing 
more or less from that of other rivers in colour and quali· 
ty; forming strata that are here red, there yellow, and 
elsewhere brown, grey, or dh·ty white. Besides which va 
l'ious formations, going on in deltas and along shores, there 
are some much wider and still more contrasted formations. 
At the bottom of the .LEgman Sea, there is accumulatin~ 
a bed of Pteropod shells, which will eventually, no doubt, 
become a calcareous rock. For some hundreds of thou
!!:lods of square miles, the ocean·bed between Great BritaiL 
Rnd North America, is bcing covered with a stratum of 
chalk; and over large areas in the Pacific, there are going 
Dn depo~ts of coralline limestone. Thus, throughout the 
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Earth, there are at tLis moment being proddced aD 1m 
Olense number of strata differing from each other in litho 
logical characters. Name at random anyone part of the 
sea·bottom, and ask whether the deposit there taking place 
is like the deposit taking place at some distant part of the 
sea-bottom, and the almost-certainly correct anlwer will be 
-No. The chancee are not in favour of limilarity, but 
very greatly against it. 

In the order of snperposition of Itrata there is occur. 
ing a like variety. Each region of the Earth'l .urface h .. 
its special history of elevations, lubeidencee, periods of 
rest; and this history in no case fits chronologically with 
the history of any other portion. River deltas are now be
ing thrown down on formations of quite different ages. 
While here there has been deposited a series of bed. many 
hundreds of feet thick, there has elsewhere bllen deposited 
but a single bed of fine mud. While one region of th. 
Earth's crust, continuing for a vast epoch above the lunace 
of the ocean, bears record of no changel save those result.
ing from denudation; another region of the Earth'. crust 
gives proof of various changea of level, with their lleveral 
resulting masses of stratified detritns. It anything is to 
be judged from current proceasee, w. must infer, Dot only 
that everywhere the Incceasion of sedimentary f.>rmationl 
dift"en more or ICIII from the luccession elsewhere; but also 
that in each place, there exist groupe of strata to which 
many other places have no equivalents. 

With respect to the organic bodiell imbedded in forma. 
&:ons now in progress, the like truth is equally manifest, if 
not more manifest. Even along the same coaet, witLin 
moderate distances, the forml of life differ very considera. 
1:.1y; much more on coastll that are remote from each other. 
Again, dissimilar creatues that are living together ne:u' the 
I3me shore, do not leave their remain. in the same beds of 
sediment. For instance, at the bottom of the Adriatic. 
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"'here the prevailing currents cause the deposits to lIe here 
of mud, and there of calcareous matter, it is proved that 
different species of co-existing shells are being buried in 
these respective formations. On our own CQIISts, the ma. 
rine remains found a few miles from shore, in banks where 
fish congregate, are different from those found close to the 
shore, where only littoral species 1l0urish. A illrge propor
tion of aquatic creatures have structures that do not admit 
of fossilization; "'hile of the rest, the great majority are 
destroyed, when dead, by the various kinus of scavengers 
tbat creep among the rocks and weeds. So that no ODe 
deposit near our shores can contain anything like a true 
r('l'resentation of the Fauna of the surrounding sea; much 
less of the co-existing Faunas of other seas in the same lat
itude; and still less of the Faunas of seas in distant lati
tudes. Were it not that the assertion seems needful, it 
would be almost absurd to say, that the organic remaine 
now being buried in the Dogger Bank, can tell UB next 
to nothing about the fish. crustaceans, mollusks, and corals 
that are being buried in the Bay of BengaL 

Still stronger is the argument in the case of terrestrial 
life. With more numerous and greater contrasts between 
the pillnte and animals of remote places, there is a far more 
imperfect registry of them. Sehouw marks out on the Earth 
more than twenty botanical regions, occupied by groups of 
forms so far distinct from each other, that, if fossilized, geo
logists would scarcely be disposed to refer them all to the 
same period. Of Faunas, the Arctic differs from the Tem. 
perate; the Temperate from the Tropical; and the Sout~ 
Temperate from the North Temperate. Nay, in the South 
Temperate Zone itself, the two regions of South Africa and 
South America are unlike in their mammals, birds, reptiles, 
filihes, mollusks, insects. The shells and bones now l~ing at 
the bottoms of lakes and estuaries in these several regions. 
have certainly not tbat similarity which is usually looked 
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for in those of contemporaneous strata; and the recett& 
forms exhumed in anyone of these regions would very un
truly represent the present Flora and Fauna of the Earth. 
In conformity with the current style of geological reaaon
ing, an exhaustive examination of deposits in the Arctio cir
cle, might be held to prove that though at this period 
there were sundry mammals existing, there were no reptiles j 
while the absence of mammals in the deposits of the Gala
pagos Archipelago, where there are plenty of reptiles, might 
be held to prove the reverse. And at the same time, from 
the formations extending for two thousand miles along the 
great barrier-reef of Australia--formations in which are 
imbedded nothing but corals, echinoderms, mollusks, crue
taceans, and fish, along with an occaaional turtle, or bird, 
or cetacean, it might be inferred that there lh'ed in our 
epoch neither terrestrial reptiles nor terrestrial mammals. 

The mention of Australia, indeed, suggests an illustra
tion which, even alone, would amply prove our case. The 
Fauna of thi.s region differs widely from any that i. found 
elsewhere. On land all the indigenous mammals, except 
bats, belong to the lowest, or implacental division; and the 
insects are singularly different from those found elsewhere. 
The surrounding seas contain numerous forms that are more 
or less strange; and among the fish there exists a species 
of shark, which is the only living representative of a genus 
that flourished in early geologW epochs. I~ now, the mod
em fossiliferous deposits of Australia were to be examined 
by one ignorant of the existing Australian Fauna; and if he 
,;vere to reason in the us~al manner; he would be very nn
likely to class these deposits with those of the present time. 
How, then, can we place confidence in the tacit assumption 
that certain formatiON in remote parts of the Earth are 
referable to the same period, because the organio remains 
contained in them display a certain community of charac
ter? or that certain others are referable to different period,. 
bccause the facie" of their Faunas are different? 
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"But," it will be replied," in past eras the same, or 
limilar, organic forms were more widely distributed than 
now." It may be 80; but the evidence adduced by no 
means proves it. The argument by which this conclusion 
is reached, runs a risk of being quoted as an example of 
reasoning in a cil·cle. As already pointed out, between 
formations in remote regions there is no means of ascertain
ing equivalence but by fossils. If, then, the contempora
neity of remote formations is concluded from the likeness 
of their fossils; how can it be said that similar plants and 
animals were once more widely distributed, because they 
are found in contemporaneous strata in remote regions? 
Is not the fallacy manifest? Even supposing there were 
no such fatal objection as this, the evidence commonly as
signed would still be insufficient. For we must bear in 
mind that the community of organic remains commonly 
th(l11ght sufficient for inferring correspondence in time, is a 
very imperfect community. When the compared sedinIen
tary beds are far apart, it is scarcely expected that there 
will be many species common to the two: it is enough if 
there be discovered a considerable nnmber of common gen
era. Now had it been proved that, throughout geologie 
time, each genus lived but for a short period-a period 
measured by a single group of strata-something might be 
mferred. But what if we learn that many of the same 
genera continued to exist throughout enormous epochs, 
measured by several vast systems of strata? " Among 
molluscs, the genera Aviellla, Modiola, Terebratula, Lin.
VUla, and Orbieula, are found from the Silurian rocks ~p
wards to the present day." If, then, between the lowest 
fossiliferous formations and the most recent, there exists 
this degree of community; must we not infer that there 
will probably often exist a degree of community between 
Itrata that are far from contemporaneous? 

Thus the reasoning from which it is concluded that 
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similar organio forms were once more widely spread, iA 
doubly fallacious; and, consequently, the classification. ot 
foreign strata based on this conclusion are uutrustworthy. 
Judging frow the present distribution of life, we caD 
scarcely expect to find similar remain. in geographically 
remote strata of the same age; and where, between thtl 
fOBllils of geographically remote Itrata, we do find much 
similarity, it is probably often due rather to likeneu of con. 
ditions than to contemporaneity. It from causes and ef
fects such as we now witness, we reason back to the caulCl 
and effects of past epochs, we discover inadequate warrant. 
for sundry of the received doctrines. Seeing. as we do, 
that in large areas of the Pacifio this i. a period cbaracter. 
ized by abundance of corals; that in the North Atlantio i' 
is a period in which a great cbalk-deposit i. being lonned ; 
and that in the valley of the MiasiBllippi it is a period of 
new coal-basinll-lleeing allO, as we do, tbat in one exten
sive continent tbiB is pecnliarly an era of implacental mam· 
mals, and that in another extensive continent it is peculiarly 
an era of placental mammals; we have good reason to he .. 
ltate before accepting these sweeping generalization. which 
are based on a cursory examination of strata OCCUP)ing bu' 
8 tenth par' of the Earth's snrface. 

At tbe outset, tIW. article was to have been a review of 
the works of Hugh Miller; but it has grown into 10m&
thing much more general. N evertbeless, the remaining 
two doctrines which we propose to criticise, may be con
Vf;wently treated in connection with his name, as that of 
one who fully committed himself to them. And first, a few 
words with regard to his position. 

That he was a man whose life was one 01 meritorioUl 
achievement, every one knows. That he was a diligent and 
luccessful working geologist, scarcely needs saying. Tbas 
with indomitable perseverance he Itruggled up from ot. 
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lCority to a place in the world of literature and science, 
shows him to have been highly endowed in character and 
intelligence. And that he had a remarkable power of pre
Benting his facts and arguments in aD attractive form, a 
glance at any of hill books will quickly prove. By aU 
meanB, let ns respect him as a man of activity and sagacity, 
joined with a large amount of poetry. But while saying 
this we must add, that his reputation stands by no means 
so high in the scientific world as in the world at large. 
Partly from the fact that our Scotch neighbours are in the 
habit of blowing the trumpet rather loudly before their 
notabilities-partly because the charming style in which his 
books are written has gained him a large circle of readers 
-partly, perhaps, through a praiseworthy sympathy with 
him as a self-made man; Hugh Miller has met with an 
amount of applause which, little as we wish to diminish it, 
must not be allowed to blind the public to his defects as a 
man of science. 

The truth is, he was so tar committed to a foregone 
conclusion, that he could not become a philosophical geolo
brist. He migbt be aptly described as a theologian study
ing geology. The dominant idea with which he wrote, 
may be seen in the titles of his books-Law ver8U8 Miracle, 
-F()otprint8 of the Crearor,-Tk Testimony of the 
Rocks. Regarding geologic& facts as evidence for or 
against certain religious conclusions, it was scarcely possi
ble for him to deal with geological facts impartially. His 
ruling aim was to disprove the Development. Hypothesis, 
the assumed implications of which were repugnant to hio.; 
and in proportion to the strength of his feeling, was the 
one-sidedness of his reasoning. He admitted that "God 
might as certainly have originated the species by a law of 
development, as he maintairu it. by a law of development: 
the existence of a First Great Cause is as perfectly compat
Ible with the one scheme as with the other." Nevertbeo 
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less, he conaide."ed the hypothesis at variance with Chri. 
tianity; and therefore combated with it. lIe apparentl1 
overlooked the fact that the doctrines of geology in geq,. 
eral, as held \>y hiqJself, had been rejected by many on lim
ilar grounds; and that he had himself been repeatedly at
tacked for his anti-Christian teachings. He 8eems not. to 
have perceived that, just as his antagonists were wrpng in 
condemning as irreligious, theories which he saw were not. 
irreligious; so might he be wrong in condemning, on like 
grounds, the Theory of Evolution. In briel, he fell 8hort. 
of that highest faith, which knows that all truths mUBt har
monize; and which is, therefore, content trustfully to fol
low the evidence whithersoever it leads. 

Of course it is impossible to criticize his works without 
entering on this great question to whicb be chiefly devoted 
himself. The two remaining doctrines to be here discussed, 
hear directly on this question; and, as above said, we pro
pose to tl"eat them in connection with Hugh Miller's name, 
because, throughout his reasonings, he assumel their truth. 
Let it not be supposed, however, that we shall aim to prove 
what he has aimed to disprove. While we purp08e .how
ing that his arguments against the Development Hypothe
sis are based on invalid assumption8; we do not purp08e 
showing that the opposing arguments are based on valid 
assumptions. We hope to make it apparent that the geo
logical evidence at present obtained, is insufficient for either 
side; further, that there seems little probability of 8ufficient. 
evidence ever being obtained; and that if the que8tion is 
~ventnally decided, it must be decided on other than geo
logical data. 

The first of the 'current doctrines to which we hav" just 
referred, is, that there occur in the records of former life 
on our planet, certain great blanks-that though, generally. 
the 8uccession of fossil forms is tolerably continaons, yet 
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m~t at two places there occur wide gaps in the series 
whence it is inferred that, on at least two occasions, the 
previously existing inhabitants of the Earth were almost 
wholly destroyed, and a different class of inllabitants cre
ated. Comparing the general life on the Earth to a thread, 
Hugh Miller says :-

.. It is continuous from the preseut time up to the commence
ment of the Tertiary period; aud then so abrupt a break occurs, 
that, with the exception of the mioroscopio diatomaoem to which 
I last evening referred, and of one shell and one coral, not a sin
gle species crossed the gap. On its further or remoter side, how
ever, where the Seoondary division closes, the intermingling of 
.species again begins, and runs on till the commencement of thiB 
great Secondary division; and then, just where the Palreozoic di
vision closes, we find another abrupt break, crossed, if crossed at 
all,-for there still exists some doubt OD the subject,-by but two 
Ipecies of plant." 

These breaks are considered to imply actual new crea
tions on the surface of our planet; not only by Hugh Mil
ler, but by the majority of geologists. And the terms 
Palreozoic, Mesozoic, and Cainozoic, are used to indicate 
these three successive systems of life. It is true that some 
accept this belief with caution: knowing how geologic 
research has been all along tending to fill up what were 
once thought wide breaks. Sir Charles Lyell points out 
that" the hiatus which exists in Great Britain between the 
fossils of the Lias and these of the Magnesian Limestone, 
is supplied in Germany by th~ rich fauna and flora of the 
Muschelkalk, Keuper, and Bunter Sandstein, which we
know to be of a date precisely intermediate." Again he 
remarks that "until lately the fossils of the coal-measures 
were separated from those of the antecedent Silurian group 
by a very abrupt and decided line of demarcation; bUli 
recent diacoveries have brought to light in Devonshire, 
Belgium, the Eifel, and Westpbalia, the remains of a fauna 

17 
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of an intervening p~riod." And once more, "we haye ak. 
in like manner had some 6Qece811 of late yeart In dimiWllh
u.g the hiatus which still separate. the Cretaceous and 
Eocene peri6ds in Europe." To which Jet us add that 
since Hugh Miller penned the passage abo,.. quoted, the 
8eCOnd of the great gapa he refers to haa been very consid. 
erably narrowed by the discovery of strata containing Pa
Leozoic genera and Mesozoic genera intermingled. Never. 
theless, the occurrence of two great revolutioDl in tbe 
Earth's Flora and Fauna appears still &0 be held by many ; 
and geologic nomenclature habitaalIy 888umea it. 

Before sceking a solution of these phenomena, let us 
glance at the scveral minor causes that produce breaD in 

. the geological succession of organic forms: taking first. 
the more general ones 'which modify climate, and, there
fore, the distribution of life. Among these may be noted 
one which has not, we believe, been named by writers on 
the subject. We mean that reaulting from a certain slow 
astronomic rhythm, by which the northern and southern 
hemispheres are alternately subject to greater extremes or . 
temperature. In consequence of the slight ellipticity of its 
orbit, the Earth's distance from the sun vari .. to the extent 
of lOme 3,000,000 of miles. At present. the aphelion 00-

cun at the time of our northern summer j and the perihe
lion during the summer of the southern hemisphere. In 
consequence, however, of that slow movement oC tbe 
Earth's axis which produces the precession of the equinox. 
es, this state of things wiI1 m. time be reversed: the Earth 

• will be nearest to the IUD during the Bummer of the north
ern hemisphere, and furthest from it daring the southern 
summer or northern winter. The period required &0 com· 
plete the slow movement producing these changes, is nearly 
26,000 years j and were there no modifying proeeea, the 
&wo hemispheres would alternately experience this coinci
ilence of summer with the least distan"" from the suu, dar 
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mg a period of 13,000 years. But there is also a still 
Blower change in the direction of the axis major of th& 
Earth's orbit; from which it reillolts that the alternation we 
have described is completed in about 21,000' years. That 
is to say, if at a given time the Earth is nearest to the sun 
.1t our mid-summer, and furthest from the Bun at our mid
winter: then, in 10,500 years afterwards, it will be furthest 
from the sun at our mid-summer, and nearest at our mid
winter. 

N ow the difference between the distances from the sun 
at the two extremes of this alternation, amounts to one· 
thirtieth; and hence, the difference between the quantities 
of heat received from the sun on a summer's day under 
these opposite conditions amounts to one-fifteenth. Esti
mating this, not with reference to the zero of our thermome
ters, but with reference to the temperature of the celestial 
spaces, Sir John Herschel calculates" 23° Fahrenheit as 
the least variation of temperature under such circumstances 
which can reasonably be attributed to the actual variation 
of the sun's distance." Thus, then, each hemisphere has 
at a certain epoch, a short summer of extreme heat, fol
lowed by a long and very cold ",inter. Through the slow 
change in the direction of the Earth's axis, these extremes 
are gradually mitigated. And at the end of 10,500 years, 
there is reached the opposite state-a long and moderate 
Bummer, with a short and mild winter. At present, in con· 
sequence of the predominance of sea in the southern hem
isphere, the extremes to which its astronomical conditions 
Bubject it, are much ameliorated; while the great propo; 
tionof land in the northern hemisphere, tends to exagge
rate such contrast as now exists in it between winter and 
BUmmer: whence it results that the climates of the two 
hemispheres are not widely unlike. But 10,000 years hence, 
the northern hemisphere will undergo annual variations of 
temperature far more marked than now. 
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In the last edition of his Outline. 0/ ,A.tronomll, Sil 
John Hersohel reoognizes this 81 an element in geological 
processes: regarding it as pOBBibly a part-cause of those 
climatio chankes indicated by the records of the Earth' • 

. past. That it bas bad muoh to do with tbe larger cbange. 
of climate of wbich we have evidence, seems unlikely, liuoe 
there is reason to tbink that these have been far slower and 
more lasting; but that it must have entailed a rbytbmical 
exaggeration and mitigation of the climates otberwise pro
duced, seems beyond question. And it seema also beyond 
question tbat tbere must have been a consequent rhythmi
cal change in the distribution of organism&--& rhythmical 
change to which we here wish to draw attention, as one 
cause of minor breaks in the sucoession of fow remains. 
Each speoies of plant and animal, has certain limits of heat 
and cold within which only it can exist; and these limits 
in a great degree determine its geographical position. It 
will not spread north of a certain latitude, because it. can
not bear a more northem winter, nor south of a certain 
latitude, because the summer heat is too great; or else it. 
is indirectly restrained from spreading further by the effect 
of temperature on the humidity of the air, or on the distri
bution of the organisms it lives upon. 

But now, what will result from a slow alteration of cli
mate, produced as above described P Supposing the pe
riod w~ set out from is tbat in which the contrast of seasons 
is least marked, it is manifest that during tbe progress to
wards tbe period of the most violent contrast, each specie. 
'of plant and animal will gradually cbange its limits of dis
tribution-will be driven back, here by the winter's increas
ing cold, and there by the summer'. increasing heat-will 
retire into those localities that are still fit. for it. Thus dur
ing 10,000 years, each species will ebb away from certain 
regions it was inhabiting; and during the succeeding 
10,000 years willllow back into those regions. From the 
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strata there forming, US remains will disappear; they will 
be absent from some of the supposed strata; and will be 
found in strata higher up. But in what shapes will they 
re-appear? Exposed during the 21,009 yeari' of theu' slow 
recession and their slow return, to changing conditions of 
life, they are likely to have undergone modifications; and 
will probably re-appear with slight differences of constitu. 
tion and perhaps of form-will be new varieties or perhaps 
new sub-species. 

To this cause of minor breaks in the succession of or· 
ganic forms-a cause on which we have dwelt because it. 
has not been taken into account-we must add sundry oth· 
ers. Besides these periodically-recurring alterations of 
climate, there are the irregular ones produced by re-distri· 
butions of iand and sea; and these, sometimes lesEf, some
times greater, in degree, than the rhythmical changes, must, 
like them, cause in each region the ebb and flow of species; 
and consequent breaks, small or large as the case may be, 
in the palreontological series. Other and more special geo
logical changes must produce other and more local blanks 
in the succession of fossils. By some inland elevation the 
natural drainage of a continent is modified; and instead 
of the sediment it previously brought down to the sea, a 
great river begins to bring down sediment unfavourable to 
various plants and animals living in its delta: wherefore 
these disappear from the locality, perhaps to re-appear in a 
changed form after a long epoch. Upheavals or subsiden· 
ces of shores or sea-bottoms, involving deviations of marine 
currents, must remove the habitats of many species 'io 
which such currents are salutary or injurious; and further, 
this re-distribution of currents must alter the places of sed· 
imentary deposits, and so stop the burying of organic re
mains in some localities. and commence it in others. Had 
we space, many more such canses of blanks in our palalon. 
tological records might be added. But it is needless hel'e 
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to enumerate them. They are admirably explained and it 
lustrated in Sir Charles Lyell's Princt"pla of Oeo/()W. 

Now, if these minor revolutions of the Earth'. lurface 
produce minor breaks in the series or fossilised remain8; 
must not great revolutions produce great breaks r If a lo
cal upheaval or subsidence causes throughout ita 8mall area 
Lhe absence of some linke in Lhe chain of r\)8lil rorma; does 
it not follow that an upheaval or .ubsidence extending over 
a large part of the Eartb's surface, must cause the absence 
of a great number or such links throughout a very wid. 
areal' 

When during a long epoch a continent, sIowlY8ubsiding, 
gives place to a faNpreading ocean .ome milea in depth. at. 
the bottom or which no deposita from rivers or abraded 
sbores (laD be thrown down; and when. after 80me enol"o 
mous period. this ocean-bottom is gradually elevated and 
becomes the site of new strata j it is clear that the f08llila 
Contained in these new strata are likely to have but little 
in common with the fossils or t.he strata below them. Take, 
in illustration. the case of t.be North Atlantic. We have 
already named tbe fact that between tbis country and t.he 
U oited States, t.he ocean-bottom is being covered with a 
deposit of chalk-a deposit t.hat has been forming. proba
bly. ever since there occurred t.bat great depression or t.he 
Earth's crust rrom which the Atlantio resulted in remot.e 
geologio times. This chalk consists or the minute &bella of 
Foraminifera, sprinkled with remains or small Entomostra
ca, and probably a few Pteropod-shells: though t.he BOund
wg lines have not yet bronght np any of t.hese last. Thus, 
in so far as all high forms of liCe are concerned, t.his ncw 
chalk-formation must be a blank. At. rare intena1s, per
haps, a polar bear drifted on an iceberg, may have ita honea 
scattered over the bed; or a· dead. decaying whale may 
Bimilarlyleave traces. But such remains mnst be 10 rare. 
that this Dew chalk-formation. if vwble, might be uamined 
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(or a century before any of them were disclosed. If now, 
Bome millions of years hence, the Atlantic-bed sbould be 
raiaed, and estuary or shore deposits laid upon it, these de
posits would contain remains of a Flora and Fauna so dis
tinct n-om everything below them, as t~ appe~ like a new 
creation. 

Thus, along with continuity of life on the Earth's sur· 
face, there not only may be, but there must be, great gaps, 
in the series of fossils; and hence these gaps are no evi. 
dcnce against the doctrine of Evolution. 

One other current assumption remains to be criticized; 
and it is the one on which, more than on any other, de· 
pends t.he view taken respecting the question of develop
ment. 

From the beginning of the controversy, the arguments 
for and against have turned upon the evidence of progres
sion in org:mic forms, found in the ascending series of our 
sedimentary formations. On the one haud, those who con· 
tcnd that higher organisms have been evolved out of low· 
cr, joined with those who contend that successively higher 
orgauisms have been created at successively latcr periods, 
appeal for proof to the facts of Palreontology; which, they 
say, countenance their views. On the other hand, the Uni· 
fOl'mitarians, who not only r('ject the hypothesis of devel. 
opment, but deny that the modern forms of life are higher 
than the ancient ones, reply that the Palreontological evi
dence is at present very incomplete; that though we have 
not yet found remains of highly·organized creatures ~ 
strata of the greatest antiquity, we must not assume that 
n') such creatures existed when those strata were deposited; 
Ihld that, probably, geological research will eventually dis
close them. 

It mnst be admitted that thus far, the evidence hal! 
gone in favou! of the iatter party. Geological discovery 
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has year after year shown the small value of negative fact .. 
The conviction that there are DO traces of higher organism. 
in earlier strata, has resulted not trom the absence ot such 
remains, but,from incomplete examination. At p. 460 ot 
his .Manual of Elementary Geology, Sir Charles Lyell 
gives a list in illustration of this. It. appears that in 1709, 
fishes were not known lower than the Permian system. Iu 
1 '103 they were found in the subjacent Carboniferoul sy .. 
tern; in 1828 in the Devonian; in 1840 iu the Upper Sila. 
rian. Of reptiles, we read that in 1 '110 the 10wtlSt known 
were in the Permian; in 1844 they were detected in the 
Carboniferous; and in 1852 in the Upper Devonian. 
Wbile of the Mammalia the list shows that in 1798 none 
had been discovered below the middle Eocene; but that in 
1818 they were discovered in the Lower Oolite; and in 
184'1 in the Upper Trias. 

The fact is, however, that both partiel set out with an 
inadmissible postulate. Of the Uniformitarianll, not only 
such writers as Hugh Miller, but also sach 88 Sir Charle. 
Lyell, " reason as though we had found the earliest, or lOme
thing like the earliest, strata. Their antagonista, whether 
def.mders of the Development Hypothesis or limply Pr~ 
gr'.lssionists, almost uniformly do the like. Sir R. Murchi. 
son, who is a Progressionist, caUs the lowest fossilireroUl 
strata, "Protozoic." Prof. Ansted uses the aame term. 
Wbether avowedly or not, all the disputants stand on thi. 
assumption as their common ground. 

Yet is this assumption indefensible, as some who make 
It very well know. Facts may be cited against it which 
show that it is a more than questionable one-that it is • 
highly improbable one; while the evidence assigned in ita 
favour will not bear criticism. 

• Sir Charles Lyell is no longer &0 be classed amoog Unitormitariana. 
WitS rare and admirable eandour he has, linea &bIa wsa writtel/. Jie1de4 
to th,! arguments of Mr. Darwin. 
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Because in Bohemia, Great Britain, and portions or 
North America, the lowest unmetamorphosed strata yet 
discovered" contain but slight traces of life, Sir R. Murchi
son conceives that they were formed while 1et few, if any, 
plants or animals had been c~eated; and, therefore, classe. 
them as .. Azoic." His own pages, however, show the 
illegitimacy of the conclusion that there existed at that 
period no considerable amount of life. Such traces of life 
8S have been found in the Longmynd rocks, fol' many years 
considered unfossiliferous, have been found in some of the 
lowest beds; and the twenty thousand feet of superposed 
beds, still yield no organio remains. If now these super. 
posed strata throughout a depth of four miles, are without 
fossils, though the strata over which they lie prove that 
life had oommenoed'; what becomes of Sir R. Murchison'S 
inference P At page 189 of Siluria, 8 still more conclusive 
fact will be found. The" Glengariif grits," and other 
accompanying strata there described as 13,500 feet thick, 
contain no signs of contemporaneous life. Yet Sir R. Mur
chison refers them to the Devonian period-a period that 
had a large and varied marine Fauna. How then, from 
the absence of fossils in the Longmynd beds and their, 
equivalents, can we conclude that the Earth was" azoic" 
when they were formed P 

"But," it may be asked, II if living creatures then exist 
ed, why do we not find fossiliferous strata of that age, or 
an earlior age P " One reply is, that the non·existence of 
such strata is but a negative fact-we have not found them. 
And considering how little we know even of the two-fifths 
of the Earth's surface now above the sea, and how absolute
ly ignorant we are of the three-fifths below the Bea, it ia 
rash to Bay that no such strata exist. But the chief reply 
IS, that these records of the Earth's earlier history han 
been in great part destroyed, by agencies that are ever 
'ending to destroy sucb records. 
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It is an established geological doctrine, that ledimenlar1 
Itrata are liable to be changed, more or leu completely, 

. by igneous action. The rocks originaIly cued as "transi. 
tion," because they were intermediate in character between 
the igneous rocks lound below them, and the ledimentar1 
Itrata found above them, are now known to be nothing eIa. 
than sedimentary strata altered in texture and appearance 
by the intense heat of adjacent molten matter; and hence 
are renamed" metamorphic rocu." Modern researchel 
have shown, too, that these metamorphic rocks are not, .. 
was once Inpposed, all of the same age. Besidell primary 
and secondary strata that have been transformed by igneoull 
action, there are similarly-changed deposit. 01 tertiary ori
gin; and that, even for A quarter of a mile from the point. 
of contact with neighbouring granite. By thia proc(,1111 
fossils are of course destroyed. "In some cases," says Sir 
Charles Lyell, "dark limestones, replete with shells and 
corals, have been turned into white statualJ' marble, and 
hard clays, containing vegetable or other remains, into 
slates called mica-schist or homblende-schlst; evelJ' vestige 
of the organic bodies having been obliterated." 

Again, it is fast becoming an acknowledged truth, t.hat. 
igneous rock, of whatever kind, is the product of sedimen
talJ' strata that have been completely melted. Granite 
and gn~ which are of like chemical composition, have 
been Bhown, in various eases, to pass one into the other: 88 

at Valorsine, near Mont Blanc, where the two, in contact, 
are observed to·" both undergo a modification olmineral 
ch"aracter. The granite Btill remaining unstratified, be
comes charged with green particles; and the talcose gneillll 
assnmes a granitiform Btructure without losing ita stratifi. 
eatioo." In the Aberdeen-granite, lumps of unmelled 
gneiss are frequently found; and we can ourselves bear 
witness that on the banks of Loch Sunan, there is ample 
proof that the granite of that region, ,,·hen it. was mol 
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,"cu, contained incompletely-fused clots of sedimentary 
.trata. Nor is this all. Fifty years ago, it was thought 
that all granitic rocks were primitive, or existed before 
any sedimentary strata; but it is now "no easy task to 
poiut out a single mass of granite demonstrably more an
cient than all the known fossiliferous deposits." 

In blief, accumulated evidence clearly shows, that by 
contact with, or proximity to, the molten matter of the 
Earth's nucleus, all beds of sediment are liable to b~ 
actually melted, or partially fused, or so heated as tc 
agglutinate their particles; and that according to the tem
perature they have been raised to, and the circumstances 
under which they cool, they assume the forms of granite, 
porphyry, trap, gneiss, or rock otl)erwise altered. Further, 
it is manifest that though strata of various ages have beeQ 
thus changed, yet that the most ancient strata have been 
80 changed to the greatest extent: both because they 
have habitually lain nearer to the centre of igneous agency; 
and because they have been for a longer period liable to 
the effects of this agency. Whence it follows, that sedi
mentary strata passing a certain antiquity, are unlikely to 
be found in an unmetamorphosed state; and that strata 
much earlier than those are certain to have been melted 
up. Thus if, throughout a past of indefinite duration, 
there had been at work those aqueous and igneous agen
cies which we see still at work, the state of the Earth's 
crust might be just what we find it. We have no evidence 
which puts a limit to the period throughout which this for
mation and destruction of strata has been going on. for 
aught the facts prove, it may have been going on for ten 
times the period measured by our whole series of sedimen
tary deposits. 

Besides having. in the present app~arances of the 
Earth's crust, no data for fixing a commencement to thesa 
processes--besides finding that the evidence permits us to 
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assume such commencement to have been inconcllivabl, 
remote, as cOl1lpared even with the vast eras of geology i 
we are not without positive grounds for inferring tbe io
conceivable relDoteneBB of such commencement. Modcm 
geology has established truths which are irreconcilable 
with tbe bclief tbat the formation and destruction of strata 
began when the Cambrian rocks were formed; or at any
thing like so recent a time. One fact from Siluria will 
suffice. Sir R. Murchison estimates the vertical thicknesa 
of Silurian strata in Wales, at from 26,000 to 27,000 feet, 
or about five miles; and if to this we add the vertical 
depth of the Cambrian strata; on which tho Silurians lie 
conformably, there results, on the lowest computation, a 
total depth of seven miles. 

Now it is held by geologists, that this vast accumula
tion of strata must have been deposited in an area of grad. 
nal subsidence. These Btrata could not have been thus 
laid on each otber in regular order, unIeSl the Earth'. crust 
had been at that place sinking, either continuously or by 
very small steps. Such an immense subsidence, however, 
must have been impossible without a crust ot great thick
ness. The Earth's molten nucleus tends ever. with enor
mous force, to aBBume the form of a regular oblate sphe
roid. Any depreSSIon of its crnst below the .unace of 
equilibrium, and any elevation of its crnst above that sur
face, have to withstand immense resiBtance. It follows 
inevitably that, with a thin crust, nothing but small eleva
tions and subsidences would be poBBible i and that, con
vemely. a subsidence of seven miles implies a crust of com
paratively great strength, or. in other words, of great 
thickness. Indeed, if we compare this inferred subsidence 
in the Silurhn period, with such elevations and depreB8icn. 
as our existing cOJ.tinents and oceans display. we see no 
evidence that thEl Earth's ernst was appreciably thinner 
then than now. What are the implicatioDl 1 ~ as gcolo-
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gists generally admit, the Earth's crust has resulted from 
that slow cooling which is even still going on-if we see no 
sign that at the time when the earliest Cambrian strata 
were formed, this crust was appreciably thinner than now; 
we are forced to conclude that the era during which it 
acquired that great thickness possessed in the Cambrian 
period, was enormous as compared with the interval be
tween the Cambrian period and our own. But dUling the 
inoaloulable series of epochs thus inferred, there existed an 
ocean, tides, winds, waves, rain, rivers. The agencies by 
which the denudation of continents and filling up of seas 
have all along been carried on, were as active then as now. 
Endless successions of strata must have been formed. And 
when we ask-Where are they? Nature's obvious reply 
is--They have been destroyed by that igneous action to 
which so great a part of our oldest·known strata owe their 
fusion or metamorphosis. 

Only the last chapter of the Earth's history has come 
down to us. The many previous chapters, stretching back 
to a time immeasurably remote, have been burnt; and 
with them all the records of life we may presume they con
tained. The greater part of the evidence which might 
have served to settle the Development-controversy, is for 
ever lost; and on neither side can the arguments derived 
from Geology be conclusive. 

"But how happen there to be such evidences of pro
gression as exist?" it may be asked. "How happens it 
that, in ascending from the most ancient strata to the most 
recent strata, we do find a succession of organic forllls, 
which, however irregularly, carries us from lower to high
er ? " This question seems difficult to answer. N everthe
less, there is reason for thinking that nothing can be safely 
inferred from the apparent progression here cited. And 
the illustration which shows as much, will, we believe, also 
.how how little trust is to be DIJ\ced in certain l!eolol1'ieal 
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generalizations tbat appear to be well establisbed. With 
this somewhat elaborate illl18tration, to which we now pau. 
our criticisms may fitly conclude. 

Let us suppose that in a region now covered by wid. 
ocean, there begins one of those great and gradual up
beavals by which new continenti are formed. To be pre
cise, let us 88y tbat in tbe South Pacific, midway betweeo 
New Zealand and Patagonia, tbe sea-bottom haa been 
little by little tbrust up towards the lunace, and ia abou. 
to emerge. What will be tbe luccessive phenomena. 
geological and biological, wbich are likely to occur beforethla 
emerging sea-bottom baa become another Europe or Asia' 

In tbe first place, sucb portion I of tbe incipient land aa 
are raised to tbe level of tbe waves, will be rapidly denud
ed by tbem: their soft substance will be t.orn up by tbe 
breakers, carried away by tbe local currente, and deposited 
in neighbouring deeper water. Successive Imall upbeaval. 
will bring new and larger areaa within reach of t.be wavCl ; 
fresh portions will each time be removed from the lurface. 
previously denuded; and furtber, lome of the newly.form. 
ed strats, being elevated nearly to tbe level of the water, 
will be wasbed away and re-deposited. In course of time. 
tbe harder formations of the upraised lea-bottom will be 
uncovered. These being less easily dest.royed, will remain 
permauently above tbe surface; and at t.beir marginl will 
arise the usual breaking down of rocks into beacb-sand and 
pebbles. While in the slow process of this elevatio"u, going 
on at the rate of perhaps two or t.hree feet in a century, 
most of the sedimentary deposita produced will be again 
and again destroyed and reformed; there will, in those ad. 
jacent areas of subsidence wbich accompany areas of elev~ 
tion, be more or less continuous successious of sedimentary 
deposits. 

And now wbat will be the character of these new IItrata' 
They will necessarily contain scarcely any traces of life 
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The deposits that had previously been slowly formed at th6 
bottom of tms wide ocean, would be sprinkled with fossil. 
of but few species. The oceanic Fauna is not a rich one; 
its hydrozoa do not admit of preservation; ,and the hard 
parts of its few kinds of molluscs and crustaceans and in. 
sects are mostly fragile. Hence, when the ocean·bed WIW 

here and there raised to the surface--when its strata ot 
sediment with their contained organic fragments were torn 
up and long washed about by the breakers before being re
deposited-when the re-deposits were again and again sub
iect to this violent abrading action by subsequent small ele
vations, as they would mostly be; what few fragile organic 
remains they contained, would be in nearly all cases destroy
ed. Thus such of the first-formed strata as survived the 
repeated changes of level, would be practically" azoic; " 
like the Cambrian of our geologists. When by the wash
ing away of the soft; deposits, the hard sub-strata had been 
exposed in the shape of rocky islets, and a footing had thus 
been furnished, the pioneers of a new life might be expect
ed to make their appearance. What would they be l' 
Not any of the surrounding oceanic species, for these are 
not fitted for a littoral life ; but species flourishing on some 
of the far-distant shores of the Pacific. Of such the fir~ 
to establish themselves would be sea-weeds and zoophytes; 
both because their swarming spores and gem mules would 
be the most readily conveyed with safety, and because when 
cl)!lveyed they would find fit food. It is true that Cirrhi
peds and Lamellibranchs, subsisting on the minute creatures 
which everywhere people the sea, would also find tit 
food. 

But passing over the fact that the germs of such higher 
forms are neither so abundant nor so well fitted to bear 
long voyages, there is the more important fact that the m. 
dividuals arising from these germs can reproduce only sex
nallv. and that this vastly increases the obstacles to the ello 
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tablishment of their races. The chances of early OOIOIlWlo 

tionare immensely in favour of species which, multipiying b:r 
agamogenesis, can people a whole shore from a singie germ; 
and immensely against species which, multiplying only by 
gamogenesis, must be introduced in considerable numbe ... 
that some may survive, meet, and propagate. Thul we in
fer that the earliest traces of life left in the sedimentary de
posits near these new shores, will be traces of life as humble 
as that indicated in the most ancient rocks of Great Brit
ain and Ireland. Imagine now that the processea we have 
!>rie1ly indicated, continue-that the emerging landa become 
wider in extent, and fringed by higher and more varied 
shores; and that there still go on those ocean-currentl 
which, at long intervals, convey from far distant ahorel 
immigrant forms of life. What will result' Lapse of 
time will of course favour the introduction of auch new 
forms: admitting, as it must, of those combinationa of fit 
conditions, which, nnder the law of probabilities, can occur 
only at very distant intervals. Moreover, the increasing 
area of the islands, individually and as a gronp, implies in
creasing length of coast; from which there followa a longer 
line of contact with the streams and waves that bring drift.. 
ing masses; and, therefore, a greater chance that germs of 
fresh life will be stranded. 

And once more, the comparatively-varied shores, pre
senting physical conditions that change from mile to lOile, 
will furnish suitable habitats for more numerous species. 
So that as the elevation proceeds, three causes conspire to 
i1\troduce additional marine plants and animals. To what 
classes will the increasing Fauna be for a long period cor.
fined? Of course, to classes of which individuals, or their 
germs, are most liable to be carried far away from their native / 
shores by 1loating sea-weed or drifi.wood; to classel which 
are also least h"ke1y to perish in tran":t, or from cbange of cli. 
mate; and to those which can best subsist around COlISta 
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comparatively bare of life. Evidently, then, corals, annelids, 
inferior molluscs, and crustaceans of low grade, will chiefly 
constitute the early Fauna. The large predatory members 
of these classes, will be later in establishing themselves; 
both because the new shores must first bec'ome well peo. 
pled by the creatures they prey on, and because, being 
more complQx, they or their ova must be less likely to 
survive the journey, and the change of conditions. 

We may infer, then, that the strata deposited next after 
the almost" azoic" strata, would contain the remains of 
invertebrata, allied to those found near the shores of Australia 
and South America.' Of such invertebrate remains, the low
er beds would furnish comparatively few genera, and those 
of relatively low types; while in the upper beds the num
ber of geuera would be greater, and the types higher: just as 
among the fossils of our Silurian system. As this great geolo. 
gic change slowly progressed through its long history of 
earthquakes, volcanic disturbances, minor upheavals and sub. 
sidences-as the extent of the archipelago became greater 
and its smaller islands coalesced into larger oues, while its coast 
line grew stiIllonger and more varied, and the neighbouring 
sea more thickly inhabited by inferior forms of life; the lowest 
division of the vertebrata would begin to be represented. 
In order of time, fish would natnrally come after the lower 
invertebrata: both as being less likely to have their ova 
transported across the waste of waters, aud as requiring 
for their subsistence a pre-existing Fauna of some devel. 
opment. They might be expected to make their appearance 
along with the predaceous crustaceans; as they do in ~he 
uppermost Silurian rocks. 

And here, too, let us remark, that as, during this long 
epoch we have been describing, the sea would have made 
great inroads on some of the newly raised lands that had 
remained stationary; and would probably in some places 
havA rear-hed ma.QSI'8 of irrneoU!'1 or met.amornhi" ro"1. .. • 
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there might, in course of time, arise by the decomposition 
and denudation of such rocks, local deposita coloured wit.b 
oxide of iron, like our Old Red Sandstone. And in these 
deposits might be buried the remains of the fish then pco 
pIing the neigHbouring sea. 

Meanwhile, how would the surfaces of the upheaved 
lJlaS8es be occupied? A~ first their deserts or naked roeb 
and pebbles would bear only the humblest forml or vegetal 
life, such as we find in grey aud orange patches on our 
own rugged mountain sides j for these alone could 60umb 
on sucl~ surfaces, and their sporel would be the mOlt read· 
ily transported. 'When, by the decay or luch protophytes, 
and that decomposition of rock eWected by them, there 
had resulted a fit habitat for mosses j these, of which the 
germs might be conveyed in drifted trees, would begin to 
spread. A soil having been eventually thul produced, it 
would become possible for plants of higher organization to 
find roothold; and as in the way we have described the 
archipelago and its constituent islandl grew larger, and 
had more multiplied relations with wind. and waters, luch 
higher plants might be expected ultimately to have their 
seeds transrerred from the nearest lands. After IOmething 
like a Flora had thlll colonized the Inrface, it would be
come possible for insects to exist; and of air·breathing 
creatures, insects would manifestly be among the first to 
find theu- way trom elsewhere. 

As, however, terrestrial organisms, both vegetal and 
animal, are much le88 likely than marine organisml to lur
vive the accidents of transport trom distant shorea; it is 
cl:ar that long after the sea surrounding theBe new land. 
nad acquired a varied Flora and Fauna, the land. them
selves would atill be comparatively bare; and thos that tbe 
early strata, like our Silurian&, would a1ford no traces or 
terrestrial life, By the time that large areas bad beeu 
raised above tbe ocean, we may fairly BUPpoeo a luxuriaut 
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vegetation to have been acquired. Under what circum. 
Btances are we likely to find this vegetation fossilized? 
Large surfaces of land imply large rivers with their accom· 
panying deltas; and are liable to have lake!! and swamps 
These, as we know from extant cases, are 'favourable tc 
rank vegetation; and afford the conditions needful for pre
serving it in the shape of coal· beds. Observe, then, that 
while in the early history of such a continent a carbonif. 
erous period could not occm:, the occurrence of a carbonif
erous period would become probable after long·continued 
upheavals had uncovered large areas. As in our OWll sedi
mentary series, coal·beds would make their appearance only 
after there had been enormous accumulat.ions of earlier 
strata charged with marine fossils. 

Let us ask next, in what order the higher forms of ani. 
mal life would make their appearance. We have seen how, 
in the succession of marine forms, there would be some
thing like a progress from the lower to the higher: bring
ing us in the end to predaceous molluscs, crustaceans, and 
fish. What are likely to succeed fish? After marine crea· 
tures, those which would have the greatest chance of sur
viving the voyage would be amphibious reptiles: both be
cause they are more tenacious of life than higher animals, 
and because they would be less completely out of their 
element. Such reptiles as can live in both fresh and salt 
water, like alligators; and such as are drifted out of the 
mouths of great rivers on floating trees, as Humboldt says 
the Orinoco alligators are; might be early colonists. . 

It is manifest, too, that reptiles of other kinds wouJd 
be among the first vertebrata to people the new continent. 
If we consider what will occur on one of those natural 
rafts of trees, soil, and matted vegetable matter, sometimea 
swept out to sea by such currents as the Mississippi, with a 
miscellaneous living cargo; we shall see that while the 
active, hot-blooded, highly-organized creatures will soou 
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Jie of r.tarvation and exposure, the inert, cold·blooded 
ones, which can go long without food, will live perhaps for 
weeks; and so, out of the chances from time to time 00' 

curring dlIring long periods, reptile. will be the first to got 
safely landed ~n foreign shores: as indeed they are even 
now known sometimes to be. The transport of mammalia 
being comparatively precarious, must, in the order of prob
ability, be longer postponed; and would, inde«:d, be Ul)o 

likely to occur until by the enlargemeut of the new conti· 
nent, the distances of its shores from adjs.cent lands had 
been greatly diminished, or the formation of intervening 
islands had increased the chances of Burvival. 

Assuming, .however, that the facilities of immigration 
had become adequate i which would be the first mammal. 
to arrive and live l' Not large herbivores; for they would 
be soon drowned if by any accident carried out to sea. 
Not the caruivora; for these would lack appropriate food, 
even if they outlived the voyage. Small quadruped. fre
quenting trees, and feeding on insects, would be those most 
likely both to be drifted away from their native lands and 
to find fit food in a new one. Insectivorous mammals, lib 
in size to those fonnd In the Trias and the Stonesfield slate, 
might naturally be looked for as the pioneers of the higher 
vertebrata. And if we suppose the facilities of communi· 
cation to be again increased, either by a further shallowing 
of the intervening sea and a consequent multiplication of 
isl~nds, or by an actual junction of the new continent with 
an old one, through continued npheavals; we should finally 
hQve an influx of the larger and more perfect mammals. 

Now rude as is this sketch of a process that would be 
extremely elaborate and involved, and open as Bome of ita 
propositions are to criticisms which there ~ no space here 
.to meet; no one will deny that it represents something lib 
the biologio history of the snpposed new continent. De 
tails apart, it is manifest tbat simple organisms, able to 
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flourish under simple conditions of life, would be the first 
successful immigrants; and that more complex organiBm~ 
needing for their existence the fulfilment of more complex 
conditions, would afterwards establish themselves in some
thing like an ascending succession. At th~ one extreme 
we see every facility. The new individuals can be con
veyed in the shape of minute germs; these are infinite in 
their numbers; they are diffused in the sea; they are per
petually being carried in all directions to great distances 
by ocean-currents; they can survive such long journeys 
unharmed; they can find nutriment wherever they arrive; 
and the resulting organisms can multiply asexually with 
great rapidity. 

At the other extreme, we see every difficulty. The 
dew individuals must be conveyed in their adult forms; 
their numbers are, in comparison, utterly insignificant; 
they live on land, and are very unlikely to be carried out 
to sea; whcn so carried, the chances are immense against 
their escape from drowning, starvation, or death 1IY cold; 
if they survive the transit, they must have a pre-existing 
Flora or Fauna to supply their special food; they require, 
also, the fulfilment of various other physical conditions; 
and unless at least two individuals of different sexes are 
safely landed, the race cannot be established. Manifestly, 
then, the immigration of each successively higher order of 
organisms, having, from one or other additional condition 
to be fulfilled, an enormlJusly.increased probability against 
it, would naturally be separated from the immigration of a 
lower order by some period like a geologic epoch. " 

And thus the successive sedimentary deposits formed 
while this new continent. was undergoing gradual elevation, 
would seem to furnish clear evidence of a general progress 
in the forms ofIife. That lands thus raised up in the midst 
of a wide ocean, would first give origin to unfossiliferous 
strata j next, to strata containing . only the lowest marine 
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forms J next, to strata containing higber marine forma, 810 

cending finally to fish; and tbat tbe strata above tbele 
would contain reptiles, then small mammals, then great 
mammals; selims to us to be demonstrable from tbe known 
laws of organic life. 

And if the succession of fossils presented by the Itrata 
of this supposed new continent, would thus simulate tho 
luccession presented by our own sedimentary seriel; must 
we not say that our own sedimentary series very possibly 
records notbing more than the pbenomena accompanying 
one of these great upheavals? We tbink tbis must be 
considered not only possible, but highly probable: har· 
monizing as it does with tbe unavoidable conclusion before 
pointed out, that geological changes must have beeu going 
on for a period immeasurably greater than that of which 
we have records. And if the probability of this conclu· 
sion be admitted, it must be admitted that the fact. of 
Palreontology can never suffice either to prove or disprove 
the Development Hypothesis; but that the most they can 
do is, to show whether the last few pagel of tbe Earth'. 
biologic history are or are not in harmony with this hy
pothesis-whether the existing Flora and Fauna can or can 
not be affiliated upon the Flora and Fauna of the most r& 
cent geologic times. 



IX. 

THE DEVELOPMENT HYPOTHESIS. 

I N a.debate upon the development hypothesis, lately nar 
rated to me by a friend, one of the disputants was de

scribed as arguing, that as, in all our experience, we know 
no such phenomenon as transmutation of species, it is un
philosophical to assume that transmutation of species eyer 
takes place. Had I been present, I think that, passing over 
his assertion, which is open to criticism, I should have reo 
plied that, as in all our experience we have never known a 
species created, it was, by his own showing, unphilosophical 
to assume that any species ever had been created. 

Those who cavalierly reject the Theory of Evolution, 8S 

not adequately supported by facts, seem quite to forget 
that their own theory is supported by no facts at all. Like 
the majority of men who are born to a given belief, they 
demand the most rigorous proof of any adverse belief, but 
assume that their own needs none. Here we find, scatte,ed 
over the globe, vegetable and animal organisms numbering, 
of the one kind (according to Humboldt), some 320,000 
Ilpecies, and of the other, some 2,000,000 species (see Car
penter) ; and if to these we add the numbers of animal and 
vegetable species that have become extinct, we may safely 
estiloote the number of species that have existl'd, and are 
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existing, on the Earth, at not less than ten mil1;oM. We11, 
which is the most rational theory about these ten millioDl 
of species l' Is it most likely that there have been teu mil. 
lions of special creations' or is it most likely that by con
tinnal modificiltiona, due to change of circnmstances, ten 
millions of varieties have been produced, .. varieties are 
being produced still l' 

Doubtless many will reply that they can more easily 
conceive ten millions of special creations to have taken 
place, than they can conceive that ten millions of varieties 
have arisen by successive modificationL AD lucb, bowey· 
er, will find, on inquiry, that they are under an illusion. 
This is one of the many cues in ,."hich men do not really 
believe, but rather lJdieN tky lJd~ It is not tbat they 
can trnly conceive ten millionl of special creations to have 
taken place, but that they tl&ink tky call do '0. Careful 
introspection will show them that they have never yet real· 
ized. to themselvel the creation of even 0114 specie.. I( 
they have formed a definite conception of the process, ld 
them tell DS how _ new species is constructed, and hoW' it 
makes its appearance. Is it thrown down from the clODds' 
or mnst we hold to the notion that it struggles np out of 
tbe ground? Do ita limbs and viscera rDIIh together from 
all the points of the comp88l' or mnst we receive the old 
Hebrew idea, that God takes clay and mould. _ new crea
ture l' I( they 88r that _ new creatore is produced in none 
of these modes, which are too _beurd to be believed; then 
ther are required to deacn"be the mode in wblch a new 
cr. .. ,atore may be produced-s mode which does not eeem 
absurd: and such _ mode they will find that they neither 
have conceIved nor can conceive. 

Should the believen in special creations consider it un
w thus to call Dpon them to descn"be how special creation. 
take plac .. ., I reply, that. this is far leas than they demand 
trom the supporten of the Development Hypothesi.. TIle, 
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are merely asked to point out a conceivable mode. On the 
other hand, they ask, not simply for a conceivable mode, 
but for the actual mode. They do not say-Show us how 
this may take place; but they say-Show u!) how this doetl 
take place. So far from its being unreasonable to put the 
sLove question, it would be reasonable to ask not only for 
a possible mode of special creation, but for an ascertained 
mode; seeing that this is no greater a demand than they 
Dlake upon their opponents. 

And here we may perceive how much more defensible 
the new doctrine is than the old one. Even could the sup
porters of the Development Hypothesis merely show that 
the origination of species by the process of modification is 
conceivable, they would be in a better position than their 
opponents. But they can do much more than this. They 
can show that the process of modification has effected, and 
is effecting, decided changes in all organisms subject to 
modifying influences. Though, from the impossibility-of 
getting at a sufficiency of facts, they are unable to trace 
the many phases through which any existing species has 
passed in arriving at its present form, or to identify the in
fluences which caused the successive modifications; yet, 
they can show that any existing species-animal or vegeta· 
ble-when placed under conditions different from its pre
vious ones, immediately begins to undergo certain changes 
of structure .fitting it for the new conditions. They can 
show that in successive generations these changes continuE', 
until ultimately the new conditions become the natural 
ones. 'l'hey can show· that in cultivated plants, in domest'
cated animals, and in the several races of men, such altera
tions have taken place. They can show that the degrees 
of difference so ptoduoed are often, as in dogs, greater than 
those on which distinctions of species are in other cases 
founded. They can show that it is a matter of dispute 
wh'lt.hcr Ilome of these modified forms are varielil's or sepa· 
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rate species. They can show, too, that the changes daily 
taking place in ourselves-the facility tbat attends long 
practice, and the 108s of aptitude tbat begins when practice 
ceases-tbe s~rengthening of pastRons habitually gratified, 
and the weakening of those babitually curbed-tbe devel. 
opment of every faculty, bodily, moral, or intellectual, DO

cording to the use made of it-are all explicable on this 
same principle. And thus they can show tbat thronghont. 
all organic nature there i, at work a modifying influence 
of the kind they 88&ign as the cause of these specific diffe .... 
ences: an influence which, thongh slow in ita action, does, 
in time, if the circumstances demand it, produce marked 
changes-an influence which, to all appearance, would pro
duce in the millions of years, and under the great varieties 
of condition which geological records imply, any amonnt. 
of change. 

Wbicb, tben, is the most rational bypothesi. ?-that of 
special creations wbicb bas neither a fact to BUppOrt it nor 
is even definitely conceivable; or that of modification, 
which is not only definitely conceivable, but is countenanced 
by the habitudes of every existing organism? 

That by any series of changes a protozoon should ever 
become a mammal, seems to tbose wbo are Dot fumiIiar 
with zoology, and wbo have not seen bow clear becomes 
the relationship between tbe simplest and the most com
plex fo"rms when intermediate forms are examined, a very 
grotesque notion. Habitnally looking at things rather m 
their statical tb8n in their dynamical aspect, tbey DeTet 
feaIize the fact that, by small increments of modification, 
any amount of modification may in time be generated. 
That surprise which they feel on finding one wbom they 
last saw as a boy, grown into a man, becomes incredulity 
when the degree of change is greater. Nevertheless, abuDo 
dant instances are at hand of the mode in wbich we may 
pass to the moat diverse forms, by insensible gradatiOD& 
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Arguing the matter some time since with a learned pro· 
fessor, I illustrated my position thus:-You admit that 
there is no apparent relationship between a circle and an 
hyperbola. The one is a finite curve; the pther is an in
finit.e one. All parts of the one are alike; of the other no 
two parts are alike. The one incloses a space; the other 
will not inclose a space though produced for ever. Yet 
opposite as are these curves in all their properties, they 
may be connected together by a series of intermediate 
curves, no one of which differs from the adjacent ones in 
any appreciable degree. Thus, if a cone be cut by a plane 
at right angles to its axis we get a circle. If, instead of 
being perfectly at right angles, the plane subtends with the 
axis an angle of 89° 59', we have an ellipse, which no hu
man eye, even when aided by an accurate pair of compasses, 
can distinguish from a circle. Decreasing the angle min
ute by minute, the ellipse becomes first' perceptibly eccen
tric, then manifestly so, and by and by acquires so. im
mensely elongated a form, as to bear no recognisable ra
'Jemblance to a circle. By continuing this process, the 
ellipse passes insensibly into a parabola; and ultimately, by 
still further diminishing the angle, into an hyperbola. Now 
here we have four different species of curve-circle, ellipse, 
parabola, and hyperbola-each having its peculiar proper
ties and its separate equation, and the first and last of which 
are quite opposite in nature, connected together as mem
bers of one series, all producible by a single process of in
sensible modification. 

But the blindness of those who think it absurd to sup. 
pose that complex organic forms may hiwe arisen by su()o 
cessive modifications out of simple ones, becomes astonish
ing when we remember that complex organic forms are 
daily being thus produced. A tree differs from a seed 
immeasurably in every respect-in bulk, in structure, in 
colour, in form, in specifio gravity, in chemical compo.'!ition: 
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di1fers so greatly that no visible resemblance or any kind 
can be pointed out between them. Yet ill the one changed 
in the course of a few yeai'll into the other: changed 10 

gradually, th,t at no" moment can it be l8id-N ow the 
leed ceases to be, and the tree exists. What can be more 
-widely contrasted than a newly-born child and the amall, 
semi·transparent, gelatinous sphernle constituting the ha
man ovum l' The want ill 10 complel: in IItrueture that a 
cycloptedia ill needed to describe its constituent "parta. 
The germinal vesicle ill 80 simple that it may be defined in 
a line. N everthele88, a few months suffice to develop the 
one out of the other; and that, too, by a aeries or modifi. 
cations so small, that were the embryo enmined at BUooee
sive minutes, even a mioroscope would with difficulty di. 
close any sensible changes. That the uneducated and the 
ill-educated should think the hypothesis that all raceB of 
beings, man inclusive, may in proceB8 of time have been 
evolved from the simplest monad, a ludicrouB one, ill not to 
be wondered at. But for tbe physiologist, who know. tbat 
every individual being is 80 evolved-who know. furtber, 
that in tbeir earliest condition the germs or all planta and 
animals whatever are so similar, "tbat there ill no apprecia
b]e distinction amongst them wbich would enable it to be 
determined whether a particular mo]eoule ill tbe germ or a 
conferva or of an oak, or a zoophyte or of a man ;" --for 
him to make a difficulty or the matter ill inel:cul8ble. Sure
]y if a single cell may, wben subjected to certain influences, 
become a man in the space or twenty yearl; there ill 
nothing absurd in tbe bypothesis that nnder certain other 
influences, a cell may in the course or millions or yearl 
give origin to the human race. The two processea are 
generically the same; and differ only in length and com
plcxity. 

We have, indeed, in the part taken by many lCientific: 
• Carpenter. 
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men in this controversy of" Law versus Miracle," a good 
illustration of the tenacious vitality of superstitions. Ask 
one of our leading geologists or physiologists whether he 
believes in the Mosaic account of the creation, and he will 
take the question as next to an insult. Eithcl' he rejects 
the narrative entirely, or understands it in some vague 
non·natural sense. Yet one part of it he unconsciously 
adopts; anll that, too, literally. For whence has he got 
this notion of "special creations," which he thinks so 
reasonable, and fights for so vigorously? Evidently he 
can trace it back to no othcr source than this myth which 
he repudiates. He has not a single fact in nature to quote 
in proof of it; nor is he prepared with any chain of abstract 
reasoning by which it may be established. Catechise him, 
and he will be forced to confess that the notion was put into 
his mind in childhood as part of a story which he now 
thinks absurd. And why, after rejllcting all the rest of this 
story, he should strenuously defend this last remnant of it 
as though he had received it on valid authority, he woold 
be pny.zlod to say. 



x. 
THE SOCIAL ORGANISM. 

Sm JAMES MACINTOSH got great credit for the 
saying, that" constitutions are not made, bllt grow." 

In our day, the most significant thing about tbis saying is, 
tbat it was ever tbought so significant. .As from tbe sur
prise displayed by a man at some familiar fact, you m'.l1 
judge of his general culture; so from the admiration 
which an age accords to a new tbonght, ita average degree 
of enlightenment may be inferred. That tbi. apophthegm 
of Macintosh should have been quoted and re-quoted as it 
has, shows how profound has been the ignorance of IOcial 
science. A IIllll\lI ray of trnth has seemed brilliant, as a 
distant roshligbt looks like a star in the surrounding dark. 
neSl. 

Such a conception could not, indeed, fail to be startling 
wben let fall in the midst of a system of thought to whicb 
i~ was utterly alien. Universally in Macintosh's day, tbings 
wt!re explained on tbe bypothesis of manufacture, rather 
tban that of growtb: as indeed they are, by tbe majority, 
in our own day. It was held that tbe planets were sever· 
ally projected round the sun from the Creator'. hand; witb 
exactly the velocity required to balance the 8un'. attrac
tion. The formation of the Earth, the separation of sea 
from land, the production of animals, were mecbanical 
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",.I1,ks from which God rested as a labourer rests. Man 
was supposed to be moulded after a manner somewhat akin 
to that in which a modeller makes a clay-figure. And of 
course, in harmony with such ideas, societies were tacitly 
assumed to be arranged thus or thus by dire~ interposition 
of Providence; or by the regulations of law-makers; or by 
both. 

Y ~L that societies are not artificially put together, is a 
truth so manifest, that it seems wonderful men should have 
ever overlooked it. Perhaps nothing more clearly shows 
the small value of historical studies, as they have been 
commonly pursued. You need but to look at the changes 
going on around, or observe social organization in its lead
ing peculiarities, to Ilee that these are neither supernatural, 
nor are determined by the wills of individual men, as by 
implication historians commonly teach; but are consequent 
on general natural causes. The one case of the division of 
labour Buffices to show this. It has not been by command 
of any ruler that some men have become manufacturers, 
while others have remained cultivators of the soil. In 
Lancashire, millions have devoted themselves to the making 
of cotton-fabrics; in Yorkshire, another million lives by 
producing woollens; and the pottery of Staffordshire, the 
cutlery of Sheffield, the hardware of Birmingham, severally 
occupy their hundreds of thousands. These are large 
facts in the structure of English society; but we can as
cribe them neither to miracle, nor to legislation. It is not 
by " the hero as king," any more than by "collective wis
dom," that men have been segregated into produce;s, 
wholesale distributors, and retail distributors. 

The whole of our industrial organization, from its main 
"utlines down to its minutest details, has become what it 
IS, Dot simply without legislative guidance, but, to a con
siderable extent, in spite of legislative hindrances. It has 
arisen under the pressure of human wants and activities. 
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While each citizen has been pursuing his individual wet 
fare, and none taking thollght about division of labour, or, 
indeed, conscious of the need for it, division of labour haa 
yet been ever becoming more complete. It haa been doing 
this slowly ana silently: scarcely any having observed it 
until quite modern timeR. By steps so small, that year 
after year the industrial arrangements have seemed to men 
just what they were before-by changes aa insensible aa 
those through which a seed passes into a tree; society haa 
become the complex body of mutually-dependent workers 
which we now see. And this economic organization, mark, 
is the all-essential organization. Through the combination 
thus spontaneously evolved, every citizen is .applied with 
daily necessaries; while he yields some product or· aid to 
others. That we are severally alive to-day, we owe to the 
regular working of this combination during the past week; 
and could it be suddenly abolished, a great proportion of 
us would be dead before another week ended. If these 
most conspicuous and vital arrangements of our social 
structure, have arisen without the devising of anyone, but 
through the individual efforts of citizens to .atisfy their 
own wants; we may be tolerably certain that the leu im
portant arrangements have similarly arisen. 

"But surely," it will be said, "the social change. di. 
rectly produced by law, cannot be classed as spontaneollA 
growths, When parliaments or kings order thi. or that 
thing to be done, and appoint officials to do it, the proCCM 
is clearly artificial; and society to this extent becomes a 
m~nufacture rather than a growth." No, not even theS6 
changes are exceptions, if they be real and permanent 
changes. The true sources of such changes lie deeper 
than the acts of legislators. To take first the simples' 
instance. We all know that the enactments of represent
ative governments ultimately depend on the national 
will: they may for a time be out of harmony with it, but 
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eventually they must conform to it. And to say that tho 
national will finally determines them, is to say that they 
result fi"om the average" of individual desires; or, in 
other words-frOID the average of individual natures. A 
law so initiated, therefore, really grows out of the popular 
character. 

In the case of a Government representing a dominant 
class, the same things holds, though not so manifestly. 
For the very existence of a class monopolizing all power, is 

. due to certain sentiments in the commonalty. But for the 
feeling of loyalty on the part of retainers, a feudal system 
could not exist. We see in the protest of the Highlanders 
against the abolition of heritable jurisdictions, that they 
preferred that kind of local rule. And if to the popular 
nature, must thus be ascribed the growth of an irresponsi
bIt! ruling class; then to the popular nature must be as
cribed the social arrangements which that class creates in 
the pursuit of its own ends. Even where the Government 
is despotic, the doctrine still holds. The character of the 

- people is, as before, the original source of this political 
f01'm; and, as we have abundant proof; other forms sud
denly created will not act, but rapidly retrograde to the 
old form. Moreover, such regulafons as a despot makes, 
if really operative, are so beca\.lse of their fitness to tbe 
social state. His acts being very mucb swayed by gen
eral opinion-by precedent, by the feeling of his nobles, 
his priesthood, his army-are in part immediate results 
of the national character; and when they are out of har
mony with the national character, they are soon practicatly 
r.brogated. 

The faililre of Cromwell permanently to establish a new 
Bocial condition, and the rapid revival of suppressed institu
tions and practices aft.er his death, show how powerless is 
a monarch to change the type of the society he govern". 
u ...... ""n. ... A;,,+n .. 'l.. l,. ............. n ........ ,.. ........ ..:1 ...... l.. .... _n_ ... :..1 .. l.. ... _ ... 40 __ 1 
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pJ'0Ce88 of organilatioD; but the general coane of thit 
prace. ia be)'ond hit conLroL N 8)" more thao thia ia true. 
Those who regard the hittorie. of lOcietie. u tb. hittoriet 
of tbeir great men, aod tbink tbat tbeM great men abape 
tb. mte. 01 tLeir lOcieties, overlook the trutb tba& luch 
great men are tbe prod acta of their lIOCietiea. Without cer 
lain aotecedeDte-witbout a oert.aiD average national char
acter, tbe)' could neitber have been generated DOr could 
have bad tbe culture wbich lormed tbem. U their lOCiety 
ia to lOme extent re-moulded by tbem, they were, both. 
before aDd after birth, moulded by their lOCiety-were th. 
resalt .. of all thOle iofluencee which batered tbe aooe&lral 
cbaracter they inherited, aod gave their 01nl early biu, their 
creed, morala, knowledge, upiratiooa. So that lOch aocial 
changes as are immediately traceable to individuaJa 01 uo
usual power, are etiIl remotely traceable to the aocial caU8e8 

which produced theee indiyid~ and heoce, from the 
higbest poiut of new, such aocial change. alIO, are paN 
of tbe general developmental procesa. 

Thua that which ia 10 obviously true of the induatrial 
structure of BOciety, ia true of ill wbole structure. The ~ 
that" coustitutiOD8 are not made, but grow," ia aimply a 
fragment of tbe much larger fit.ct, that under all ill aspectl 
and tbougb all ita ramificatiooa, lOciety ia a growth and Dot 
a manufacture. 

A perceptiOD that there exista lOme analogy bet ween 
tbe body politic and a living individual body, wu early 
reacbed; and from time to time re.appeared in literatnre. 
But tbia perceptiOD W'8I neceuariJy vague aod more or 
I .. fit.ociCuL 10 the abeeoce of pb)'Biological 8cience, and 
espE'CiaIly of thOle comprebensive geoeralizatioul which it 
hal but recently reached, it wu impollllole to discerD th. 
real panlleliam& 

The central idea 01 Plato'. model Republic, is tbe cor 
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re8pondence between the parts of a society and the facultiet 
of the human mind. Classif);ng these faculties under the 
heads of Reason, wm, and Passion, he classifies the mem
bers of his ideal society under what he regards as three 
analogous heads :--councillors, who are to eiercise govern
ment; military or executive, who are to fulfil their behestsi 
and the oommonalty, bent on gain and selfish gratification. 
In other words, the rlller, the warrior, and the craftsman, 
are, according to him, the analogues of our reflective, voli
tional, and emotional powers. Now even were there truth 
in the implied assumption of a parallelism betwee.n the 
structure of a society and that of a man, this classifieation 
would be indefensible. It might more truly be contended 
that, as the military power obeys the oommands of the 
Government, it is the Government which answers to the 
Will i while the military power is simply an agency set in 
motion by it. Or, again, it might be oontended tha .. 
whereas tho Will is a product of predominant desires, to 
whbh the Reason serves merely as an eye, it is the crafts. 
men, who, according to the alleged analogy, ought to be 
the moving power of the warriors. 

Hobbes sought to establi:ili a still more definite parallel
ism: not, however between a society and the human mind, 
but bot ween a society and the human body. In the intro
duction to the work in which he developes this oonceptioo, 
he S3ys-

.. For by art is ereated that great LEVlATIlU called a Col(
IfONWULTIl, or Sun, in Latin CrVlTAs, which is but an artifiiial 
mllIl; tltough of greater stat-lire and strength than the natui'al, 
for whose protection and defence it was intended, and in which 
the .-rrignfy is an artificial -l, as giving life and motion to 
the whole body; the f1U1gi..tNJtU and othel" o.f!i.cen of judica
ture and exeontion, artificial joinu; .~ and puniaAm.mt, by 
which, fastened to the seat of the sovereignty, every joint and 
member is moved to perform his duty. are the ~ that dt' 
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tbe same in the body natural i the t.lJealth and rich. of all the 
particular members are tbe .trength; ",lu. populi, th. peopz,' • 
• afety, ita Inmne8l; cou7l8eZlor., by whom all things Defldtul for i& 
to know are suggested unto it, are the fMfMf7J; equity and law 
an artificial r8a4'J7l and toiZl; conco,.d, hcoZth; .edition, mm-; 
cillil t.lJar, death." 

And Hobbes carries this comparison 80 far aa actually 
to give a drawing of the Leviathan-a vast human-shaped 
figure, whose body and limbs are made up of multitude. of 
men. Just noting that ·these different analogie. asserted 
by Plato and Hobbes, serve to cancel each other (being, aa 
they are, so completely at variance), we may 8ay that 00 

the whole those of Hobbes are the more plausible. But 
they are full of inconsistencies. If the sovereignty is the 
B£l1.tZ of the body politic, how can it be that magistrates, 
who are a kind of deputy-sovereigns, should be comparable 
to joints' Or, again, how can the three mental functions, 
memory, reason, and will, be severally analogous, the first to 
counsellors, who are a class of public officera, and the other 
two to equity and laws, which are not classes of officers, 
but abstractions? Or, once more, if magistrates are the 
artificial joints of society, how cao reward and punishment 
be its nerves? Its nerves must surely be some class of 
persons. Reward and punishment must in societies, aa 10 

individuals, be conditio1U of the nerves, and not the nervell 
themselves. 

But the chief errors of these comparisons made by Plato 
and Hobbes, lie moch deeper. Both thinkers assDDle that 
the,. organization ot a society is comparable, not simply to 
the organization of a living body in general, but to the or
ganizaticlD of the human body in particular. There is no 
warrant whatever for assuming this. It is in no way im-. 
plied by the evidence; and is simply one of those fsocies 
which we commonly find mixed Dp with tbe truths of early 
speculation. Still more erroneous are the two conceptioDl 
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in this, that they construe a society as an artificial struO' 
ture. Plato's model republic-his ideal of a healthful body 
politic-is to be consciously put together by men; just as 
a watch might be: and Plato manifestly thinks of societies 
in general as thus originated. Quite specifically does 
Hobbes express this view. "For by art," he says, "is 
created that great LEVIATHAN called a COllllllONWEALTIL" 

And he even goes so far as to compare the supposed 
social contract, from which a society suddenly originates, 
to the creation of a man by the divine fiat. Thus they 
both fall into the extreme inconsistency of considering a 
oommunity as similar in structure to a human being, and 
yet as produced in the same way as an artificial mechanism 
-in nature, an organism; in history, a machine. 

Notwithstanding errors, however, these speculations 
have considerable significance. That such analogies, crude
ly as they are thought out, should have been alleged by 
Plato and Hobbes and many others, is a reason for suspect
ing that 80me analogy exists. The untenableness of the 
particular comparisons above instanced, is no ground for 
denying an essential parallelism; for early ideas are usually 
but vague adumbrations of the truth. Lacking the great 
generalizations of biology, it was, as we have said, im
possible to trace out the real relations of social organiza
tions to organizations of another order. We propose here 
to show what are the analogies which modern science dis
closes to us. 

Let us set out by succinctly stating the points of 
similarity and the points of difference. Societies agi~e 
with individual organisms in four conspicuous peculiari
ties :-

.1. That commencing as small aggregations, they insensi
Lly augment in mass: some of them eventually reaching 
ten thousand times what they originally were. 

2. That while at first so simple in structure as to bE' 
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oonsidered structureless, they 888ume, iD the cour.. of 
their growth, a continually-increasing complexity of 
structure 

3. That though iD their early, undeveloped states. 
there exists iD" them scarcely any mutual dependence of 
parts, their parts gradually acquire a mutual dependence i 
which becomes at last 10 great, that the activity and life 
of each part is made po88ible only by the activity and life 
of the rest. 

4. That the life and dev\llopment of a society is iDd .. 
pendent of, and far more prolonged than, the life and d .. 
velopment of any of its component 1j.nits i who are severally 
born, grow, work, reproduce, and die, while the body poli
tio composed of them "urvives generation after generation, 
increasing in mass, completene88 of structure. and funo
tional activity. 

These four parallelism. will appear the more signi1icant. 
the more we contemplate t.hem. While the points specie 
fied, are points in which societies agree with individual or
ganisms, they are points in which individual organislM 
a.gree with each other, and disagree with all things else. 
In the course of its existence, every plant and animal in
creases in mass, in a way not parallelled by inorganic ob 
jects: even such inorganio objects aa crystals, which arise 
by growth, show ua no such definite relation between 
growth and existence as organisme do. The orderly pro
gress from simplicity to complexity, displayed by bodies 
politio in common with all living bodies, is a characteristio 
wlGch distinguishes living bodies from the inanimate bodies 
amid which they move. That functional dependence of 
FlrtS, which is scarcely more manifest iD animala or plants 
than nations, has no counterpart elsewhere. And in no 
aggregate except an organic, or a social one, is there I 

perpetual removal and replacement of parts, joined with I 

continued integrity of the whole. 
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Moreover, societies and organisms are not only alike in 
these peculiarities, in which they are unlike all other 
things; but the highest societies, like the highest organ 
isms, exhibit them in the greatest degree. We see that 
the lowest. animals do not increase to anything like the 
sizes of the higher ones; and, similarly, we see that aborigi
nal societies are comparatively limited in their growths. 
In complexity, our large civilized nations as much exceed 
primitive savage tribes, as a vertebrate animal does a 
zoophyte. Simple communities, like simple creatures, 
have so little mutual dependence of parts, that subdivision 
or mutilation causes but little inconvenience; but from 
complex communities, as from complex creatures, you can
not remove any considerable organ without producing 
great disturbance or death of the rest. And in societies 
of low type, as in inferior animals, the life of the aggregate, 
oftcn cut short by'division or dissolution, exceeds in length 
the lives of the component units, very far less than in civi
lizcd communities and superior animals; which outlive 
many generations of their component units. 

On the other hand, the leading differences between 
societies and individual organisms are these:-

1. That societies have no specific external forms. This, 
however, is a point of contrast which loses much of its im
portance, when we remember that throughout the vegetal 
kingdom, as well as in some lower divisions of the animal 
kingdom, the forms are often very indefinite-definiteness 
being rather the exception than the rule; and that they 
are manifestly in part determined by surrounding phy&!cal 
circumstances, as the forms of societies are. If, too, it 
should eventually be shown, as we believe it will, that the 
form of every species of organism has resulted from the 
average play of the external forces to which it has been 

__ subject during its evolution as a species; then, that the 
external forms of societies should depend, as they do. 
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on surrounding conditions, will be a further point of cone 
munity. 

2. That though the living tissue whereof an individual 
organism consists, forms a continuous mass, the living ele
ments of a soci~ty do not form a continuoul ID.88I j but are 
more or less widely dispersed over lOme portion of the 
Earth's surface. This, which at first sight appeara to be a 
fundamental distinction, is one which yet to a great extent 
disappeara when we contemplate all the facts. For, in the 
lower divisions of the animal and vegetal kingdoms, there 
are types of organization much more nearly allied, in thi. 
respect, to the organization of a society, than might be IUP

posed-types in which the living unite essentially compo. 
ing the mass, are disperaed through an inert lubstance, 
that can scarcely be called living in the full aense of the 
word. It is thus with some of the p,.oeococci and with the 
N08tOcem, which exist as cells imbedded in a viscid matter. 
It is so, too, with the 21uzla8mollal-bodies that are made 
up of differentiated parts, dispersed through an undifferenti
ated jelly. And throughout considerable portion I of their 
bodies, some of the Acalepha exhibit more or leM distinct
ly tbis type of structure. 

Indeed, it may be contended tbat tbis is tbe primitive 
:orm of all organization j seeing tbat, even in the highest 
creatures, as in ouraelves, every tissue developes out of 
what pbysiologists call a blastema-an unorganized though 
organizable substance, through wbich organic pointl are 
distributed. Now this is very much the case with a 
socrety. For we must remember that though the men 
who make np a society, are physically separate and even 
scattered; yet that the surface over which they are scatter
ed is not one devoid of life, but is covered by life of a lower 
order which ministera to their life. The vegetation which 
clothes a country, makes possible the animal life in thaa 
country; and only throngh its animal and vegetal product. 
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can such a country support a human society. Hence the 
members of the body politic are not to be regarded as 
separated by intervals of dead space; but as diffused 
through a space occupied by life of a lower order. In our 
conception of a social organism, we must illclude all that 
lower organic existence on which human existence, and 
Lherefore social existence, depends. And when we do 
this, we see that the citizens who make up a community, 
may be considered as highly vitalized units surrounded 
by substances of lower vitality, from which they draw 
their nutriment: much as in the cases above instanced. 
Thus, when examined, this apparent distinction in' great 
part disappears. 

3. That while the ultimate living elements of an indi- / 
vidual organism, are mostly fixed in their relative positions, 
those of the social organism are capable of moving from 
place to place, seems a marked disagreement. But here, 
too, the disagreement is much less than would be supposed. 
For while citizens are locomotive in their private, capacities, 
they are fixed in their public capacities. As farmers, man
ufacturers, or traders, men carryon their business at the 
same spots, often throughout their whole lives; and if they 
go away occasionally, they leave behind others to discharge 
their functions in their absence. Each great centre of pro
duction, each manufacturing town or district, continues 
always in the same place; and many of the firms in such 
town or district, are for generations carried on either by 
the descendants or successors of those who founded them. 
Just as in a living body, the cells that make up some i,",
portant organ, severally perform their functions for a time 
and then disappear, leaving others to supply their places; 
eo, in each part of a society, the organ remains, though the 
persons who compose it change. Thus, in social life, as 
in the lite of an animal, the units as well as the larger 
agencies formed of them. are in the main stationary 8!J 
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respects the places where they discharge their datiea aoel 
obtain their sastenance. And hence the power of indiri. 
dual locomotion does not practically afl"eet the analogy. 

4. The last and perhaps the most important distinction, 
is, that while in the body of an animal, only. special tiMo. 
u endowed with feeling; in • society, all the memben 81'. 
endowed with feeling. Even this distinction, however, iI 
by no means. complete one. For in some of the low~ 
animals, characterized by the absence of • nervous Iystem, 
such sensitiveness as exists is possessed by all parts. If. ia 
only in the more organized forms that feeling is monopo
lized by one class of the vital elementa. Moreover, we 
must remember that societies, too, are not without. cer
tain diff'erentiation of thiII kind. Though the units of a 
community are all sensitive, yet theylU'e so in unequal do
grees. The classes engaged in agricult~re and laborious 
occupations in general, are much lesa sll8Ceptible, intelleo
toally and emotionally, than the rest; and especially less 10 

than the classes of higbest mental culture. Still, we have 
here a tolerably decided contrast between bodies politio 
and individual bodies. And it u one which we should 
keep constantly in view. For it reminds us that while in 
individual bodies, the welfare of all other parts is rightly 
subservient to the welfare of the nervous aystem, whose 
pleasurable or painful activities make up the good or evil 
of life; in bodies politic, the same thing does not bold, or 
holds to'but a very slight extent. It is well that the lives 
of all parts of an animal sbould be merged in the life or the 
whole; because the whole baa a corporate consciousneae 

. caPable of happiness or millery. But if. is not so with a 
society; since its living units do not and cannot lose indi
Yidual cousciousness; and since tbe community as a whole 
has no corporate consciousness. And this is an everlast
ing reason why tbe welfu.re or citizens cannot rightly be 
aacrificed to some supposed benefit or the State; but 
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why, on tile other hand, the State is to be maintained 
80lely for the benefit of citizens. The corporate life mus' 
here be 8ubservient to the lives of the parts; instead 
of the lives of the pai,ta being subservient to the :lorpo 
rate life. 

Suoh, then, are the points of analogy and the pointll 01 
difforence. May we not say that the points of difference 
sen'e but to bring into clearer light the points of analogy. 
While comparison makes definite the obvious contrasts be
tween organisms commonly so called, and the soeial organ
ism; it shows that even these contrasts Are not so decided 
as was to be expected. The indcfiniteness of form, the 
diseontinuity of the parts, the mobility of the parts, and 
the UUiVCI'Sal sonsitivenoss, are not only peoulinrities of the 
sooial organism whioh have to be stated with considerable 
qunlifieations; but they are peculiarities to which the in. 
fOl'ior classes of animals present approximations. Thus we 
find but little to conflict with the all·important analogies 
That soeieties slowly augment in mass; that they progress 
in eomplexity of struoture i that at the same time their parts 
beoome more mutually dependent; that their living unite 
Dre removed and replaeed without destroying their in· 
tegrity; and fUlther, that the extents to whioh they dis
play these peeuliarities are proportionate to their vital ae
tivities; are traits that soeieties have in common with 
organic bodies' And these traits in whioh they agree with 
organic bodies and disagree with all other thing_these 
traits whieh in truth speoially oharaoterize organic bodies, 
entirely subOl'dinate the minor distinctions: such distin,p
tions being scarcely greater than those whioh !lepnrate one 
half of the organio kingdom from the other. The prine .. 
ples of organization al'e the same; and the differenoes are 
limply dillerenoes of applioation. 

Here ending this general survey of the facts which 
jl\stif) the comparison of a society to a living body;" 
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let us look at them in detail. We shall find that the 
parallelism becomes the more marked the more closel, 
it IS traced. 

The 10weS'i; animal and vegetal forms-Protozoa and 
Protophyta-are chiefly inhabitants of the water. They 
are minute bodies, most of which are made individual!, 
visible only by the microscope. AU of them are extremc1, 
simple in structure; and some of them, aa the RI,izopoa., 
almost structureless. Multiplying, as they ordinarily do, 
by the spontaneous division of their bodies, they produce 
halves, which may either become quite separate and move 
away in dilferentdirections, or may continue attached. 
By the repetition of this process of fission, aggregations of 
various sizes and kinds are formed. Among the Proto
phyta we have some classes, as the J)iatomacem and the 
Yeast-plant, in which the individuals may be either sepa
rate, or attached in groups of two, three, four, or more; 
other classes in which a considerable number of individual 
cells are united into a thread (Oonferva, Monilia); others 
in which they form a net work (Hyaroaictyon); others in 
which they form plates ( Ulva); and others in which they 
form masses (Laminaria, Agarieu8): all which veget,al 
forms, having no distinction of root, stem, or leat; are call<ld 
Thallogen8. Among the Protozoa we find parallel facIA. 
Immense numbers of Amaila-like creatures, massed togeth. 
er in a framework of horny fibres, constitute Sponge. Iu 
the Foraminifera, we see smaller groups of such ereaturee 
arranged into more definite shapes. Not only do these 
almost structureless Protozoa unite into regular or irregu
lar aggregations of various sizes; but among some of the 
more organized ones, as the VorticelloJ, there are also pro
duced clusters of individuals, proceeding from a common 
stock. But these little societies of monads, or cellll, or 
whatever else we mar call them, are societies Clnlr in the 
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lOWllst sense: there is no subordination of parts among 
them-no organization. Each of the component units 
lives by and for itself; neither giving nor receiving aid. 
There is no mutual dependence, save that consequent on 
lJIerc mechanical union. • 

Now do we not here discern analogies to the first 
Btages of human societies? .Among the lowest races, as the 
Bushmen, we find but incipient aggregation: sometimes 
single families; sometimes two or three families wandering 
about together. The number of associated units is small 
and variable; and their union inconstant. No division of 
~abo\lr exists except between the sexes; and the only kind 
of mutual aid is that of joint attack or defence. We see 
nothing beyond an undifferentiated group of individuals, 
forming the germ of a society; just as in the homogeneous 
groups of cells above described, we see only the initial stage 
of animal and vegetal organization. 

The comparison may now be carried a step higher. In 
the vegetal kingdom we pass from the ThollogenB, consist
ing of mere masses of similar cells, to the Acrogens, in 
which the cells are not similar throughout the whole mass; 
but are here aggregated into a structure serving as leaf, 
and there into a structure serving as root: thus forming a 
whole in which there is a certain subdivision of functions 
among the units; and therefore a certain mutual dependence. 
In the animal kingdom we find analogous progress. From 
mere unorganized groups of cells, or cell-like bodies, we 
ascend to groups of sllch cells arranged iuto parts that 
have different duties. The common Polype, from wh~e 
substance may be separated individual cells which exhibit, 
when detached, appearances and movements like those of 
the solitary Amooba, illustrates this stage. The compo 
nent units, though still showing great community of char· 
acter, assume somewhat diverse functions in the skin, in 
the internal surface, and in the tentacles. There is a cer 
tain amount of " physiological dh-ision of labour.' ' 
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Turning to societies, we find these stage. parallelAd in the 
majority of aboriginal tribes. When, instead of luch small 
variable gronps as are formed by Busbmen, we come ~ 
the larger and more permanent groups formed by lavage. 
not quite so lbw, we begin to find trace. of 1OCia18tructure. 
Tbough industrial organization scarcely shows itael~ except 
in the different occupations of the sexes; yet there is alway. 
more or lesa of governmental organization. While all the 
men are warriors and hnnters, only a part of them are in. 
cluded in the conncil of chiefs; and in this council of chier. 
some one haa commonly snpreme antbority. There i. thUl 
a certain distinction of clBBles and powers i and throngh 
this slight specialization of functions, is effected a rude c0-

operation among the increasing JDB8I of individnals, wben
ever the society has to act in ita corporate capacity. Be
yond this analogy in the sligbt extent to which organiza. 
tion is carried, there is analogy in tbe indefinitenetlll of the 
organization. In tbe Hydra, the respective pam of the 
creature's substance have maDY functions in common. 
They are all contractile i omitting the tentacles, the whole 
of the externalsnrface can give origin to young hydr~ i 
and when turned inside out, stomach perform. tbe duties 
of skin, and skin the duties of stomach. In aboriginal .0-
cieties snch differentiationll 811 exist are lIimilarly imperfect. 
Notwithstanding distinctionll of rank, all person. maintain 
themselves by their own exertions. Not only do the head 
men of the tribe, in common With the rest, build their own 
huts, make their own weapons, kill their own food; bnt 
the chief does the like. Moreover, in the rudest of these 
tribes, snch governmental organization 811 exists is very in. 
constant. It is freqnently changed by violence or treach· 
ery, and the function of rn1ing BBlnmed by other membera 
of the commnnity. Thna between the rudest societies and 
lOme of the lowest forms of animal life there is analogy 
alike in the slight extent to which organization is ca~cJ. 
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m the indefiniteness of this organization, and in its want of 
6xity. 

A further complication of the analogy is at haud. 
From the aggregation of units into organized groups, we 
pass to the multiplication of such groups, ana their coalell
cence into compound groups. The Hydra, when it ball 
reached a certain bulk, puts forth from its surface a lud, 
which, growing and gradually assuming the form of tho 
parent, finally becomes detacbed; and by this process of 
gemmation, the creature peoples the adjacent water with 
.others like itself. A parallel process is seen in the multipli. 
cation of those lowly.organized tribes above described. 
One of them having increased to a size that is either too 
great for co-ordination under so rude a structure, or else 
that is groater than the surrounding country can supply 
with game and other wild food, there arises a tendency to 
divide; and as in such communities there are ever occur· 
ring quarrels, jealousies, and other causes of division, there 
soon comes an occasion on which a part of the tribe sepa
rates under the leadership of some subordinate chief, and 
migrates. This process being fl'om time to time repeated, 
an extensive region is at length occupied with numerous 
separate tribes descended from a common ancestry. The 
analogy by no means ends here. Though in the common 
Hydra, the young ones that bud out from the parent soon 
become detached and indepondent; yet throughout the 
rest of the class Hydrozoa, to which this creature belongs, 
the like does not generally happen. The successive indi·
v-iduals thus developed continue attached; give origin ~o 
other such individuals which also continue attached; and 
so there results a compound animal. As in the Hydra 
itself, we find an aggregation of units which, considered 
separately, are akin to the lowest Protozoa; so here, in a 
Zoophyte, we find an aggregation of such aggregations. 
The like is also seen throughout the extensive family 01 
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P()lyzoa or llfoUuscoida. The Asoidian Mollusks, too, ia 
their many varied forms, sbow us tbe same tbing: exhibit, 
ing, at tbe same time, various degrees of union lubsisting 
among tbe component individuals. For while in the &114 
tbe componen" individuals adbere so sligbtly tbat a blow OD 

tbe vessel of water in wbicb they are floating will leparate 
them; in tbe .BotryUidrB tbere exist a a vascular connexion 
between tbem, and a common circulation. 

Now in tbese various forms and degrees of aggregation, 
Olay we not see paralleled the union of groups of connate 
tribes into nations l' Though in regions where circum~ 
stances permit, the separate tribes descended from lOme 
original tribe, migrate in all directioll8, and become far re
moved Rnd quite separate; yet, in other csaes, where tbe 
territory presents barriers to distant migration, this doea 
not happen: the small kindred communities are held in 
closer contact, and eventually become more or lellll onited 
into a nation. The contrast between the tribes of Ameri
can IndiaD8 and the Scottish clans, illustratea this. And a 
glance at our own early history, or tbe early histories of 
continental nations, shows tbis fusion of small simple com
munities taking place in various ways and to variou. extents. 
As says M. Guizot, in his history of "The Origin of Rep
resentative Government,"-

.. By degrees, in the midst of the chaos of the rising aociety, 
B1llall aggregations are formed which feel the want of alliance and 
union with each other. • • • Boon inequality of strength ia 
displayed among neighbouring aggregations. The strong tend to 
sUbjugate the weak, and usurp at first the rights of taxation and 
military service. Thus political authorityleaveB the aggregatioDi 
which first instituted it, to take a wider range.» 

That is to say, the Imlall tribes, clans, or feudal unions, 
sprung mostly from a common stock, and long held in con
tact as occupants of adjacent lands, graduany get united j., 
other ways tban by mere adhesion of race and proximity. 
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A further series of changes begins now to. take place; to 
which, as before, we shall find analogies in individual or
ganisms. Returning again to the Hydrozoa, we observe 
that in t,he simplest of the compound forms, the connected 
individuals developed from a common stock, are alike in 
structure, and perform like functions: with the exception, 
indeed, that here and there a bud, instead of developing 
into a stomach, mouth, and tentacles, becomes an egg-sac. 
But with the oceanic Hydrozoa, this is by no' means the 
ease. In the (JalyeophoridaJ, some of the polypes growing 
from the common germ, become developed and modified 
into large, long, sack·like bodies, which by their rhythmi
cal contractions move through the water, dragging the 
community of polypes after them. In the PhysophoridaJ, 
a variety of organs similarly arise by transformation of the 
budding polypes; so that in creatures like the Physalia, 
commonly known as the" Portuguese Man-of-war," instead 
of that tree-like group of similar individuals forming the 
original type of the class, we have a complex mass of unlike 
parts fulfilling unlike duties. As an individual Hydra may 
be regarded as a group of Protozoa, which have become 
partially metamorphosed into different organs; 80 a Phy< 
IJalia is, morphologically considered, a group of Hyara of 
which the individuals have been variously transfO'l'med to 
fit them for various functions. 

This differentiation upon differentiation, is just what 
takes place in the evolution of a civilized society. We ob
served how, in the small communities first formed, there 
arises B certain simple political organization-there is 1 
partial separation of classes having different duties. And 
now we have to observe. how, in a nation formed by the 
fnsion of such small communities, the several sections, at 
first alike in structures and modes of activity, gradually 
become unlike in both-gradually become mutually.de
pendent parts, divers03 in their natures and functions. 

19 
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The doctrine of the progrell8ive division of labour, tc 
which we are here introduced, is familiar to all readera. 
And further, the analogy between the economical division 
of labour and the "physiological division of labour," is 10 

str..king, as long since to have drawn the attention of sci. 
entific naturalists: so .striking, indeed, thal the expreasion 
"physiological dh'ision of I8bo~r," haa been luggested by 
it. It is not needful, therefore, tbat. we Ihoold treat tbill 
part. of our subject in great detail. We shall content. our
selves with noting a few general and aignificant facta, not 
manifest on a first. inspection. 

Throughout the whole animal kingdom, from the C0' 
lenterata upwards, the first stage of evolution is the JaIJIe. 
Equally in tbe germ of a polype and in the human ovum, 
the aggregated m&88 of cella out of which the creature iB 
to arise, gives origin to a peripheral layer of cella, Blightly 
differing from the rest wbich tbey include; and thiB layer 
subsequently divides into two-the inner, lying in c.Jntact 
with the included yelk, being called tbe mUC008 layer, and 
the outer, exposed to surrounding agencies, being called 
the sero08layer: or, in the terms used by Prot: Hux!ey, in 
describing tbe development of the Hyclrozoo-the endo
derm and ectoderm. This primary division marks out. a 
fundamental contrast of parts in the future organism. 
From the mUC008 layer, or endoderm, is develop8<"l the 
apparatus of nutrition; wbile from tbe serons layer, or eo
toderm, is developed the apparatus of external action. 
Out of tbe one arise the organs Ly wbich food is prep:&red 
d'nd absorbed, oxygen imbibed, and blood purified; while 
out of tbe other arise the nervous, muscular, and OZ8OOUS 
systems, by wbose combined actions the movements uf tbe 
body as a whole are effected. Though this is not. a rigo~ 
ously-correct distinction, seeing tbat BOme organs iuvolvo 
both of these primitive membranes, yet. high authoritiet 
agree in stating it as a broad general distinctioo. 
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Well, in the evolution of a society, we see a primary 
differentilltion of analogous kind; which similarly underlies 
the whole futuro structure. As alrelldy pointed out, the 
ouly manifest contrast of pllrts in primitive societies, is thllt 
between the governing and the governed. "In the least or
ganized tribes, tho counoil of chiefs may be II body of men 
distinguished simply by greater courage or experience. In 
more organized tribes, the chief-class is definitely sepllrated 
from the lower class, and often regarded as different in na
ture-sometimes as god-descended. And later, we find 
these two becoming respectively freemen and slaves, .or 
nobles and serfs. A glance at their respective functions, 
makes it obvious that the grellt divisions thus early formed, 
stand to each other in II rellltion similar to that in whioh 
the })rimary divisions of the embryo stand to each other. 
For, from its first appearance, the class of chiefs is that by 
which the external acts of the society are controlled: alike 
in war, in negotiation, and in migration. Afterwards, 
while the upper class grows distinct from the lower, and at 
the SlIme time becomes more and more exclusively regula
tive and defensive in its functions, alike in the persons of 
kings and subordinate rulers, priests, and military leaders ; 
the inferior class becomes more and more exclusively occu
pied in providing the necessaries of life for the community 
at large. From the soil, with which it comes in most di
rect contact, the mass of the people takes up and prepares 
for usc, the food and such rude articles of manufacture as 
are known; while the overlying mass of superior men, 
maintained by the working population, deals with circuftl
st.ances external to the commullit.y-circumstances with 
Whiell, by position, it is mure immt'diately con<.'erned. 
Ceasing by-and-by to have any knowledge of, or power 
over, the concerns of the society as a whole, the serf-class 
becomes devoted to the processes of alimentation; while 
'he noble class, ceasing to take any part in the prooe~ of 
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alimentatIOn, becomes devoted to the co-oI'din:lted move. 
ments of the entire body politic. 

Equally remarkable is a further analogy of like kind. 
After the mucous and serous layers of the embryo have 
separated, there presently arises between the two, a third, 
known to physiologists as the vascular l:lycr-a hyer out 
of 'which are developed the chief blood-vessels. The mu· 
cous layer absorbs nutriment from the mass of yelk it en
closes; this nutriment has to be transferred to the overly. 
ing serous layer, out of which the nerva-muscular system 
is· being developed; and between the two arises a vascular 
system by which the transfer is efl'ected-a system of ves· 
sels which continues ever after to be the transferrer of nu· 
triment from the places where it is absorbed and prepared, 
to the places where it is needed for growth and repair. 
Well, may we not trace a parallel step in social progreM' 

Between the governing and the governed, there at first 
exists no intermediate class; and even in some societie. 
that have reached considerable sizes, there are acarcelyany 
but the nobles and their kindred on the one hand, and the 
serfs on the other: the social structure being 8uch, that the 
transfer of commodities takes place directly from slave. to 
their masters. But in societies of a higher type, there 
grows up between these two primitive classes, another
the trading or middle class. Equally, at first as now, we 
may see that, speaking generally, this middle class is the 
analogue of the middle layer in the embryo. For all tra
ders are essentially distributors. Whether they be whole
slfie dealers, who collect into hrge masses the commodities 
of various producers; or whether they be retailers, who 
divide out to those who want them, the masses of com
modities thus collected together; all mercantile men are 
agents of transfer from the places where things are pro
-duced to the places where they are consumed. Tha. the 
distributing apparatus of a society, answers to the distribn 
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Ling apparatus of a living body; not only in its functions, 
but in its intermediate origin and subsequent position, and 
in the time of its appearance. 

Without enumerating the minor differentiations which 
these three great classes afterwards undergo, we will 
merely note that throughout, they follow the same general 
law with the differentiations of an individual organism. In 
a society, as in a rudimentary animal, we have seen that the 
most general and broadly contrasted divisions are the first 
to make their appearance; and of the subdivisions it con
tinues true in both cases, that they arise in the order of de
creasing generality. 

Let us observe next, that in the one case as in the oth
er, the specializations are at first very incomplete; and be
come more complete as organization progresses. We saw 
that in primitive tribes, as in the simplest animals, there 
remains much, community of function between the part!! 
that are nominally different-that, for instance,'the class of 
chiefs long remain industrially the same as the inferior 
class; just as in a Hydra, the property of contractility is 
possessed by the units of the endoderm as well as by those 
of the ectoderm. We noted also how, as the society ad
vanced, the two great primitive classes partook less and 
less of each other's functions. And we have here to re
mark, that all subsequent specializations are at first vague, 
and gradually become distinct. "In the infancy of socie
ty," says M. Guizot, "everything is confused and uncer
tain; there is as yet no fixed and precise line of demarca
tion between the different powers in a state." "Or~
nally kings lived like other landowners, on the incomes de
rived from their own private estates." Nobles were petty 
kings; and kings only the most powerful nobles. Bishops 
were f\ludal lords and military leaders. The right of coin
ing money was possessed by powerful subjects, and by the 
Church, as well as by the king. Every leading man exer 
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cised alike ~he functions of landowner, farmer, lolilier, 
statesman, judge. Retainers were now soldiers, and DOW 

labourers, as the day required. But by degreel the 
Church has lost all civil jurisdiction; the State haa exer
cised less and ress control over religious teaching ~ the mil
itary class has grown a distinct one; handicrafts have con
centrated in towns; and the spinning-wheels of scattered 
farmhouses, have disappeared before the machinery of man
ufacturing districts. Not only is all progresa from the ho
mogeneous to the heterogeneous; but at the same time it 
is from the indefinite to the definite. 

Another fact which should not be passed over, is that in 
the evolution of a large society out of an aggregation of Imall 
ones, there is a gradual obliteration of the originallinel of 
separation-a change to which, also, we may lee analogies 
in living bodies. Throughout the sub.kingdom Annulo8a, 
this is clearly and variously illustrated. Among the lower 
types of this suh-kingdom, the body consists of numeroDi 
segments that are alike in nearly every particular. Each 
has its external ring; its pair or. legs, if the creature haa 
legs; its equal portion of intestines, or elAe ita leparate 
stomach; its equal portion of the great blood-vesael, or, in 
some cases, its separate heart; ita equal portion of the nero 
vous cord, and, perhaps, its separate pair of ganglia. But 
in the highest types, as in the large Oruatacea, many of 
the segments are completely fused together; and the internal 
organs are no longer uniformly repeated in all the legments. 
Now the segments of which nations at first consist, lose their 
seiJarate external and internal structures in a similar manner. 
In feudal times, the minor communities govel1}ed by feudal 
lords, were severally organized in the Bame rude way; and 
were held together only by the fealty of their respective 
rulers to some suzerain. But along with the growth of • 
central power, the demarcations of these local communitiel 
disappeared; and their separate organizationa merged into 
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the general organization. The like is seen on a larger scale 
in the fusion of England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland; and, 
on the Continent, in the coalescence of provinces into kirrg· 
doms. Even in the disappearance of law-made divisions, 
the process is analogous. Among the Anglo-Saxons, Eng
land was divided into tithings, hundreds, and counties: 
there were county courts, courts of hundred, and courts of 
tithing. The oourts of tithing disappeared fiI-st; then the 
oourts of hundred, whioh have, however, left traces; while 
the oounty-jurisdiction still exists. 

But ohiefly it is to be noted, that there eventually grows 
up an organization which has no reference to these original 
divisions, but traverses them in various directions, as is the 
oase in creatures belonging to the sub-kingdomjust named; 
and, further, that in both cases it is the sustaining organiza
tion which thus traverses old boundaries, while in both 
cases it is the. governmental, or co·ordinating organization 
in which the original boundaries continue traceable. Thus, 
in the highest Annulosa, the exo-skeleton and the muscu
lar system, never lose all traces of their primitive segmen
tation; but throughout a great part of the body, the con
tained viscera do not in the least conform to the external 
divisions. Similarly, with a nation, we see that while, for 
governmental purposes, such divisions as counties and par
ishes still exist, the structure developed for calTying on the 
nutrition of society, wholly ignores these boundaries: our 
great cotton-manufactnre spreads out of Lancashire into 
North Derbyshire; Leicestershire and N ottinghamshire 
have long divided the stocking-trade between them; l6De 
great centre for the production of iron and iron-goods, in
cludes part.s of Warwickshire, Staffordshire, W orcestershire; 
and those various specializations of agriculture which have 
made different parts of England noted for different pro
ducts, show no more respect to county-boundaries than 
do our growing towns to the boundaries of parishes. 
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If, after contemplating these analogies of I!1.ructll1'O, we 
inquire whether there are any such analogies between the 
processes of organic change, the answer ia-yes. The 
causes which lead to increase of bulk in any pan of the 
body politic, al'e of like nature with those which lead to 
increase of bulk in any part of an indi,idual body. 10 
both cases the antecedent is greater functional activity, coo
sequent on greater demand. Each limb, viscus, gland, or 
other member of an animal, is developed by exercise-by 
actively discharging the duties which the body at large re
quires of it; and similarly, any class of labourer. or arti
sans, any manufacturing centre, or any official agency, begins 
to enlarge when the community devolves on it an increase 
of work. In each case, too, growth has it. conditions and 
its limits. That any organ in a living being may groW' 
by exercise, there needs a due snpply of blood: all ac
tion implies waste; blood brings the materials for re
pair; and before there can be growth, the quantity of 
blood supplied must be more than that requisite for re
pair. 

So is it in a society. If to some district which elabor
ates for the community particular commoditiea-aay the 
woollens of Yorkshire-there comes an augmented demand; 
and if, in fulfilment of this demand, a certain expenditure 
and wear of the manufacturing organization are incurred; 
and it, i!l payment for the extra supply of woollens sen' 
away, there comes back only soch quantity of commodities 
as replaces the expenditure, and makes good the waste of 
lift> and machinery; there can clearly be no growth. Tha& 
there may be growth, the commodities obtained in return 
milst be more than sufficient for these ends; and just in 
proportion as the surplus is great will the growth be rapid. 
\Vhence it is manifest that what in commercial afthlr. we 
call proftt, answers to the excet!S of nutrition over waste in 
a living body. Moreover, in both cases, when the fUDOo 
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tional aotivity is high and the nutrition defective, there reo 
Bults not growth but decay. If in an animal, any organ is 
worked so hard that the channels which bring blood cannot 
furnish enough for repair, the organ dwindles; and if in the 
body politic, some part has been stimulated "into great pro
ductivity, and cannot afterwards get paid for all its produce, 
certain of its members become bankrupt, and it decreases 
in size. 

One more parallelism to be here noted, is, that t4e dif
ferent parts of the social organism, like the different parts 
of an individual organism, compete for nutriment; and 
severally obtain more or less of it according as they are 
discharging more or less duty. If a man's brain be over· 
excited, it will abstract blood from his viscera and stop 
digestion; or digestion actively going on, will so affect tue 
circulation through the brain as to cause drowsiness; or 
grcat muscular exertion will determine such a quantity of 
blood to the limbs, as to arrest digestion or cerebral action, 
lIS the case may be. So, likewise, in a society, it frequent
ly happens that great activity in some one direction, causes 
partial arrests of activity elsewhere, by abstracting capital, 
that is commodities: as instance the way in which the sud· 
den development of our railway.system hampered commer· 
cial operations; or the way in which the raising of a large 
military force temporarily stops' the growth of leading in. 
dustries. 

The last few paragraphs introduce the next division of 
our subject. Almost unawares we have come upon the 
analogy which exists between the blood of a living body, 
and the circulating mass of commodities in the body politic. 
We have' now to trace out this analogy from its simplest to 
its most complex manifestations. 

In the lowest animals there exists no blood properly 80 

called. Through t·he small aggregation of cells which make 
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up a Hyura, permeate the juices absorbed from the food. 
There is n·o apparatus for elaborating a collcentrated aDd 
purified nutriment, and distributiug it among the compo
nent units; bu~ these component units directly imbibe the 
unprepared nutriment, either from the digestive cavity or 
from each other. May we not say that this is what takes 
plsce in an aboriginal tribe? All ita members severally 
obtain for themselves the necessaries of life in their crode 
states; and severally prepare them for their own Ulel lUI 

well as they can. When there arises a decided ditl'erentia
tion between the governing and the governed, some 
amount of trausfer begins between those inferior indio 
viduals, who, as workerll, come directly in contact with the 
products of the earth, and those superior ones who exer
cise the higher functionll-& transfer parallel to that which 
accompanies the ditl'erentiation of the ectoderm from the 
endoderm. In the one case, as in the other, however, it 
is a transfer of products that are little if at all prepared; 
and takes place directly from the unit which obtains to 
the unit which consumes, without entering into any general 
current. 

Passing to larger organisms-individual and IOcial-we 
find the first advance upon this arrangement. Where, lUI 

among the compound Hyilf'()%()a, there is an aggregation 
of many such primitive groups as form HyilraJ; or where, 
as in a llnilu8a, one of these groups has become of great 
size; the.re exist rude channels running throughout the 
substance of the body:· not however, channels for·the COII

veyance of prepared nutriment, but mere prolongations or 
the digestive cavity, through which the crude chyle-aque
ous fluid reaches the remoter parts, and is moved back
wards and forwards by the creature's contractions. Do we 
.Dot find in Bome of the more advanced primitive communi
ties, an analogons condition? When the men, partially or 
fully united into one society, become numero~when, aa 
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usually happens, they cover 3 surface of country not every
whele alike in its products-when, more especially, there 
31'ise considerable classes that are not industrial; some pro
cess of exchange and distribution inevitably arises. Trav
ersing here and there the earth's surface, toverE:d by that 
vegetation on which human life depends, and in which,. as 
we say, the units of a society are imbedded, there art'! 
formed indefinite paths, along which some of the necessa
ries of life occasioually pass, to be bartered for others 
which presently come back along the same channels. Note, 
however, that at first little else but crude commodities are 
thus transferred-fruits, fish, pigs or cattle, skins, etc.: 
there are few, if any, manufactured products or articles 
prepared for consumption. And note further, that such 
distribution of these unprepared necessaries of life as takes 
place, is but occasional-goes on with a certain slow, irregu
lar rhythm. 

Further progress in the elaboration and distribution of 
nutriment, 01' of commodities, is a necessary accompani
ment of further djjferimtiation of functions in the indivi
dual body or in the body politic. As fast as each organ of 
a living animal becomes confined to a special action, it must 
become dependent on the rest for. all those materials which 
its position and duty do not permit it to obtain for itself; 
in the same way that, as fast as each particular class of a 
community becomes exclusively occupied in producing it'J 
own commodity, it must become dependent on the rest for 
the other commodities it needs. And, sinlultaneously, a 
more perfectly-elaborated blood will result from a highly
specialized group of nutritive organs, severally adapted to 
prepare its different elements; in the same way that the 
stream of commodities circulating throughout a society, 
will be of superior quality in proportion to the greater di
l"ision of labour among the workers. Observe, also, that 
in either case the circulating mass of nutritive materials, 
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besides coming gradually to consist of better ingredil'llWt 
also grows more complex. An increase in the Dumber or 
the unlike organs which add to the blood their waste mat.
ters, and demand from it the different material. they leV· 

erally need, implies a blood more heterogeneoUl in compa. 
sition-an tl prim conclusion which, according to Dr. 
Williams, is inductinly confirmed by examination of th. 
blood throughout the varioUl grades of the animal king
dom. And similarly, it is manifest that as fast as the 
division of labour among the classes of a community, 
becomes greater, there must be an increasing heteroge
neity in the currents of merchandise flowing throughou, 
that community. 

The circulating mass of nutritive materials in individual 
organisms and in social organisms, becoming alike better in 
the quality of its ingredients and more heterogeneou. in 
composition, as the type of structure becomes higher; 
eventually has added to it in both eases another element, 
which is not itself nutritive, but facilitates the proceu of 
nutrition. We refer, in the case of the individual orgao
ism, to the blood-discs; and in the case of the IOcial or
ganism, to money. This analogy has been obscrved by 
Liebig, who in his "Familiar Letters on Chemistry," 
says: 

"Silver and gold have to perform in the organization of the 
State, the same function 88 the blood corpnsclee in the hnmao 
organization. .As these ronnd discs, withont themselvel taking 611 
immediate share in the nntritive process, are the medium, the 
8Ssenpal condition of the change of matter, of the production of 
the heat, end of the force bl which the temperature of the bodT 
is k('pt up end the motions of the blood end all the juices are de
termined, 80 has gold become the medium of all activitl in the life 
of the State." 

And blood-oorpnscles being like money in thcir funo
tions, and in the fact that they aTe Dot consumed in nutri-
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tion, he further points out, that the number of them which 
in a considerable interval flows through the great centres, 
is enormous when compared with their absolute number; 
just· as the quantity of money which annually passes 
through the great mercantile centres, is 'enormous when 
compared with the total quantity of money in the kingdom. 
Nor is this all. Liebig has omitted the significant circum
stanoe, that only at a certain stage of organization docs this 
element of the circulation make its appearance. Through
out extonsive divisions of the lower animals, the blood con
tains no corpusoles; and in societies of low civilization, 
there is no money. 

Thus far, we have considered the analogy between the 
blood in a living body and the consumable and circulating 
commodities in the body politic. Let us now compare the 
appliances by which they are respectively distributed. We 
shall find in the development of these appliances, parallel
isms not less remarkable than those above set forth. .Al
ready we have shown that, as classes, wLolesale and retail 
distributors discharge in a society, the office which the 
vascular system discharges in an individual creature; that 
they come into existence later than the other two great 
classes, as the vascular layer appears later than the muoous 
and serous layers; and that they occupy a like intermedi
ate llosition. Here, however, it remains to be pointed out 
that a complete conception of the ciroulating system in a 
sooiety, includes not only the active human agents who 
propel the currents of oommodities, and regulate their dis
tribution ; but includes, also, the ohannels of oommunication. 
It is the formation and arrangement of the~e, to which we 
now direct attention. 

Going back once more to those lower animals in which 
there is found nothing but a partial diffusion, not of blood, . 
but only of crude nutritive fluids, it is to be remarked that 
the ohannels through which the diffusion takes place, are 
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mere excavations through the half-organizcd subltance ot 
the body: they have no lining membrane&, but are mert 
lacunlB traversing a rude tissue. Now countries in which 
civilization is but co~mencing, display a like condition: 
there are no roads properly 80 called; but the wildemcu 
of vegetal life covering the earth's surface, is pierced by 
tracks, through which the distribution of crude commow. 
tics takes place. And while in both cases, the acts of dis
tribution occur only at long intervala (the currents, after a 
pause, now setting towards a general centre, and now 
away from it), the transfer is in both cases slow and difficult. 
But among other aceompaniments of progress, common to 
animals and societies, comes the formation of more definite 
and complete channels of communication. Blood-vessell 
acquire distinct walls; roads are fenced and gravelled. 
This advance is first seen in those roads or vellSels that are 
nearest to the chief centres of distribution; while the pcri
pheral roads and peripheral vessels, long continue in their 
primitive states. At a yet later stage of development, 
where comparative finish of structure is found throughont 
the system 88 well 88 near the chief centres, there remain. 
in both cases, the difference, that the main channels are 
comparatively broad and straight, while the subordinate 
ones are narrow and tortuous in proportion to their re
moteness. 

Lastly, it is to be remarked that there ultimately arise 
in the higher social organisms, 88 in the higher individual 
organisms, main channels of distribution still more distin
guir.bed by their perfect structures, their comparative 
Btraightness, and the absence of those small branches which 
the minor channels perpetually give 011: And in railway. 
we also see, for the first time in the 80cial organism, 8 

lIpt:cialization with respect to the directions of the currentl 
-6 system of double channels conveying currenta in op~ 
site directions, 88 do the artorios and veiDS of a well-devel
opcd a~ima1. 
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These parallelisms in the evolutions and structures of 
tile circulating systems, introduce us to others in the kinds 
and rates of the movements going on through them. In 
the lowest societies, as in the lowest creatures, the distri
bution of erude nutriment is by slow gur~tations and re
gurgitations. In creatures that have rude vascular sys
tems, as in societies that are beginning to have roads and 
some transfer of commodities along them, there is no regu
lar circulation in definite courses; but instead, periodical 
changes of the cnrrents-now towards this point, and now 
towards that. Through each part of an inferior mollusk's 
body, the blood flows for a while in one direction, then 
stops, and flows in the opposite direction; just as through a 
rudely-organized society, the distribution of merchandise 
is slowly carried on by great fairs, occnrring in dllferent 
localities, to and from which the currents periodically set. 
Only animals of tolerably complete organizations, like ad
vanced communities; are permeatedoy constant currents 
that are definitely directed. . In living bodies, the local and 
variable currents disappear when there grow up great 
ecntres of circulation, generating more powerful currents, 
by a rhythm which . ends in a quick, regular pulsation. 
And when in social bodies, there arise great centres of 
commercial activity, producing and exchanging large quan
tities of commodities, the rapid and continuous streams 
drawn in and emitted by these centres, subdue aU minor 
and local circulations: the slow rhythm of fairs merges 
into the faster one of weekly markets, and in the chief cen
tres of distribution, weekly markets merge into daily !nar
kets; while in place of the languid transfer from place to 
place, taking place at first weekly, then twice or thrice a 
week, we by"and-by get daily transfer, and finally transfer 
many times a day-the original sluggish, irregular rhythm, 
becomes a rapid, equable pulse. 

Mark, too, that in both cases the increased activity,like 
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the greater perfection of structure, ia much leM conspicu 
ons at the periphery of the vascular system. On maio 
lines of railway, we have, perhaps, a score trains in each 
direction daily, going at from thirty to fifty miles an hour; 
as, through tM great arteries, the blood rushee rapidly in 
successive gushes. Along high roads, there move vehiclCl 
conveytng men aud commodities with much less, though 
still considerable, specd, aDd with a much leM decicled 
rhythm; as, in the smaller arteries, the speed of the blood 
is greatly diminished, and the pulse less contlpicuous. 10 
parish-roads, narrow, less complete, and more tortuous, the 
rate of movement ia further decreased and the rhythm 
scarcely traceable; as in the ultimate arteries. In those 
still more imperfeot by-roads which lead from these parish. 
roads to scattered farmhouses and cottages, the motion i. 
yet slower and very irregular; just as we find it in the 
capillaries. While along the field-roads, which, in their 
unformed, unfenced state, are typical of lacunm, the move 
ment is the slowest, the most irregular, and the most infre
quent; as it is, not only in the primitive lacunaJ of animals, 
and societies, but as it is also in those lacunaJ in which the 
vascular system ends among extensive families of inferior 
creatures. 

ThIlS, then, we find between the distributing systems 
of living bodies and the distributing system. of bodiel pol. 
itic, wonderfully close parallelisms. In the lowest forma of 
individual and social organisms, there exist neither prepare 
ed nutritive matters Dor diatributing appliances; and in 
both; these, arising as necessary accompaniments of the 
differentiation of parts, approach perfection as this differen
tiation approaches completeness. In animals, as in socie
ties, the distributing agencies begin to show themselves at 
the same relative periods, and in the eame relative poaritions. 
In the one, as in the other, the nutritive materials circula
ted, are at first crude and simple, gradually become better 
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elaborated and more heterogeneous, and have eventually 
added to them a new clement facilitating the nutritive pro
cesses. The channels of communication pass through similar 
phases of development, which bring them to analogous 
forms. And the directions, rhythms, an~ rates of cir
iSulation, progress by like steps to like final conditions. 

We come at length to the nervous system. llaving no
ticed the primary differentiation of societies into the gov
erning and governed classes, and observed its analogy to 
the differentiation of the two primary tissues which respec
tively develope into organs of e:s:ternal action and organs 
of alimentation; having noticed 1I0me of the leading anal
ogies between the development of industrial arrangements 
and that of the alimentary apparatus; and having, above, 
more fully traced the analogies between the distributing 
systems, social and individual; we have now to compare 
the appliances by which a society, as a whole, is regulated, 

·with those by which the movements of an individual crea
ture are regulated. We shall find here, parallelisms equally 
striking with those already dctailed. 

The class out of which governmental organization ori
ginates, is, as we have said, analogous in its relations to the 
ectoderm of the lowest animals and of embryonic forms. 
And as this primitive membrane, out of which the ncrvo
muscular system is evolved, must, even in the first stage of 
its differentiation, be slightly distinguished from the rest 
by that greater impressibility and contractility characteriz
ing the organs to which it gives rise; so, in that superior 
class which is eventually transformed into the direct;exe
cutive system of a society (its legislative and defensive ap
l)liances), does there exist in the beginning, a larger en
dowment of the capacities required for these higher social 
functions. Always, in rude assemblages of men, the strong
sst, most courageous, and most sagacious, become ruler. 
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and leaders; and, in a tribe of Bome standing, this results 
in the establishment of a dominant class, characterized on 
the average by those mental and bodily qualitiel! which fit 
them for deliberation and vigorous combiued action. Tbll8 
that greater impressibility and contractility, which in tbe 
rudest animal types characterize the units of the ectoderm, 
characterize also the units of the primitive social ectoderm; 
since impressibility and contractility are the respective rootl 
of intelligence and strength. 

Again, in the unmodified ectoderm, as we see it in the 
Hydra, the units are all endowed both with impressibility 
and contractility; but as we ascend to higher typel! of or
ganization, the ectoderm di1l'erentiates into Clas8l'1 of unitl 
which divide those two functions between them: Bome, be
coming exclusively impressible, cease to be contractile; 
while some, becoming exclusively contractile, cease to be 
impressible. Similarly with societies. In an aboriginal 
tribe, the directive and executive functions are diffused in 
a mingled form throughout the whole governing class. 
Each minor chief commands those under him, and if need 
be, himself coerces them into obedience. The council of 
chiefs itself carries out on the battle-field its own decisions. 
The head chief not only makes laws, but administers justice 
with his own hands. In larger and more Bettled comrilUni
ties, however, the directive and executive agenciea begin 
to grow distinct feom each other. As fast as his duties 
accumulate, the head chief or king confines himself more 
and more to directing public aftairs, and leavel! the execu 
tion,of his will to others: he deputes others to enforce 
submi.'1sion, to inflict pnnishments, or to carry out minor 
acts of offence and defence; and only on occasions when, 
perhaps, the safety of the society and his own supremacy 
are at stake, does he begin to act 118 well 118 direct. A. 
this ditrerentiati;>n establishes itself, the characteristics or 
the ruler beg:n to change. No longer, as in an aboriginal 
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tribe, the strongest and most daring man, the tendency is 
for him to become the man of greatest cnnning, foresight, 
and skill in the management of others; for in societies that 
have advanced beyond the first stage, it is chiefly such 
qualities that insure success in gaining supreme power, and 
holding it against internal and external enemies. Thus that 
member of -the governing class who comes to be the chief 
directing agent, and so plays the same part that a rudimen
tary nervous centre does in an unfolding organism, is nsu. 
ally one endowed with some superiorities of nervous organ
ization. 

In those somewhat larger and more complex communi
ties possessing, perhaps, a separate military class, a priest
hood, and dispersed masses of population requiring local 
. control, there necessarily grow up subordinate governing 
:lgents; who as their duties accumulate, severally become 
more directive and less executive in their characters. 
And when, as commonly happens, the king begins to 
collect round himself advisers who aid him by commun
icating information, preparing subjects for his judgment, 
and issuing his orders; we may say that the form of 
organization is comparable to one very general among 
inferior types of al}imals, in which there exists a chief 
ganglion with a' few dispersed minor ganglia under its 
control 

The analogies between the evolution of governmental 
structures in societies, and the evolution of governmental 
structures in living bodies, are, however, more strikingly 
displayed during the formation of nations by the COllIes
cenee of small communities--a process already shown to 
be, in several respects, parallel to the development of those 
creatures that primarily consist of many like segments. 
Among other points of community between the successive 
rings which make up the body in the lower Articulata, is 
the possession of similar pairs of ganglia. These pairs of 
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ganglia, though united together by nerves, are very inoolDo 
pletely dependent on any general controlling power. lIence 
it results that when the body is cut in two, the hinder part 
continues to move forward under tbe propulsion of its nu
merous legs; SDd that wben tbe chain of ganglia has been 
divided without severing the body, the hind limbs may b. 
seen trying to propel the body in one direction, while t.he 
fore limbs are trying to propel it iD anotber. Among t.h. 
higher Articulata, however, a number of the anterior pair. 
of ganglia, besides growing larger, unite in ODe mass; and this 
great cephalic ganglion, becoming the co-ordinator of all the 
creature's movements, there no longer exist. much local in 
dependence_ 

Now may we not in the growth of a consolidated king
dom out of petty sovereignties or baronies, observe analo
gous changes? Like the chiefs and primitive ruler. above 
described, feudal lords, exercising supreme power over their 
respective groups of retainers, diflcharge functions analo
gous to tholle of rndimentary nervous centres; and we 
know that at first they, like their analogues, are distin
guished by superiorities of directive and executive organiza
tion. Among these local governing centres, there is, in 
early feudal times, very little subordination. They are in 
frequent antagonism ;tbey are individually restrained chief
ly by tbe influence of large panies in their own class; and 
are but imperfectly and irregularly subject to that moat 
powerful-member of their order who has gained the p08i. 
tion of head suzerain or king. As the growth and organi
zatiqn of tbe society progresses, these local directive cen. 
tres fall more and more under the control of a chief direc
tive centre. Closer commercial union between the several 
segments, is a'lCompanied by closer governmental union; 
and these minor rulers end in being little more than agenta 
who administer, in their scverallocalities, the laws made by 
the supreme ruler: just as the iocal ganglia above described, 
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eventually become agents which enforce, in their respeo
tive segments, the orders oC the cephalic ganglion. 

The parallelism holds still further. We remarked above, 
when speaking of the rise of aboriginal kings, that in pro
portion as their territories and duties in~ease, they are 
obliged not only to perform their executive Cunctions by 
deputy, but also to gather round themselves advisers to aid 
them in their directive functions; and that thus, in place 
of a solitary governing unit, there grows up a group of 
governing units, comparable to a ganglion consisting of 
many cells. Let us here add, that the advisers and chief 
officers who thus form the rudiment of a ministry, tend 
from the beginning to exercise a certain control over the 
ruler. By the information they give and the opinions they 
express, they sway his judgment and affect his commands. 
To this extent he therefore becomes a channel through 
which are communicated the directions originating with 
them; and in course of time, when the advice of ministers 
becomes the acknowledged source of his actions," the king 
assumes very much the character of an automatic centre, 
reflecting the impressions made on him from without. 

Beyond this complication of governmental structUl<}, 
mnny societies do not. progress; but in some, a further de
velopment takes place. Our own case best illustrates this 
further development, and its further analogies. To kings 
and their ministries have been added, in England, other 
great directive centres, exercising a control which, at first 
small, has been gradually becoming predominant: as with 
the great governing ganglia that especially distinguishothe 
highest classes of living beings. Strange as the assertion 
will be thought, our Houses of Parliament discharge in thp. 
Bocial economy, fnnctions that are in sundry respects com
parable to those discharged by the cerebral masses in a 
vertebrate animal. As it is in the nature of a single gan 
glion to be affected only by specinl stimuli from particular 
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parts of the body; 80 it is.in the nature of a Bingle rule. 
to be swayed in his acts by exclusive personal or claaa in. 
terests. As it is in the nature of an aggregat.ion or ganglia, 
connected with the primary 'one, to convey to it a greater 
variety of inflliences from more nllmeroWl organs, and thlll 
t.v make its acts conform to more numeroua requirements; 
so it is in the nature of a king surrounded by subsidiary 
controlling powers, to adapt his rule to a greater number 
of pllblic exigencies. And as it is in the natllre or those 
great and latest-developed ganglia which distinguish thtl 
higher animals, to interpret and combine the multiplied 
and varied impressions conveyed to them from all parts of 
the system, and to regulate the act.ions in sllch way as duly 
eo regard them all; 80 it is in the nature of thOle great 
and latest-developed legislative bodies which distinguish 
the most advanced 8Ocieties, to interpret and combine the 
wishes and complaints of all classes and localities, and to 
regulate public alfuirs as much as possible in harmony with 
the general wants. 

The cerebrum co-ordinates the .:.ouotless heterogeneoul 
considerations which a1f'ect the present and future welfare 
of the individual as a whole; and the legislature co-ordi. 
nates the countless heterogeneoua consideratioWl which af. 
feet the immediate and remote welfare of the whole come 
munity. We may describe the office of the brain aa that 
of averaging the interests of life, physical, intellectual, 
moral, sOcial ;' and a good brain is one in which the desires 
answering to these respective interests are 80 balanced. 
tbllt the conduct they jointly dictate, sacrifices none of 
tbem. Similarly, we may describe the office of a Parlia
ment as that of averaging the interests of the Tarioul 
classes in a community; and a good Parliament is ODe iu 
which the parties answering to these respective hlterestl 
are 80 balanced, that their united legislation coDcedes to 
p..,h ,,1a. ..... lUll mn"h lUll f'nnsUd.s with the claim. of the red 
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nesides b.,ing romparable in their duties, these great di
rective centres, social and individual, are comparable in the 
procei8e8 by which their duties are d~harged. 

It is now an acknowledged truth in psychology, thai 
the cerebrum is not occupied with direct iDlpressions from 
without, but with the ide&.1 of such impressions: instead of 
the actual sensations produced in the body, and directly 
appreciated by the &en!1Ory ganglia or primitive nervous 
ceutres, the cerebrum receives only the representations of 
these sensations; and its oonscionsnes9 is called repruem-a
tiN oonscionsness, to distinguish it from the original or 
pruentatir:, ooJlllciousuesa. Is it not significant that .. e 
have hit on .the same word to distinguish the function of 
our House of Commons ? We call it a repruenlatiN body, 
because the interests with which it dealtt-the pains and 
pleasurei about .. hich it oonsul~ not directly pre
sented to it, but represented to it by its various members; 
and a debate! is a OOD1lict of representations of the evils or 
benefits likely to fullow from a proposed oourse--. descrip
tion which applies lI-ith equal truth to a debate in the indi
vidual conscionsne8S. In both cases, too, these great gov
erning masses take no part in the executive functions.. As, 
after a condict in the eerebrum, those desires which finally 
predominate, act on the subjacent ganglia, and through 
their instrumentality determine the bodily actions; 80 the 
parties which, after a parli.'UIlentary struggle, gain the vic
tory, do not themselves carry out their 'lll""ishes, but get 
them carried out by the executive divisions of the Govern
ment. The fulfilment of all legislative decisions st~ de
volves on the original directive centre&--the impulse pass
ing from the Parliament to the Ministers, and from the 
Ministers to the King, in whose name everything is donei 
just as those smaller, tin.--t-developed ganglia, which in the 
lowest vertebrata are the chief oontrolling agents, are &till, 
in the brains of the higher vertebrata, the agents through 
which the dictates of the cerebrum are worked Ollt. 
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Moreover, in both cases these oliginal centres become 
increasillgly automatic. In the developed vertebrate ani. 
mal, they have. little function beyond that of conveying 
impressions to, and executing tbe determinations or, thu 
larger centreBl In our highly organized government, th(l 
monarch has long been lapsing into a passive agent of PIU' 
liament; and now, ministers are rapidly f"lIing into the 
same position. 

Nay, between the two eases there is a parallelism, even 
in respect of the exceptions to this automatio action. For 
in the individual creature, it happens that nnder circum
stances of sudden alarm, as from a loud sound c10!!e at. 
band, an unexpected object starting up in front, or a "lip 
from insecure footing, the danger is guarded against by 
some quick involuntary jump, or adjustment of the limbl1, 
that takes place before there is time to consider the im
pending evil, and take deliberate measures to avoid it: the 
rationale of which is, that these violent impressions pro
duced on the senses, are reflected from the Bensory ganglia 
to the spinal cord. and muscles, without, 88 in ordinary 
cases, first passing through the cerebrum. In like manner, 
on national emergencies, calling for prompt action, the 
King and Ministry, not having time to lay the matter be
fore the great deliberative bodies, themselves issue Cdm
mands for the requisite movements or precautions: the 
primitiv~, and now almost automatic, directive centres, rOo 
sume for a· moment their original uncontrolled power. 
And then, strangest of all, observe that in either case there 
ia lll\ afterprocess of approval or disapproval. The individ· 
ual on recovering from his automatic start, at once contem
plates the cause of his fright; and, according to the case, 
concludes that it was well he moved 88 he did, or con
demns himself forhis groundless alarm. In like manner, 
the deliberative powers of the State, discU88, 88 lOon a. 
may be, the unauthorized acts of the executive powers 

'-. 
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Bud, deciding that the reasons were or were not Hufficient, 
grant or withhold a bill of indemnity.* 

Thus far in comparing the governmental organization 
of the body politio with that of an individual body, we 
have considered only the respective co-ordinating centres. 
We have yet to consider the channels through which these 
cG-ordinating centres receive information and convey com
mands. In the simplest societies, as in the simplest organ
isms, there is no "internuncial apparatus," as Hunter styled 
the nervous system. Consequently, impressions can be but 
slowly propagated from unit to unit throughout the whole 
mass. The same progress, however, which, in animal-or
ganization, shows itself in the establishment of ganglia or 
directive centres, shows itself also in the establishment of 
nerve-threads, through which the ganglia receive and con
vey impressions, and so control remote organs. And in so
cieties the like eventually takes place. . 

After a long period during which the directive ceutres 
communicate with various parts of the society through 
other means, there at last comes into existence an "inter
nuncial apparatus," analogous to that found in individual 
bodies. The comparison of telegraph-wires to nerves, is 
familiar to all. It applies, however, to an extent not com
monly supposed. We do not refer to the near alliance be
tween the subtle forces employed in the two cases; though 
it is now held that the nerve-force, if not literally electric, 

• It may be well to warn the reader against an error fallen into by one 
- who oriticised this essay on its first publication-the error of supposin~that 

the analogy here intended to be drawn, is a specifio analogy between the 
organization of society in England, and the human organization. As said 
at the outset, no suoh specific analogy exists. The above parallel, is one 
between the most-developed systems of governmental organization, indi
vidual and social; and the vertebrate type is instan,ed, merely as exhibit
Ing this most-developed system. If any specifio comparison were made, 
which It cannot rationally be, it would be to some muoh lower vertebra~ 
form than the human. 

20 
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is still a special form of electrio action, related to the ordi
nary form much as magnetism- is. But we refer to the 
structural arrangements of our telegraph-eystem. Thus, 
throughout the vertebrate sub-kingdom, the great nerve
bundles diverge from the vertebrate axis, side by side witb 
the great arteries; and similarly, our groups of telegraph
wires are carried along the sides of our railways. The 
most striking parallelism, however, remailll. Into each 
great bundle of nerves, as it leaves the aris of the body 
along with an artery, there enters a branch of the Iympa
thetio nerve; which branch, accompanying the artery 
throughout its ramifications, has the function of regulating 
its diameter and otherwise controlling the flow of blood 
through it according to the local requirementL Analo
gously, in the group of telegraph-wires running alongside 
each railway, there is one for the purpose of regulating the 
traffic-for retarding or expediting the dow of passengen 
and commodities, as the local conditions demand. Proba
bly, when our now rudimentary telegraph-Bfstem is fully 
developed, other analogies will be traceable. 

Such, then, is a general outline of the evidence which 
justifies, in detail, the comparison of societies to living or
ganismL That they gradually increase in mass; that they 
become little :l>y little more oomplex; that at the same 
time their parts grow more mutually dependent; and that 
they oontinue to live and grow as wholes, while luooessive 
generations of their units appear and disappear; are broad 
peouliarities whioh bodies politio display, in common with 
all living bodies; and in which they and liring bodies differ 
ii·om everything else. And on carrying out the compari
son in detail, we find that these major analogies involve 
many minor analogies, far closer than might have been ex
pected. To these we would gladly have added otherL We 
had hoped to flay something respecting the different typea 
of social organization, and something also on social meta
morphoses; but we have reached our assigned limitL 



xx. 
'USE AND BEAU'l'Y 

I N one of his essays, Emerson remarks, that what N atul'e 
at one time provides for ·use, she afterwards turns to 

ornament; and he cites in illustration the structure of a 
sea-shell, in which the parts that have for a while formed 
the mouth are at the next season of growth left behind, 
and become decorative nodes and spines. 

It has often occurred to me that this same remark might 
be extended to the progress of Humanity. Here, too, the 
appliances of one era serve as embellishments to the next. 
Equally in institutions, creeds, cllstoms, and superstitions, 
we may trace this evolution of beauty out of what was once 
purely utilitarian. 

The contrast between the feeling with which we regard 
portions of the Earth's surface still left in their original 
state, and the feeling with which the savage regarded them, 
is an instance that naturall], comes first in order of time. 
If anyone walking over Hampstead Heath, will note how' 
strongly its picturesqueness is brought out by con\rast 
with the surrounding cultivated fields and the masses of 
houses lying in the distance; and will further reflect that, 
haa this irregular gorse-covered surface extended on all 
Bides to the horizon, it would have looked dreary and 
prosaio rather than pleasing; he will see that to the primi
tive man a country so clothed presented no. beauty at all 
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To him it was merely a haunt of wild animals, and a ground 
out of which roots might be dug. What have become for 
us places of relaxation and enjoyment-places for afternoon 
strolls and for gathering 1I.0wel'8-were hiB places for labour 
and food, probaUl.yarousing in his mind none but utilitarian 
associations. 

Ruined castles afford an obvious instance of thiB meta
morphosis of the useful into the beautifuL To feudal 
baroue and their retainers~ security was the chief, if not tho 
only end, sought in choosing the sites and styles of their 
Iltrongholds. Probably they aimed as little at the pic
turesque 88 do the builders of cheap brick houscs in our 
modem towns. Yet what where erected for sbelter and 
safety, and what in those early days fulfilled an important 
function in the social economy, have now assumed a purely 
ornamental character. They serve 88 scenes for picnics; 
pictures of them decorate our drawing-rooms; and each 
supplies its surrounding districts with legends for Christ.
mas Eve. 

Following out the train of thought suggested by tbia 
last illustration, we may see that not only do the material 
exuvim of past social states become the ornaments of our 
landscapes; but tbat past habits, manners, and arrange
ments, serve as ornamental elements in our literature. 
Tbe tyrannies that, to the serfs who bore them, were harsh 
and dreary facts; the feuds wbicb, to tbose who took part 
in them, were very practical life-and.death affain; tbe 
"mailed, moated, sentinelled security tbat was irksome to 
the 'bobles who needed it; the imprisonments, and tor- " 
tures, and escapes, which were stem and quite prosaio 
realities to all concerned in tbem; have become to OJ 

material for romantio talelt-material which when woven 
into Ivanboes and Marmions, serves for amusement in lei. 
ure hours, and become poetical \>y contrast with our daily 
lives. 
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Thus, also, is it with extinct creeds. Stonehenge, which 
ill the hands of the Druids had a governmental influence 
over men, is in our day a place for antiquarian excursions; 
and its attendant priests are worked up into an opera. 
Greek sculptures, preserved for their beaut.;y in our galleries 
of art, and copied for the decoration of pleasure grounds 
and entrance halls, once lived in men's minds as gods de
manding obedience; as did also the grotesque idols that 
now amuse the visitors to our museums. 

Equally marked is this change of function in the case of 
minor superstitions. The fairy lore, which in past times 
was matter of· grave belief, and held sway over people's 
conduct, has since been transformed into ornament for 
A llIidsummer Night'B JJream, The Tempest, The Fairy 
Queen, and endless small tales and poems; and still affords 
subjects for children's story-books, themes for ballets, and 
plots for Planche's burlesques. Gnomes, and genii, and 
afrits, losing all their terrors, give piquancy to the wood
cnts in OU1' illustrated edition of the Arabian Nights. 
While ghost-stories, and tales of magic and witchcraft, af
ter serving to amuse boys and girls in their leisure hours, 
become matter for jocose allusions that enliven tea-table 
oonversation. 

Even our serious literature and our speeches are very 
generally relieved by ornaments drawn from such sources. 
A Greek myth is often used as a parallel by which to vary 
the monotony of some grave argument. The lecturer 
breaks the dead level of his practieal discourse by illustra
tions drawn from bygone customs, events, or beliefs •• And 
metaphors, similarly derived, give brilliancy to political 
orations, and to Times leading articles. . 

Indeed, on careful inquiry, I think it will be found that 
we turn to purposes of beauty most bygone phenomena 
that are at all COUSpillCOUS. The busts of great men in our 
libraries, and their tombs in our churohes j the once useful 
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but now purely ornamental heraldic Bymbo],; the mouk ... 
nuns, and convents, that give interest to a certain c1a.u af 
novels j the bronze medimvalBoldien used for embellillhing 
drawing-rooms j the gilt Apollos that recline on tim,," 
pieces; the narratives that serve 811 plm for our great 
dramas j and the events that afford subjects for historicnl 
pictures j-these and such like illustrations of the metamoJ\o 
phosis of the useful into the beautiful, are 80 numerous &II 

to suggest that, did we search diligently enough, we should 
find that in some place, or under some circumstance", 
nearly every notable product of the put. has asaumed a de
corative character. 

And here the mention of historical pictures reminds me 
that an inference may be drawn from an this, bearing 
directly on the practice of art. It. has of late yean heen a 
frequent criticism upon our historical painten, that tbey 
err in choosing their subjects from the past j and that, 
would they found a genuine and vital school, t.hey mus' 
render on canvas the life and deeds and aims of onr own 
time. It; however, there be any significance in t.he fore
going facta, it seems doubtful whether this criticism it • 
just one. For if it be the process of things, that what h81 
performed some practical functiou in society during one 
era, becomes available for ornament in a subsequent one; 
it almost follows that, conversely, whatevCl' it perform. 
ing some practical function DOW. or hu very recently 
performed one, does not poBBeB8 the ornamental charac
ter j and is, consequently, inapplicable to any'PurpoM of 
whieh beauty is the aim, or of which it is a needful in
gredient. 

Still more reasonable win this conclusion appear, wheo 
we consider the nature of this proce .. by which the useful 
is changed into the ornamental. An eBBeotial pre-requisite 
to all beauty is contra,!. To obtain artistlo effect, light 
wust be put in juxtaposition with .hade, brigh& coloun 
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with dull colours, a fretted surface with a plain one. .Jibrtt 
passages in music must have piano passages to relieve 
them; concertE'd pieces need interspersing with solos; and 
rich chords must not be continuously repeated. In tbe 
(lrama we do'mand contrast of characters, oj scenes, of sen
timent, of stylc, In prose composition an eloquent passage 
should have a comparatively plain setting; and in poems 
great effect is obtained by occasional change of versifica
tion. This general principlo will, I think, explain the trans
formation of the bygone useful into the present beautiful 
It is by virtue of their contrast with onr present modes of 
life, that past modes of lifo look interesting and romantic. 
Just as a picnic, which is a temporary return to an aborigi
nal condition, derives, from its unfamiliarity, a certain poe
try which it wonld not have were it habitual; so, every
thing ancient gains, from its relative novelty to us, an 
clement of interest. Gradually as, by the growth of soci
ety, we leave behind the customs, manners, arrangements, 
and all the produots, material and mental, of a bygone age 
-gradually as we recede from thebo so far that there 
arises a conspicuous difference between them and those we 
are familiar with; so gradually do they begin to assume to 
us a poetioal aspect, and become applioable for ornament. 
And henoe it follows that things and events which are close 
to us, and which are acoompanied by associations of ideas 
not markedly contrasted with our ordinary associations 
are relatively inappropriate for purposes of art. 



XII. 

rHE SOURCES OF ARCHI1'ECTURAL 'J.'YPES 

W HEN lately looking through the gallery of the Old 
Water-Colour Society, I was struck with the Incon

gruity produced by putting regular architecture into irregu
lar scenery. Iu one case, where the artist had introduced a 
perfectly symmetrical Grecian edifice into a mountainoul 
and somewhat wild landscape, the discordant effect waa 

, particularly marked. "How very unpicturesque," said a 
lady to her friend, as they passed; showing that I wa. not 
alone in my opinion. Her phrase, however, set me Bpecu
lating. Why UDpicturesque l' Picturesque means, like a 
picture-like what men choose for pictures. Why then 
should this be not fit for a picture l' 

Thinking the matter over, it seemed to me that the 
artist had sinned against that unity which is essential to a 
good picture. When the other constituents of a landseape 
have irregular forms, any artificial structure introduced 
must have an irregular form, that it may 8eem part of the 
lancwcape. The same general character must pervade it 
and surrounding objects; otherwise it, and the Boone amid 
which it stands, become not 0116 thing but two things; and 
we say it looks out of place. Or, speaking psychologically, 
the associated ideas called up by a building with its wings, 
windows, and all its parts symmetrically disposed, differ 
widely from the idl'as associated with an entirely irregular 
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. landscape j and the one set of ideas tends to banish the 
other. 

Pursuing the train of thought, sundry illustrative fa.::ts 
came to my mind. I rememberetl that a castle, which is 
more irregular in outline than any other kind of building, 
pleases us most when seated amid crags and precipices; 
while a castle on a plain seems an incongruity. The partly
regular and partly-irregular forms of our old farm-houses, 
and our gabled gothio manors and abbeys, appear quite in 
harmony with an undulating, wooded country. In towns 
we prefer symmetrical architecture j and in towns it pro
duces in us no feeling of incongruity, because all surround
ing things-men, horses, vehicles-are symmetrical also. 

And here I was reminded of a notion that has frequent
ly recurred to me j namely, that there is some relationship 
between the several kinds of arohitecture and the several 
classes of natural objects. Buildings in the Greek and 
Roman styles seem, in virtue of their symmetry, to take 
their type from animal life. In the partly-irregular Gothio, 
ideas derived from the vegetable world appear to predomi
nate. And wholly irregular buildings, suoh as castles, may 
be considered as having inorgauic forms for their basis. 

Whimsical as this speculation looks at first sight, it is 
countenanced by numerous facts. The connexion between 
symmetrical architecture and animal forms, may be inferred 
from the kind of symmetry we expect, and are satisfied 
with, in regular buildings. Thus in a Greek temple we re
quire that the front shall be symmetrical in itself, and that 
the two flanks shall be alike; but we do not look fol' uni
formity between the flanks and the front, nor between the 
front and the back. The identity of this symmetry with 
that found in animals is obvious. Again, why is it that a 
building making any pretension to symmetry displeases us 
if not quite symmetrioal? Probably the reply will be-
Because we see that the designer's idea is not fully carried 
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out; aud that bence our 10l'e of completene88 is oft'i.mdod. 
But then there come the further questions-How do w. 
know tbat the architect's conception. W88 symmetrical' 
Wbence comes this notion of symmet1'1 which we bave, 
and wbich we ittribute to bim? Unless we full Lack upon 
the old doctrine of innate ideas, we mnst admit that th. 
idea of bilateral symmet1'1 is derived from without; and 
to admit tbis is to admit that it is derived from the bigher 
animals. 

That there is some relationship between Gothio archi· 
tecture and vegetable forms is a position generally admit
ted. The often·remarked analogy between a groined nave 
and an avenue of trees with interlacing branches, show. 
that the fact bas forced itself on men's observation. It iI 
not only in this analogy, bowever, that the kinship is seen. 
It is seen still better in the essential characteristic of Goth
ic; namely, what is termed its aspiring tendency. That 
predominance of vertical lines wbich so strongly distin
guishes Gothic from other styles, is the most marked pecu
liarity of trees, when compared with animals or rocks. To 
persons of active imagination, a tall Gothic tower, with it. 
elongated apertures and clusters of thin projections mn
ning from bottom to top, Buggests a vague notion of growth. 

Of the alleged connexion between inorganic forms and 
the wholly irregular and the castellated styles of building, 
we have, I think, Bome proof in the fuct that when an edi· 
fice is irregular, the more irregular it ill the more it please. 
1111. I Bce no way of aecounting for this fact, save by .up
posi1ig that the greater the irregularity the more IItrongly 
are we reminded of the inorganic forms typified, and the 
1Il0re vividly are aroused the agreeable ideas of rugged 
and romantic scenery 8SBociated with those forma. 

Further evidence of these sel'eral relationships of stylet! 
. of architecture to classes of natnral objects, is lIupplied by 
. the kinds of decoration they respectively represent. The 
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public buildings of Greece, while characterized in their 
outlines by the bilateral symmetry seen in the higher ani· 
mals, have their pediments and entablatures covered with 
soulptured men and beasts. Egyptian terpples and Assyr
ian palaoes, while similarly symmetrical in their general 
plan, are similarly ornamented on their walls and at their 
doors. In Gothio, again, with its grove-like ranges of clu@ 
tered columns, we find rioh foliated ornaments abundantly 
employed. And accompanying the totally irregular, inor· 
ganic outlines of old castles, we see ,neither vegetable nor 
animal deoorat.ions. The bare, rook-like walls are sur
mounted by battlements, consisting of almost plain blookR, 
whioh remind us of the projeotions on the edge of a rugged 
oliff. 

But perhaps the most signifioant faot is the harmony 
that may be observed between eaoh type of arohiteoture 
and the soenes in which it is indigenous. For what is the 
explanation of this harmony, unless it be that the predomi
nant character of surrounding things has, in some way, de
termined the mode of building adopted 11 

That the harmony exists is clear_ Equally in the cases 
of Egypt, Assyria, Greece, and Rome, town life preceded 
the construction of the symmetrical buildings that have 
come down to us. And town life is one in which, as al
ready observed, the majority of familiar objects are sym
metrical. We instinctively feel the naturalness of this asso
ciation. Out amid the fields, a !brmal house, with a cen
tral door flanked by an equal number of windows to .right 
and left, strikes us as unrural-Iooks as though transplanted 
ITom a street; and we cannot look at one of those stuccoed 
villas, with mock windows carefully arranged to balance 
the real ones, without being reminded of the suburban res
idence of a retired tradesman. 

In styles indigenous in the country, we no~ only find the 
rr(\n~rl\l irr~rrnll\l·it.v chnrllctc.ri~t.in of 811rrolln<'linO' t,hinma 
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but we may trace some kinship between each kind of irrcg 
ularity and the local circumstances. 'Ve see the brokeD 
rocky masses amid which castles are commonly placed, mire 
rored in their stern, inorganic forma. In abbeys, and IUcb. 
like buildings, which are commonly found in comparatively 
sheltered districts, we find no such violent dislocations of 
masses and outlines; aud the nakedness appropriate to tl.e 
fortress is replaced by decorations reflecting the neighbour. 
ing woods. Between a Swiss cottage and a SwillS view 
there is an evident relationship. The angular roof, 10 bold 
and so disproportionately large when compared to other 
roofs, reminds one of the adjacent mountain peaks; and 
the broad overhanging eaves have a sweep and inclination 
like those of the lower branches of a pine tree. Con8ider, 
too, the apparent kinship between the flat roofs that prevail 
in Eastern cities, interspersed with occasional minarets, and 
the plains that commonly surround them, dotted here amt 
there by palm trees. You cannot contemplate a picture of 
one of these places, without being struck by the predomi· 
nance of horizontal lines, and their barmony with the wid .. 
stretch of the lauds cape. 

That the congruity here pointed out should hold in 
every case must not be expected. The Pyramids, for ex 
ample, do not seem to come under this generalization. 
Their repeated horizontal lines do indeed conform to the 
flatuess of the neighbouring desert; but their general con
tour seems to have no adjacent analogue. Considering, 
however, that migrating races, carrying their architectural 
syste'ms with them, would naturally produce buildings hav
ing no relationship to their new localities; and that it is 
not always possible to distinguish styles which are indige
nous, from those which are naturalized I numerooa anom~ 
lies must be looked for. 

The general idea above illustrated will perhaps be some
wbat misinterpreted. Possibly some will take the proposi. 
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tion to be that men intentionally gave to their buildings 
the leading characteristics of neigh bowing objects. But 
this is not what is meant. I do not suppose that they did 
80 in times past, any more than they do so now. The hy
pothesis is, that in their choice of forms men are nncon-
8:Jiously influenced by the forms encircling them. That 
fiat·roofed, symmetrical architecture should have originated 
in the East, among pastoral tribes surrounded by their 
herds and by wide plains, seems to imply that the builders 
were swayed by the horizontality and symmetry to which 
they were habituated. And the harmony which we have 
found to exist in other cases between indigenous styles and 
thcir localities, implies the general action of like influences. 
Indeed, on considering the matter psychologically, Ido not 
see how it could well be otherwise. For as all conceptions 
must be made up of images, and parts of images, received 
through the senses-as it is impossible for a man to con
ceive auy design save one of which the elements have come 
into his mind from without; and as his imagination will 
most readily run in the direction of his habitual percep
tions; it follows, almost necessarily, that the charactelistio 
which prellominates in these habitual perceptions must im· 
press itself on his design. 



xm 
THE USE 01; ANTHROPOMORPHISM. 

T HAT long fit of indignation which seizes all generoul 
natures when in youth they begin contemplating hu. 

man affairs, baving fairly spent itself, there 810wly growl 
up a perception that the institutions, beliefs, and forms 10 

vehemently condemned are not wholly bad. This reaction 
runs to various lengths. In some, merely to a comparative 
contentment with the arrangements under which they live. 
In others to a recognition of the fitneBB that exists between 
each people and its government, tyrannical as that may be. 
In some, again, to the conviction, that hateful though it il 
to us, and injurious as it would be now, slavery was once 
beneficial-was one of the necessary phases of human pro
gress. Again, in others, to the suspicion that great benefit 
has indirectly arisen from the perpetual warfare of past 
times; insuring as this did the spread of the strongest races, 
and so providing good raw material for civilization. And 
in a few this reaction ends in the generalization that all 
mod~ll of human thought and action subserve, in the timel 
and places in which they occur, some useful function: that 
though bad in the abstract, they are relatively good-are 
the best which the then existing conditions admit o£ 

A startling conclusion to which this faith in the essen
tial beneficence of things commits us, is that the religioU8 
creeds through which mankind succeBBively pass, are, duro 
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ing the eras in which they are severally held, the bes' 
that, could be held; and that this is true, not only of thp 
latest and most refined creeds, but of all, even to the ear· 
liest and most gross. Those who regard men's faiths 88 

giysn to them from without-as having ori~ins either di. 
rectly divine or diabolical, and who, considering their own 
as the sole example of the one, class aU the rest under the 
other, will think this a very shocking opinion. I can im
agine, too, that many of those who have abandoned cur
rent theologies, and now regard religions as so many 
natural products of humau nature--men who, having lost 
that antagonism towards their old creed which they felt 
while shaking themselves free from it, can now see that it 
was highly beneficial to past generations, and is beneficial 
still to a large part of mankiud ;-1 can imagine even theRe 
hardly prepared to admit that all religions, down to the 
lowest Fetichism, have, in their places, fulfilled useful func
tions. If such, however, will consistently develop their 
ideas, they will find this inference involved. 

For if it be true that humanity in its corporate as wtlll 
as in its individual aspect, is a growth and not a manufac· 
ture, it is obvious that during each phase men's theologies, 
as well as their political and social arrangements, must be 
determined into such forms as the conditions require. In the 
one case as in the other, by a tentative process, things from 
time to time re-settle themselves in a way that best consists 
with national equilibrium. As out of plots and the strug
gles of chieftains, it continually results that the strongest 
gets to the top, and by virtue of his proved superi~rity 
ensures a period of quiet, and gives society time to grow; 
as out of incidental expedients there periodically arise new 
divisions of labour, which get permanently established 
only by serving men's wants better than the previous ar
rangements did j so, the creed which each period evolves.is 
one more in conformity with the needs of the time than 
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the creed which preceded it. Not to rest in general Jtat~ 
ments, however, let us consider wby this must be 10. Let 
ns see whetber, in the genesis of men', ideas of deity, there 
is not involved a necessity to conceive of deity nnder t.he 
aspect. most influential with them. . 

It is now generally admitted that a more or lees ideal
ized humanity is tbe form which eTery conception of a per. 
1I0nal God must take. Anthropomorphism ill an inevitable 
result of the laws of thought. We cannot take a step to· 
wards constructing an idea of God witbout the ascription 
of human attributes. We cannot even "peak of a dj,·ine 
will without assimilating tbe divine nature to our OW'll i 
for we know nothing of volition save as a property o( our 
own minds. 

While this anthropomorphic tendency. or ratber uece. 
sity, is manifested by themselns with sufficient grOStmeM

a grossness that is ofl"ensive to those more advancoo
Christians are indignant at the still grosser maoir\.'StatioDi 
of it seen amoog uncivilized meu. Certaiuly, loch cooC<'p
t.ions as those of lome Polynesi:ms., who belien tbat their 
gods feed on the sools of the dead; or aa tbose of tbe 
Greeks, wbo ascribed to the personages of tbeir Pantheon 
every vice, from domestic cannibalism doW'll ward, are re
pulsive enougb. But if; ceasing to regard tbese notions 
from the outside, we more pbilOllOphicaJ]y regard them 
from the inside-if we consider how they looked to believers, 
and observe tbe relationships they bore to tbe natures and 
Deeds of lucb; we Ihall begin to think of tbem with some 
tolerance. The question to be answered is, wbetber these 
beIie& were beneficent in their efl" ... 'Cta on those wbo held 
them; Dot wbether tbey would be beneficent (or us, or 
for perfect men; and to this question the answer must be 
tbat while absolotely bad, they were relatively good. 

For is it Dot obvious that tbe I13VAge man will be most 
elTectnally cantrolled by his fean of • savage deity 7 
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Must it not happen, that if his nature requires great re
straint, t,he supposed consequencp.1l of transgression, to be 
a check upon him, must be proportionately telTible; and 
for these to be proportionately terrible, must not his god 
be conceived as proportionately cruel and reveageful? Is it 
not well that the treacherous, thievish, lying llindoo should 
believe in a hell where the wicked are boiled in cauldrons, roll
('d down mountains bristling with knives, and sawn asunder 
between flaming iron posts? And that there may be pro
vided such a hell, is it not needful that he should believe in a 
divinity delighting in human immolations and tlle self.tor
ture of fakirs? Does it not seem clear that during the 
earlier ages in Christendom, when men's feelings were so 
hard that a holy father could describe one of the delights 
of heaven to be the contemplation of the torments of the 
damned--does it not seem clear that while the general na
ture wall so unsympathetio, there needed, to keep men in 
order, all the prospective tortures desoribed by Dante, and 
a deity implacable enough to inflict them? 

And if, as we thus see, it is well for the savage man to 
believe in a savage go4, then we may also sec the great 
usefulness of this anthropomorphic tendency; or, as before 
said, necessity. We have in it another illustration of that 
essential beneficence of things visible everywhere through
out nature. From this inability under which we labour to 
conceive of a deity save as some idealization of ourselves, 
it inevitably results that in each age, among each people, 
and to a great extent in eaeh individual, there must atise 
just that conception of deity best adapted to the need!l.Of 
the ease. If, being violent and bloodthirsty, the nature be 
one calling for stringent control, it evolves the idea of a 
ruler still more violent and bloodthirsty, and fitted to afford 
this control. When, by ages of social discipline, the nature 
has been partially humanized,and the degree of restraint rOo 
lui red has bec,ome less, the diab~lical characteristics before 
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nous, we must recognise them in ~ommon with all theol", 
gies, as good for their time and places j and this mental 
necessity which disables us from conceiving a deity lave oe 
some idealization of ourselves, we must recognise 81 tbe 
agency by winch harmony is 'produced and maintained 
between every phase of human character and its religi(llJl 
CJ'cPeL 
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